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Foreword

The 12 years that spanned the first Persian Gulf War of 1991 and 
the three weeks of major combat in Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003 
were a triumphal time for American airpower. By the end of that 
eventful period, featuring five successful air-dominated campaigns 
that also included Operations Deliberate Force, Allied Force, and En-
during Freedom, America’s air weapon could be fairly said to have 
matured in its ability to deliver repeatedly the sorts of outcome-de-
termining results that airpower’s pioneer theoreticians had foreseen 
generations before. 

The ensuing years since that unbroken chain of successes, however, 
have entailed a different mode of combat and, as a result, a less-pre-
eminent role for airpower. During the more recent period, the sorts of 
high-end challenges that prompted America’s aerial involvements 
from 1991 to 2003 have been displaced, at least for the time being, by 
lower-intensity counterinsurgency operations in which the air input, 
while no less important than before as a shaper of events, has taken a 
secondary role to ground troops as the starring force element. In the 
eyes of many, this shift in the character of Washington’s latest combat 
involvements has cast air operations in general, and the US Air Force 
in particular, in a decidedly subordinate role. Not only that, it has 
been said by some to have had the pernicious effect of inclining many 
younger Air Force Airmen who have been exposed to no other form 
of operational commitment during their relatively short time in the 
ranks to infer from their limited experience that their service’s main 
purpose is to support land warfare by US Army and Marine Corps 
combatants. In its worst extreme, the changed nature of today’s en-
gagements and the consequent lower profile maintained by airpower 
in them has led more than a few to ask why the United States even 
needs an independent Air Force any more.

In this magisterial tour d’horizon of the air weapon’s steady rise in 
effectiveness since its fledgling days, Colin Gray, a prolific strate gist of 
long-standing scholarly achievement and international repute, has 
rightly taken a long view of today’s pattern of regional conflict by ap-
praising airpower in the broader context in which its operational 
payoff will ultimately be registered. His careful development of air-
power’s “strategic narrative,” as he calls it, shows convincingly how 
the relative criticality of the air weapon in joint warfare is neither 
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universal nor unchanging but rather is crucially dependent on the 
particular circumstances of a confrontation. 

More to the point, viewed situationally, airpower can be every-
thing from single-handedly decisive to largely irrelevant to a combat-
ant commander’s needs, depending on his most pressing challenges 
of the moment. Because its relative import, like that of all other force 
elements, hinges directly on how its comparative advantages relate to 
a commander’s most immediate here-and-now concerns, airpower 
does not disappoint when it is not the main producer of desired out-
comes. Indeed, the idea that airpower should be able to perform ef-
fectively in all forms of combat unaided by other force elements is 
both an absurd measure of its operational merit and a baseless argu-
ing point that its most outspoken advocates, from Giulio Douhet and 
Billy Mitchell onward, have done their cause a major disservice by 
misguidedly espousing over many decades. Although the air weapon 
today may have been temporarily overshadowed by more land-cen-
tric forms of force employment, given the kinds of lower-intensity 
conflicts that the United States and its allies have been obliged to con-
tend with in recent years, there will most assuredly be future times 
when new challenges yet to arise will again test America’s air posture 
to the fullest extent of its deterrent and combat potential.

Professor Gray’s central theme is that airpower generates strategic 
effect. More specifically, he maintains, airpower is a tactical equity 
that operates—ideally—with strategic consequences. To him, “strate-
gic” does not inhere in the equity’s physical characteristics, such as an 
aircraft’s range or payload, but rather in what it can do by way of pro-
ducing desired results. From his perspective, a strategic effect is, first 
and foremost, that which enables outcome-determining results. And 
producing such results is quintessentially the stock in trade of Amer-
ican airpower as it has progressively evolved since Vietnam.

Airpower for Strategic Effect offers an uncommonly thoughtful ap-
plication of informed intellect to an explanation of how modern air 
warfare capabilities should be understood. Along the way, it puts for-
ward a roster of observations about the air weapon that warrant care-
ful reflection by all who would presume to find it wanting. Among 
the most notable of those observations are that context rules in every 
case and that whether airpower should be regarded as supported by 
or supporting of other force elements is not a question that can ever 
have a single answer for all time. Rather, as noted above, the answer 
will hinge invariably on the unique conditions of any given conflict. 
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It naturally follows that whenever airpower has been said to have 
“failed,” it has only been because more was expected of it than it could 
deliver. Any tool can appear deficient if used unwisely or irresponsi-
bly. And as both the United States and Israel have experienced in 
their most recent airpower applications, even the most robust and 
capable air weapon can never be more effective than the strategy it is 
intended to support. 

On the strength of this teaching, perhaps the single most helpful 
service air warfare professionals can perform for their cause is to un-
derpromise and overdeliver as a matter of standard practice. In this 
regard, Professor Gray repeatedly voices a stern reminder that a long 
history of overpromising on the part of airpower’s most vocal propo-
nents has needlessly sold the air weapon short for what it is actually 
able to deliver to joint force commanders today—and not just in 
high-intensity combat, but in all forms of operations across the con-
flict spectrum. 

The purpose of this book is not to extol airpower but to make co-
herent sense of it by providing insights into it that are both timeless 
and policy useful. For those among its readers who are serving air-
men worldwide, the greatest value that its considered appreciation of 
the air weapon can offer is to help them think more reflectively about 
their calling and, in turn, to articulate its foundational principles 
more effectively in the councils of war planning. For woven through-
out it is a remarkably compelling explication of what modern air-
power entails in its most inner strategic essence. The ultimate aim of 
that explication is to improve the real-world practice of airpower by 
operators at all levels most responsible for its effective use.

BENJAMIN S. LAMBETH
Senior Research Associate, RAND Corporation

Author, The Transformation of American Air Power

FOREWORD
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Preface

Airpower for Strategic Effect is intended to contribute to the un-
derstanding of airpower—what it is, what it does, why it does it, and 
what the consequences are. This is the plot: airpower generates stra-
tegic effect. Airpower’s product is strategic effect on the course of 
strategic history. Everything about military airpower is instrumental 
to the purpose of securing strategic effect.

To adapt a familiar saying for my particular purpose, “they cannot 
airpower know, who only know airpower.” I have attempted to explain 
airpower strategically, partly because that was my mission, but also be-
cause I am a strategic theorist and defense analyst and I cannot ap-
proach airpower in any other way. There is a whole library of books 
about airpower, some of them of high merit and with deservedly sub-
stantial reputations. When I began my research on this subject, my 
main anxiety was that I might find that everything worth saying had 
been said already. On reflection, I suspect that just about everything 
that needs saying has been said already, many times over. However, the 
strategic story of airpower and some useful distillation of that narrative 
in an adequate formulation of airpower theory, I found to be lacking. 
So, with an all too genuine humility and respect for past authors of 
airpower history and theory, I proceeded to attempt to provide what I 
believe is needed—a well enough evidenced theory of airpower.

The challenge has not been so much to explain airpower itself stra-
tegically; rather has it been to locate airpower in the contexts that 
must give it meaning and purpose. Given that states do not purchase 
airpower as an end in itself, one has to explain the bene fits of air-
power ownership and operation in relation to the demands placed 
upon it and within the framework provided by the competitive na-
ture of strategy. My background and personal preferences, under-
standing of the subject, and purpose in this endeavor combined to 
suggest the story arc. 

Summarily, this book proceeds as follows: the first three chapters 
establish airpower strategically in the context of the general theory of 
strategy, which itself has meaning strictly within a political context. 
These chapters also relate airpower to the variably joint story of all of 
the armed forces. The next block of chapters, five of them, seeks to 
provide a historical evidential base on airpower in strategic his-
tory. What follows is the “payoff ” chapter (number 9), the one that 
presents the theory of airpower. The concluding chapter is terse in 
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its offering of broad judgments on the whole subject. So the story 
arc moves from theory, through history, back to a more specific 
theory, and is rounded off with conclusions.

There may well be nothing new in this work, but the familiar is as-
sembled in an original way. I have not striven to be different for its 
own sake, but neither have I shrunk from deviating from some of the 
more strongly held views about airpower that enjoy distinguished 
provenance and longevity. From the outset I decided that airpower 
did not require me to compose a hymn of praise; what it appeared to 
need was better explanation and understanding. I soon discovered 
that the airpower story has been and remains strategically superior to 
the tale that many of its more devoted advocates have managed to tell. 
As a result of promising too much, airpower spokespeople actually 
have promised too little for what they have delivered. Airpower has 
been undersold in good part because some among its more dedicated 
promoters have exaggerated what did not require exaggeration, 
and—most damaging of all—because they chose to advertise their 
product in a way that ignored or shortchanged much of what it was, 
did, and could do. Airpower theory has not been well enough served 
by its theorists. Some readers may be shocked, irritated at least, by a 
few of the liberties that I have taken with some hardcore airpower 
beliefs (for example, the items of faith that hold some airpower to be 
inherently strategic and the belief that airpower is naturally an offen-
sive weapon). Aside from the demands of logic and historical evi-
dence, I am more than modestly aware of the difficulty of explaining 
airpower in strategic terms to those among us who are not particu-
larly air-minded.

Readers may discover that, possibly because I am Anglo-American (le-
gally, if not culturally entirely both), there is more RAF in this work 
than is usual to see, though I believe that this fact is explained ade-
quately simply by the historical record of airpower’s first half-century 
and not by reference to any personal affiliation of mine. In addition, 
readers are certain to find here more general strategic theory than 
they are used to. Such an accurate appreciation is explained by my 
effort to situate the strategic history and theory of airpower properly 
in its context so that the full, though relative, merit of its contribu-
tions could be recognized properly. 

Some readers will be less than happy that their favorite episodes in 
airpower history are either ignored or given short shrift. All I can do 
is apologize but explain that I have not sought to tell the airpower 
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historical story for its own sake. Rather have I tried only to provide a 
sufficiency of empirical evidence, such that the theory of airpower 
can be derived and presented with some plausible claim to authority 
and credibility. Admittedly, the five strategic history chapters often fly 
a perilous track between, on the one hand, near anecdotal level of 
historical illustration and, on the other hand, full throttle historical 
narrative. It is possible that at times I may have veered too far toward 
one category of peril or the other, in which case, mea culpa! In expla-
nation, all I can argue is that decisions for exclusion had to be made, 
even for a study as lengthy as this.

Finally, it is my pleasure to thank the many friends and colleagues 
who helped me tackle this forbidding task. I am very pleased to ex-
press my thanks to Dr. Dan Mortensen at the Air Force Research In-
stitute, who has maintained faith in this project. His support and en-
couragement have been exemplary as well as essential. Next, I must 
state my gratitude to Col M. V. “Coyote” Smith, USAF, who helped me 
far above and beyond what any doctoral supervisor has a right to hope 
for. In addition, Dr. James Kiras of the School of Advanced Air and 
Space Studies (SAASS) has been outstanding in his friendship and 
support. When needed, Dr. John B. Sheldon, also of SAASS, has rid-
den rapidly and willingly to my assistance. By way of scholarly debt, I 
am especially grateful to Dr. Benjamin S. Lambeth of RAND, who also 
just happens to be one of my oldest friends, since we first met in Wash-
ington as graduate students more years ago than I care to recall.

And, penultimately but not least, I am entirely delighted to thank 
my long-standing, long-suffering, but blessedly good-natured manu-
script preparer, Barbara Watts—who undertook a manuscript inter-
pretation mission against long odds on success. The final note of 
thanks goes to my ever enduring family, Valerie and Tonia (plus pets), 
who flew many a hazardous sortie with me before this project was 
safely concluded.

COLIN S. GRAY
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Chapter 1

Airpower: A Contested Narrative

Airpower is and long has been the sharpest of America’s swords, as 
well as a highly versatile set of tools for the support of national strat-
egy—both grand and of course military. The latter claim today is un-
contested, indeed incontestable. The former, obviously, is a situational 
truth. Sharp swords are not always at a military premium; it is a matter 
of context; demands vary. More than a century on from the dawn of 
the air age, one might expect the inevitable and anticipatable un-
certainties of technical immaturity to have been replaced by a confident 
consensus over at least the more significant, assuredly the more basic, 
issues pertaining to airpower. Alas, although the theory and practice of 
airpower have filled the century past with an air ocean of words, fre-
quently strident, and a historical record crammed with deeds and argu-
able misdeeds, the meaning of it all as one attempts to assess it today is 
no simple matter to grasp and sustains a commanding grip. 

The world is well stocked with people who genuinely are deeply 
knowledgeable about some features of airpower, but it is much less 
populated with those who have a plausible claim to understand air-
power’s strategic narrative. What has been, what is, and what is ex-
pected with some confidence to be the strategic story of airpower? It 
is not sufficient to offer by way of a would-be dismissive rebuttal the 
obvious point that the airpower story is ever on the move—it is dy-
namic. How much historical dynamism should suffice for theorists 
and historians to control this undergoverned space? It seems to this 
theorist that a century of airpower history and thought and their 
complex and contestable relationship ought to be enough. Moreover, 
the historical record suggests strongly that the onward and some-
times seemingly sideways, even backward, erratic march of airpower-
relevant events will yield only fresh fuel for controversy, not some 
conclusive revelation. If this argument is deemed plausible, there is 
no definitive epiphany waiting in the future to cast light in places that 
currently are in shadow. The character of airpower’s strategic narra-
tive is always moving but not, this study suggests strongly, its nature.

The hard words offered above may appear, in fact may well be, 
seriously ungenerous to the efforts of hundreds, nay thousands, of 
people—uniformed airmen (persons), scholars, and others1—who 
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have labored energetically to understand, explain, predict, and ad-
vocate for excellent reasons on the subject of airpower. This text 
must hasten to claim only a serious dissatisfaction with the state of 
the theory and historical assessment of airpower. Far from being 
critical of particular theorists, historians, and other commentators, 
this author is deeply appreciative of what has been done. Even 
though scholars engage in much bloodless combat, scholarship gen-
erally advances—sometimes over the wounded or slain texts of in-
jured or newly unfashionable ideas. Rejected or at least revised ideas 
are necessary for the advance of understanding. Since such advance 
is by no means necessarily linear and progressive, it is not wholly 
inappropriate to borrow the notion of seasonal change to help ex-
plain the history of theory. Those especially attracted to apparent 
novelty can be amazed to discover just how little of great importance 
affecting politics, statecraft, peace, war, warfare, and strategy really 
changes. The nature of these enduring categories of thought and be-
havior is as persisting as their character is ever shifting. This is why 
Greek, Roman, ancient Chinese, and early nineteenth-century Prus-
sians can still speak to us meaningfully—across time, language, and 
culture—in terms that we find educational and useful.2

The instrumental purpose of this book is to revisit the theory and 
practice of airpower and offer a fresh reconceptualization and his-
torical understanding to reveal the strategic narrative of airpower—
past, present, and future. The intent is to move forward with the clas-
sics and would-be classics of theory where possible and away from 
them when necessary. The true purpose of this work is to contribute 
to a better strategic understanding of airpower to improve the prac-
tice of airpower. For reasons that will be made abundantly plain, pos-
sibly beyond the point of tedium for some readers, we shall insist that 
strategic theory has as its sole purpose the improvement of strategic 
practice. Such theory is not an end in itself.

Approach

In one respect, at least, this book serves the same goal as does Carl 
von Clausewitz’s On War: Both are explicitly and unashamedly educa-
tional in purpose and approach. The great man tells us that

theory exists so that one need not start afresh each time sorting out the mate-
rial and plowing through it, but will find it ready to hand and in good order. It 
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is meant to educate the mind of the future commander, or more accurately, to 
guide him in his self-education, not to accompany him to the battlefield; just 
as a wise teacher guides and stimulates a young man’s intellectual develop-
ment, but is careful not to lead him by the hand for the rest of his life.3

Clausewitz also advises that
the primary purpose of any theory is to classify concepts and ideas that have 
become, as it were, confused and entangled. Not until terms and concepts 
have been defined can one hope to make any progress in examining the ques-
tion clearly and simply and expect the reader to share one’s views. Tactics and 
strategy are two activities that permeate one another in time and space but 
are nevertheless essentially different. Their inherent laws and mutual rela-
tionship cannot be understood without a total comprehension of both.4

The approach adopted here, following Clausewitz in key respects, is 
to revisit the whole subject of airpower without fear or favor. No effort 
is expended in advancing particular positions on current and antici-
pated near-term issues. Contemporary controversies are featured only 
when they address issues that persist over time and reveal arguments 
of unusual importance. In the footsteps of the master, this theorist is 
concerned strictly to help people sort out those matters that need sort-
ing, so they will be better equipped to provide right enough answers to 
the challenges of the day.

Similarly, these pages privilege and respect strategic theory as a 
guide to those who are charged with strategic practice. Basic air-
power (or should it be air and space?) doctrine—even, supposedly, 
“basic” doctrine—is always in transition. This analysis does not 
seek to engage directly with current airpower doctrine, because to 
do so instantly dates the text, thereby guaranteeing rapid obsoles-
cence, and inevitably would be unduly restrictive in its national fo-
cus. The United States currently is the world’s leading air power, a 
status it has enjoyed since, plausibly, mid-to-late 1943. However, 
airpower and American airpower are not and have never been 
synonymous. While the argument here attends primarily and un-
apologetically to American airpower, this main thrust is never dis-
associated from its several contexts. Indeed, an apparently dominant 
military force cannot afford to be entirely disdainful of much lesser 
forces. Relatively minor armies, navies, and air forces—and now 
space and cyber forces also—may well be, by standard metrics, of 
scant account. But strength of motivation, cunning, and skill can 
enable materially inferior belligerents to compete and, in extremis, 
to wage warfare by asymmetric methods that can embarrass the 
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superior party severely.5 Moreover, different polities choose to exer-
cise their airpower options in distinctive ways. National styles differ 
in the exploitation of airpower, even when proceeding from a sub-
stantially common technological base. It is all too natural for air-
minded Americans to be interested overwhelmingly in American 
airpower. But prudence suggests that they need to be scarcely less 
concerned with how actual and potential rivals and enemies cast 
their semi-independent votes in the duel that is basic to the endur-
ing nature and structure of politics and strategy.

The scope of this inquiry embraces four principles that command 
obedience to Michael Howard’s demand that military history should 
be studied in “width, depth, and context.”6 The four are the injunc-
tions that airpower cannot sensibly be reassessed (1) only as Ameri-
can airpower (the point made above), (2) only as the assets of air 
forces, (3) only as fixed- or swing-wing aircraft (and particularly as 
fast jets), and (4) only as it and its problems are manifested today. 
Without excuse or apology this book has the contemporary and fu-
ture roles and strategic value of the US Air Force (USAF) of the early 
twenty-first century as the core of its interest and the focus of its edu-
cational endeavor. But that core and focus can be served adequately 
only if Howard’s insistence upon study in width, depth, and context is 
taken seriously.

This study is committed to an effort to reset the theory of airpower, 
with much gratitude to the mighty labors of those many theorists 
who have provided the intellectual capital with which one can work 
today. Some readers are likely to be irritated, however, by my unwill-
ingness to yield to current authority on conceptual matters. Lest the 
point is insufficiently clear, this book seeks to develop theory for the 
practice of airpower; it is not at all interested in debating current doc-
trine. The educational mission of this text is to help sharpen the abil-
ity of readers themselves to engage in such debate. Also, it must be 
said, there is no intention here to be different simply for the mindless 
purpose of being different. Much of orthodox airpower thinking in 
authoritative (American) air (and space) power doctrine is thor-
oughly praiseworthy, as we shall demonstrate.

The plan of attack for this study allows this chapter to set the 
scene—prepare the battlespace, as it were—by specifying the purpose 
and scope of the inquiry, defining key terms and concepts, and iden-
tifying challenges and explaining their significance. Chapters 2 and 3 
provide the theoretical architecture needed for the narrative to pro-
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ceed with discipline into the historical record of the great chain of 
logic and behavior which is the practice of airpower. These chapters 
locate airpower, first, in theory in relation to practice and, second, in 
geography among the five geophysically distinctive environments for 
warfare. Having erected the building that is theory and then identi-
fied and connected the geographies of battlespace, the narrative pro-
vides an analytical survey of the historical record of airpower in 
chapters 4 through 8. These vital chapters proceed, respectively, from 
the sands of Tripoli in 1911 to Tokyo Bay in 1945 and from that place 
and moment of maximum, if ominous, triumph for airpower to the 
undergoverned tribal area encompassing both sides of the Pakistani-
Afghan border in 2010. Those who reasonably might question the 
necessity of revisiting familiar historical material should be reassured 
to learn that this theorist asked himself exactly this question. The an-
swer is beyond serious contention. People think and argue very much 
by historical analogy, whether or not the analogies are apt. Attitudes 
and opinions on contemporary airpower issues are colored by the 
“lessons” that people believe we should draw from the history that 
they assert is relevant. At this early juncture we shall not detain the 
text with a critical assessment of the perils and pitfalls of argument by 
analogy. We accept simply that analogies are unavoidable and can 
matter crucially, even in current debate about the issues of today and 
tomorrow. It follows that this book must not even appear to shy away 
from airpower’s past. We do insist, though, that the distinction 
never be lost between airpower’s past, which is to say the actual re-
cord, and airpower’s history(ies), which by contrast refers to what his-
torians of frequently conflicting persuasions claim happened.

The past record of airpower—its influence upon history, to borrow 
from Alfred Thayer Mahan—provides the lion’s share of the candi-
date evidence from which theory, doctrine, and materiel decisions in 
the present derive most of their authority.7 If one chooses to neglect 
or reject past deeds and misdeeds, by default one must lean upon 
anticipation, prediction, and hope duly packaged by deductive rea-
soning. It so happens that, far from being a well-settled zone of intel-
lectual consensus, the past or history of airpower is exceptionally 
controversial in its strategic meaning. The facts are not much in dis-
pute any longer, but judicious understanding of the relative strength 
of airpower’s contribution to the course of strategic history from 1911 
to the present is a realm of seemingly permanent controversy. For us 
to advance understanding, it is essential for airpower’s century of 
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activity to be examined in some width, depth, and context—an enter-
prise that would be truly heroic as a mission for five chapters were it 
not for the excellent work by historians upon which this theorist can 
draw gratefully.

Deploying the conceptual tools developed in chapters 2 and 3, and 
armed with the historical analysis provided in chapters 4 through 8, 
chapter 9 assembles, even compounds, the preceding analyses of con-
ceptual, historical matters with reference to some contemporary is-
sues and specifies an ambitious new, certainly revised, formulation of 
airpower theory. This theory is adapted for and to the complexities of 
the strategic context today and fully reflects changes in the strategic 
environment. No less important than change, however, is recognition 
of continuities, indeed of enduring truths. Finally, chapter 10 extracts 
from all that has gone before the key elements in the persisting strate-
gic narrative of airpower.

This is a work of theory, but because it is about strategic theory, 
it must also be a work about strategic practice. The connections 
between theory and practice, between ideas and behavior, are 
much more intimate than typically is recognized.8 Although the 
discussion strives to maintain a proper scholarly detachment, there 
can be no denying the possibly biasing influence of the author’s 
interest in American airpower. Enculturation is beneficial for em-
pathy and understanding but tends not to be so healthy for reli-
ability of judgment. Since enculturation is unavoidable and schol-
ars of strategy are concerned about a pragmatic subject in which 
they cannot help but have some personal stake, the possibility of 
bias must be admitted. Strategic theorists and historians who ad-
dress contemporary topics are unable to evade the pushes and pulls 
that are inalienable from the role of participant-observer. Our 
modern historians of the Roman Empire should be unsullied by a 
personal stake in the struggles that they study. Alas for them, 
though, their feet are unmuddied by firsthand experience of their 
subject. They cannot even visit ancient Rome as tourists, Holly-
wood and escorted tours notwithstanding.

What Is Airpower? An Open Question Still

Definitions are neither true nor false. They are chosen for conve-
nience. Moreover, choice of wording in defining an important con-
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cept is always likely to reflect a number of motives, among which clar-
ity for ease of communication need not be dominant. Given that 
airpower is not a branch of philosophy, that those who theorize about 
it are not and have never been philosophers, and that the multi-
dimensional stakes are high in the ongoing competition over airpower’s 
definition, it is scarcely surprising that reason has never ruled in its 
regard. This is not to accuse anyone or any institution necessarily of 
incompetence or falsehood, though there has been plenty of both. 
Rather the point is that airpower is a thoroughly political subject—no 
less in its evolving definition—with the practical implications of that 
in its strategic meaning. To state the matter directly, Clausewitz rules! 
War and preparation for war are pervasively political—and by logical 
implication, peace also—including the contribution of airpower to all 
these weighty concerns. As the great man said, and we should never 
hesitate to repeat, with full understanding, “It is clear, consequently, 
that war is not a mere act of policy but a true political instrument, a 
continuation of political activity by other means.”9 By logical exten-
sion, the military instrument for war (and peace) is in a vital sense 
also a political instrument. Furthermore, politics is about power, and 
politics is about who gets what, when, how—and what they do with it. 
Airpower, indeed military power writ large, is not a pristine, politics-
free entity or idea, no matter what myth, legend, or some occasional 
pure professional intention may seek to insist. For excellent and easily 
understandable reasons, the whole history of airpower, in all coun-
tries, has been suffused with political intentions, meaning, and conse-
quences. To deny this is to make some reluctant and more-than-
faintly distasteful admissions. To do otherwise is simply to recognize 
the world as it is and always has been. Although some crusaders for 
airpower define themselves as disciples of a true faith committed 
wholly to the advancement of The Truth for entirely unselfish rea-
sons, the plain fact is that even The Truth has to be advanced by poli-
tics of both a low as well as a more respectable kind. The reason is 
obvious. The stakes in the ongoing, though only sometimes politically 
bitter, debate over airpower issues could hardly be higher. Careers, 
personalities, and national security play in the argument.

Airpower has always lent itself to conceptualization that was emi-
nently challengeable on technical, geographical, political, and logical 
grounds; not that logic could cope at all well with the genuine com-
plexity of the evolving subject. It is ironic that the strategic success of 
airpower is the core reason for the common difficulty in defining, 
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hence understanding, managing, and employing it. The very attrac-
tiveness of airpower itself is the principal source of the near-universal 
confusion, uncertainty, and bitter arguments that have characterized 
its short strategic history. A little reflection soon reveals that there are 
good if not altogether persuasive reasons why most attitudes toward 
airpower and its meaning, value, proper ownership, and seniority rela-
tive to other forms of military power have some merit. Decisions need 
to be made as to definition, ownership, and relative strategic value, 
and this text does not shy from making them, but whatever choices 
one makes, it is essential to appreciate that rival positions are not be-
yond justification.

Lest I attract the charge of scholasticism, I must claim that the cho-
sen definition of airpower really matters. It is not a concern for strictly 
empirical, let alone deductive, and logical choice. Severe critics of 
language selected primarily for the purpose of seizing and holding 
contestable, certainly contested, capabilities are apt to be blind to the 
fact that airpower sensibly is many things to different people with 
distinctive prime concerns. Before risking confusion with identifica-
tion of the complexity of our subject, we will provide a deceptively 
simple definition of airpower proffered by Brig Gen William “Billy” 
Mitchell: “Air power may be defined as the ability to do something in 
the air. It consists of transporting all sorts of things by aircraft from 
one place to another, and as air covers the whole world there is no 
place that is immune from influence by aircraft.”10 A few pages later, 
Mitchell drives home his central points with useful repetition: “But 
what, it may be asked, is air power? Air power is the ability to do 
something in or through the air, and, as the air covers the whole 
world, aircraft are able to go anywhere on the planet.”11

Mitchell’s definition is not beyond criticism nor entirely satisfac-
tory, but he is right enough. Indeed, his imperfect wording remains 
by far the most useful definition of airpower that anyone has drafted 
in a hundred years. Given that Mitchell was not especially gifted—let 
alone original—as a theorist of airpower, his achievement in rough-
and-ready, highly inclusive definition merits much celebration. Like 
Japanese operational art in World War II and some social scientific 
methodologies today, the culminating point of victory in definition is 
soon reached. Conceptual elaboration and the accretion of detail 
have a way of achieving the opposite of what is intended. Many defi-
nitions relevant to the subject of this text have been crafted more for 
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imperial advantage than for clarity; all that is clear is the self-interest 
of the drafters.

There is a conceptual purity in the simplicity and unarguable truth 
in the two points of Mitchell’s definition and explanation quoted 
above. It is unlikely that anyone could be confused by his words, but 
he claimed that airpower is (1) anything that flies and (2) literally 
global. The problem, of course, is that so marvelous an invention—a 
category of machines that can fly anywhere in the world over all kinds 
of terrain—has to be in ever greater demand. The actual and potential 
stakeholder communities for airpower recognized ever greater uses 
as its technical competence matured and assumed a wide variety of 
somewhat mission-specific forms. The beginning of wisdom on this 
important matter of definition is simply to accept that there is no 
“true” wording beyond the banal-seeming yet paradoxically pro-
found formula provided by the colorful, energetic, and quintessen-
tially combative General Mitchell.12 Once one attempts to improve on 
Mitchell, ironically the floodgates are opened to factual and logical 
errors vastly more serious than the limitations chargeable to his 
conceptual account. I would like to try to improve on Mitchell by 
adding to his wording in the following way: “Air power may be de-
fined as the ability to do something [strategically useful] in the air.” 
This well-intentioned amendment has the merit of helpful focus, but 
by introducing two highly contestable ideas into what was an elegant 
if substantially rather opaque formula, it risks doing more damage 
than good. The strategic theorist needs to borrow and attempt to ad-
here to the traditional medical injunction—perhaps the prime rule of 
prudence in medicine—“First, do no harm.”

There is no single Great Truth to be discovered about airpower. 
Such cannot be derived from ever more careful historical scholarship, 
from scrupulously faithful textual analysis of all-but-sacred manu-
scripts, or from philosophical discourse. Epistemology will be con-
founded. And as suggested already, perhaps paradoxically and ironi-
cally, the success of the airpower project (if I may express the historical 
effort thus) lies at the heart of the difficulty. This study subscribes to 
Mitchell’s definition of airpower for the reasons that it is both better 
than the alternatives or, to be less generous, that it is less bad.

The attractions of Billy Mitchell’s all-but-elemental definition of 
airpower—which with some justice might be freely translated as the 
“anything that flies” approach—glitter the more brightly in the light 
shed by these stellar words of Henry Kissinger: “The responsibility of 
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statesmen . . . is to resolve complexity rather than to contemplate it.”13 
Strategic theory may appear to be strategic philosophy, but its prag-
matic purpose—which is to say its sole purpose—is to fuel under-
standing for practical benefit. Any problems with Mitchell’s almost 
casually inclusive approach pale in comparison with its virtues. It 
captures the heart of the matter. His formula does not contemplate 
airpower and attempt to lead epistemological questions by an ency-
clopedic, specific inclusivity. Maxims for defense professionals in-
clude injunctions to “get the big things right (enough)” and to avoid 
gratuitous complication and paralysis of thought and action by ef-
forts to accommodate needless complexity.14 Of course, there are de-
tailed challenges to the meaning of airpower that can be framed as 
theoretical issues but which have profound practical implications. 
However, when seeking to understand the nature of airpower, the last 
thing one should do is obscure what must be crystal clear with un-
necessary and contentious matters—hence the glory of Mitchell’s 
notably unphilosophical and unscholarly wording.

Regrettably, this book must register serious dissent from the oft-
quoted, even somewhat celebrated and authoritatively regarded, view 
of David MacIsaac. MacIsaac opened his notable essay on “The Air 
Power Theorists” with a summary view that too many of his succes-
sor historians, and more than a few theorists, have accepted as ap-
proximating the whole truth. The time is long overdue to revisit 
MacIsaac critically. Excellent and stimulating though his treatment is 
in several respects, nonetheless this theorist finds his judgment overall 
to be significantly questionable at the least. MacIsaac sets his scene 
with these potent sentences:

Seventy-five years have now elapsed since the advent of manned aircraft re-
sulted in the extension of traditional forms of surface warfare into the skies 
above—and indeed beyond—armies and navies. Air power, the generic term 
widely adopted to identify this phenomenon, has nonetheless yet to find a 
clearly defined or unchallenged place in the history of military or strategic 
theory. There has been no lack of theorists, but they have had only limited 
influence in a field where the effects of technology and the deeds of practitioners 
have from the beginning played greater roles than have ideas.15

Alas, the words just quoted are as admirably clear and substan-
tively engaging as they are either incorrect or misleading. To take 
MacIsaac’s two major claims in reverse order, his charge that technol-
ogy and practice have led airpower theory is, at best, seriously argu-
able and, at worst, thoroughly erroneous. The claim, in effect, that 
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airpower theory largely appeared in the slipstream of machinery and 
deeds so therefore its principal roles were to rationalize, legitimize, 
and popularize material developments and behavior is not correct. 
This now widespread view cannot withstand careful historical assay, 
and it expresses, I suspect, some misunderstanding of the nature of 
the relationship between strategic theory and practice. Readers will 
have to decide whether on balance they find merit in MacIsaac’s 
opinion.

The first of MacIsaac’s major claims actually is the one more apt to 
mislead. He states correctly, as of his time of writing, that “air power 
. . . has nonetheless yet to find a clearly defined or unchallenged place 
in the history of military or strategic theory.” He is right, but one is 
moved to pose the quintessential strategist’s challenge: “So what?” 
The plain implication is one of failure. The implicit argument is that 
75 years (1911–86 presumably, dating military airpower from its first 
employment in warfare) should have sufficed for air-minded persons 
to sort out the meaning of their specialty. Whether or not MacIsaac is 
broadly accurate in his historical claim for the poverty of definition 
and the uncertainty of the place of airpower, he does not recognize 
that his claim could be extended to refer to the definition and strate-
gic status in relative utility of every modern military dimension. Not 
only did the novel military dimension of airpower alter radically by 
fits and starts through its first near-century (to his time of writing), 
but so did every other geostrategic dimension, each in itself and in 
relation to the others. Perhaps airpower theory and practice had 
never really “grown up,” at least not prior to 1986, but it is a readily 
verifiable fact that the theory of airpower, then and now, is not nota-
bly in greater contention than is theory for land power and sea power, 
let alone the really new arrivals, space power and cyber power. Fur-
thermore, since we need to accommodate the entire gamut of mili-
tary instruments, the strategic value of nuclear weapons and other 
weapons of mass destruction (WMD) is by no means stable either. 
There are, and always have been, pressing and potent reasons why 
airpower, however defined, has comprised a historical strategic nar-
rative so much in motion that the paint never had time to dry on a 
finished project. Airpower has been a work in progress ever since its 
military inception, arguably in 1911, and as such has contributed to 
the destabilization of every other facet of the strategic world. The 
point that needs to be emphasized is that the evolving strategic story 
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of airpower was bound to be ever inconclusive because it was history 
necessarily in motion.

The paragraphs immediately above are not intended to exculpate 
those people and institutions apparently guilty of the neglect of the-
ory, of inappropriate indecision, or of heinous crimes against prog-
ress as an orderly march into the future. As stated already, this text is 
not interested in scoring points unfairly from the commanding 
heights of unassailable hindsight. Its mission is only to understand 
airpower—both itself and in relation to its contexts—as well as can be 
achieved. Mistakes, great and small, have been made in the develop-
ment and employment of airpower, as they have with respect to land 
power, sea power, space power, and now cyber power. But, so what? 
New military instruments will commit generically old errors in tech-
nically and tactically novel ways. Such is inevitable. However today, 
100 and more years into the air age of conflict, it is appropriate, in-
deed necessary, to attempt to retire yesterday’s beliefs, attitudes, and 
opinions that plainly are dysfunctional for the exploitation of air-
power for national security.

Some Keys to Understanding

The domain of this book is airpower regarded from three inter-
locking perspectives: theory (and doctrine), historical practice, and 
deliberately faintly, contemporary defense issues. As a toolkit to help 
shape the disparate materials of ideas, deeds, and current conun-
drums, it is useful to provide a set of considerations and propositions 
that will serve as candidate keys to assist broad understanding of the 
more enduring themes of this analysis; seven such keys are specified. 
Some have been mentioned already; others have not.

Technological Dynamism 

It is commonplace to observe that doctrine is doomed by its very 
nature always to be advice or direction for yesterday rather than to-
day. Our narrative must make sense of a technical story that opens 
with a 40-yard bound and then moves on to attain the ability to 
function with global endurance, certainly an intercontinental 
reach. In short, the technological tale has been ever moving. It is 
not surprising that the authority of airpower theory has been apt 
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to rest upon unstable foundations to the degree to which, un-
wisely, it has been fueled by particular technical assumptions.

Tactical, Operational, and Strategic Dynamism

As the technological basis of airpower has evolved, so of necessity 
have the prudently exploitive tactical, operational, and strategic sto-
ries. The instability of airpower progress, historically in motion, has 
propelled tactical, operational, and strategic innovation such that 
both the impression and, by and large, the reality of airpower always 
have been and have seemed to be in transition. Indeed, the impres-
sion of constant change is an accurate one.

Anticipation and Prediction

Airpower, as a moving target for capture by theory and doctrine—
and no less by prudent defense policy, military strategy, and force 
posture—has been apt to confound all parties to the ever renewed 
debate over its relative significance and strategic meaning and value. 

Context

Moreover, the technical story of airpower, even when enriched by 
expert tactical and operational assessment, by no means completes 
the domain necessary for fair assay. No technology, military or other, 
has entirely self-evident meaning, regardless of the context within 
which it is deployed. Those who would judge the relative contribution 
of airpower to a campaign, war, or passage of diplomacy in peacetime 
can make the mistake of underrating the significance of the histori-
cally specific situation. There are some enduring truths—which is to 
say, most-cases-valid generalizations—about airpower. But the truths 
about the actual historical application of airpower must be shaped by 
the opportunities and constraints of the particular situation. It follows 
that windy generalizations are ever vulnerable to embarrassing am-
bush by strategic circumstances wherein flying machines, at least 
some kinds of flying machine, in practice are only of minor support-
ing value to the whole project that is the conduct of a conflict.

Trial by Experience

Naturally, ideas about airpower must be tested and evaluated by 
experience. The strategic snapshots in time of the performances of 
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airpower in specific events are only that: situation-specific frozen 
frames. Lessons of enduring worth can be drawn from history. In-
deed, properly treated to merit the status of evidence, historical hap-
penings must provide the foundation for knowledge and under-
standing. After all, what is the practical alternative to experience? 
Imagination? Speculation? Lessons about airpower will be more or 
less particular to the historical contexts from which they are drawn. 
This should be merely a banal point to make, but often airpower and 
sea power, inter alia, are judged to have “failed” or to have demon-
strated serious limitations because too much or the wrong perfor-
mance was expected of them in specific historical contexts.16 The 
Luftwaffe failed to keep the Wehrmacht’s encircled Sixth Army sup-
plied adequately by air in the winter of 1942–43. This is true. But, 
because the Luftwaffe undoubtedly failed, does anything of general 
importance about the strategic value of airpower flow as a necessary 
conclusion that one should endorse? Of course not. Historical speci-
ficity is all important; context rules but does not entirely preprogram 
the course of history. To some degree context is what we make of it. 
There are generalizations that can and need to be made about the 
strategic value of airpower, but they have to be framed to accommo-
date the variety of historical strategic experience. Discipline and 
common sense are vital in the search for definition and interpretation 
of evidence.

Five-in-One and One-in-Five: Fission and Fusion in Warfare

Human beings can live only on the land, and they wage war in the 
singular, not geostrategically in the plural. Political communities do 
not speak of going to air war, or sea war, and so forth; rather they talk 
of going to war as a whole. Although warfare has become more complex 
as its geographical environments have increased from two (land and 
the surface of the sea) to five-plus (land, sea surface and subsurface, 
air, orbital space, and cyberspace), it retains its essential unity. These 
days none of the five geographies can be ignored nor their differences 
neglected, but some significant fungibilities do obtain. Indeed, the 
relations among military power tailored to each geography are so 
complex and dynamic that the search for simple truths is mission 
impossible. To focus upon the central narrative of this text, there is 
no simple, all-but-elemental Great Truth that can be told about air-
power. Notwithstanding the many reasons that contribute to unwise 
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military and strategic practices and to poor scholarship, there is no 
evading the genuine difficulty in securing a suitable grasp upon the 
theory and execution of airpower. Consider these complications for 
the dedicated pursuer after airpower Truth:

•  In the grand duel of competition, conflict, war, and warfare, the 
military behavior in every geographical environment by ever 
belligerent forces makes a net contribution to a competition in 
strategic effect.17 Briefings and books may tell the story of the 
war in the air or the war at sea, but the course of strategic history 
has only one course, even if many might have been possible. 
There was a single actual winning narrative.

•  There are no great, universal, and eternal truths about the rela-
tive strategic value of airpower, or land power, or sea power, and 
so forth. Truth is situational; it varies with the contexts.

•  Often it will not be obvious, even to truly objective assessors, just 
what the relative strategic value will prove to be of land power as 
contrasted with airpower, let alone space power, or to muddy the 
waters further, nuclear deterrence or even coercive nuclear em-
ployment. So complex are the factors contributing to the often 
erratic run of events and so fearsome can be the influence of 
contingency that not only is every war different, but every war is 
apt to change during its course.18 Each conflict or war tends to 
have a “grammar” of its own, almost aside from the logic of the 
politics and policies that brought it to life originally.

•  Airpower may be anything that flies or any capability to accom-
plish militarily worthwhile tasks in the air, but much of airpower’s 
value has to lie in the importance of what it can do from, as 
opposed to in, the air. Is airpower actually sea power when it is 
deployed at sea and its tasks are either wholly naval or notably 
maritime? What matters about airpower, one could assert, is 
what it does, not what it is, technically regarded. If an AH-64 
Apache helicopter is employed primarily as flying artillery for 
close air support missions, it can be hard to resist, at the risk of 
being oxymoronic, viewing the machine as flying land power. 
When flying machines are regarded and employed as airborne 
tanks, the case for their being owned by the Army would appear 
to make itself. The trouble is that the mind-set of the land, if not 
quite land-bound, warrior is apt to be locked unduly onto the 
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noun rather than the adjective—the task rather than the “flying.” 
And this may matter significantly. This theorist has no particular 
problem choosing who should own airpower, but the practical 
difficulties in this respect for armed forces have been, and to a 
degree remain, formidable. As noted before, airpower in its sev-
eral forms and its maturing competencies has proven itself to be 
militarily and strategically so desirable that all sides want some 
of it for themselves. And to control securely the airpower that 
they need, they wish to own the capabilities in demand.

•  Modern warfare inalienably is conducted as a whole, as a gestalt. 
The measure of true complementarity, real jointness, let alone 
seamless integration, always leaves more or less to be desired, but 
it is an undeniable fact the boundaries among the geographies of 
warfare are as clear geophysically as they are fuzzy and even 
scrambled tactically, operationally, and strategically. The B-29s of 
Curtis LeMay’s Twentieth Air Force managed to incinerate 67 
Japanese cities prior to the single-plane missions against Hiro-
shima and Nagasaki only because the US Navy, Marine Corps, 
and Army had fought their way across the Pacific and succeeded 
in seizing the Mariana Islands. Was the bombing of Japan from 
Saipan, Tinian, and Guam a triumph for US airpower, for US sea 
power (and land power), or both—or is the question ridiculous?

In this opening chapter it suffices merely to explain the enduring, 
historically conditioning complexity in airpower’s connections to its 
strategic siblings. Different countries with distinctive strategic and 
military cultures, in different times and in particular characters of 
conflict, have answered the airpower question set in more or less 
unique ways. This is not to surrender mindlessly to the seductions of 
an undisciplined relativism. It is not the position of this theorist that 
“different strokes” are just fine. Local preferences granted, there are 
some objectively better, and worse, ways to assign shares in airpower 
ownership and to employ airpower. While it is true that each distinc-
tive strategic historical project will have its distinctive airpower 
needs, airpower is not infinitely flexible or capable.

Assets and Capabilities

These two concepts differ critically in meaning, even though ha-
bitually confused. Whereas assets should refer strictly to input, to 
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what one has, capabilities expresses a judgment as to what the assets 
should be expected to accomplish. This distinction is familiar to 
nearly all discussions of power, not only airpower. The problem is a 
careless logic, really illogic, that can have serious practical conse-
quences. There is a host of reasons why the dueling, competitive na-
ture of strategy tends to escape the careful attention that it merits. It 
is not too much of a challenge to attempt to explain that the growth 
in the US nuclear arsenal from 235 weapons in 1949 to its peak of 
31,225 in 1967 did not mean that the United States was, wonderfully, 
133 times more powerful in the mid 1960s than it had been in the late 
1940s. As the saying goes, the adversary/enemy has a vote concerning 
a competitor’s relative potency. Machines such as aircraft are vastly 
easier to count than the overall net fighting power of an air force. 
Moreover, that net fighting power will impact, positively or nega-
tively, the fighting power of land and naval forces. By late 1944 and in 
1945 Nazi Germany and imperial Japan were not starved of aircraft fit 
enough for combat, but increasingly they were short of pilots with the 
skills to fly them effectively in combat against overwhelming odds. 
Equipment inventories matter, but they matter far more for what they 
can do competitively in action or for how effective they are perceived 
to be rather than simply for what they are metrically. In May 1940 the 
French army owned more tanks than the Wehrmacht, but “So what?” 
Similarly, in June 1941 Soviet military aviation vastly outnumbered 
the Luftwaffe, a fact that translated as the juiciest of juicy targets for a 
Douhetian blow against airpower parked wingtip-to-wingtip on So-
viet airfields.

Faith, Interest, and Fear

New arrivals have a way of presenting disturbing challenges to es-
tablished ways of thought and patterns in power distribution. It 
would be easy to join the herd of historians and commentators who 
have written pejoratively about the assumptions, arguments, tactics, 
and strategies of airpower’s advocates. There is much of which to 
complain. Airpower’s promoters sometimes assumed the mantle of 
prophets; they did overpromise; they did belittle honest (as well as 
dishonest) arguments of which they disapproved; and they did give 
the appearance, overall, of people trying to sell an unproven product 
as a panacea for truly complex and difficult political, strategic, and 
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tactical problems. Although most sweeping denunciations of air-
power advocacy have some merit, paradoxically, they nonetheless 
constitute a substantially misleading indictment. To push the para-
doxical claim yet further, the more insistent advocates of airpower 
have done net harm to an excellent broad case. However, the over-
statement so characteristic of airpower’s historically classic advocacy 
literature was all but unavoidable. Given the condition and circum-
stances of airpower, evolving effectively from nothing, as in zero, in 
1908 to a hard-earned (US) status of coequal armed service in the 
new Department of Defense in 1947, it is all but inconceivable that 
any very different path could have been followed by its advocates.

It was never probable that those who sincerely believe that air-
power could dominate warfare to the material and general human 
benefit would be meek by nature and in tone of argument. Unlike the 
nuclear age 40 years later, the air age did not erupt out of a clear blue 
sky, utterly unanticipated by the public, with two monstrous bangs 
that invited overestimation rather than polite or otherwise dismissal. 
Unlike airpower, nuclear weapons did not enjoy the benefits or suffer 
the damage in reputation of high-octane claim and counterclaim in 
public debate during their early technical gestation period. The his-
torical narrative of airpower is not only technical and military-tactical; 
it also has sociological and cultural dimensions of more than passing 
significance. The point is that the strengths and limitations of air-
power—both generically and in particular historical context of time, 
place, and circumstance—were not literally self-revealing. Airpower 
was not a natural product; rather, it had to be made to happen. That 
project could succeed only because of the efforts of particular indi-
viduals willing and able to create or exploit opportunities to help stra-
tegic history move along. Modesty, humility, and skepticism may be 
admirable qualities in a philosopher, but they are qualities unlikely to 
succeed against interests well entrenched as rivals to expansive, and 
expensive, visions of airpower’s proper future. Early airpower 
theorists-advocates certainly had faith, in good part because that was 
all that they could have in the absence of obviously relevant strategic 
experience. Airpower theory has suffered in its reputation for probity 
and prudence as a consequence of its proclivity for peering rather too 
optimistically over the horizon. But, since airpower has evolved so 
substantially over the last 100 years, conviction resting noticeably 
upon anticipated prowess has been unavoidable. Also, let us not for-
get, the whole of our sad human strategic narrative has been moving 
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over those years. If the strategic reality of the airpower story has 
changed radically, how about those of land power and sea power?

Clearly, it is quite possible for a sound idea to be so damaged by 
extravagant advocacy and so diminished in esteem by unreasonable 
expectations born of ill-educated understanding of war and warfare 
that merit and error become hopelessly jumbled. With some overstate-
ment admitted, this has been the case with airpower, viewed both by a 
rarely attentive public and even as regarded by a supposedly expert 
professional defense community. Airpower nearly always has been far 
more valuable strategically than its strong detractors and persistent 
critics would allow, yet less decisive, to select a word not entirely at 
random, than its more impassioned promoters have claimed. The re-
sult, in war after war, has not been a happy one for the frequently lost 
cause of strategic reason.

One structural problem that usually could not be evaded by air-
power’s advocates, even when they rarely appreciated the need for 
such evasion, was that the sanctuaries of established military strength, 
viewed politically, needed to be assaulted forcefully, if not violently. 
Recall the non-analogy cited above of the sudden appearance of 
atomic bombs. Airpower is made of scarce money, factories, indus-
trial workers, warriors, and those in and out of uniform who support 
them, and it is also expressed in and sustained by political influence. 
All too obviously, even generals and admirals who anticipated pru-
dently some ways in which flying machines might assist in their 
ground- and sea-based endeavors could hardly help but harbor anxi-
ety lest an air story capture a vulnerable civilian imagination to an 
imprudent degree.

Even ignoring the personal dynamics of airpower’s early promo-
tion—something difficult to do for this inalienably human subject—
there is no denying these facts: (1) the technical, tactical, and strate-
gic value of airpower, relative both to enemy airpower and to one’s 
own land and sea power, was genuinely deeply uncertain; and (2) air-
power’s more strident promoters appeared to try to compensate for 
this uncertainty by the clarity and volume of what amounted to their 
(leap of) Faith. As in Thucydides’ famous triptych of “fear, honor, and 
interest”—which enjoys paternal rights over my triptych here of faith, 
interest, and fear—the most vital ingredients for controversy over air-
power interlock. Airpower’s advocates acquired a belief system that 
approximated a faith in a revolutionary change in warfare.19 This faith 
served their personal career designs, it must be said, as well as the 
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interests of their nation(s) as they believed sincerely. They feared, 
again sincerely, that airpower was advancing on a broad, invincible 
front—at least it was advancing on behalf of those polities that prop-
erly anticipated modernity. As the familiar saying has it, “Those who 
are left behind get beaten.”

Airpower is not unique in attracting a community of believers 
who, when confronted with the reality of a strategic future that could 
not be foreseen reliably—by definition, it having not yet happened—
in effect, hide their true ignorance by cloaking their belief in the au-
thority of a faith. This is neither to criticize nor to condemn; it is to 
note that the very process of debate itself promotes overstatement, 
while the tactical expedient of overpromotion triggers devaluation by 
prudent, somewhat skeptical opinion. Moreover, once a community 
is committed to an enterprise, it is not inclined to be self-critical in 
the face of serious opposition. Faint hearts, devotion to fair play in 
debate, and a readiness to acknowledge risks were not going to build 
a modern airpower worthy of the theory and, arguably, the strategic 
need and opportunity.

Disarray: Diagnosis and Prescription

Major sources of trouble for the effort to understand the strategic 
meaning and value of airpower have been outlined above. Since the 
purpose of this study is to be constructive rather than merely critical, 
it is important to identify the scope and depth of the overall challenge 
addressed here, diagnose as specifically as possible the condition that 
has ailed the patient—the understanding of airpower—and deter-
mine effective ways to reduce the disarray. The challenges to under-
standing that have been discussed or at least introduced in earlier 
sections of this chapter have all been—indeed, by and large, remain—
serious and unavoidable. The challenge to us is to cope pragmatically 
with the world as it is. To do this we must attempt to make sense of 
the past as education for the present, and for that mission we require 
useful theory. 

While there are many definitions of theory, the core of the better 
among them insists that theory is about explanation.20 That is, what is 
most needed today is a plausible explanation of the meaning of air-
power for the history of the past century, most especially in its strate-
gic dimension. The past, processed as “history,” is by far the best, 
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though still admittedly unreliable, basis for the derivation of the the-
ory that we require if we are to make sufficient sense of the opportu-
nities and limitations of airpower today and for tomorrow. There is a 
place for high-flying deductive theory that knowingly transcends the 
prudent realistic bounds of current doctrine, but such creative theo-
rizing should be conducted in full awareness of the fragility of its evi-
dence in logic. As observed above, the heat of debate over matters of 
vital importance for national security is always likely to overcook fa-
vored arguments into the zone where the case rests mainly upon a 
faith that is not factually supportable. Such arguments are not neces-
sarily wrong; indeed often they are not, but claims that are not and 
frequently cannot be supportable from verified experience should be 
noted as such. Defense planning is all about prudent, contingent pre-
diction, which can be rephrased to say that defense planning is the 
practice of strategic theory. A plan—defense or anything else—is a 
theory that predicts the achievements of desired consequences as a 
result of the execution by chosen ways of purposeful actions by avail-
able military means.21

Superior historical scholarship is not in and of itself the answer to 
understanding contemporary and future airpower. Historians quite 
properly are dedicated to finding particular truths about particular 
historical contexts. The challenge to this text is to use historians’ bet-
ter labors as the most helpful evidential foundation for a theory of 
airpower that is fit for this purpose.

This book begins with the beliefs that our understanding of air-
power for today and the future is hampered gratuitously by an un-
sound structure of theory and an unduly contested historical record. 
So ample and excellent are the reasons for shaky theory and disputed 
history that a scholar needs to be careful to resist undue empathy for 
those who have gone before. If I may be pardoned the familiar split 
infinitive, this book intends to boldly go where many have sought to 
go already but have found themselves fatally hindered by one of sev-
eral limitations.

The principal reason for the unsatisfactory state of airpower the-
ory, airpower history, and knowledge of how to apply airpower most 
effectively to contemporary security challenges is lack of contextual-
ization. Expressed less pretentiously, and with some thanks to the late 
and iconic John Boyd, the challenge to those who try to comprehend 
the meaning of airpower is, and has always been, the difficulty of se-
curing a workable quality of situational awareness.22 The reality or 
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anticipated possibility of airpower has meaning only within its ever-
changing historical situation. Furthermore, no matter what the stra-
tegic and military detail of the particular airpower story is believed to 
be, the tale is governed by the eternal and universal general theory of 
strategy. That theory overlaps but is not synonymous with the theory 
of war.23 The reason is because strategy functions in time of peace as 
well as war.

It is helpful to apply the strategist’s master key—the question So 
what?—to the thesis just advanced. If the claim is sustainable that too 
much of airpower theory and history has been unduly light in situa-
tional grip, among other failings, then is there good reason to antici-
pate improved understanding as a consequence of paying careful at-
tention to theoretical and historical situation or context? This book 
tests the proposition that the understanding of airpower historically 
for today, and also leaning forward toward tomorrow, can be im-
proved to a useful degree by conscious major effort to address air-
power specifics explicitly in context.

Conclusion: From Wonder to Routine

People are now so familiar with the phenomenon of flight that it 
can be difficult to recover the sense of wonder that it attracted late in 
the nineteenth century and early in the twentieth. Antulio J. Echevar-
ria observes in his insightful study of futurological writings about 
war from 1880 to 1914,

Aerial warfare was by far the most captivating of all the dimensions of modern 
war. The skies were humanity’s last frontier, and no other realm proved quite 
as fertile for the imagination. Speculations ran a veritable gamut of themes: 
from aerial combat to airborne invasion and strategic bombing. For many, the 
conquest of the air was long in coming, almost too long. And, in a sense, they 
were right. The public grew impatient, then skeptical, so much so in fact that 
at first the Wright brothers’ success at Kitty Hawk in December of 1903 was 
scarcely believed. Failure and disappointment had become so common that 
success, when it finally did occur, seemed incredible.24

One might have expected a persisting dialogue between people 
who, on the one hand, are captivated by the wonder of flight and ap-
proach it somewhat misty-eyed, and those, on the other hand, who 
are prone to accept it as just another human accomplishment—prog-
ress as usual in the modern world. Such an expectation has not been 
fulfilled, however. Instead of any real resemblance to such a dialogue, 
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there have been in effect two monologues. Admittedly, this is an ex-
aggeration but one that highlights the most enduring set of problems 
pertaining to airpower; simultaneously it has been overvalued and 
undervalued strategically (inter alia). From its earliest days until the 
present, the middle ground between extreme opinions has been 
thinly populated. The reasons for this historical phenomenon are not 
hard to locate; they reside in personality, perceived interest, and con-
text. One must especially take full account of the struggle to recog-
nize airpower’s near-term and longer-term utility and translate such 
understanding into organization, practical ideas (doctrine), and 
forces. The structure of the context in question simply is the fact that 
the modern world entered the bloody twentieth century organized, 
manned, equipped, and more or less doctrinally prepared for two-
dimensional warfare—on land and at sea. Airpower has been an in-
truder and distinctly junior for many years to the organizations that 
provided land and sea power. Taking the somewhat long view, no 
sooner had airpower delivered, or appeared to deliver, on its long-
heralded promise of strategic and political decision by aerial action 
(in 1945 over Japan), than its status and future seemed to be chal-
lenged by the advent of new weaponry. Perhaps ironically, for a de-
cade and a half after 1945, the dominant airpower narrative was first 
atomic and then thermonuclear. Somehow, unjust though it was, the 
adjective commanded the noun in the descriptive term of art of the 
period, atomic airpower. In the late 1940s and into the 1950s, “air-
atomic” became fashionable linguistic usage.

Thus with respect to general and total war (which is to say, World 
Wars I, II, and the much anticipated next one), flying vehicles quite 
suddenly were overshadowed hugely and strategically by the self-
evident revolutionary character (or nature?) of their explosive pay-
load. To compound this fundamental challenge to the relative stand-
ing of airpower, the atomic and then thermonuclear developments 
were joined by a truly mighty challenge in the form of missiles, un-
manned but air-breathing and, especially, ballistic. To this near 
breathless tempo of technical innovation and defense postural adap-
tation were added the wonders of earth-orbital spacecraft and the ac-
celeration of electronic accomplishment with the cascade of inven-
tions consequent upon emergence of the practicable computer. With 
the world technically, hence tactically and strategically, so rapidly in 
motion, it is easy to see why the airpower narrative has never had a 
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settled character, let alone been seriously undisputed by the advo-
cates of yet more novel wonders.

To understand contemporary airpower and be able to prescribe 
how best to employ it, obviously it is essential to be clear, or clear 
enough, in matters of definition and with regard to situation. The 
strategic landscape now is crowded. Five geographically distinctive 
environments for warfare today jostle for priority, funding, and doc-
trinal appreciation. One must insist that, although war and even 
much of warfare necessarily are joint and somewhat an integrated 
project, geography is not. The air environment is unique, and this 
uniqueness is a geophysical fact of huge significance. A major mis-
sion for this study is to unravel as much as possible, and certainly as 
much as necessary, of the confusion created by this complexity.

The strategic value of airpower has been limited in the past, as it is 
today, by the consequences of a failure on the part of polities to grasp 
and secure a realistic grip upon what it can and cannot accomplish 
for them. The debate between airpower’s advocates and detractors, 
though inevitable, has been and continues to be harmful to under-
standing.

Most of the technical arguments about airpower’s prowess have 
been answered in its favor. Indeed, most of the tactical arguments 
have been resolved to airpower’s advantage. One hundred and a few 
more years on from Kitty Hawk, there is little scope for technical-
tactical debate about the “what” even of (US) airpower today, let 
alone tomorrow. But there remains a large uncertainty over prudent 
generic and situationally specific answers to the strategist’s question, 
So what? Early in the twenty-first century, the promoters of airpower 
have little difficulty slaying prejudiced or ignorant arguments about 
what airpower can and cannot do. Their challenge lies in explaining 
the strategic meaning of its abilities. Flight continues to be wonder-
ful, though its familiarity is apt to dull the imagination and therefore 
become so routine that its military value, for strategic merit, often is 
underassayed. 

As the strategic universe has become more complicated, the prob-
lems of satisfactory definition multiply into the severely contestable 
zone, even a no-man’s land, wherein it is far from obvious just what is 
being debated as “airpower.” This text is driven epistemologically to 
begin where it must—with theory. We need theory for the purpose of 
explanation, and we need clear definitions so that we can agree to use 
the same words to discuss the same things. If one person’s attack 
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helicopter is land power because it is a flying (seriously underar-
mored) tank, yet to another person it is airpower because it is an air-
craft, plainly there is urgent need for theoretical, and thence doctri-
nal, discipline and policing. With gratitude as always to the Prussian 
master theorist, this book now seeks to accomplish what has been 
identified in this first chapter as essential and provide the theoretical 
armament required for better understanding. Of course, politics, ide-
ology, personality, money, and contingency will try and probably 
largely succeed in contradicting the theorist’s relatively neat grand 
design and subsequent narrative, but at least he will have done his 
job. This theorist does recognize that strategic theory exists only to 
assist strategic practice. It follows necessarily that if the structure and 
dynamics of the theory presented in chapters 1 and 2 have no practi-
cable meaning or application, they must be without value.

Notes

All references appear in shortened form. For full details, see the appropriate 
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Chapter 2

Ideas for Action

How can a theorist be a practical person? Surely a theorist indulges 
in abstract speculation—often of a fanciful, always of a contestable 
kind. If the reasoning were not speculative and perhaps fanciful, then 
it would be fact and not theory. Since the practice of airpower in its 
several forms and many purposes necessarily is a pragmatic project, 
it is understandable that air-minded people are inclined to be impa-
tient with, if not dismissive of, theory and theorists—at least they 
think they are. Given the powerful role played by theory and its flag 
carriers in the history of airpower, this low valuation of ideas deemed 
to be unduly abstract, if not actually abstruse, is in no small degree 
ironic.1 We shall strive to redress the imbalance in favor of theory.

It is helpful to set the scene for this chapter by quoting what histo-
rian Frederick W. Kagan has written about the commonly disdainful 
attitude of military professionals toward theory:

This dismissal of the role of theory has never been valid—theories of war 
have driven the planning and conduct of military operations since the mid-
eighteenth century at least—but it is nowhere less valid than in the consider-
ation of air power. From the first time a man put a bomb on a plane to drop 
on the enemy [1911], the planning and conduct of air operations has been a 
thoroughly theoretical undertaking.2

It is paradoxical that air forces willing and able to expend billions 
of dollars on technical and tactical education typically devote a trivial 
amount to understanding what they do or might do strategically and 
why they are asked to do so by their political owners.3 Dominant the-
ory for nearly a century has insisted that airpower must be com-
manded and controlled by professional airmen (if I may be permitted 
a nonsexist use of a gendered term).4 The plausible thesis legitimizing 
this demand is that only airmen truly understand airpower and what 
it can and cannot do well in particular circumstances. This argument, 
which long has been Air Force doctrine—in effect with a capital 
“D”—is thoroughly plausible technically and tactically for airpower. 
However, it has not always been wholly true with respect to opera-
tional, strategic, and political considerations; even tactically it has been 
genuinely challengeable by those whose military concerns rightly 
have been terrestrially restricted. By no means is this to suggest that 
an airman’s view of what airpower can contribute to warfare on the 
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ground or at sea is inferior to the perspective of the soldier or the 
sailor. It is to suggest, though, that if airmen do have, or believe they 
can find, an air-dominant narrative for success in war, they need to be 
careful that they locate that air-oriented story effectively in a holistic 
design. Not only do airmen require a whole theory of the war for 
practical strategic prudence, they acutely need it to persuade their 
chain of higher command to license them to practice their theory in 
command performance as plan and then in action. Obviously self-
serving strategies (theories) are identified as such in a few nano-
seconds by the heavy lifters for rival strategies (theories) that lean 
predominantly on their particular military instrument (victory 
through land power, sea power, space power, cyber power, special 
operations cunning, nuclear menace).

Many people have difficulty understanding how, or indeed whether, 
the general relates to the specific. It is true that theory requires some 
generalization and considerable reduction in detail. Because history is 
always contextually specific to time, place, and situation, its executives 
have to be capable of providing specifically tailored solutions to unique 
challenges. Unfortunately for the mental comfort of many airmen—
and also for the best interests of the polities that they serve, as well as 
their conjoint soldiers, sailors, and so forth—the specifically right-
enough air story cannot be discovered, explained, accepted, and exe-
cuted unless it fits into T. E. Lawrence’s “whole house of war” and, as 
we should expand the metaphor, the whole house of strategy.5 Neglect 
of this “whole house” often results in airpower being developed and 
employed inappropriately in some gratuitous measure, in part because 
its spokespeople are unable to persuade non-airpersons of the merit in 
their arguments. Even a seemingly parochial and self-serving strategy 
may be the superior option, but the more obviously it seems to reflect 
and express an air perspective, the greater its requirement for protec-
tion by well-constructed theory wielded by people educated to win 
debate with ideas. The beginning of wisdom for those who must seek 
pragmatically to design, acquire, and execute airpower lies in some 
thoughts well articulated by Britain’s preeminent maritime theorist, 
Sir Julian S. Corbett, writing in 1906. Corbett addressed the subject of 
“naval strategy,” but one can substitute “air” for “naval” without doing 
violence to his message.

[Air] strategy does not exist as a separate branch of knowledge. It is only a 
section of a division of the art of war.
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The study for officers is the art of war, specializing in [Air] Strategy.
The true method of procedure then is to get hold of a general theory of war, 
and so ascertain the exact relations of [Air] Strategy to the whole.
War is a form of political intercourse, a continuation of foreign politics which 
begins when force is introduced to attain our ends.6

Airpower is simultaneously both a general idea and a specific real-
ity. The historically specific reality can be expressed as an absolute 
quantity of assets and also as a judgment of relative prowess. Thus, 
comment on, say, Japanese airpower after the Battle of the Philippine 
Sea typically would conflate well-verified claims for sharply declining 
effectiveness with an assessment of no less steeply diminishing inven-
tories of useful machines and competent aircrews. Because airpower 
is always specific in quantity and quality, and because the airman 
always must endeavor to deal with the implications of physical actual-
ities, the presence and value of theory often evade notice.

Given that airpower theory can have no strictly self-referential 
merit, it necessarily follows that all airpower theorists are engaged in 
what must be recognized as a practical pursuit. The purpose of theory 
is to educate, but education in and about airpower can have only one 
mission: to prepare people for the practice of airpower. It is sensible 
to concede the reality that for many aircrew, the practice of air-
power—simply the act of controlling a vehicle that flies—is a joyful 
end in itself. But flying, controlling flight, is a pursuit that can and 
should serve ends above and beyond its undeniable recreational 
value. Even the most practical airperson—whose horizon is full and 
more of technical, tactical, and personal physical and even psycho-
logical challenges—functions in the air within the grasp and grip of 
theory. Moreover, the theory at issue here is by no means restricted to 
that of airpower. As Corbett insists firmly and convincingly, geo-
graphically specific military power (or in his case, naval power) 
makes sense only when it is approached and employed within a 
broader framework or context. He specified the art of war and its 
general theory. Such expression is correct as far as it goes, but it is not 
sufficient for the needs of this book.

The reformulation of airpower theory is deferred to much later in 
this text, to the penultimate chapter. This is to ensure that issues and 
evidence, ideas and history, are properly matured before they are 
transformed from the status of vital ingredients for the finished prod-
uct, insofar as any determination of airpower theory at any time can 
be so described. It may be useful to emphasize that although the chief 
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purpose of this study is to help improve the practice of airpower, the 
strategy by which that objective is attempted is through specification 
and explanation of an improved theory of airpower. My means lie in 
the realm of ideas for theory, but those educational means are chosen 
firmly with pragmatic intent.

Locating Airpower

Politics, and war as an expression of politics, is a human project 
with all that entails and implies.7 The classical theorists of war and 
strategy tell us that war is a contest of wills, just as an abundance of 
historical experience supports the proposition that morale—essen-
tially, confidence—is key to strategic performance.8 Emphasizing the 
human dimension to strategy is not to discount technology but to try 
to ensure that the nature of the whole security enterprise, of which 
airpower is an integral part, is not misunderstood. Fervent, albeit 
honest, advocates of this or that favored military instrument and its 
associated strategy (should they pause to consider consequences or 
that much-abused concept, effect) usually succumb to the temptation 
to construct a helpful but unsound strategic universe that conve-
niently privileges the claimed strengths in their preferences. Because 
the stakes in relative well-being are so high, because the pressures to 
stray unintentionally from the straight and narrow so great, and the 
consequences of error potentially so unforgiving, the utmost care 
must be taken in building the edifice of strategic theory that accom-
modates airpower. An important function of theory is to sort out 
matters that might otherwise be confused. It is true that confusion 
can have its uses in debate, provided only the adversary is confused, 
but it is quite evident from the literature on airpower, inter alia, that 
much of what is confused is, alas, all too genuinely and honestly so. 
Notwithstanding the pervasive and critically enabling importance of 
technology for airpower, it is necessary not to be confused as to what 
airpower is all about. Airpower is about neither science and engi-
neering nor the weapons that those linked branches of endeavor can 
deliver, nor even about the joy of flying. One must not collapse what 
airpower is with what it is about. Each element in the familiar state-
ment of the strategic function is essential: ends, ways, and means. The 
connections among the three are as crucial as the merits in each re-
garded individually.
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Because (air) strategy can be only operational and tactical, there is 
an obvious sense in which tactical behavior must also be strategic 
behavior. This logic probably will be resisted by some readers because 
they have been taught to use the adjective strategic in a different way. 
The study addresses this important matter explicitly and shows why 
much of the standard usage of strategic confuses what should be clear 
and consequently harms strategic performance properly so regarded. 
It is necessary to emphasize the centrality of the human dimension to 
all aspects of airpower, both to balance and correct for the technology 
focus that understandably attracts undue attention and to locate air-
power properly as an inalienable part of the human activities of poli-
tics and war.

Since it is said that a picture can be worth a thousand words, figure 
1 is offered as a locator for airpower in the complex terrain of ideas 
and behavior that it inhabits. This author is aware that diagrams can 
add to confusion rather than clarity. Readers are invited to use this 
figure in the spirit in which it is offered. Admittedly, it is somewhat 
idealized and much simplified; however, it is drawn that way to regis-
ter with the utmost clarity a few major points that are indeed persist-
ing, even inescapable, truths. Pathologies in behavior, confused 
thinking, sheer complexity, huge and small surprises, including un-
anticipated feedback (and “blowback”), and so forth can render his-
torical reality very different from the relationships represented in 
figure 1. Nonetheless, this figure is true in the sense that it explains 
how things ought to be. A concern for this discussion is that much 
debate over airpower topics is conducted by people who, though usu-
ally honest and knowledgeable, plainly do not understand where air-
power resides in the conceptual and behavioral landscape.

The following points comprise a minimal users’ guide to the mes-
sages figure 1 attempts to deliver. The figure makes the following claims:

1. There is a master general theory of strategy that is authoritative 
for all periods, universally, and that commands all kinds of 
military forces in all geographies.

2. Strategy(ies) is singular and plural. Strategy (singular) is the 
general theory; strategies (plural) are the unique plans—which 
are theories—devised and sometimes attempted in execution 
to meet particular historical challenges.
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3. There is a general theory of airpower that is not contextually 
specific to time, place, situation, technology, or so forth.

4. Just as the general theory of strategy is authoritative over the 
general theory of airpower, so the enduring theory of airpower 
is a primary source of education for those who create ever-
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Figure 1. Airpower: from theory to practice
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changing doctrine for airpower that must fit dynamic contem-
porary conditions.

5. In the realm of practice there is, in principle at least, a very 
clear chain of command connecting political owners and their 
purpose with their military instrument acting on their behalf. 
Expressed visually in figure 1 as five rings—with thanks, and 
possibly apologies, to John Warden9—an aircraft, its crew, and 
support elements (a) behave tactically, (b) for operational pur-
poses, (c) as a small component in execution of a joint military 
plan (a strategy), (d) which is a significant strand in a polity’s 
grand strategy, (e) which is intended to advance the achieve-
ment of policy goals agreed and managed through a political 
process.

Key to this logic are the assertions that military threat and behav-
ior (latent or explicit) serve the politics that make policy; airpower 
theory (and/or doctrine) is not synonymous with the theories of war 
and strategy; airpower strategy is not synonymous with military, let 
alone grand, strategy, because the latter almost always must be 
noticeably joint; and airpower itself—either on the runway (where it 
may function well as a threat) or in action—is and can be only tacti-
cal, in common with every other military tool in a polity’s locker.

One might think that choices among alternative definitions do not 
much matter. After all, provided there is some approximation to con-
sensus on what the vital words mean, surely language usage must be 
good enough, fit for purpose. Alas, this is not entirely so because, al-
though it is important to communicate without unintended ambi-
guity, what one communicates matters as well. For the case in point, not 
all meanings of strategic were created equal. Before joining the con-
ceptual battle, this theorist recognizes fully that the uses of strategic 
that he rejects are of long-standing, considerable authority—hence 
legitimacy—and have some appeal to that underused faculty, common 
sense. The trouble is that the familiar, the plausible, and the seemingly 
reasonable in the case of strategic tend to have dire consequences. This 
text argues that strategic does not (should not) mean long range, 
nuclear armed (or capable), very important, decisive, or able to im-
pact the political level of war directly without first fighting the enemy’s 
armed forces.10

Instead of any or all of the above, or any similar criteria, it is sen-
sible to treat all armed forces as strategic in the net consequences of 
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their behavior. All behavior chips in to the grand narrative of a con-
flict, from a single sortie to a massed air assault. Moreover, while it is 
not entirely true that what matters is strategic effect itself—a rather 
opaque, though alas truly vital, concept—rather than how it is 
achieved, still it is necessary to appreciate the fact of fungibility. There 
may well be several roads to Berlin, Jerusalem, or wherever. The 
country needs strategic effect sufficient for its political purpose; it 
does not need the strategic effect specifically delivered by airpower. 
Most emphatically, this is not to argue that there are never circum-
stances wherein airpower should be the leading, the dominant, or 
even the sole military instrument chosen to secure the desired strate-
gic effect in support of policy.

Airpower, like land power, sea power, space power, and cyber 
power, is a tactical tool with strategic consequences. Thus, it has to 
follow that airpower “does” strategy, albeit tactically. If, instead of the 
clear strategic-tactical distinction preferred here, specified by no less 
a thinker than Carl von Clausewitz,11 one elects to consider some 
weapons as inherently strategic—long-range and nuclear-armed air-
craft and missiles, for the most obvious examples—then it becomes 
difficult to reason strategically. Is one asserting that the army and 
navy are not strategic instruments? Given that long-range land-based 
airpower, the army, and the navy should all, at the very least in con-
cert, be contributing to a single historical narrative favorable to us, 
how can some of our military tools be inherently strategic while others 
are not? Plainly, the more sensible approach to the matter is to regard 
all military forces as contributors to strategic effect while recognizing 
that, in particular situations, the relative contributions to that overall 
strategic effect delivered by air, sea, and land forces will vary. When a 
weapon and its consequences are conflated, the result is neglect of the 
strategic function. It is needlessly difficult to think strategically about 
the value of a military force when that force is predesignated as inher-
ently “strategic.” The strategist’s question “So what?” may well not be 
posed, let alone answered; weapons and actions themselves are de-
fined as strategic. There is no apparent need or room for strategic ef-
fect. What the military instrument does is taken to be such effect. 
This historically familiar phenomenon is characterized as the tactici-
zation of strategy.12

It is ironic that the bid by airpower theorists to lay a unique claim 
to strategic status through theoretical imperialism actually has harmed 
their cause. Misuse of strategic—disdain for Clausewitz’s distinction 
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between the engagement and its use—has had the consequences of an 
implicit (and much explicit) overreach in claimed ability and an im-
mense underreach in claims for the (strategic) benefits of purportedly 
nonstrategic airpower. This book adheres to the rule that a weapon is 
more or less strategic according to how it impacts the course of strate-
gic history, not for reasons of its range or character of armament. To 
understand airpower, there is no evading the requirement to under-
stand the general theory of strategy to which it is, has been, and always 
must be subject.

The General Theory of Strategy

To hazard an apparent contradiction in terms, there is a specific 
general theory of airpower, just as there is a specific general theory of 
sea power. One day there will be competent and robust specific gen-
eral theories of space power and cyber power, but they do not exist as 
of yet.13 This hugely immature theory is a problem if one seeks es-
sentially to fold space power and cyber power into airpower theory 
and doctrine, as has been the recent case in the USAF. The potential 
is high for serious error leading to much gratuitous strategic self-
harm. Adding two theoretically ill- if not simply undigested geophys-
ical domains to the already theoretically contested domain of air-
power is obviously not wise. The connections of airpower to space 
power and cyber power comprise an undergoverned zone at present. 
Leaving aside for now detailed treatment of the issues pertaining to 
the multiple geophysical, let alone tactical, operational, and strategic 
interfaces of airpower, it is necessary to recognize fully the enduring 
distinctive qualities of airpower. The best way to grasp the nature of 
the general theory of airpower is to understand it as an explanation 
and a systematic, well-ordered body of knowledge that could have 
been written at any time, in any place, and in any strategic and tech-
nological context since the early 1900s. The assumption is that there 
is a truth about airpower that is as true for 1911 as for 2011 or even 
2111. General theory is timeless in its imperium, whether it is the 
general theory of strategy, per se, or the general theory of airpower 
(or sea power, or land power, etc.). The key to an intelligent and con-
structive marriage between theory and practice is the ability to dis-
tinguish what changes from what does not. Practical people focused 
on the challenge of today are apt to have difficulty understanding the 
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utility of general theory. One must sympathize with such bafflement 
but would sympathize more were it not that in conflict after conflict, 
even the most basic of theoretical precepts about strategy are ignored 
more often than not with well-deserved dire consequences.

Perhaps contrary to appearance, this book does not confuse the-
ory with practice, and neither does it confuse understanding with 
effective execution. To comprehend one’s strategic dilemmas is im-
portant, even essential, but such comprehension is no guarantee of 
the ability to resolve them satisfactorily. Theory itself only educates; it 
cannot train or specify particular solutions to historically unique 
problems. Nonetheless, theory is vitally important. Airmen need to 
know how to think about and, therefore, how to achieve effectiveness 
in, through, and from their domain. No less important is their re-
quirement for a grasp of and grip upon the whole realm of strategy. A 
tactically superior air force can be misused, in effect wasted, if it is not 
directed with strategic sense. And strategies for the application of air-
power in particular times and places can be devised and executed 
competently only by strategically well-educated, air-minded people. 
One might hasten to add that there is the occasional genius who has 
strategic sense as a gift of nature or simply by virtue of life experi-
ence.14 There are also historical episodes wherein both friendly and 
enemy strategic sense plainly is missing from the action, but happily, 
the enemy is even more strategically illiterate than we. There are 
times when strategy does not much matter, so heavily loaded is the 
material or other iron dice in one side’s favor; nonetheless, it is never 
prudent to discount the value of strategy.

Strategy for airpower, however it is defined, is as variable in its 
character as the theory behind it is stable. Confusion of general the-
ory with the particular theories for behavior that are historical strate-
gies has been widespread and pernicious. The geophysical truths of 
airpower’s general theory indicate nothing, as in zero, about the wis-
dom or otherwise of specific strategies at specific times. Airpower has 
been cursed by much innocent confusion of general truth with par-
ticular practicability.

So what is the general theory of strategy to which this text insis-
tently refers and to which it grants dominion? It is a systematically 
ordered body of lore—not law and arguably not even principles—that 
does what theory should do for its particular domain. And what is 
that? Several answers are plausible, but the one provided by Harold R. 
Winton is preferred here.15 He stipulates that theory should “define the 
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field of study under investigation; categorize, i.e., to break the field of 
study into its consistent parts; connect the field of study to other re-
lated fields in the universe; and anticipate” (to some degree, predict).16 
The general theory of strategy can be located in a few classic writings 
dating from ancient times to the present. Those texts of exceptional 
and therefore enduring value appear in different literary forms—for 
example as history, explicitly as policy and strategy advice to the ruler, 
as all-but-philosophy, and as modern, even contemporary, social sci-
ence.17 No two theorists explain strategy identically; each theorizes as 
his culture, situation, genius, and abilities allow. But the classic texts of 
general strategic theory, authored over the space of 2,500 years, all at-
tempt to explain the same class of phenomena, that known as strate-
gic. This theorist offers as his expression of the general theory of strat-
egy the 21 dicta, which is to say, formal pronouncements with a status 
arguably short of principles, let alone laws. These dicta are presented 
below and discussed in detail in my Strategy Bridge, chapters 1–2.

The General Theory of Strategy in 21 Dicta
Nature and character of strategy

1. Grand strategy is the direction and use made of any or all of 
the assets of a security community, including its military in-
strument, for the purposes of policy as decided by politics. 

2. Military strategy is the direction and use made of force and 
the threat of force for the purposes of policy as decided by 
politics.

3. Strategy is the only bridge built and held to connect policy 
purposefully with the military and other instruments of 
power and influence. 

4. Strategy serves politics instrumentally by generating net 
strategic effect.

5. Strategy is adversarial; it functions in both peace and war, 
and it always seeks a measure of control over enemies (and 
often over allies and neutrals, as well).

6. Strategy usually requires deception, is paradoxical, and fre-
quently is ironic.

7. Strategy is human.
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8. The meaning and character of strategies are driven, though 
not dictated and wholly determined, by their contexts, all of 
which are constantly in play and can realistically be under-
stood to constitute just one compounded super context.

9. Strategy has a permanent nature, while strategies (usually 
plans, formal or informal, expressing contingent operational 
intentions) have a variable character driven, but not mandated, 
by their unique and changing contexts, the needs of which are 
expressed in the decisions of unique individuals.

Making strategy

10. Strategy typically is made by a process of dialogue and 
negotiation.

11. Strategy is a value-charged zone of ideas and behavior.
12. Historically specific strategies often are driven, and always 

are shaped, by culture and personality, while strategy in 
general theory is not.

13. The strategy bridge must be held by competent strategists.

Executing strategy

14. Strategy is more difficult to devise and execute than are policy, 
operations, and tactics; friction of all kinds comprises phenom-
ena inseparable from the making and conduct of strategies.

15. Strategy can be expressed in strategies that are direct or indi-
rect, sequential or cumulative, attritional or maneuverist-
annihilating, persisting or raiding (more or less expedition-
ary), coercive or brute force, offensive or defensive, 
symmetrical or asymmetrical, or a complex combination of 
these nominal but often false alternatives.

16. All strategies are shaped by their particular geographical con-
texts, but strategy itself is not.

17. Strategy is an unchanging, indeed unchangeable, human ac-
tivity in thought and behavior, set in a variably dynamic tech-
nological context.

18. Unlike strategy, all strategies are temporal.
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19. Strategy is logistical.
20. Strategic theory is the most fundamental source of military 

doctrine, while doctrine is a notable enabler of, and guide for, 
strategies.

Consequences of strategy
21. All military behavior is tactical in execution but must have 

operational and strategic effect, intended and otherwise.

If the general theory of strategy to which the air strategist or joint 
strategist for its air component subscribes is necessarily inclusive, 
that practicing strategist should be exposed to everything that he or 
she needs to know about strategy. Contextually unique strategies for 
the threat and use of airpower find relevance in each of the 21 dicta. 
At first glance, many of the dicta will appear elementary and beyond 
the point of the obvious into sheer banality. Indeed, one might argue 
that any competent air professional deemed promotable to positions 
of high responsibility should be familiar with these strategic basics. 
However, the history of military airpower reveals an abundance of 
strategic malpractice by both airmen and nonairmen. It is an attested 
historical fact that although the lore, the dicta, of strategy in general 
can be stated simply and probably even comprehended, the practice 
of strategy can prove all but impossibly challenging. That which is 
simple to grasp need not be easy to do, as Clausewitz warns wisely.18

The 21 dicta of general theory itemized above truly command the 
practice of airpower—past, present, and future. Every item has mean-
ing for airpower (and land power and so forth) when translated for 
unique historical contexts. The individual points are not hard to un-
derstand; the greater challenge by far lies in execution. This is an im-
portant reason why I am not satisfied with the popular belief that 
while one has a strategy, one does tactics.19 Correct though the claim is 
regarding the distinction between purpose and instrument, it has the 
unwanted harmful effect implicitly of confusing the strategist’s duty 
too restrictively. The contrast between having and doing readily trans-
lates in actuality into a situation wherein the designated strategist 
merely acts as the sponsor of operational commanders, who in turn 
may sponsor tacticians, all of whom do the maneuvering and violence 
that is supposed to be the practice of strategy. All too often strategy 
that is more sponsored than done is frustrated because, in practice, 
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the operational artists do only operations while the tacticians do only 
tactics. This is a situation wherein no one truly does strategy.20 Practi-
cal strategic grip on operations and tactics will be lacking. The ten-
dency for this strategically dysfunctional condition to threaten the 
integrity of all military enterprises lurks ready to pounce in the very 
structure of military projects. As Edward N. Luttwak persuasively 
claims, there is no natural harmony between the levels of war and 
warfare.21 Politics/policy, strategy, operations, and tactics each have 
distinctive natures and characters that enjoy no natural unity.

The General Theory for Education

Theorists, especially civilian ones, are inclined to exaggerate the 
relative importance of ideas for strategic performance, while soldiers 
are no less prone to overemphasize the advantages of personal experi-
ence in or close to the battlespace. It is easy for both to err, but it 
should be no less easy for theory and practice to recognize their mu-
tual dependence. Lest there be any misunderstanding, I hold a thor-
oughly pragmatic view of theory. Theory exists only for the benefit of 
practice, period. Notwithstanding the cultural differences between 
airpower theory developed for discussion in the classroom and the 
practice of airpower in the dangerous skies, the two are true partners. 
The mission of theory at every level—general theory of strategy, gen-
eral theory of airpower, or strategic theory as a plan for action—is to 
provide the desired meaning to tactical behavior. Airmen and their 
aircraft should not be fighting in and from the sky simply because 
they are in theater as an asset and fighting is what they are available to 
do. While every echelon of military behavior needs to be effective at 
its own level, it is also an enabler for the command levels above it. 
Today there is misleading talk of “strategic privates” and “strategic 
corporals,” because even the smallest unit at the working level of the 
military hierarchy, newly network-enabled, is deemed to enjoy an un-
precedented relative importance in the conduct of irregular warfare.22 
Whether or not this claim is judged plausible, what is true beyond 
question is that the corporal on the ground or the aircrew of a single 
aircraft is the sole foundation for the whole strategic project of a bel-
ligerent. Strategy must be done tactically; it has no ethereal, alterna-
tive existence. The fact the strategy as high concepts and ideas applied 
in plans themselves lacks corporeality should not mislead. For exam-
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ple, deterrence, the master concept of the protracted Cold War stand-
off, could work to the degree that it may have worked only because 
the military instruments whose contingent actions were intended to 
deter were operated tactically by people “in (and above!) the field. ”

Theory often has, and sometimes merits, a bad name among peo-
ple obliged to function in a physically and mentally unforgiving 
world. Therefore, it is important for this book to state with the utmost 
clarity that the task of theory is to do all it can to assist the practical 
people who need all the help they can receive, so high are the stakes 
in their military profession for their own lives and the interests of 
their security communities. It is ironic that theory and theorists often 
are regarded with disdain by the people “out there, doing it,” when in 
truth the purpose of the theory enterprise is both to reduce the risks 
to the warriors and to help make their efforts more useful vis-à-vis 
the operational goals that are set. Theory is, or at least should be, the 
friend of the airman, not an irrelevant distraction, let alone an enemy.

It should be clear by now that this study embraces an inclusive 
understanding of the theory of airpower. In addition to the general 
theory of strategy that is the primary focus in this chapter, general 
theory specifically for airpower is treated distinctively in chapter 7, 
while the text throughout regards the strategies of air command-
ers—joint and other—as a particular class of speculative theory or 
contingent prediction. Let it not be understated: the entire history of 
aviation has been elevated and propelled by aerodynamic pre-theory 
(guesswork), as well as some theory proper, but pervasively and per-
sistently by a dangerous and in large measure unavoidable process of 
trial and error.23 Not unlike the frontiers of medicine, many techni-
cal solutions to aviation challenges have worked well enough, even 
though it has not been thoroughly understood why. To recall a 
thought expressed in chapter 1, our civilization has become so famil-
iar with reliable controlled flight that the novelty of the project and 
the technical difficulties that have been overcome are easily over-
looked or insufficiently appreciated.

It is paradoxical but unavoidable that the general theory of strat-
egy can tell airmen simultaneously both everything they need to 
know about their profession and yet nothing in specifically useful de-
tail. For the specifically useful, perhaps just relevant, airmen must 
now look to doctrine for guidance on best, or good enough, practice. 
However, since doctrine always seems to be racing to catch up with 
experience in and from the field, even manuals on good current prac-
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tice need to be treated more or less with discretion (though this au-
thor has heard much less polite opinions from serving airmen).

General strategic theory is a tool kit for airmen—no more, but also 
no less. Such theory can educate, but it cannot train or instruct, advise, 
or direct military behavior in detail toward strategic objectives in any 
particular historical context. The general theory of strategy enables 
thinking, educable airmen to understand why they are fighting and 
how their fighting (or support for fighting) serves policy, but it cannot 
reveal the particular character of the conflict of the day. Strategic the-
ory cannot, at least should not endeavor to, specify solutions to con-
temporary challenges. There is a danger of what one can term theory 
creep, arguably doctrine creep, whereby the frontier between theory 
and doctrine becomes unduly blurred and the result is an underrecog-
nized confusion of the two. This can occur when “best practice” in one 
or more conflicts is confused with general theory and subsequently 
misapplied to a degree to conflicts where it may not even be good 
practice. Admittedly, since most military establishments tend to en-
gage in “lessons learned” exercises sensibly and prudently, it can be 
difficult indeed to distinguish best practice in a past war from best 
practice in wars in general. For arguable examples, what is perceived 
to have been good doctrine for British counterinsurgency (COIN) in 
Malaya in the 1950s and for the United States in Vietnam in the 1960s 
and early 1970s is mistaken for the foundations of a valid general the-
ory of strategy for COIN. The fact that this is done honestly and largely 
with irreproachable motives does not remove the danger. Some read-
ers may have discerned the spore of the error of confusion of the gen-
eral with the specific in American approaches to recent and contem-
porary COIN challenges in Iraq and Afghanistan. Even when it is 
tactically well conducted, COIN is not an effective super-hammer 
when the problem happens not to be a nail in need of hammering.24

It is precisely because every war is distinctive that each must be 
understood on its own terms. In the words of the master, “The first, 
the supreme, the most far-reaching act of judgment that the statesman 
and commander have to make is to establish by that test the kind of 
war on which they are embarking; neither mistaking it for, nor trying 
to turn it into, something that is alien to its nature.”25

A vital role of strategy’s general theory, and even of airpower’s gen-
eral theory, is to help inoculate politicians and soldiers against cap-
ture by inappropriate doctrine derived from another, possibly yester-
day’s, “present.” General theory—of war, of strategy, as well as 
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specifically of airpower—must be exactly that. Its function and its 
strength, when well crafted, lie in its distance from the present situa-
tion that cries out for applied theory in plans. Airmen need to police 
the frontier between theory and doctrine to ensure that even success-
ful strands of the latter are not misjudged as belonging to the former. 
When this occurs—as it has and will—doctrine for today becomes 
general airpower theory for tomorrow, which in turn acts to inhibit 
the creation of doctrine tomorrow that best fits the circumstances of 
tomorrow.

The general theory of strategy puts airpower in its place, explains 
its purpose, connects it properly with everything to which it needs to 
be securely connected, tidies up the plethora of what could be vital if 
somewhat dangling undervalued (and underresourced) loose 
ends, and strives to help the educable airman perform better. This 
study lays much emphasis upon the human element. Number six 
among the dicta of strategy’s general theory insists that “strategy is 
human.” Undoubtedly there are many airmen who are not strategi-
cally educable. Strategy is complex, complicated, and although cer-
tainly doable, exceedingly difficult. Indeed, strategy’s superior impor-
tance relative to operations and tactics is matched fully by the scale of 
the challenges to its satisfactory performance. It follows that although 
every airman performs strategically, if only innocently or ignorantly 
by default, only a few are fully educable as strategists for high levels of 
command. This is because competent strategic performance requires 
not only intellect but also suitable character.

Not only do outstanding strategists need to understand their strategic 
context and choices in a grand duel with a self-willed, albeit presum-
ably influenceable, adversary. They must also advance mentally from 
adequate understanding, to judgment, to decision, and then persist 
through flexibly adaptable grip upon unpredictable contingent 
events. These are not trivial steps to specify, and it is commonplace 
and often necessary, if sometimes unwise, to separate the roles of 
strategic conceptualizer, strategic planner, and operational com-
mander.26 The point just made is simply that although there is theory 
in the practice of strategy, even a sound intellectual grasp of strategy’s 
general theory carries no guarantee of excellence in the practice of 
strategy. A brilliant mind can be combined with a lack of self-
confidence such that the ability to decide is weak. Similarly, an intel-
lectually and morally admirable general may lack the personality, the 
necessary charisma, to command effectively in the presence of stronger, 
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if intellectually less-gifted, personalities and possibly dispirited, skep-
tical, and even somewhat unwilling troops.

It is sensible to recognize that an education in general strategic the-
ory should be valuable for all aspiring, let alone unexpectedly desig-
nated, strategists (air and other). It is also necessary to accept the hu-
man reality that people differ. Not every outstanding fighter pilot or 
excellent wing commander necessarily is a true strategist-in-waiting 
for the opportunity by promotion. To be good at doing something 
tactically and operationally is not necessarily a sure sign of the poten-
tial for superior comprehension of why tactical behavior and opera-
tional designs should or should not be attempted.

It would be readily understandable were any readers of this text to 
examine the 21 dicta listed as my take on strategy’s general theory 
and to respond, probably with unintentional irony, with the strate-
gist’s most characteristic question, “So what?” Surely, it might be ob-
jected, the theory states the blindingly obvious. Does one need to be 
told that there is an enemy who has a vote in how conflicts evolve 
(dictum 4)? Is it necessary to specify that the strategist seeks strategic 
effect for political purposes (dictum 2)? Can it be an obscure revela-
tion that strategy is a value-charged endeavor (dictum 11)? And so 
on and so forth. Alas, it is a matter of the plainest possible historical 
record, not merely opinion, that violence has been and continues to 
be applied, ultimately for political purposes, in the rankest practical 
violation of the implicit advice that the general theory of strategy 
seeks to convey. Strategists and aspiring strategists, including air 
strategists, decline or are unable to be educated by strategy’s general 
theory with consequences that typically vary from the unfortunate to 
the catastrophic.

As a theorist this author somewhat reluctantly is obliged by a com-
mitment to honesty about the rich variety of historical experience to 
acknowledge some limits to what is achievable by strategic compe-
tence. Clausewitz alerts us to the frighteningly ubiquitous and un-
predictable phenomenon of friction.27 He emphasizes the monumental 
risks and uncertainties of war.28 Truly, as a recent US secretary of de-
fense claimed dismissively with respect to looting in Baghdad in 2003, 
“Stuff happens.” The best-laid schemes of well-educated strategists are 
apt to be thwarted or certainly hindered by an uncooperative enemy, 
dull-witted or unlucky subordinates, undermotivated troops, or by 
policy imposed by politicians who are unable or unwilling to accept 
the emerging verdict of non permissive military reality. Appropriately 
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enough, with exceptional gratitude due to Clausewitz, the general 
theory of strategy strives to arm the strategist against the pragmatic 
assaults by appalling and specifically unanticipated strategic actuali-
ties. That said, airpower history provides convincing evidence of air 
strategies devised and attempted that neglected the enemy, the 
weather, the frailties of the human body, and the unreliability of air 
navigation, amidst a host of sins, major and minor. General theory 
cannot prevent error, but it can educate practitioners to be alert to its 
menace, by category, though admittedly not usually in detail.

Policy, Strategy, Tactics: What or Who Is in Charge?

Clausewitz was not confused between logical truth and truth as an 
often illogical, rather messy reality. His primary trinity, the core of his 
theory of war, postulates unstable relations among “basic hostility, 
the play of chance and probability . . . and the subordinating or guid-
ing influence of purpose.”29 As noted above, he associates these fun-
damental trinitarian elements largely with the people, the com-
mander and his army, and the government, respectively. Despite the 
political nature of war and the logical superiority of policy—which is 
the frequently shifting product of politics over popular feeling and 
the polity’s military instrument—Clausewitz knew that policy was by 
no means always in charge of warfare. To understand the history of 
airpower, it is necessary to empathize with the people who made it, 
and that requires one to adopt a theoretical perspective as adaptable 
as that just cited in Clausewitz. A moment’s reflection, let alone some 
acquaintance with the early years of airpower history, reveals with 
luminous clarity the fact that high policy did not bring forth airpower 
out of a void. The five chapters in this study devoted to airpower his-
tory demonstrate just how variable the relations have been among 
policy, strategy, and tactics as ends, ways, and means (the classic for-
mula for the strategy function). Logically, one would like to insist that 
political purpose should guide choice of strategy, which, in turn, 
ought to direct the selection of the most suitable tactics. In practice, 
however, this logic can be reversed. The character of the available 
military instrument dictates what it can accomplish, the frank and 
prudent recognition of which should shape what strategy requires of 
it, while strategic feasibility limits the scope for policy choices. Thus, 
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we have a strategy of tactics and a policy dictated by a strategy which 
also is driven by tactics.

The relations of influence just outlined can be characterized fairly 
as dysfunctional or even pathological. How can the weapon com-
mand the purpose for its employment? The world could be upside 
down were the sword to direct the brain that supposedly owns it. 
Nonetheless, it is all too obvious that the neat, logically sequenced 
categories of ends, ways, and means or policy, strategy, and tactics 
conceal almost as much as they explain. The whole house of strategy 
in practice may not even have robustly separate rooms called policy, 
strategy, and tactics. While one cannot sensibly contest Clausewitz’s 
claim that “war is an act of policy” or that it is “a true political instru-
ment,” neither must one discount the potency of war’s own gram-
mar, the shifting details of which are unique to the peculiar nature of 
its means.30 And the core of its dynamic and peculiar nature is vio-
lence. Clausewitz argues, realistically as usual, that although politics 
are the supreme consideration in the conduct of war, “that does not 
imply that the political aim is a tyrant! It must adapt itself to its cho-
sen means, a process which can radically change it.”31 These are mo-
mentous thoughts with respect to their implications for our reading 
of the practice of airpower. It may be worth noting that judgments 
on the theory and practice of a century of airpower need to contend 
with the instability of a minimum of six potential drivers: theory, 
doctrine, policy, strategy, tactics, and technology. Should that al-
ready forbidding augmentation to the basic trinity of policy, strat-
egy, and tactics fail to promote a prudent anxiety, one could add vi-
sion, plans, and operations as further plausible sources of the true 
complexity of history.

The book has no intention of suffering fatal damage from “friendly 
fire” imposed by any needless complication. However, it is necessary 
to recognize that the drivers of airpower history—past, present, and 
future—are indeed at least as numerous as the six, or nine, cited im-
mediately above. It would be understandable were some readers to 
wish to dismiss this discussion as a mere digression, perhaps as aca-
demic self-indulgence. Would that that were so! Unfortunately, the 
many driving factors cited are all significant because their unstable 
interweaving has driven the particular course taken in the practice of 
airpower. The airpower literature offers contrasting theses as to 
whether theory drove technology, technology drove policy, and so 
forth. The trouble is that if one eschews the joys of vigorous debate, 
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with its necessity for clear and simple positions, one is obliged to ac-
knowledge that most rival arguments have more than trivial merit. 
The challenge then is to identify the narrative that is robustly true 
enough, because it cannot be wholly accurate. Theory for explanation 
in the social sciences satisfies by being testably true in most cases. 
This is to grant that there are no equivalents in strategy to the laws of 
physics. Social-scientific apples have been known not to drop from 
trees when the social scientists’ equivalent to the law of gravity says 
that they ought. But when one endeavors to explain airpower history 
in the contexts of war and peace, it is important that one does not 
loosen one’s grip on understanding how military power should relate 
to its directing and physically enabling drivers. One must be both 
ready and able to see apparently dysfunctional, certainly undesirable, 
relations of relative influence—tactics driving strategy, for example—
and accept their inevitability, all the while holding firm to a grasp of 
how things should be done. Muddle and contingency may well rule 
and can be survived, but there is good reason why logical priorities 
are what they are. Clausewitz believed in the primacy of politics, in 
the value in military planning, in strategy—despite his full apprecia-
tion of the historical reality of friction, chance, uncertainty, and risk.

Two quotations will help to illuminate the inverted relationships 
discussed here. First, in a novel from a screenplay, the fictional cap-
tain of a US Navy ballistic-missile submarine utters these profoundly 
Clausewitzian words: “While the purpose of war is to serve a political 
end, the nature of war is to serve itself.”32 Second, notwithstanding 
the logic that should oblige tactical behavior to express strategic di-
rection, it has been argued strongly regarding World War I that “tac-
tics are usually derived from strategy, but in the first air war the tac-
tics the men evolved in the air led to a greater understanding of the 
possible uses of air power and thus to the strategies for air war. The 
men doing the fighting were developing the uses for air power, while 
leaders like Trenchard were compiling these fragments into doctrine 
and strategy.”33

Wing Cdr Robert Grattan is probably overly generous in his claim 
that “tactics are usually derived from strategy.” Logically this should be 
so because one must presume that tactics ought to be developed and 
matured to be effective in support of a particular strategy. To quote the 
architectural maxim, form follows function. However, historical prac-
tice shows that what Grattan rightly finds to have been the reverse of 
the logical relationship in 1914–18 actually is as much, if not more, the 
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norm than the exception. Tactics do what can be done with the military 
instrument of the day and of the near tomorrow, and strategy has to 
adapt to the tactical verdict of the dynamic battlefield. Tactical epipha-
nies regarding current possibilities may be turned into doctrine, formal 
and informal, though both doctrine and strategy are likely to be faint 
and only distantly pursuing contemporary military practicabilities.

The first quotation above laid emphasis upon the imperial nature 
of war per se, vis-à-vis its supposedly political master; the second 
claims that there are times wherein tactics drive strategy rather than 
vice versa. These apparent pathologies of servants leading masters 
can readily be augmented by other major examples. To quote Grattan 
again, “Technology was the principal driver of the development of 
tactics and strategy in the air war [1914–18]. Advances in engine 
power and aerodynamics formed the basis for the competition, and 
there was a constant need to improve performance to outdo, or at 
least match, the enemy.”34

He concludes his useful review of the aircraft, engines, and equip-
ment for the air war of 1914–18 with these thoughts:

All these technological developments provided more options for the use of 
aircraft, which in turn demanded doctrinal, tactical and strategic thinking. 
The time available for analysis was limited, however, and it became a case of 
learning by doing and what enabled the fittest to survive was adopted, until 
something better came along. The men in the air did a lot of this work, but the 
commanders, who were closely in touch, added the refinements and tried to 
work out principles from the mass of detail with which they had to deal. Their 
development of tactics and strategy however, were often making the best of a 
bad situation when the equipment they had available had serious limitations.35

What Grattan describes is scarcely surprising, given the utter nov-
elty of air warfare in the period. One is tempted to contrast the his-
torical reality of the emergence of air warfare from nothing in World 
War I, a context that had to privilege inductive theorizing, with the 
situation in World War II wherein the belligerents’ air forces entered 
combat already heavily laden with theory and theory as doctrine. It 
may be worth recognizing explicitly a military and strategic fact about 
1914 that is so obvious that typically it escapes notice. Specifically, al-
though it is correct and important to take account of the entire novelty 
of air warfare, in some ways it is even more important to appreciate 
that to the mature military instruments that were the armies and na-
vies of the great powers, modern warfare among themselves was also 
a novelty. Yes, the almost ludicrously small, fragile, and incompetent 
cutting edge of military airpower in 1914 had to make it all up from 
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scratch as it went along. Although progress was somewhat chaotic and 
episodic, though cumulatively revolutionary and hectic, the context of 
an ongoing total war certainly fast-forwarded technical, tactical, doc-
trinal, and strategic advance as nothing else can come close to doing. 
Desperate need spurs invention. Dr. Johnson was correct in his claim 
that the prospect of being hanged in the morning has a way of concen-
trating the mind. However, it is necessary to assess airpower properly, 
to view it in that “width, depth, and context” upon which Michael 
Howard insists. The military context for the all-but-nothing airpower 
in August–September 1914 was populated by major armies and navies 
that had no experience in the practice of modern warfare.36 So, while 
one can empathize with the airmen of 1914–16, probably one should 
empathize even more with the proud commanders of mature military 
instruments on land and sea that were found not to be instruments of 
swift decision. If airmen had to learn how to conduct air warfare, sol-
diers and sailors first had to unlearn much that they thought they 
knew before they and their forces were fit to succeed in modern war-
fare. The burden on both sets of shoulders was awesome indeed.

Between Politics and Tactics:  
The Strategist’s Dilemma

The air strategist, no less than his or her land and sea counterparts, 
holds the metaphorical bridge between the political world that gener-
ates what is known, albeit often misleadingly, as policy and the realm 
of military power. The chain of command and principal functions of 
its major connecting links are clear enough. However, the practice of 
(air and so forth) strategy always requires the mutual adjustment of 
tactical feasibility and its higher (military, strategic, political) pur-
pose. Every conflict, probably without exception, has witnessed poli-
ticians demanding of their generals and admirals some achievements 
that are either infeasible or prove feasible only at such a heavy abso-
lute or opportunity cost that they should not have been attempted at 
all or at least not pursued with persistence. Because every war, like 
every peacetime occasion for deterrence, is unique, there can be no 
strictly calculated metrics for threat and damage that must do the job. 
Every mission is different; this is why strategy is more art than sci-
ence. Strategy requires judgment; strategic decision cannot be dele-
gated to mathematical formulae. Although all forms of military 
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power, except now for cyber, have violence at the core of their politi-
cal purpose, airpower chose, probably inescapably, to hitch its main 
wagon to the strategic value of delivery of violence kinetically from 
altitude. Realistically, what other option was there that would ensure 
airpower’s institutional survival, growth, and political success? A 
point to be recognized for this study is that the long-running debate 
over whether or not so-called strategic airpower has delivered on the 
promise of its doctrine should be viewed in the context of the com-
plex relations among politics, strategy, and tactics.

Bluntly propounded, air (and other) strategists are caught between 
politician policy makers who are apt to demand the more or less im-
possible and tacticians who demonstrate bloodily that they cannot do 
what is demanded. The result, which all but defines the challenge of 
strategy, is that strategists have to identify ways that both their means 
can do and their political ends judge good enough. There are times 
when strategists are instructed by politicians to pursue military ways 
even though the political directors have excellent reason to anticipate 
military disappointment. Britain persisted with its bomber offensive 
against Germany in 1941–43 despite Winston Churchill’s realization 
that it was having a far less than decisive effect upon the enemy.37 The 
prime minister, and later Franklin Roosevelt also, needed the (even-
tually nominally “combined”) bomber offensive to serve political 
duty as a surrogate for the still absent second front in France. On 
similar political grounds, in May and June 1940 Churchill reluctantly 
pressed the RAF to commit some of the scarce home defense Spitfire 
squadrons from Fighter Command to the losing, truly lost, battle in 
France and Belgium. Their commitment, which would have been a 
useless military sacrifice in a lost campaign, was believed briefly by 
the prime minister to be a political-moral necessity and as a conse-
quence, only very arguably, strategic. Fortunately, the RAF, especially 
Fighter Command’s commander in chief, Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh 
Dowding, successfully resisted Churchill. The RAF already was suf-
fering serious losses with its Advanced Air Striking Force in France 
and then with its heroic, though at the time greatly underappreciated, 
efforts to protect the evacuation of the British Expeditionary Force 
(BEF) and a notable fraction of French allied forces from the Dunkirk 
perimeter.38 It was fortunate that the Luftwaffe believed that it was 
committed to destroy the BEF in a Kesselschlacht, or cauldron battle, 
rather than to prevent a wholesale evacuation. German attacks were 
not focused on the harbor.
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Time and again this study emphasizes the importance of context. 
However, context is not always treated appropriately, even by schol-
ars. Frequently, the exact definition of context—its precise character-
ization in time, space, and feasibility—truly is contestable. Strong 
proponents of a land power–, sea power–, or airpower-led (or even a 
nuclear weapon–led) definition of a particular strategic challenge will 
construct an interpretation of the context that privileges their prefer-
ence. But tactical feasibility does have a way eventually of imposing 
discipline in choice of contextual definition. For contrasting exam-
ples of somewhat similar featured contexts, from November 1941 un-
til the end of January 1942, the Luftwaffe proved conclusively that its 
leader’s promise that it could logistically sustain the encircled Sixth 
Army in the Stalingrad Kessel was tactically impossible; by contrast, 
in 1948–49 US and British airpower demonstrated no less conclu-
sively that it could sustain the terrestrially blockaded enclave of West 
Berlin. Tactical failure or success drove strategic and political choices. 
But it must be admitted that often, though not in the two cases just 
cited, there will be no way in which political prudence, reasonable 
operational risk, and strategic wisdom are identifiable short of the 
availability of tactical evidence from practice, and usually the practice 
of combat. Policy and strategy have to be done by troops. If the troops 
cannot or will not do it, then apparently sound policy and strategy, 
not to say theory and doctrine, will not save you from failure.

Conclusion: Scope for Discretion

There is no single right way to use airpower in all circumstances. 
By far the most intelligent way to answer the question, how should 
airpower be used? takes the form of a reply that must begin with the 
vital words, “It depends.” As commentator after commentator has 
noted, the strategic value of airpower relative to the other instru-
ments of grand strategy is situationally specific.39 If of any consola-
tion to especially air-minded readers, the same rule applies to land 
power and sea power. This is not to deny that particular security 
communities tend to favor a specific style in warfare that privileges 
land, sea, or air, basically for geographical reasons. It is understand-
able, actually it is strongly desirable, that a polity whose military 
excellence is best expressed in, say, its navy, should endeavor to iden-
tify policy goals and an implementing strategy that favor its strengths 
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rather than its less-formidable assets. From the Peloponnesian War to 
the conflicts of the present, preferred ways and means in warfare are 
plainly identifiable. Sometimes what societies prefer as their chosen 
strategic style proves effective and sometimes not. It is important to 
recognize that airpower long has been the preferred leading edge in 
warfare by a technologically ascendant and casualty-sensitive Amer-
ica, but as a downside of the upside, this clear generic preference car-
ries hazardous temptations, because the air environment’s geophysi-
cal ubiquity encourages hopes for decisive military intervention from 
altitude in all terrestrial geography. Ambition is fed by geography, 
and geography may be destiny, to cite the long-familiar albeit some-
what controversial claim.40

Although context provides meaning, the context for airpower is 
never entirely a given. A state with an especially potent and flexible 
military air arm should strive to locate policy goals that plausibly 
ought to be achievable by the ways and means in which it is relatively 
superior, which is to say by its airpower. Imperial Athens had need of 
its army, but Pericles chose a strategy that relied most heavily upon its 
maritime power.41 In 1915, during World War I, Britain’s secretary of 
state for war, Field Marshal Herbert Lord Kitchener, stated in words 
of some wisdom for all time, “One makes war, not as one would like 
to, but as one must.”42 Because conflict, especially war itself, always 
entails competitors, its term of engagement must constitute a vital 
stake in the progress of the struggle. Admittedly, the range of discre-
tion will be limited. For example, Nazi Germany had to be defeated 
first at sea and then in the air before it could be defeated on the 
ground; at least, that was true for the war in the west. Also, one could 
argue that Germany needed to be weakened massively on the ground 
by its cumulatively enormous losses on the eastern front before the 
Western Allies could exploit their victories at sea and in the air for 
success on land. The useful approach to context-shaping for national 
advantage is to seek so to structure a conflict that its battlespace, un-
derstood broadly and inclusively, maximizes the potential benefits of 
friendly strengths. Of course there will be practical limits to the abil-
ity to structure a conflict favorably. Nonetheless, the effort should al-
ways be made. With thanks to Sun Tzu, as well as to common sense, 
one should strive to undermine, perhaps evade, and thereby defeat 
the enemy strategically rather than tactically.43 This advice translates 
as the recommendation to win the conflict rather than to win some of 
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the fighting with strategic consequences that are politically inconclu-
sive or irrelevant.

The analysis now turns explicitly to the crucial subject of airpow-
er’s ever-dynamic relationship to conflict as a whole and most espe-
cially to the other military instruments of grand strategy.
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Chapter 3

Geographies of Warfare

Attempting to make strategic sense of airpower can be likened to 
endeavoring to provide sound yet honest advice to a person who is 
fundamentally healthy yet seemingly in danger of a nervous collapse 
due to substantially baseless anxieties. Running parallel with airpersons’ 
recurring crises of confidence, not necessarily self-confidence, has 
been the paradox that remarkable technical and tactical progress has 
entirely failed to settle some of the more bitter controversies that 
characterized airpower’s early decades. Experience and technology 
have answered many questions about what airpower can do in favor-
able circumstances, but some important issues are no closer to reso-
lution today than in the 1920s and 1930s. Simply stated, three “joint” 
questions say it all—On the team? As the team? Off the team? Is air-
power on the national military team? Or should airpower itself be 
recognized as, or promoted to be, the national military team? For a 
third option, should airpower be off the team as a semi-independent 
player with its constituent and variable parts owned and employed by 
terrestrially focused military forces?

Strategy, including air strategy, is a thoroughly human project, and 
human beings pursue and employ truth in a political context.1 Since 
we humans are political animals, our struggles—be they personal, in-
stitutional, or beyond—entail the use of political leverage to secure 
more political leverage. This may sound cynical, but really it is not. 
We conduct all of our affairs politically, and politics is about the dis-
tribution of power. One must never forget that airpower arrived on 
the strategic scene just over a century ago. It has made extraordinary 
technical and tactical progress since it went to war in 1914 with 15-bhp 
engines and ground speeds as low as 30 mph in the face of a notable 
headwind.2 Airpower has registered revolutionary technical and tac-
tical advances, but—and it is a significant but—land power and sea 
power also have modernized technically and tactically. Airpower no 
longer owns the latest geography for warfare; it has been succeeded, 
though not superseded, by space power and cyber power; and techni-
cal and tactical revolution may not translate into strategic or political 
revolution. Truly, these are deep waters, as Sherlock Holmes is re-
ported to have said.
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Airpower Controversy

As is true for policy, strategy also is developed in a political 
process moved along by distinctive interests competing for influ-
ence over decisions. Of course, the strategy function that con-
nects ends, ways, and means should impose discipline upon the 
choices advertised and advocated, but rarely are there no halfway 
plausible alternatives for each item in this interdependent trio. 
Viewed outside of a historical context that captures the longue 
durée, it is easy to rush to the mistaken judgment that airpower’s 
relatively brief past has been characterized by inappropriately ex-
traordinary controversy, unusual persisting parochialisms, and 
strategically incompetent claims and actual misbehavior of an ex-
ceptionally high order. Such heavy charges are as understandable 
from some interpretations of the historical record as they are 
substantially unjust, misleading, and plain wrong. The following 
are the long-persisting reasons why airpower has attracted such 
lively controversy:

Uncertainty I 

It has been difficult to police a debate about a subject that has been 
constantly in technical and, soon after its birth, tactical motion. The 
pace of technical and tactical change has rendered consensus even on 
temporary apparent certainties hard to achieve, let alone sustain. The 
mobility of the technical and tactical stories has loaded the guns of 
every opinion.

Uncertainty II 

From nearly its earliest days in the 1900s, the technological-
tactical narrative has been moving toward the ability to function 
strategically as a military instrument able to achieve decisive ef-
fect in war all but independent of joint contributions from land 
power and sea power. However one elects to phrase this thought, 
the point is that strategic debate about airpower for national se-
curity long has been for and about the highest of stakes, at least 
since the early 1920s, with serious harbingers well in evidence in 
1917 and 1918.
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Vested Interests 

Airpower arrived on a strategic scene that was already fully occu-
pied institutionally. Armies and navies governed all terrestrial environ-
ments and were more, sometimes less, willing to co-opt a novel weapon 
to their partially combined arms baskets of assets. Initially, it may be 
recalled, the only officially accepted role for aircraft was reconnais-
sance. What followed is, as the saying goes, history. Both land power 
(actually ground power) and sea power had few serious ideological-
doctrinal, generic objections to acquisition of some overhead aug-
mentation to the cavalry, the observation balloon, and the scout car, 
and for the navies, to their frigates. Airborne cavalry and flying frig-
ates posed some challenges to instinctively and prudently conserva-
tive military establishments. But early airpower did not appear to pose 
a lethal threat to the established and self-evidently rightful military 
order of things. The trouble was that infant airpower came to press 
not for a place on the army and navy teams, and then for ever larger 
roles, but instead to replace the old teams and become “Team Airpower,” 
in sole strategic possession. Whatever the reasonably objective 
merits in the rival contemporary cases advanced in debate among 
the champions, it is scarcely surprising that foreign menace was distant 
and wispy in comparison with the threat that airpower, unchained by 
co-opted ownership, seemed to pose to armies and navies.

The Unforeseeable Future

Flexibility and adaptability should be key to the strategic value of 
an air force. However, both airpower’s advocates and its detractors 
have sought to shape the debate over airpower’s relative status and 
roles by pretending to a future knowledge that they did not and 
could not have. It is possible to be honest and admit that the future 
is not foreseeable and yet assert with confidence that victory can al-
ways be assured through the use of airpower. Should one feel obliged 
to concede that the relative strategic significance of airpower will 
vary with the character of a conflict, then one may be tempted to be 
rather more certain than the evidence allows to argue that future 
conflicts will provide a good fit with friendly airpower’s potency. 
There should be no need for the generic advocates of airpower to 
strain against and over the bounds of evidence, because the multi-
role strategic (via tactical and operational effects) utility of airpower 
in armed conflicts of all kinds cannot sensibly be challenged. At least 
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this is so, provided one does not seek to insist implausibly that “vic-
tory through airpower” is a mantra that matches every strategic 
challenge. The golden key to begin to unravel the puzzle of how to 
think about and prepare for the mysteries of future conflicts is noth-
ing more complicated than acceptance of the familiar maxim that 
airpower’s value is highly situationally specific. Imperial claims for 
airpower that rest mainly upon faith and volume and frequency of 
assertion inflict grave self harm.

Complexity 

The battlespace of warfare has always been broadly strategically 
competitive when rivals and belligerents have had to decide how to 
allocate ever-scarce resources between their land power and their 
sea power.3 For security communities that did not have to balance, 
or purposefully materially imbalance, their efforts between land and 
sea, usually there have been reasons for contention as to how to bal-
ance the available options by category (more heavy, or light, infan-
try? more heavy, or light, cavalry? how much artillery, and of what 
character?). While there has been, and remains today, a fairly grand 
historical narrative of controversy(ies) at the master level of geo-
graphical environment—land, sea, air, space—parallel, adjunct, and 
sometimes more exclusive intervening narratives also have attached 
to the military developments specialized for each geography. Not 
only is it inevitable that soldiers, sailors, and airmen should contend 
for strategic preference in strategic planning and action, it is desir-
able that they should do so. Rarely is there a wholly self-evidently 
superior strategy for victory. More often than not even the definition 
of what should constitute an acceptable victory or advantage is sub-
ject to legitimate dispute. Since the stakes (ends) in war are high and 
the strategy (ways) contestable, it is unsurprising that the detail of 
human and technical assets (means) to be acquired and employed 
will be ever challengeable. It is through professional challenge and 
answer, mediated by a political process, that some approximation to 
functional strategic truth emerges.4 To summarize, the context for 
understanding airpower, both in general and in particular historical 
circumstances, is almost desperately complex. There is a great deal 
not only over which argument can erupt, but also over which it 
should erupt.
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The Joint Challenge

The tactical “grammar” of warfare has always tended to reward 
agile, and especially innovative, synergy.5 Napoleonic warfare was a 
matter of tactically combining threat and action by foot, horse, and 
guns. Expressed functionally, both tactical and operational land war-
fare have ever been a matter of manipulating movement, shock, and 
fire. Exactly how the trio must be committed to action varies from 
situation to situation. However, military history is entirely unambigu-
ous for once in recommending implicitly the bene fits of appropriate 
synergism. Particular armies and navies are relatively stronger in 
some capabilities than in others, just as they vary in their competence 
relative to each other nationally as well as to their geographical counter-
parts abroad.

Airpower has always raised extraordinary difficulties for those 
who have sought rational yet the most militarily effective organiza-
tion of armed forces. In the proverbial nutshell, there is an inescap-
able dilemma lurking in the facts that warfare is joint but geography 
is not. One might inquire why it should matter for strategy that 
there are at least five quite distinctive geographies/environments for 
warfare (land, sea surface and subsurface, air, Earth orbital space, 
and the electromagnetic spectrum). Surely, history and conflict in 
history necessarily constitute a unity. Historians may write about 
the air war over Vietnam, for example, but that geographically ex-
clusive focus does not contradict the reality of a single unified 
course of history. America, or whoever, conducts national defense 
for national security; defense and security in the air can only be a 
subset of a whole.

A major problem has been to identify a culminating point of vic-
tory in organizational tailoring for operational reality. The essential 
unity of war and its warfare, as for peacetime defense preparation 
also, has come to be recognized in a respect for “jointness” that today 
typically is as mandatory as it can resemble an underexamined item 
in a quasireligious creed. “We believe in being joint.” It is no exag-
geration to claim that jointness has become a value in itself. It must be 
considered a quality that in and of itself is praiseworthy. This is a 
mixed blessing for the understanding of strategic affairs. Official be-
lief systems tend to carry the virus of unquestionable correctness that 
does not tolerate prudent skepticism. Without forgetting that the sub-
ject of most interest here is airpower as a more or less joint military 
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player, still it is necessary to begin with the basics and cast a slightly 
querulous eye upon the concept, practice, and frequent malpractice 
of jointness.

Most polities evolve and mature a strategic culture that reflects the 
preponderant influence of a particular dominant military culture.6 
One can slice and dice for ever-greater precision and must note the 
existence of other military cultures, but still no great violence is done 
to history by identifying many polities with a broadly continentalist or 
a no less broadly maritime strategic culture. Some polities have been 
unfortunate in that their advisable choice between the two was not 
always as self-evident as it might have been. The worst situation for a 
country is when it is either tempted into error or genuinely is obliged 
to pour so many scarce resources into its secondary geostrategic envi-
ronment that it fails in its primary one. Imperial Germany was a con-
tinental power whose army, not navy, was the first line of national 
defense. But alas for imperial ambition, Berlin wasted high-quality 
human and material assets that it could not afford on the creation of a 
high seas fleet that could never compete on equal or better terms 
with Britain’s Royal Navy. Over a much longer period than that oc-
cupied by the modern unified Germany of 1871–1945, France re-
peatedly from the mid-seventeenth century until late in the nine-
teenth failed to stabilize its power position as European hegemon. In 
war after war it was frustrated, ultimately quite significantly, by the 
economic and financial strength of a maritime Britain whose home-
land its typically superior army could not reach.

The clearly identifiable continental or maritime bias in a security 
community’s leading strategic culture is rooted in a specific national 
geography and the unique historical experience that that geography 
has bequeathed. In Britain, the Royal Navy is the senior service not 
merely because it was formally established prior to the Army (which 
notably is not called the Royal Army, for reasons that flow from Eng-
land’s experience of bitter civil war in the seventeenth century), but 
because it was England’s, then Britain’s, first line of defense.7 Britain 
could endure defeat on land—provided it was on someone else’s land 
or even its own colonial land abroad—but if the navy suffered defeat, 
the country as a whole would face defeat.8 The British Expeditionary 
Force, comprising more than 350,000 men, was roundly trounced 
and chased off the European continent in May–June 1940, but that 
defeat presented the victor with a strategic problem. Without a navy 
remotely competitive in British waters with the Royal Navy and also 
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without an air force capable of substituting for that absent navy, how 
could Germany bring Britain to terms? Would coercive force in the 
form of a bombing campaign or the more brutal force of invasion and 
military defeat on the ground at home be necessary? Theorists about 
airpower are wont to mislead by distinguishing between coercion and 
brute force, punishment versus denial or defeat.9 In practice the two 
concepts tend to collapse into each other. The hurt inflicted in a cam-
paign designed to secure military victory can be coercive. Moreover, 
one might choose to be coerced not only by the pain being suffered, 
or anticipated, but also by the growing prospect of military defeat in 
the field. This, for illustration, was the situation of the Confederate 
States of America in 1864–65.10

Assuming some rationality about strategic preference, commu-
nities prefer the armed forces that experience, filtered by history 
and legend, claims works best for them. It is only realistic to note 
that polities do indeed tend to excel in some military projects more 
than in others, among not only the army, navy, and air force of a 
polity but also mission areas within armed services. It is probably 
correct that no army can be simultaneously outstanding in the con-
duct of regular conventional and irregular forms of warfare. The 
mind-sets, skill sets, and equipment, among other factors, certainly 
overlap, but they are not synonymous. One might add that when an 
army, navy, or air force attempts to be undoubtedly superior to any 
and all comers in all tasks, it will find itself losing its cutting edge in 
more than one area. Omni-competence is achievable, but omni-
superiority probably is not. Contemporary America may prove to 
be modern history’s solitary exception, but there are reasons to 
doubt this. And even if it should be true, against the odds, it would 
be imprudent to expect it to be so.

The pressing reason for this apparent ramble through the rough 
terrain of geography, history, and culture is because airpower cannot 
be understood—yesterday, today, or tomorrow—outside of its geo-
graphical and historical contexts. Airpower in practice—as con-
trasted with its general theory, which must be context-free—must vie 
for a place on, or dare one say, sometimes all but as the military team 
in contexts of specific geography, unique historical circumstances, 
and established if evolving military and strategic cultures. There were 
a few apparently wise air-minded visionaries in the 1900s and 1910s—
people whose imagination or longing, aided by some insight and 
lucky guesswork, enabled them to peer far over the line-of-sight time 
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horizon. But by far the majority of people who thought about aircraft, 
including dirigibles, in those decades did so from the standpoint of 
distinctly territorial soldiers and sailors. The principal strategic chal-
lenge of the day, how to force a favorable military decision when con-
temporary battlefield conditions conferred apparently unshakeable 
systemic advantages upon the defense in land warfare—and for the 
greater navies, how to bring an enemy fleet to battle with favorable 
terms of engagement—understandably dominated strategic analysis. 
Most who thought about airpower in the early years of the twentieth 
century understandably thought as militarily encultured soldiers and 
sailors, in good part because they could not prudently think in any 
other way. Land and sea forces of all kinds had existed for millennia; 
military theory and practice necessarily focused exclusively upon 
them, and even in their seemingly simple binary case constructive, 
jointness was the exception rather than the rule.

Napoleon famously was ignorant of the conditioning factors 
for war at sea and was apt to issue commands to French admirals 
that were as ill judged as were many of Winston Churchill’s sallies 
of demands upon his generals, admirals, and air marshals. Arthur 
Wellesley, later the Duke of Wellington, was as competent on 
land as he was ignorant of what the Royal Navy prudently could 
and could not do for his army. It is all too easy to poke fun at sea-
ignorant generals and land-innocent admirals, but what history 
shows is that military competence and more in one geographical 
environment is no guarantee of a like mastery of the grammar of 
warfare elsewhere. When one recognizes that in many strategic 
cases, past and present, there will be plausible but still essentially 
rival theories (prospective strategies) touted as best practice to 
meet the challenge on hand, it becomes obvious why intelligent 
experts can and do differ in fairly good faith. If one introduces 
the inconvenient complication of an active, intelligent, and com-
petent enemy into the puzzle, it is necessary to accommodate the 
unwelcome legitimacy not only of the question How would we prefer 
to win? but also, How would we prefer to win given the realities of war, 
including the need to thwart a competitive enemy?

Americans justly can be proud of their joint strategic achievement 
over the empire of Japan, but the history of that great project tells a 
story that is less than convincingly joint. By conveniently suppressing 
ungenerous critical thoughts, one can tell the strategic tale of how the 
United States, not entirely alone but still largely so, deployed a large 
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fraction of its Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Army Air Forces to 
win the transoceanic war in the Pacific. Suffice it to say for now that 
Japan became menaced by no fewer than three (and more) rather 
independent strategies, each of which, though joint in some measure, 
had a distinct geographical flavor. Specifically, the Japanese surrender 
on 2 September 1945 was the product of (1) a maritime campaign 
with a major degree of amphibiosity vectored from the Hawaiian Is-
lands, eventually to the Marianas, through the Bonins, to the home 
islands themselves; (2) a land-oriented campaign vectored from Aus-
tralia and New Zealand through the Solomons and New Guinea, 
through archipelagic Southeast Asia, to the Philippines; and (3) an air 
campaign against the Japanese homeland conducted initially from 
mainland China but subsequently from the recently conquered Mar-
ianas. In addition to these three strategies, only loosely coordinated 
to be polite, one must cite the fact that the US Navy’s submarine fleet 
all but secured independently the isolation of Japan from its foreign 
holdings, especially its recent conquests in the Dutch East Indies and 
continental Southeast Asia.11

Hindsight-foresight is not helpful in the quest for understanding 
and empathy with those who had to deal in real time with the unfor-
seeability of history’s future. Nonetheless, one should not hesitate to 
try to learn from what in retrospect were, or plausibly seem to have 
been, mistakes with significant strategic consequences. The enemy, 
contingency, and friction of all kinds mean that strategy is difficult to 
do well, even to do well enough.12 This book strives to explain that to 
understand the past, present, and future of airpower, there is no evad-
ing the whole context within which the air element had to seek to 
make its way. A trouble to honest scholarship is that military cultural 
prejudice and the influence of personal and vested institutional inter-
ests knit together with and augment the scale of the challenge posed 
simply by the true difficulty of making prudent, let alone wise, deci-
sions about the allocation of resources through grand and military 
strategies. Strategic debate can be motivated by interests that have 
little about strategy in mind, but typically this is not the case. Usually 
there are some largely objective grounds for strategic disagreement as 
well as motives of a more parochial nature. It may not be unduly cyn-
ical to observe that much sincere and objective strategic argument is 
subjectively determined.
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Out of Joint

In practice, many inherently good ideas inadvertently license and 
even encourage some poor behavior. So it is with the concept of mili-
tary jointness. People heavily engaged in the issues of the day, the 
debate of the week, the budget struggle of the season, or the strategy 
dispute of the most pressing current conflict can be excused a lack of 
perspective on their immediate and dominating problems. It is pre-
cisely because military practitioners who are practicing strategy at 
every level typically lack the time, energy, and compelling incentive 
to understand fully the structure of their practical dilemmas that 
theorists need to do their educational duty. Unfortunately, the un-
avoidable phenomenon of “presentism”—which is to say a near-total 
focus on the here and now, absent historical or much other context—
can lead a person in the present into avoidable error. Alas, this rather 
abstract and, in its pejorative meaning, academic point has serious 
pragmatic implications for operational airpower.

Jointness, “jointery” in a disdainful view, is so much accepted as 
best practice today that truly it is identified in theory, doctrine, and 
execution as the only legitimate approach to national security, na-
tional defense, defense strategy, and military behavior. Indeed, logi-
cally, there is or should be almost no need to emphasize the desirable 
jointness of endeavor, because there is no halfway credible alterna-
tive. For the US or British defense establishments today to entertain a 
strategic and military cultural alternative to jointness is about as 
likely as the government of Saudi Arabia making official provision for 
a religion different from variants of Islam. The trouble with a great 
epiphany, no matter how compelling its vision, is that its practical 
execution is always apt to prove more challenging than the process of 
theoretical/theological conversion. It is one thing to grasp the near 
banal point that warfare, and indeed war and preparation for/preven-
tion of war, all but invariably should be approached and conducted as 
a joint project. It is quite another to know just what is good enough, 
let alone best, practice for the unique historical situation that is actu-
ally at hand. To cite an extreme case, if the next war must be a great 
one, World War III between the superpowers, and the historical con-
text is, say, 1958–61, the US Strategic Air Command (SAC) is either 
going to deter it or, in extremis, wage and probably win it without 
much help from any other military instrument, American or allied. 
Of course, roles in that period were found or asserted for everyone’s 
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military instrument, but had der Tag been triggered by the episodic 
Berlin crises at some point, both at the time and with some hindsight, 
it is difficult to discern a truly joint strategic narrative. SAC would 
have been our team, not only its leading player.

The admittedly extreme hypothetical case just cited is useful for 
our intellectual and planning discipline because it suggests that stra-
tegic history can deliver outlier, exceptional happenings. There have 
been rivalries and wars wherein the narrative was, at most, character-
ized by combined arms, not joint endeavor. A jointly waged World 
War III in, say, 1958 would have engaged nuclear-armed air offense, 
air defense, some maritime air effort, and a fragile forward continen-
tal defense of NATO-Europe that would have served as a tripwire to 
license SAC, if it would even have needed that. This may be an exag-
geration, but it overshoots only marginally and not in a way that im-
perils the integrity of the big story. That story was that US, and 
some British, long-range nuclear-armed airpower would have waged 
a distinctively nonjoint war. This is to say that SAC was not, and did 
not need to be, joined to any other military instrument, either to pre-
vent war through the putative deterrent effect of its obvious latent 
menace or to wage and in some senses probably win a war.

Although the SAC hypothetical is certainly a historical outlier, it is 
nonetheless important to register the category of single or all-but-
single military-instrument war and warfare firmly in one’s mind; all 
the more alert one needs to be to exceptional circumstances wherein 
the rule should not apply. Strategic history, with warfare at its core, 
has uncertainty, risk, and chance inalienably locked in its nature. 
Clausewitz sought to drive this claim home, and we would be wise to 
listen and learn.13 Ill-conducted strategic debate can present sound 
ideas in a fashion that invites misrepresentation. The recurring dis-
putes over airpower’s relative importance have suffered alarmingly 
from competing misstatements that mislead. A basic error, which 
from its persistence appears to be unavoidable, is the posing of false, 
starkly binary alternatives. To risk preempting later discussion, de-
bates over airpower all too often have been polarized with contend-
ing gladiators insisting that (strategic) airpower must/could deliver 
victory; airpower is of minor importance in warfare against irregu-
lars; airpower is the asymmetric advantage that can be the key to vic-
tory. The history of airpower is not self-interpreting. There is need for 
theory designed and policed honestly as explanation, if the facts are 
to be permitted to speak some approximation to the truth. Let us 
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tackle the basics of the jointness epiphany, since truly they are funda-
mental to understanding airpower history.

A Joint Strategic World

To be empirically rigorous, a nonjoint, or literally disjointed, stra-
tegic context is an impossibility today. Even for Curtis LeMay’s SAC 
in 1957, the war he might have waged with very little help from other 
US or allied military assets could have had meaning, that is to say 
political purpose, only with reference to terrestrial consequences.14 
The nuclear war most probably would not have entailed much air 
warfare but rather would have comprised warfare waged largely from 
the air. SAC had a terrestrial story, both in its foundation and support 
and in its intended and unintended but practicably unavoidable con-
sequences. The point that must never be forgotten about any charac-
ter of warfare is that its strategic and political consequences ultimately 
have to translate into consequences on land where we humans live 
and have our belligerent polities. This is obvious to and beyond the 
point of banality, but the preparation for and the conduct of warfare 
in any environment other than the land is always somewhat menaced by 
an understandable pull of environmental parochialism. And there 
are usually pressing reasons why sea and air (and space and cyber?) 
commanders can focus so narrowly on their perhaps desperate im-
mediate challenges that they literally are out of joint with respect to a 
strategic sense encompassing other geographies. Corrections for this 
pathology of understandable geographical localism are, of course, 
built into a sound chain of military, and above, command. However, 
nominal recognition of the danger and formal provision of a correc-
tive process are no guarantee against dysfunctional military behavior. 
Command in strategy and in tactics is inescapably human, and hu-
man performance is highly variable.

As “bomber barons” of huge importance in World War II, British 
air marshal Sir Arthur Harris and, for a while his counterpart, Gen 
Carl “Tooey” Spaatz differed more radically in personality than in 
their opinions about how their bomber forces should best be used. 
The story of the not-very-Combined Bomber Offensive cannot be 
told reliably without more than a passing reference to the key per-
sonalities and their relationships.15 The literature of strategic and 
military analysis—and certainly that of strategic theory—is damag-
ingly light in its treatment of the human beings who decline, some-
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times eccentrically, to think and behave fully and solely as strategi-
cally rational beings.16

And “Joint” Means . . . 

A problem with the concept of jointness is that, like all such con-
cepts, its essential validity is licensed only by the cogency of its logical 
antithesis. One cannot be joint except in the sense of not being some-
thing else—in this case, presumably, un-joint, disjoint(ed), or sepa-
rate and independent. The difficulty with this concept, perhaps with 
the logic of mutually dependent opposites, is that the strategic world 
is seldom intelligently viewable in such sharp binary terms. Jointness 
is a spectrum, though arguably one that can have unbridged and un-
spotted gaps. Familiarity breeds an overfamiliarity that discourages 
critical intelligence. What does it mean to be “joint”?

In truth, today it does not really mean anything to be joint because 
we cannot possibly be disjoint. Today all kinds of US military (and 
civil) power depend literally and vitally upon the use of enabling as-
sets in orbital space and cyberspace. This claim is beyond contention. 
Similarly beyond argument is the land-terrestrial connection to 
everything one does at sea, in the air, in orbital space, and in cyber-
space. Admittedly, the land-terrestrial connection to every other geo-
graphical domain is potentially misleading, in that inadvertently it 
could serve to conceal a dominant strategic role for sea power, air-
power, space power, and cyber power in particular situations, to the 
arguable degree to which these noncontinental forms of military 
power are sensibly distinguishable.

If jointness is a spectrum—not an identifiably stable and definite 
condition clearly distinguishable from its opposite of “disjointness”—
empirically, it must embrace every state from thoroughly autono-
mous to entirely united. It is not unreasonable to ask whether a con-
temporary state of jointness is only a stage on the path to full 
unification. As is well known, the United States created a single De-
partment of Defense in 1947 in part to expedite a full divorce of the 
US Army Air Forces from the US Army. A higher unity sanctioned 
the disunity of military service independence. Dictionary definitions 
help to educate the ignorant and police the unscrupulous, but they 
also can struggle to capture reality. Armed forces can be organized to 
fight jointly, but do they really fight jointly? Just how joined must they 
be to be honestly characterized as joint? It is a somewhat open question 
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whether a master campaign plan that has ground/land, sea, air, and 
now space component subplans truly constitutes a single project 
rather than simply the stapling together of each major military stake-
holder’s preferred course of action.17 And the question will be an-
swered by argument and negotiation that is political, political-
bureaucratic, strategic analytical, and human.

A Culminating Point of Jointness 

Many good strategic ideas carry the seeds of being bad ideas. If 
some jointness is beneficial, then one might presume that more joint-
ness must be better. Using this logic, where jointness is treated as a 
value in itself and its merits are assumed to have no practical limits, it 
would seem sensible to strive to be unified—meaning fully integrated, 
compounded even—and not merely joint, as in connected. The ideal 
American Soldier, Sailor, or Airman thus would be a military person, 
advantageously liberated from the parochial biases derived from spe-
cific military geographical association. This idea is as logically com-
pelling as it continues to be impractical. Moreover, to hazard a per-
haps unscholarly prediction, it is unlikely that a geographically true 
Universal Military Person (soldier, for convenience here) will ever be 
feasible. Some audiences are inclined to criticize the tribal behavior 
of the geographically distinctive armed forces because, in their igno-
rance, they do not appreciate how and why military cultures differ, let 
alone why those differences have strongly net-positive strategic value. 
Because there will usually be several grand and military strategies 
that are rivals for adoption, singly or in combination, competitive-
ness increases the likelihood that the strengths and weaknesses of 
some alternatives are considered in a timely fashion. The single- sol-
dier approach to security could hardly help but risk a perilous nar-
rowing of the funnel of military and strategic advice to the political 
authorities. Unity of command and singleness of strategic purpose 
are vital, valid principles of war, but unity of military and strategic 
advice most definitely is not such a principle.

The principle that a polity’s military instruments, indeed all of its 
(grand) strategic instruments, should be employed jointly is beyond 
intelligent challenge. However, once one considers jointness as a 
spectrum of more and less rather than present or absent, the trou-
bling thought intrudes that jointness can be taken both too far and 
not far enough. In fact, it becomes a compelling thought that beyond 
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the general principle that all relevant national assets should be com-
mitted in a joint rather than disjointed manner, one has compre-
hended nothing much of specific situational value. The strategic logic 
of jointness and the technologies that increasingly enable it do not 
constitute a template of high strategic merit for particular contexts. 
Much like the idea of military transformation that was so fashionable 
until it was mugged by events recently, jointness has acquired a doc-
trinal sanctity heavily pregnant with the potential to excite its devo-
tees unduly and mislead those susceptible to capture by dazzling vi-
sions of military advance. The problem is not with the concept of 
transformation but rather with the concept when it is honored as a 
value in itself. Regarded out of context, transformation as radical 
change is neither good nor bad. It is strategically meaningless.18

Warfare as a Military Team Event 

Although it is commonplace, albeit an important truism, to note 
that warfare is a team activity, it is less commonplace to point out 
some of the pathologies that result in team misbehavior. Military 
jointness is more than merely a description of armed forces that are 
more or less joined together. The term also carries strong positive 
vibrations; to repeat, today it is a value. That granted and approved, 
though with reservations, one should not miss the para dox that al-
though jointness is a celebration of and insistence upon the essential 
unity of warfare, its practice often appears more to endorse at least 
semi-sovereign status for the military geographies. Jointness should 
mean that the armed forces contribute as each is best able to a com-
mon military, strategic, and political endeavor. The logic, ideology, or 
faith even is unassailable. In practice, however, jointness can mean 
that everyone plays, everyone is entitled to play an equal role, and 
every service commands its own geographically specialized forces. 
Thus, the joint commander will have subordinate commanders for 
land, sea, and air components. Perhaps needless to add, each compo-
nent commander does not exactly head a united military instrument 
but rather a set of different capabilities, each led by expert profession-
als probably inbred with strong views as to how their force should 
best be employed. Introducing the further complication of a coalition 
or alliance, effort that is supposed to be collective, it readily becomes 
apparent that jointness in theory and in practice is always liable to be 
different. Those who wish to examine closely the practical limits to 
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jointness in the conduct of war are recommended to study the inter– 
and intra–Anglo-American-Allied debate over the most effective em-
ployment of their burgeoning and diverse airpower assets in the 
spring and summer of 1944.19 For a change of scene and scale but 
with some instructive overlap of issues, the lessons from 1944 can be 
augmented profitably by a study of NATO’s 78-day air war over 
Kosovo in 1999.20 The continuities in strategic history, including its 
relatively brief airpower dimension, are impressive.

The proposition that only airmen understand airpower suffi-
ciently to be trusted to command it is a long-standing and highly 
plausible belief. Nonetheless, it points toward a persisting military 
and strategic cultural reality that could make a mockery in practice 
of high-minded devotion to the unavailable principle of jointness. 
Specifically, as a general rule, soldiers, sailors, and airmen (and most 
likely spacemen and even cybermen, when their careers are permit-
ted to mature as such) have distinctive worldviews largely derived 
from their geographic military affiliations. The discussion now turns 
to this core matter.

The Territorial Imperative

With apologies and thanks to ethnologist Robert Ardrey,21 strate-
gists—no matter which, if any, geography they prefer militarily—can 
never afford to forget the logic in the title chosen for this section. The 
theory and practice of airpower make sense strictly in a territorial, not 
merely terrestrial, context. The reason is as obvious as it is important 
and, therefore, bears repetition. In the enduring words of maritime 
historian and theorist Julian Corbett, “Since men live upon the land 
and not upon the sea, great issues between nations at war have always 
been decided—except in the rarest of cases—either by what your army 
can do against your enemy’s territory and national life or else by the 
fear of what the fleet makes it possible for your army to do.”22

The nature and evolving character of airpower requires some 
amendment to Corbett’s potent dictum. It is not the case that air-
power can have strategic effect only because of its ability to strengthen 
one’s army. Nonetheless, when intelligently interpreted for today, 
Corbett does hit the target. Although there are exceptions, as there 
always will be, human conflicts all but invariably have important ter-
ritorial definition. Enemies can inhabit only the land; their political 
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unit is territorial; and, more often than not, the issues between terri-
torially definable, or at least plainly associated, belligerents have some 
territorial control content. Corbett’s strategic territorial imperative is 
taken a step further and made wholly explicit by J. C. Wylie, an 
American rear admiral.

The ultimate determinant in war is the man on the scene with the gun. This man 
is the final power in war. He is [in] control. He determines who wins. There 
are those who would dispute this as an absolute, but it is my belief that while 
other means may critically influence war today, after what devastation and 
destruction may be inflicted on an enemy, if the strategist is forced to strive for 
final and ultimate control, he must establish, or must present as an inevitable 
prospect, a man on the scene with a gun.23 (emphasis in original)

This quotation is a wonderful piece of overwriting. In these deserv-
edly oft-quoted words, Wylie overstates, probably deliberately, a con-
tinentalist logic that is impeccable, provided one chooses to ignore 
the admiral’s qualifications to his assertion. Should policy require ab-
solute control over an enemy, then truly Wylie is persuasive in insist-
ing upon the need to present him with the stark choice, preferably up 
close and distinctly personal, between death and constrained life by 
surrender. However, historical experience shows unambiguously that 
“final and ultimate control” is not usually the mandatory goal for 
strategy. Control, certainly yes, but this condition is not a single abso-
lute state, despite its rather exclusive meaning in English. We would 
do better to employ the French contróle, meaning general supervi-
sion. In a total war between rival societies and their states, a condition 
that World War I began to approximate and World War II did achieve, 
Wylie’s tight Clausewitzian formula makes sense. But for more lim-
ited contests, for contests about interests not existence, the necessary 
achievement is some control via influence, most prominently an in-
fluence secured by coercion, not a final literal control.

Wylie’s rigor is appealing. To be certain that militarily successful 
warfare delivers what policy makers require, even though one knows 
that they might waste the advantage that should accrue from pay-
ment by blood, it would be necessary to confront the surviving en-
emy with the grim choice between compliance or death. In historical 
practice, most belligerents exercise an opportunity to comply on un-
favorable terms, even with much dishonor, rather than perish in total 
defeat. There have been exceptions, but those unusual cases cannot 
sensibly be cited as convincing grounds effectively to deify a dictum 
that applies only rarely. It should be noted that even in the extreme 
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case of nearly total war that was World War I by 1918, Germany chose 
to terminate its war effort short of utter military defeat. An armistice 
was recorded 11 November 1918, not unconditional surrender (un-
like 8 May 1945).

The relevance of this discussion to airpower as an instrument of 
joint warfare should be obvious. If one takes Wylie’s powerful prose 
and logic too literally and neglects to weigh in his significant caveat 
(“if the strategist is forced to strive for final and ultimate control”), 
then one would accept the ridiculous belief that airpower could never 
secure the needed control unless it imposed the control of the grave-
yard that would result from bombardment by air-delivered WMDs.24 
In some contexts it is probably true to argue that the quality of coer-
cive menace useful for winning over minds, though admittedly not 
hearts, is achievable more reliably by ground power than by airpower 
in its kinetic application. However, not only should airpower not be 
defined strictly in kinetic regard, but often there are also pressing 
practical reasons why the “boots on the ground” and “loaded gun to 
the head” approaches to control are impracticable or undesirable. 
They are apt to be more certain in strategic effect, but only when they 
are feasible and not self-harming in their negative political effect. It 
should be noted that in guerrilla-style warfare waged by insurgents, 
alien boots, faces, and customs—up front and personal—can carry 
their own unique viruses unfriendly to strategic advantage. Interven-
ing in a foreign country when the government to be assisted enjoys 
only a contested legitimacy runs a major risk of itself stimulating ter-
rorism and insurgency.25

It is possible that the trend in this argument might seem weighted 
unfavorably against land power. Such an impression would be false. 
The primary concern here is to ensure that the land is recognized as 
the primary focus for strategy. Air and sea strategies matter only for 
their meaning for a land-oriented historical narrative. Pragmatic pol-
itics among different kinds of military power, each championed by 
unavoidably competing, geographically specialized military institu-
tions, cannot help but encourage people to see airpower and the rest 
essentially as rivals. This is a cardinal error, and the fact that it is such 
an error is programmed into the near-sacred contemporary creed of 
military jointness. There is no denying, though, that the rivalry 
among the distinctive forms of military power is, in a vital sense, both 
natural to the political condition endemic to human relations and 
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rational if not always reasonable in its expression of competing stra-
tegic worldviews.

For a familiar simple-minded logic, the basic geographical struc-
ture of the subject of this chapter invites misstatements of many 
kinds. To explain—in land warfare, high ground always has been 
valued (for advantage in observation, ease of defense, momentum 
gained from gravity in the shock through rapid descent, etc.), but 
suddenly, to ignore 150 years of episodic balloon experience, con-
trolled heavier-than-air flight obliges recognition of a newly acces-
sible, functional “high ground.” The new high ground of the air 
happens to be global, an overhead flank to all land and sea battlespace 
and belligerents’ societal hinterlands, while (orbital) space now is 
exploited as a yet higher ground, indeed a “ground” so high as liter-
ally to be all but infinitely so, though assuredly only strategically 
relevant at Earth-orbital altitudes. It can be a challenge to sort the 
strategic sense from the astrategic nonsense in all this. Strategic his-
tory does suggest that command of high ground confers military 
advantage; however, it does not elevate such command to the status 
of a golden key ensuring victory. Advancing analogously, there is 
good and increasingly excellent reason to see strategic advantage in 
control of the air, but, again, such a geographical edge does not 
guarantee a success that must lead to victory by plausible definition. 
To control the skies should make life difficult for enemies of any 
kind, especially of a regular conventional genus, but also for those 
who fight in guerrilla and even terroristic modes. Command of the 
overhead flank frequently is only an advantage, albeit an important 
one, not the ticket guaranteed to deliver strategic triumph. Why 
not? Because conflict, war, and warfare are complex phenomena, 
and that complexity includes variations in relevant terrain, in de-
grees of political commitment (significant for the strategic value of 
punishment and denial for intended coercive effect), and in a host 
of other dimensions to human struggle.26 However, it so happens 
that airpower also is complex as well as dynamic, flexible, and 
adaptable, and necessarily, its strategic value is, to repeat, highly 
situational. The merit in this less-than-startling, let alone original, 
claim continues to elude many people who appear to have an ab-
surdly monolithic concept of airpower. The fact that some airpower 
theorists have encouraged such misunderstanding is evidence yet 
again of the potency of the law of unintended consequences. The 
injunction to first, do no harm, which has prodigious worth for 
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medicine, applies also to those who would theorize about and draft 
doctrine for airpower. Unfortunately, there is compelling evidence 
from both cases showing how difficult it is to avoid doing such 
harm. In practice, both medicine and airpower can be blunt instru-
ments that inflict collateral damage in pursuit of decisive strategic 
advantage. The heart may be pure, but the blows struck often fall 
short of surgical, and enemies have been known to fight back and 
may choose to do so preemptively or preventively.

Strategy and Air Strategy

As wealth creates problems of decision and priority for those who 
find themselves financially privileged, so does maturing airpower be-
get difficulties inseparable from its technical success and tactical 
competence. Even primitive airpower of only marginal military im-
portance in warfare, as in 1914 and most of 1915, presented some 
challenges to prudent choice, but errors could be corrected and had 
only modest strategic consequence. However, from 1916 to the pres-
ent, the stakes in decisions about airpower’s roles and character have 
grown from noticeable through significant to sometimes strategically 
determinate. The maturing of airpower necessarily has translated as a 
growing importance relative to, and functioning synergistically with, 
land power and sea power. While there is merit in regarding airpower 
materially and tactically as anything useful that flies, to paraphrase 
the ever-applicable “Mitchellism,” after only a very few years what was 
useful is best conveyed in the French expression un embarras de 
richesses. Airpower in its ever-diversifying competent forms has of-
fered utility for every military function of value to strategy. Well be-
fore the end of World War I, there was speculation from educated 
strategists that the airpower of tomorrow might become the principal 
military instrument in warfare among great powers. In his somewhat 
visionary great Second Report, Gen Jan Smuts offered precisely this 
speculation.27 While debate over airpower as the sole or all-but-sole 
potential instrument of strategic decision has spluttered episodically 
ever since 1917—if not before—the real debate with growing and 
quite soon immense practical significance concerned how much of 
the ever-maturing technical-tactical possibilities of airpower should 
be acquired relative to ground power and sea power and what should 
be the balance among airpower’s ever-expanding categories. The fact 
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is so obvious that often it is missed: airpower has suffered in its gen-
eral reputation because its near-ubiquitous utility has ensured that it 
would be both overused inappropriately as well as underused. Air-
power theory and doctrine perennially have laid emphasis convinc-
ingly on their broad subject’s militarily unique flexibility and adapt-
ability, the natural gift of its environment, but seem never really to 
have grasped the scale of the ever-growing problems of choice that 
success had to bring.

The joint narrative for airpower inherently is more structurally 
complex than for land power and sea power. Armies frequently need 
some integral riverine, though not necessarily coastal, capability. 
They need to exploit rivers, lakes, and bays and cope with threats of a 
maritime character, which is to say from the sea. To those ends they 
often have preferred to provide the translittoral land-sea capability 
themselves. In World War II, though not subsequently, British com-
mando formations principally were organized by the army, not the 
navy. Also, many countries historically allocated coastal defense du-
ties to their army rather than their navy or some other more special-
ized institution. From the naval side, raiding from the sea with ma-
rine units has an ancient history traceable at least as far back as to 
Greece and Rome, while sea-based firepower with inland reach has 
expanded from perhaps a dozen miles for the heavy armament of a 
battleship at the beginning of the twentieth century to more than 
5,000 miles with state-of-the-art submarine-launched ballistic mis-
siles (SLBM) today. The physical geographic distinction between land 
and sea is not entirely beyond dispute at the margin—for example, 
high- or low-tide line of separation?—but even today armies do not 
strive to own and employ forces able to wage and win war at sea. 
Similarly, navies typically are content to confine their ambition to the 
conduct of warfare at sea and only from the sea on a modest scale and 
with a limited reach inland. Admittedly, modern technology, modern 
joint doctrine, and occasional perceived political pressure encourage 
land power and especially sea power to intrude invasively into each 
other’s domain; nonetheless, each enjoys what near universally 
amounts to a geographically clear enough set of roles. This is not so 
true of airpower.

Airpower is not only the third element in a force mix (with land 
and sea power) that before its arrival had been issued a comprehen-
sive license to manage and wage all terrestrial warfare, it is also a rela-
tively new force that contributes to land and sea warfare. Institutional, 
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reputational, budgetary, and strategic challenges are inalienable from 
airpower. Airpower has matured with a need to wage and win war in 
the air itself if it is to serve friendly land power and sea power, which 
initially was its sole broad function. But it was a logical step to pro-
ceed from recognition of an autonomous air war waged to enable air 
support for the Army and Navy to the speculative notion of waging 
the only warfare that really mattered strategically strictly from the air. 
We are habituated to honor multienvironmental jointness, and we are 
all too familiar with the consensus view that airpower theory, some 
doctrine, and painful failures in practice have reflected unrealistic, 
overinflated strategic ambition. Such habituation to the virtues in 
jointness and such widespread agreement that airpower has failed to 
deliver on the theory of its promise as articulated by some of its 
prophets have led many people astray. Indeed, it may be no exaggera-
tion to claim that jointness not only in doctrine but as doctrine itself, 
viewed in the historical context of a substantial misreading of air-
power history admittedly invited by overambition and overstatement, 
has contributed to some paralysis, at least stultification, of strategic 
faculties.

The challenge to those who seek to understand airpower is one of 
choice, or refusal of choice, of paradigm. Phrased directly, to under-
stand the roles and relative strategic significance of airpower in war, 
especially in warfare, one first must settle upon authoritative under-
standing of the fundamental features of war and warfare. Educated by 
the general theory of strategy (as well as the much-less-developed 
general theory of war) and the specific general theory of airpower, the 
latter has to be interpreted for its meaning in unique historical con-
texts. For example, consider history’s first autonomous air war, the 
bilateral Anglo-German event waged in the summer and early au-
tumn of 1940. One cannot easily avoid reading history backwards, 
and as noted already, such use of hindsight lends an unfair and in-
appropriate backwards-projected foresight. But the most convincing 
study written today on the Battle of Britain advises that in 1940 “air 
power was still an unknown factor.”28 Understood in context, this is 
not an exaggeration. Would the defeat of the RAF lead inexorably to 
German victory in the war? Even if the RAF were only reduced rather 
than annihilated, would the bombing of civilians coerce a British sur-
render? And, even if one had a secure theoretical grip upon what 
airpower ought, or ought not, to be able to accomplish by way of stra-
tegic effect, how well would the actual Luftwaffe of July–September 
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1940 perform against the actual specific air defenses of Britain at that 
time? Strategic education can only do so much. It is able only to help 
prepare those who must decide and act in unique situations so that 
they should be adequately equipped mentally to answer testing stra-
tegic and operational questions. Even then, the people, machines, in-
deed the entire integrated network that produces air defense and of-
fense, need to function well enough tactically. Theory and practice 
need not correlate closely.

In truth, the strategic context of the Battle of Britain was consid-
erably more complex, especially in a multilayered way, than the 
paragraph above might appear to suggest. For example, even had 
Dowding’s Fighter Command been attrited into near impotence, 
over southeast England at least the Germans would have faced a 
high likelihood of tactical, operational, and strategic failure at the 
hands of a Royal Navy that would have been certain to handle Ger-
many’s improvised invasion armada very roughly. It was not likely 
that even a Luftwaffe in command of the sky by day over the chan-
nel could have prevented the Royal Navy from inflicting cata-
strophic losses on the would-be invader, though on 25 May 1940 
the British chiefs of staff believed that they would have been able to 
do so.29

Strategic truth is universal and eternal only at the level of strate-
gy’s general theory and for airpower specifically only for its general 
theory. These general theories can and should be required to light the 
path for the practicing strategist only insofar as they educate his or 
her mind by explaining the structure and dynamic working of strat-
egy. What must not be allowed to occur is for these general theories 
to miseducate vulnerable minds into believing that there is a correct 
general theory that provides specific advice. Iraq, Afghanistan, Israel 
and Lebanon or Gaza, the Empire of Japan—each challenge is unique, 
and so must be the character of the air contribution to the joint en-
deavor. Airpower is not a single tool comprising a force structure be-
yond argument that can be applied in a single way to most conflicts 
in confident expectation that it will deliver victory. But increasingly 
through the twentieth century, airpower in control of the relevant 
skies has been able to offer strategic advantages that enemies unable 
or disabled in the air have had great difficulty offsetting, if indeed 
such was feasible, which often it was not.
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Conclusion: E Pluribus Unum?

The military specialization by environment that is standard prac-
tice worldwide seems to be as unavoidably practical as unavoidably 
challenging for competence in generating strategic effect. Polities 
wage warfare of many characters in some, potentially all, among no 
fewer than five geophysically distinctive environments. To function 
in or on its particular geography, military forces are obliged to tailor 
themselves technically and tactically in unique ways. These unique 
characteristics for forces that must cope with terrain, the sea, the air, 
orbital space, and the electromagnetic spectrum (EMS) impose dis-
tinctive operating limitations as well as confer unique advantages. 
These distinctive sets of advantages and disadvantages have to be 
considered and then balanced for judgment as to how best the five 
baskets of military assets should be commanded to contribute to the 
common strategic enterprise for whatever the political purposes 
might be. To do this well enough in the face of adversaries motivated 
and possibly able to offer effective resistance is no mean feat. Strategy 
is exceedingly difficult to do well, which is why it is prudent to be 
willing to satisfice with a strategy that can serve simply well enough. 
Success can be victory enough, even if the enemy does score some 
points on his way to defeat.

State-of-the-art airpower has evolved into a zone where not only is 
it literally inseparable by intelligent definition from land power and 
sea power but tactically in permissive circumstances might substitute 
almost entirely for their more traditional contributions to strategic 
effect. Although airpower does have a “grammar” all its own that fun-
damentally is attributable to conditions set by geophysics, obviously 
it has to be a terrestrially dependent force. Not only does airpower 
derive all of its strategic and political meaning from a continental his-
torical narrative, but also its effectiveness in and from the air always 
has been vitally dependent upon a more or less complex structure of 
support on the ground. Writing about Britain’s integrated air defense 
system in 1940, Stephen Bungay notes tellingly that “all the fighters in 
the world were of little use if they could not find their enemy.”30 The 
ground-based elements of Dowding’s Fighter Command were essen-
tial enablers of the British airpower that defeated the Luftwaffe. Al-
though “anything that flies that is useful” can serve admirably to fo-
cus attention upon the core of what airpower has to be, it does leave 
something to be desired by way of holistic explanation. Billy Mitchell’s 
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definition is far superior to one that simply asserts “anything that 
flies,” because he claimed convincingly that airpower is “the ability to 
do something in the air.” Ground-based radar and its interpreters and 
air controllers did not shoot down German aircraft, but without their 
performance “The (not so) Few” in their Hurricanes and Spitfires 
certainly would have been flying crippled.

A major factor producing friction runs throughout airpower his-
tory and, necessarily, underlies the whole of this study. This factor is 
the potential tension and disharmonies among the unique geogra-
phies within which activities with geographically dictated unique 
characteristics are conducted and in the relation between the jointly, if 
somewhat separately, waged warfare and the strategic goals and po-
litical purposes behind the entire project. Because of politics (to re-
peat, the struggle to secure a favorable distribution of power),31 per-
sonalities, friction of all kinds, and the enemy, it would be difficult 
even for a service de-military-cultured person to perform well as a 
strategist. To do well in joint strategy requires not only some ability to 
transcend much career conditioning to achieve breadth of strategic 
view, but also the skill to adapt the particular paradigms of warfare 
preferred by the land, sea, and air (and space and cyber) instruments 
to a tolerably unified definition of the mission consistent with the li-
censing political direction.

Historically, and not infrequently for persuasive reasons, one solu-
tion preferred to the challenge of harmonizing terrestrial and aerial 
efforts has simply been for land and sea forces to own and operate the 
airpower that they believe they need. US Navy and Marine Corps 
aviators traditionally have been naval officers first and aviators only 
second. As a tactical matter, such ownership and integrative cooption 
have made most kinds of sense. It is the case that modern land power 
and sea power cannot be understood absent their airpower compo-
nents, with no specified air context to their operations. However, 
army aviation and naval aviation contribute to an overall strategic 
performance of land-air power and sea-air power, which in turn are 
influenced and can even be offset or strategically overwhelmed by air 
operations of an autonomous character. While it is true that armies 
and navies know what they would like airpower to do for them tacti-
cally, it is unlikely that experts in land and sea warfare would also be 
suitably expert in the operational and strategic potential of air opera-
tions conducted quite far away from the terrestrial battlespace occu-
pied by land power and sea power in contact.
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It is a human trait for persons’ beliefs to follow and support their 
interests. This near-ubiquitous manifestation of human vulnerability 
creates persisting practical problems for joint military performance 
in pursuit of a single, unified strategic goal. It should be true that land 
power, sea power, and airpower are each better directed and com-
manded operationally by people who understand profoundly the tac-
tical “grammar” of warfare in their respective geographical environ-
ments. However, along with that essential comprehension come 
military cultural preferences, particular military worldviews, that 
paradigmatically tend to privilege the contribution that the encul-
tured expert’s own military tool brings to the party. Since joint plan-
ning depends upon particular expertise, obviously the prime solution 
to the challenge of geostrategic parochialism needs to be a unified 
strategic grasp and grip upon the joint but separate tools in the mili-
tary toolbox. The challenge cannot be answered sensibly and defini-
tively by fiat, but it can be eased if the dilemmas of jointness (rather 
than a wholly impractical true unity) are alleviated by geographically 
specific theory that educates for explanation and understanding.
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Chapter 4

Strategic History I:  
Sagittarius Rising, 1903–39

The temporal domain of this first historical chapter begins on 17 
December 1903 when two bicycle makers from Ohio achieved a flight 
lasting all of 12 seconds with a heavier-than-air craft, while the next 
one concludes with what must rank as a serious candidate for most 
awesome fly-past of all time on 2 September 1945. On that day more 
than 2,000 Allied aircraft circled over the scene of imperial Japan’s 
formal surrender on the deck of the USS Missouri in Tokyo Bay. The 
462 B-29 Superfortresses (plus some 1,500 carrier aircraft) in their 
display of airpower both provided obvious latent menace and served 
as a potent reminder of Japan’s relative technological inferiority.1 In 
the Pacific war, at least, airpower appeared unarguably triumphant, 
and American airpower played so leading a role in the victory in Asia 
that the United States seemed to have transformed its military strate-
gic character with near-lightning speed from a preponderantly mari-
time power to an air power. Indeed, it is scarcely an exaggeration to 
claim that by 1945, notwithstanding the impressive scale of British 
and Soviet airpower, the United States plainly was the world’s first air 
power by a wide margin in quality, quantity, and strategic effective-
ness. However, it is necessary to recognize that the strategic ascen-
dancy of long-potential American airpower was registered in demon-
strated, albeit contested, achievement only in 1944–45. USAF official 
historian Richard P. Hallion makes what, in retrospect, is a fairly 
plausible claim when he asserts that “as dominant land power charac-
terized a Pax Romana, and dominant sea power a Pax Britannica, 
dominant air power is the characteristic of modern America.”2 This 
chapter and four succeeding ones examine why and how this hap-
pened and proceed to explain how, for a while at least, the nuclear 
revolution paradoxically both amplified yet appeared to diminish the 
strategic significance of airpower.

An important function of general strategic theory is to assist people 
to devise contextually specific strategy. General theory offers a useful 
means of liberation from inadvertent capture by imprudent impulse. 
Acknowledgement that air warfare is subject to the same general 
lore—one cannot claim law—as warfare in the other environments 
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serves as potent protection against theoretical and seemingly practical 
temptations that ought to be resisted. This is easy for a scholar to say 
today, but the human subjects of this chapter, in particular, merit no 
little empathy for the historical situation in which they found them-
selves. Airpower theory typically may have led airpower practice, con-
trary to the claims of some, but usually it was the handmaiden of the 
airpower practice that air-minded people wanted. A competent theo-
rist can always provide the theory that legitimizes, indeed appears to 
mandate, the military instrument that is favored. No dishonesty is al-
leged here. 

Understanding the pragmatic relations between continuity and 
change comprised the most fundamental challenge to those obliged to 
make strategic sense of contemporary and near-future airpower at any 
time in the 36 years addressed in this chapter. Generically, as polities 
today grope toward some comprehension of space and cyber warfare, 
so the first half of the twentieth century witnessed a global struggle 
both to make strategic sense of airpower and, of course, to express 
such sense as could be made in suitable behavior. The historical per-
spective of today aids understanding of airpower: first, because there 
is a century of experience on which to ponder; and second, because 
the augmentation of aerial battlespace with orbital space and the info-
sphere of cyberspace helps situate airpower strategically.3 When air-
power ascended as an overhead flank to land power and sea power, 
the temptation was well nigh irresistible to claim that a revolution in 
the nature of war was occurring. But when airpower is seen in the 
context of no fewer than five geographically particular military in-
struments and also in the company of nuclear weaponry, its status as 
a revolutionary tool, or toolkit, unsurprisingly is reduced. The mili-
tary revolutions, if such they be, achieved subsequent to airpower’s 
rise can hardly help but diminish its relative ability to dazzle.4

Unlike the pioneers of airpower theory, airpower doctrine, and air 
warfare, airpower theorists today have access to the experience of a 
century of hugely diverse and bloody airpower practice—and mal-
practice. It is the mission of this and the four succeeding chapters to 
seek to use historical knowledge to understand the strategic meaning 
of airpower. Paradoxical though this may read, the episodically recur-
ring intense debates about airpower issues are vastly more heated and 
incompetently conducted than should be the case. The evidence of the 
past, as contrasted noticeably with the claims in rival histories, yields 
few sustainable grounds for argument today over the influence of air-
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power on strategic history. This judgment is exciting in its very ab-
sence of excitement. Indeed, this author was more than a little sur-
prised when it crept up on him as an accumulating body of now 
adequately attested judgments that could yield no other plausible con-
clusion. Of course, this claim has yet to be validated in these pages at 
this early juncture.

The airpower history in these chapters has organic significance for 
today. Some major roles for airpower were identified before World 
War I; in very minor key they were executed in the Italian-Turkish 
War of 1911, in particular, and their continuity until today is beyond 
reasonable dispute. Despite the necessarily dominant importance of 
technology as an enabler for airpower, technical evolution arguably 
has had only a modest impact upon the terms of strategic debate. Al-
though technology assuredly has answered many, possibly most, tech-
nical and tactical questions about airpower’s efficacy, it has not stilled 
strategic controversy. Time after time, most recently in the late 1990s, 
plausible technical-tactical claims for the transformation of airpower 
have been less plausible at the operational level of warfare and notably 
contestable when examined strategically and politically. We will re-
turn to this matter in later chapters. Suffice it to say for now that the 
hundred-plus-years-long historical narrative of airpower is relevant 
in its entirety to efforts to understand airpower in the twenty-first 
century. These five history chapters are not “mere history” in the pe-
jorative sense intended dismissively by narrow-minded “presentists” 
or “futurists.”

One must hasten to note, however, that although the larger politi-
cal, strategic, and some operational issues have not been resolved by 
cumulative technological advance, many technical and tactical and a 
few operational conundrums have indeed been resolved. When Ben-
jamin S. Lambeth wrote in 2000 about what he termed the “transfor-
mation of American air power,” there was an important sense in 
which plainly he was correct.5 The cutting edge(s) of the American 
airpower of the early twenty-first century can reasonably be claimed 
to be a fair approximation to the character of the instrument that pio-
neer airpower theorists dreamt about and even anticipated. Airpower’s 
strategic problem lies not so much in its own inadequacies—and they 
are increasingly modest rather than crippling—but rather in the con-
texts of strategy, war, and statecraft within which it must function. 
Airpower viewed technically and tactically now has put almost all of 
its own house in good enough order to meet long-standing aspirations. 
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But a hundred-plus years on from Kitty Hawk, there are structural 
difficulties constraining the strategic value of airpower that stem 
from the very nature of strategy, war, and politics that do not lend 
themselves to technical-tactical resolution.

Prelude, 1903–14

Readers will appreciate that this book is a strategic interpretation 
of the past and present history of airpower. It is an exercise geared to 
the search for a robust general theory of airpower and to develop-
ment of a plausible understanding of what airpower is about and is 
able to achieve; answers to these challenges are provided in chapters 
9 and 10. The essential evidential base of the theory and generaliza-
tions in those chapters can only derive from the historical analysis in 
chapters 4–8 and within the framework provided by chapters 1–3. 
Paradoxically, perhaps, most of the operational, tactical, and techni-
cal facts of airpower history are as uncontentious as their strategic 
and political meanings are a beacon for controversy. Given that the 
library of airpower history is vast and a great deal of its content is not 
controversial, I am moved to reference here only the historians’ works 
that I have found most useful in my quest to understand strategically 
the earlier decades of airpower history.6

Trident-like, the story of the first 15 years of airpower history has 
three prongs: manned balloons, rigid dirigibles, and heavier-than-air 
craft (aircraft). Military ballooning had early modern provenance as 
an idea but initially was executed only in the 1780s in France. Manned 
unpowered (and undirected) balloons tethered to the ground made 
minor episodic appearance through the nineteenth century, but all 
too obviously, they were less than useful in the context of mobile war-
fare and faced difficulties from weather. Tethered balloons came into 
their own for observation in the static trench warfare of 1914–18, but 
they were so vulnerable to enemy air action, enabled by the rapid 
emergence of fighter aviation, that military ballooning was apt to be 
a career that was “nasty, brutish, and short.”

The dirigible, or rigid airship, was first developed and flown suc-
cessfully by Graf von Zeppelin in 1898–1900, with the first flight re-
corded on 2 July of the latter year; it was powered by two 16-hp en-
gines. By 1916 the latest-model Zeppelins were propelled by six 240-hp 
engines and had a ceiling of 17,400 feet and a maximum speed of 60 
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mph. Since it was not dependent on generating lift from forward mo-
tion, it is not surprising that until the second half of World War I, the 
rigid airship generally was able to outperform the latest aircraft mod-
els. It could ascend at a rate of 1,000 feet per minute, and its load-
carrying capacity was greatly superior to contemporary aircraft. 
However, the competition between airships and aircraft shifted, even-
tually conclusively, in favor of the latter by 1917, even in Germany. 
Airships were tactically impracticable in adverse weather (wind), and 
though initially hard to shoot down or disable, they eventually were 
opposed effectively by aircraft whose machine guns fired incendiary 
bullets, contrary to the laws of war.

Aircraft won the competition with airships for nearly every mili tary 
role, with maritime surveillance and reconnaissance a partial excep-
tion. The technical narrative of airpower from 1903 to 1914 appears 
modest only when compared with the pace of advance from 1914 to 
1918. Understandably, war and the fear of war have a powerful fueling 
effect upon technological advance in warfare machinery. Although the 
science and technology applied as the engineering required for con-
trolled powered flight were various indeed, it is appropriate to note 
above all else the growth in engine power, the sine qua non of the lift 
that enables flight.7 In 1903 the Wright brothers’ Flyer boasted 15 bhp, 
whereas in 1918 the Rolls Royce Condor V12 (cylinders) engine pro-
duced 600 bhp. The technical progress from the Flyer’s 12-second pow-
ered glide covering 40 yards in December 1903 to the ability of a Mar-
tinsyde Buzzard to attain a speed of 132.5 mph and a ceiling of 23,950 
feet in 1918, only 15 years later, is remarkable by any standard.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, a modest-size popular 
literature and a tiny professional military literature focused upon the 
possibilities of military airpower; in no important sense did airpower 
grow out of an expressed military need—that is the story of the 1910s 
and after, indeed ever since. In the 1900s the rudimentary experi-
ments that constituted the beginnings of airpower were born out of 
intuitive genius, pragmatic technical skills, a lot of guesswork, and 
sheer luck (trial and much dangerous error). Vision there was aplenty, 
as historical scholarship reveals unmistakably.8 But highly speculative 
vision of a strategically useful, let alone decisively useful, airpower re-
quired a leap of faith that very few were able to make prior to the Great 
War of 1914–18. Unarguably, the technical-tactical prowess necessary 
to produce strategic effect on a potentially war-winning scale was so 
far over the horizon of contemporary accomplishment as scarcely to 
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warrant serious thought through these early years. With the benefit of 
hindsight one should recognize that, plausibly, the more ambitious as-
pirations of the pioneer theorists of military airpower prior to 1914 
were not to be met technically and tactically for nearly a hundred 
years. Even then, which is to say today, the story is not quite the one so 
long heralded. The central reason is that although technology and tac-
tics may be revolutionized, the course of a conflict does not necessar-
ily yield to the leverage of power from altitude. This is not a criticism 
of airpower, one must hasten to say. Rather is it intended as criticism 
of unsound expectations of airpower.

For a while, the Wrights’ extraordinary achievement on 17 De-
cember 1903 did not create much public or even private excitement. 
However, the pace of interest and technical accomplishment picked 
up speed in 1905, accelerated rapidly by 1908, and never subsequently 
ceased to move ahead ever more speedily. What is important for this 
text is that by the time of the outbreak of a general war in Europe in 
the summer of 1914, every one of the great powers had recognized 
the military utility of aviation. The Italians demonstrated that aircraft 
could be employed for bombardment and communication, as well as 
observation, in their war with Turkey in North Africa in 1911. Army 
and naval maneuvers had shown that aircraft could supplement and, 
to some degree, even replace cavalry in reconnaissance though not 
screening security duties. It might be misleading to claim that each 
great power deployed some “airpower” for the contest in 1914, but it 
is appropriate to record that each accepted that aircraft had some lim-
ited military utility, especially for reconnaissance and for observation 
of fall of shot for the artillery. In addition to its somewhat feared in-
ventory of 11 Zeppelin airships, Germany entered the war with 245 
military aircraft to France’s 141. Britain’s Royal Flying Corps (RFC), 
formed in 1912, deployed just five squadrons and a reserve park to 
France in August 1914.9 These were modest beginnings but a definite 
signpost to the future. At least, the signpost pointed clearly toward a 
growing strategic value, though assuredly not to a particular strategic 
destination.

Beginnings, 1914–18

It is hard to convey accurately a full appreciation of how rapidly 
the qualitative development and quantitative expansion of all dimen-
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sions of airpower occurred during World War I. To an age numbed to 
technical and tactical novelty by a familiarity that can almost breed 
indifference, the flickering films of 1914–18 showing air warfare ap-
pear to show action as primitive as it was dangerous. Historical con-
text is necessary to grasp the scale and variety of challenges that air-
power’s military pioneers had to meet and surmount. Everything 
about aircraft was novel. Aerodynamic theory was elementary and 
distinctly incomplete. An aircraft industry was lacking. Institutions 
with careers and doctrines were barely nascent, while military orga-
nizations devoted to the execution of air warfare did not exist. Every-
thing was in play. But, one could ask, what was the game and what 
role or roles should air-minded people reasonably aspire to play? Per-
haps most important of all, with a view to the longer term, how im-
portant would airpower be strategically, relative to land power and 
sea power? The Great War provided plausible answers to these ques-
tions, though not all airmen chose to accept the verdict of experience 
in that conflict as constituting anything other than a launch pad for 
the future. Given the extreme youth of the airplane, technically and 
tactically, it was not unreasonable for people to draw conclusions 
from the combat experience of 1914–18, extensive though it had 
been, that were at odds with the record of actual achievement. It is the 
position of this study that although it is plausible to argue that World 
War II largely validated the lessons learned from World War I, air-
power’s strategic value is so highly contextual that it was entirely ap-
propriate after 1918 for airmen to argue that different times and oc-
casions would mean a different story. 

What needs to be emphasized is how rapidly airpower advanced 
from all but zero as a military factor to an essential and important 
element in the combined arms mix and style that was to become the 
modern way of warfare.10 Context always matters. Prior to August 
1914, military and naval leaders had seen just enough of the poten-
tial value of aircraft in the reconnaissance role to be persuaded that 
aircraft had some modest utility. The future commander in chief of 
the British Expeditionary Force (BEF), Gen Sir Douglas Haig, was 
embarrassed in the British Army maneuvers in September 1912 
when his corps was spotted inconveniently from the air.11 Nonethe-
less, skeptics were abundant, while even those who accepted the de-
sirability of an air instrument for reconnaissance understandably 
regarded it as a tool entirely auxiliary to ground power. On the evi-
dence available, no other position was reasonable.
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When war came in August 1914, the RFC deployed five squadrons 
to France. From fewer than 100 aircraft at the outbreak of the war, it 
grew prodigiously to a total of approximately 20,890 aircraft (and 
291,175 men, plus possibly 25,000 noncombatant women) by 11 No-
vember 1918. British aircraft production rose from 1,680 in 1915 
(4,532 for Germany; 4,489 for France) to 29,348 in 1918 (19,598 for 
Germany; 31,372 for France).12 The numbers cited here, while notori-
ously unreliable in fine detail though not in scale, reflect the context 
of the Great War in which they were intended to serve. Over the 
course of four and a quarter years of war, the RFC suffered 16,623 
dead (just under half in combat), while Germany lost 15,906.13 These 
were serious losses; at least they appear so until one places them in 
the context of the war as a whole, wherein the British Empire suffered 
a total of 908,371 military fatalities to Germany’s loss of 1,808,546 
(though, again, one needs to beware of spurious precision). Further-
more, those 1914–18 numbers for air fatalities pale significantly in 
comparison with the grim statistics for 1939–45.

Airpower developed so rapidly and grew so substantially from 
1914 to 1918 because the context was one of general industrialized 
war between coalitions of states too powerful to be defeated rapidly. 
This also was the political context of 1939–45. And, it must be reem-
phasized, military airpower was so rudimentary in 1914 that qualita-
tive and quantitative advance was almost bound to be rapid, indeed 
radical. A further contextual point is that because the ground warfare 
proved unexpectedly to be painfully attritional yet inconclusively 
protracted, there was (opportunity) time and ample motive for ex-
periments in the air. If in, say, 1912 one were seeking to identify a 
political and strategic context certain to promote interest in, oppor-
tunity and resources for, and experience with the acquisition of air-
power, it would have been a challenge to specify any episode more 
likely to be fruitful than the awesomely Great War of 1914–18. Of 
course, military aviation was on the move prior to 1914, but the 
movement understandably was more hesitant and cautious than bold 
and accepting of risk. Unfortunately, war is by far the best school for 
military education and training of all kinds.14 Although airpower 
grew only to fit the role of valued team player in combined arms by 
1918, its combat experience and the knowledge gained about all as-
pects of the infrastructure on the ground essential for success in the 
air was, or should have been, educationally conclusive.15 Airpower 
has been on the move since 1903, though at an erratic pace, but the 
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scale of changes wrought by World War I can hardly be exaggerated. 
It can be claimed by some historians that American airpower, which 
arrived late on the scene of the crime in Europe, entered the interwar 
period bereft of theory and doctrine. This was true in a formal sense, 
but it is seriously misleading.

Prior to 1914 there had been some prescient, if mainly lucky, stra-
tegic theorizing about airpower, as we have noted already.16 Indeed, 
the potent concepts of air superiority and command of the air both 
appeared prewar.17 What was lacking in 1914 was a practical concept 
of air warfare in any useful detail. No one knew how to fight in the air. 
Air tactics did not exist. In fact, the very concept of air war typically 
invited either contempt or deep skepticism. How could the frail, un-
armed aircraft of 1914 fight in the sky? Indeed, why would they want 
to? Furthermore, given the immensity of the sky and the uncertainties 
of aerial navigation, how could airmen who were motivated to fight in 
the sky locate their airborne enemy? These fundamental questions 
found no answers in August 1914. No country owned armed military 
airpower. Yet, it is probably no exaggeration to claim that by close 
of play in 1918, little of great significance about the nature of air-
power and even the more enduring of its terms of engagement re-
mained to be discovered from lessons learned in events yet to occur. 
Needless to say, it is infinitely easier today to identify persisting and 
even a few eternal truths about airpower detectable from the 1914–18 
experience than it was for airmen and others soon after the event.

It is important to realize that although airpower changed radically 
between 1914 and 1918, its achievement was part of a whole revolu-
tion in warfare, not to constitute that revolution itself.18 Airpower be-
came an integral component of and an important contributing en-
abler for what now is recognized as the modern way in combined 
arms warfare. Keeping the focus on context, airpower grew rapidly 
and radically from nearly nothing to a significant team player in a 
then-modern way of warfare wherein the team leader was the artil-
lery. No single military instrument won the land warfare of the sec-
ond half of World War I, but the team leader—the key that unlocked 
the door of contemporary defenses—was excellence in artillery fire-
power. There was a revolution in the conduct of land warfare between 
1914 and 1918, and it is only in that context that one should assess 
airpower’s history.

In retrospect, there was a clear technical, tactical, and strategic 
logic to the overall grand narrative of the emergence of military air-
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power in 1914–18. This is not to dismiss the always-present potency 
of the contingent, but it is to argue that if the growth of airpower in 
those years can be characterized as mission creep, then it was a creep 
that had obvious tactical utility, notable operational merit, and, con-
sequentially, strategic value. It may be true to claim that technology 
led tactics and strategy in the air war, though I am not convinced of 
the validity in this suggestion. Whether or not on balance it is true, 
the fact remains that air forces had the most pressing tactical need of 
all that science, technology, and engineering could provide: both tac-
tics and strategy were eagerly waiting for technically better military 
enablers. Without forgetting the play of much technological push and 
the benefits and harassments of ever-powerful contingency, it is both 
possible and necessary to identify a great chain of military logic that 
goes most of the way to explain how airpower evolved from 1914 to 
1918. Yes, technical discoveries were made and almost accidental 
findings were recorded unexpectedly from experience and were ap-
plied, but the story of airpower in 1914–18 is not one that should be 
understood primarily in technical terms. The cumulative technologi-
cal achievement was impressive indeed, but it was technology applied 
for particular, most-pressing military needs. This was a case of mo-
tive propelling means to meet the demands of circumstance.

The contemporary context of the war as a whole was nearly all 
important. Progress in airpower was driven forward not so much by 
its own momentum considered in isolation as an emerging air war, 
though there is some merit in at least granting influence to this factor. 
Rather, airpower on both sides was regarded by its commanders and 
behind them by their commanders also, as an auxiliary supporting 
tool for land and sea warfare. To understand airpower in World War 
I, or indeed in any war, it is essential to grasp the character of the 
particular conflict.

Airpower was emerging in a period of desperation and, some have 
claimed contestably, even total war. It was evolving not on some lei-
surely schedule of discretionary trial and error but in a life or death 
competition for the highest stakes. The technical story of airpower in 
1914–18 is a tale of experiment and experience as events demon-
strated tactical and operational necessities.

As the most important of the arms for land warfare that eventually 
both sides managed to “combine” impressively in 1917 and especially 
in 1918, the needs of the artillery provided much of the fuel for air-
power development.19 Assessed overall, it is really incontestable that 
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although World War I was won by a new version of combined arms 
tactics, nonetheless the leading edge of those more or less combined 
arms for both sides was the artillery.

To help the artillery be all that it could be and needed to be to un-
lock the fortified barrier to ground advance, aircraft were highly desir-
able, indeed literally essential, as an enabler of precision bombard-
ment. In 1914 it was understood that aircraft were useful for 
reconnaissance and generally for observation, but the true weight of 
artillery’s relative importance was not widely anticipated. Neither bel-
ligerent coalition anticipated a protracted, attritional, siege-like char-
acter to essentially static war on land. Consequently, the Entente Allies 
certainly did not have an artillery arsenal bursting at the seams with 
heavy guns. The true character of the land warfare was unmistakable 
by the end of 1915, but prior to 1918 neither side achieved the quality 
and quantity of combined arms, suitably guided by sound contempo-
rary tactical doctrine, to break through the rival fortified zones. It 
should be added that the Allies never were able to achieve a “break-
out” in conclusive strategic exploitation of first the “break-in” and 
then the “breakthrough.” Modern scholarship, especially that pro-
duced over the past 30 years, at last has revealed how this warfare was 
waged tactically, both successfully and otherwise. The only reliable 
way to break into a trench system or fortified zone (e.g., the Siegfried 
Stellung, better known as the Hindenburg Line of 1917–18) was by 
means of highly scientific gunnery. There was no alternative in this 
period. Tanks, aircraft, and assault infantry (storm troopers) using in-
filtration tactics were all necessary, but still they were critically depen-
dent upon artillery for suppressive and sometimes destructive fire.

Aircraft provided the platforms at altitude from which one might 
locate the enemy with precision, locate friendly forces (a major chal-
lenge when soldiers were engaged in combat), photograph terrain for 
accurate mapping (it was vital for artillery to know exactly where ev-
eryone and everything was, including itself), and transmit or drop 
messages to troops on the ground. Aerial observation was not the 
single golden key that enabled the artillery of both sides to open up 
enemy fortifications, but it was more than merely useful.

It should be needless to say that because “war [and warfare] is 
nothing but a duel on a larger scale,”20 anything that one belligerent 
finds militarily valuable is certain to be contested actively by the en-
emy, and so it proved. Notwithstanding the typical prewar belief that 
war in the air was an absurd idea, it was demonstrated mutually from 
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the outset that, absurd or not, it had to be done. The vastness of the 
sky and the technical limitations of current aircraft obliged war in the 
air (and from the ground to the air in the form of antiaircraft artillery, 
triple-A or AAA) to be primitive indeed. Nonetheless, air-to-air war-
fare proved feasible if challenging. The first victim of war in the air, a 
German Aviatik, fell to shots fired by a machine gun from a French 
Voisin, an observation aircraft, on 5 October 1914.21 The tactical logic 
of the duel, great and small, was irresistible. Since observation was 
either important or vital to both sides, the right to do it and to deny 
that right had to be protected and enforced. Aerial combat was the 
direct and inevitable consequence of the military value of aircraft for 
observation, reconnaissance, and surveillance.22 The technical prob-
lems were formidable but were solved well enough under the pres-
sure of competitive necessity in the context of a great general war 
wherein belligerent societies allocated effectively an open-ended 
commitment of their resources to the struggle.

The step from observation protection and denial to full-scale war 
in the air took little more than a year. From isolated and small-scale 
encounters in 1914 between lone aircraft typically armed with such 
expedient weapons as revolvers and rifles, by the close of 1915 and 
especially in 1916, large-scale air-to-air warfare was an established 
fact. Bear in mind that at the outset of the war there were no, as in 
zero, armed aircraft designed for aerial combat. The pioneers of war 
in the air had to proceed in a hurry by trial and error because of the 
pressing contextual need. Aviation in 1914–18 was not propelled by 
scientific or any other kind of idle curiosity; rather was it driven by 
genuine and painful current tactical necessity. The most obvious tech-
nical problem for the would-be air warrior was how to fire a machine 
gun through the propeller arc. This challenge first was met success-
fully in practice by Anthony Fokker, working for the Germans, al-
though the solution had been identified and offered to the RFC prior 
to the war. As a consequence, the Eindecker monoplane, armed with 
Spandau machine guns enabled by an interrupter gear to fire through 
the propeller blades, effected a brief but deadly “Fokker scourge” in 
the skies over the western front late in 1915 and into 1916.23

War in the air came of age in 1916. Neither side could afford to 
concede uncontested observation by aircraft if it hoped to be success-
ful on the ground. As a consequence of this inexorable military and 
strategic logic, the first great air battles the world had seen occurred 
over Verdun and the Somme battlefields in 1916. The context of a 
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great war wherein aircraft deliver potentially ever-greater tactical 
benefit unavoidably motivated belligerents to fight for the right to use 
the sky without serious enemy hindrance while precluding the enemy 
from doing likewise.

The initially unexpected rapid emergence of war in the air in 
1915–16 triggered the creation and hasty development of practical 
doctrine for air warfare. Unsurprisingly, armies could not help but 
appreciate that they could not simply employ an air “corps” or force 
as they might choose for their own convenience, unimpeded by a 
vigorous enemy—at least they could not do so in warfare between 
great powers. The strategic, operational, and tactical logic of the typi-
cally unanticipated and distinctly improvised and experimental air 
fighting of 1914 and most of 1915 was that it was now necessary to 
win the war in the air if one were to exploit the air environment to 
assist the army and navy. It is necessary to emphasize that in all coun-
tries, prior to 1 April 1918, air “forces” unintentionally and in most 
other respects were more or less integral parts of their country’s army 
and navy.

By 1917, and assuredly by early 1918, the tactical and operational 
“grammar,” to steal yet again from Clausewitz, of military airpower 
was widely grasped and increasingly gripped for military effective-
ness. Air observation was important as one among several enablers 
for the scientific gunnery that was the key to tactical success on the 
ground. Observation could be enforced only by the ability to protect 
the observing aircraft, a mission that required dedicated “pursuit,” or 
fighter, machines.24 The newly specialized fighter type of aircraft was 
needed for the demanding tasks of protecting friendly reconnais-
sance aircraft and attacking those of the enemy, both of which re-
quired the ability to engage in combat with the enemy’s fighters.

In addition to supporting friendly artillery, fighter aircraft were 
found to be essential to protect the offensive style of air warfare: 
bombing. Aircraft specialized to carry bombs needed to be defended 
by dedicated fighting machines that would escort them. It was dis-
covered, as it would have to be rediscovered in later conflicts, that 
success in air-to-air war was obligatory, not merely desirable, if suc-
cess in air-to-ground war was to be achievable. A further dimension 
of the artillery connection to airpower, ironically perhaps, is that 
while aircraft were valuable as an enabler for the precision use of ar-
tillery, they were close to essential as a substitute for it when an army 
advanced or retreated so far as to disconnect its fighting edge from 
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close artillery support. In other words, aircraft more or less well 
suited to the mission could function as flying artillery, more than able 
to keep up with the pace of advance or retreat in mobile warfare. In 
its most dedicated form, such close air support, including near inter-
diction, was provided by Germany in the organization of 38 squad-
rons specifically configured, trained, and employed for ground attack 
in direct support of what was intended to be a great war-winning of-
fensive pushes that opened on 21 March 1918.25

Readers may be wondering why so little has been said thus far on 
the important subject of longer-range, so-called strategic bombing in 
World War I. The reason is because although it was conducted—es-
pecially by Germany against Britain throughout the war by Zeppelin 
airships and subsequently (from 1917) by dedicated Gotha long-
range bombers—it was strategically the least significant of airpower’s 
contributions to the mighty struggle. In the eyes of air-minded peo-
ple, such bombing was identified early as the true strategic future of 
airpower, but in 1914–18 the record of strategic achievement by such 
bombardment was distinctly modest.

Notwithstanding the scant enthusiasm just registered for the near-
term strategic consequences of long-range bombing in the war, there 
is no doubting the potency of its promise perceived by some airpower 
practitioners, theorists, and a few politician-strategists. Though in-
effective strategically, the German bombing of England did trigger a 
political reaction in London that resulted, though not without hesita-
tion, in the creation of the Royal Air Force (RAF) as the world’s first 
air force independent of an army or navy on 1 April 1918. Prime 
Minister Lloyd George was under intense domestic political pressure 
in the summer and fall of 1917. The war in France was proceeding 
poorly, as usual, and England was being bombed, apparently at will, 
by German Gothas. Lloyd George passed the ball to a safe and well-
trusted pair of genuinely strategic hands, those of long-lapsed Boer 
war hero, Gen Jan Christian Smuts, and charged him with finding a 
solution to the government’s air defense problems. Smuts, a clever 
and experienced man, delivered two reports. The first dealt compe-
tently with the challenge of homeland air defense, while the second, 
dated 17 August 1917, ventured imprudently far, or one might claim 
boldly, into strategic prophecy.26 Specifically, the characteristically 
wise and prudent Smuts had drafted a report that airpower historian 
Eugene M. Emme correctly labeled the “ ‘Magna Carta’ of British air 
power.” In fact, with hindsight it is plausible to argue that Smuts’ Second 
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Report was to assume and indeed to warrant the iconic status of being 
the Magna Carta for airpower in general, not merely in Britain. The 
former Boer general (turned imperial statesman) argued—though 
more truly it was an empirically unsupported assertion—that to ful-
fill a promise that he believed to be strategically and potentially dom-
inant over land power and sea power, airpower should be organized 
and operated as an autonomous “air service” independent of military 
or naval command. The core justification for this radical step was the 
anticipated potency of long-range bombardment. This would be air 
warfare as the dominant strand in warfare. While there would be 
some need for an army and navy for the defense of national assets, the 
offensive or counteroffensive that could win a war would (or might) 
be delivered by aerial bombardment.

Although Smut’s reasoning offered a dazzling vision and prospect 
for ambitious airmen, it was, alas for its practicality, hopelessly re-
mote from technical, tactical, and operational feasibility in 1917–18. 
No less an airpower enthusiast than Hugh Trenchard was notably un-
friendly to Smuts’ product. Because of political wrangling and per-
sonality clashes, he was tapped to command an independent force for 
the long-range bombing mission. Trenchard recognized that in 1918 
that mission had to take second place to the immediate need to sup-
port a potentially, episodically (from late March until July), and des-
perately hard-pressed BEF in the field. Close and fairly direct air sup-
port for the army was the near all-consuming Allied need in 1918.27

The balance of tactical and operational advantage in the air swayed 
back and forth from 1915 to early 1918, by which time Allied re-
source superiority ensured and enforced a steadily growing strategic 
ascendancy in the air. That granted, German airpower remained ef-
fective technically and tactically, if increasingly outnumbered, 
through to the armistice. Indeed, German airpower resisted more 
competently in the last weeks of the war than did German land power. 
It is doubly ironic that in the final year of both world wars, a German 
aircraft was technically and in key respects tactically a class ahead of 
its enemies—the Junkers J10 and Fokker D7 in 1918, and the jet-
propelled Me 262 in 1944–45. In both cases Germany’s technical su-
periority was expressed and exploited too little and too late in compe-
tition with enemies whose latest aircraft models were technically 
good enough, lent themselves to mass production, and typically were 
flown by tactically good-to-excellent pilots and other aircrew. 
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Mass as an eternal and universal principle of war was found to ap-
ply to war in and from the air. Air forces learned that tactically and 
for operational effect, it was highly desirable to fly in ever-larger for-
mations. Indeed, the rules of air warfare, certainly of air fighting, 
specified formally and informally as early as 1916 and 1917 by Ger-
man and British authors, very largely listed a common set of dicta 
and had long-enduring authority for decades, notwithstanding mas-
sive technical change.

It would be an exaggeration to claim that everything worth know-
ing about the conduct of nearly all aspects of air warfare either was 
learned in, has been derived from the experience of, or should have 
been grasped from the events of 1914–18; however, the exaggeration 
would have much merit. It would point accurately enough to the 
original circumstances that contributed a great deal of subsequent 
airpower thought and doctrine. Even regarded tactically and opera-
tionally, World War I provided an enduring window for those whose 
minds were open to education and understanding.

Promise, 1919–39

Geography may or may not be destiny, but it certainly has a lot for 
which to answer. The evolution of airpower in the two decades that 
separated the two world wars was geostrategically distinguishable 
from country to country.28 Varied interpretation of the particular na-
tional experience with airpower in the Great War helped shape atti-
tudes.29 It is necessary to preface this analytical sketch of airpower in 
the interwar years with yet another warning about hindsight-foresight. 
Today, it is exceedingly difficult, to the point of impossibility, to re-
view and interpret airpower developments in the 1920s, and particu-
larly the 1930s, without exploiting a historical perspective denied to 
the players at the time. We have the advantage of knowing exactly 
how much time countries had for rearmament, as well as which 
among the air lessons of World War I and the Spanish Civil War 
(1936–39) were most important.

Although airpower had significantly shaped its whole strategic 
context by the second half of World War II, still it is necessary to rec-
ognize that it was only one of several strategic elements. Furthermore, 
the military strategic elements in their entirety by no means were 
the master of the course of history, even though assuredly they did 
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perform as history’s most effective executive agents. The 1920s was a 
postwar, not a prewar, decade, while in the first half of the 1930s it 
was far from obvious to most people, including politicians and sol-
diers, that the world was moving inexorably on a road that must end 
in another general war.

There was no dispute in 1919 that during the war, airpower had 
advanced dramatically in all respects, had proven itself useful and 
even essential as a vital member of a combined arms team, and had 
demonstrated the potential to be even more useful in the future. But 
in 1919 and for more than a decade thereafter, the top priorities for 
airmen were to retain as much as possible of the political and 
bureaucratic-institutional high ground already secured and to advance 
the airpower interest as far as it could go in a distinctly nonpermissive 
political context. The recently demonstrated horrors of modern war 
overshadowed even the possibility of serious strategic debate, and the 
dissatisfied among the greater powers were effectively disarmed or 
ill-armed (Italy, Japan, the USSR). Following precipitate military de-
mobilization in the 1920s and early 1930s, strategic debate was dom-
inated by initiatives for disarmament and endorsements of the mar-
velous promise of collective security through behavior on behalf of 
world order licensed and demanded by the apparently impressive, 
certainly novel, experiment with the League of Nations.

Whereas from 1914 to 1918 airpower was force-fed by an ever-
pressing immediate strategic need, for many years after the armistice 
on 11 November 1918, such demand was all but entirely absent. Air-
power development on all fronts did not crash and burn, but it had to 
be advanced on a schedule entirely different to that which had moved 
it from the column of fragile marginalia in 1914 to a potent military 
team player in 1918. Airmen, in company with military people in 
uniforms of every color, knew that their strategic services would be 
required in the future. Moreover, they believed that the future held 
another great war in which the relative strategic utility of airpower 
effectively would be unlimited. Unfortunately for the more air-
minded people—at least those with geostrategically insular home-
lands, which is to say primarily Americans and Britons—their societ-
ies and political leaders were not interested in a next great war. This 
was hardly surprising, but it was to prove imprudent.

In the absence of a clear and present major security danger, air-
power’s defenders were obliged to be content with such consolidation 
of wartime gains as could be achieved, with the addition of any prog-
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ress that could be gleaned from an expedient opportunism. Trans-
lated, this condition meant that Britain’s RAF, only seven months old 
in its independence by 11 November 1918, struggled against some 
heavy odds to keep itself on the political gold standard of full service 
autonomy. For American airpower that, like the national military ef-
fort overall, had arrived in large numbers only very late in the war 
and unavoidably underprepared for modern warfare, the challenge 
was to secure such autonomy as the Army would concede, while be-
having in such a way and with such a character that the gold standard 
of institutional independence might be achieved.

In the 1920s and early 1930s there was no plausible current men-
ace to national or international security stemming from a great power 
rival, let alone a coalition of such powers.30 As a result, the airmen of 
the politically satisfied great powers, which is to say of the United 
States and Britain, had no choice other than to press their airpower 
interests in terms of their own theories of airpower’s role in the pre-
vention of war, in warfare when it would recur, and as a necessary 
matter of precautionary modernization.31 The “what if?” form of 
argument gathered political weight as undeniable perils to interna-
tional security appeared and grew through the mid 1930s.

Historical context explains most that needs understanding about 
airpower history. Our subject is a totally new form of military power 
that was propelled into and through forced growth by the strategic 
demands of dire events between 1914 and 1918. Next, precipitately, it 
inhabited a historical context of 21 years’ duration wherein it could 
demonstrate almost nothing convincingly about its contemporary or 
future potency. And then it was back to combat of the most intense 
and varied kinds imaginable for the six years from 1939 to 1945.

In 1919, airmen dared not rest their case for political respect, au-
tonomy, and strategic importance solely on the basis of deeds 
done, impressive though the deeds had been by 1918 when assessed 
in light of the extreme modesty of the air effort possible in 1914. So, 
prudently if perilously, the airpower interests in the 1920s sought jus-
tification for such institutional autonomy as the political context 
would afford—complete but threatened, even for the RAF—with a 
mixture of theory building and contemporary strategic utility. As 
suggested above, the theory most favored by particular national air-
minded military communities reflected closely their particular geo-
strategic contexts. Continental European airpower theorists tended 
to favor strongly the close support of land power as the primary duty. 
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Insular Britain and America tended strongly to prefer airpower as a 
military instrument that could wage and probably win wars in a man-
ner largely independent of the activities of armies and navies. The 
fact that the most impressive of the post-1918 airpower theorists, Gi-
ulio Douhet, was Italian is easily explained geostrategically. Because 
of its peninsular shape and forbidding mountainous land frontiers, 
Italy’s geostrategic context effectively was all but insular.32 For a while 
in the early 1930s, the Soviet Union developed and procured the 
world’s first large long-range bombing force, but this geostrategically 
eccentric episode prudently was terminated definitively by mid de-
cade. The new Nazi Germany inherited from its Weimar predecessor 
the world’s first theory of, and doctrine for, operational air warfare.33 
Such a focus stressed interdiction bombing in support of mobile 
theater-deep land operations.

Strategic experience in the 1930s reaffirmed the plainer lessons 
that could be learned, and were learned by some, from the airpower 
story of World War I. Specifically, the airpower of the day, from the 
1910s through the interwar period, exercised its maximum strategic 
leverage by supporting land power fairly directly. This was the story 
both of World War I and of the Spanish Civil War. Hugh Trenchard, 
commander of the RFC (1915–17) and then chief of staff of the RAF 
in 1918 and 1919–27, conducted air warfare from 1915 to 1918 pri-
marily as a supporting activity on behalf of the BEF. Support of the 
land war, however, was not the story that he judged adequate to con-
solidate RAF independence and to promote its political future. That 
story was independent, generally termed (actually mis-termed) stra-
tegic bombing.34 For the purpose of immediate survival in the early 
1970s, the RAF proposed that it should undertake imperial policing 
duties against recalcitrant irregulars. This use of airpower for the con-
trol of revolting tribesmen certainly saved money, which was popular 
in London, and it enjoyed some success.35 But it was discovered that 
airpower employed coercively for punitive intent was a rather blind 
instrument. While 250- and 500-pound bombs did inspire some use-
ful fear and even respect, they tended to alienate and annoy probably 
as much or more than they persuaded to cooperate.

Although imperial policing from the air was a helpful stopgap for 
an RAF that needed to demonstrate its value in the threat-light politi-
cal and strategic context of the 1920s, it could not suffice as the theo-
retical and thence doctrinal bedrock of authority for service indepen-
dence. That conceptual bedrock for insular Britain was judged to be 
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long-range (strategic) bombing for strategic effect independent of the 
strategic contribution of the army and navy. Although every country’s 
airpower community was tempted by the vision of “victory through 
airpower,” only those in Britain and the United States succumbed de-
cisively to the dazzling prospect.36

The origins, emergence, and maturing of strategic bombing theory 
and its translation into doctrine have been well told and do not need 
replaying here. The vision was rooted in a laudable desire to avoid a 
repetition of the attritional terrestrial warfare of World War I, a desire 
to be as modern as technology allowed, and of course, a wish to ad-
vance the interests of the new community of air-minded people. But 
also, the point needs to be registered with great emphasis that the air 
theorists of the 1920s and 1930s did have some persuasive, though 
not thoroughly compelling, reasons to believe that their favored mili-
tary instrument had the potential to revolutionize warfare. It is all too 
easy today for scholars, reading airpower history backwards, to iden-
tify the many reasons why the vision of victory through airpower all 
but alone was unlikely to be realized, at least anytime in the near fu-
ture. It was less clear at the time that effectively an untried mode of 
warfare would not, let alone could not, deliver a decisive measure of 
strategic success.

The strategic airpower theory, carried over from peace into war in 
the late 1930s, came in three major variants. First, there was the thesis 
of Giulio Douhet that bombardment from the air could so terrorize 
weak-willed civilians, who would be targeted directly, that they would 
compel their government to surrender. Second, there was the British 
thesis advanced by Hugh Trenchard that the selective bombing of “vi-
tal centers” of industrial assets would so weaken the morale of civil-
ian workers that, as with the Douhetian thesis, they would demand 
national capitulation. Third, there was the American thesis that by 
means of unescorted (by long-range fighters) high-altitude precision 
daylight bombing, the key and vital nodes of an enemy’s “industrial 
web” could be so damaged and even paralyzed that it would be un-
able to prosecute a war further.37 There were variations among indi-
vidual theorists and over time, but the key ideas were as just stated. 
To summarize, long-range bombing was believed to be potentially 
the war-winning military tool because either (1) uniquely among the 
forms of mili tary power, it could attack and destroy directly the will 
of enemy society to resist; or (2) it could function uniquely as the 
“silver bullet” that literally would disable and disarm the enemy, again 
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by taking direct action that would bypass the enemy’s hard military 
shell of its army and navy. The vision was dazzling, but it was only a 
vision, a speculation, before the trial and error of the experience of 
World War II.

The conceptual reach of airpower theory did have some dynamic 
material basis for strategic optimism. Whereas the cutting edge of 
military aviation in 1918 was represented by machines capable of fly-
ing at about 120 mph (fighters), by 1939 the leading German and 
British fighter aircraft had top speeds approaching 350 mph. For 
much of the interwar period, key performance differences between 
specialized bomber and fighter types were only modest in favor of the 
fighter or tilted to privilege the bomber. This technical context helps 
explain why technical-tactical arguments skeptical of the strategic 
promise of victory through long-range bombardment were not more 
persuasive in the late 1920s and early 1930s. True to its reflection of 
the geostrategic logic of US security, American airpower theorists 
pinned their theoretical and then doctrinal faith on the long-range 
bomber from central casting, the machine that was to become the 
B-17 of fame and legend. Flying first in 1935 and entering service 
with the US Army Air Corps (USAAC, renamed in 1927 from the US 
Army Air Service), the B-17 enjoyed a service ceiling, nominally at 
least, of 38,000 feet and a top speed of 300 mph. Equipped with the 
air marksman–bombardier’s vital aid, the excellent, but not brilliant, 
Norden bombsight—which worked extremely well over typically 
cloudless Texas—this aircraft was what the Air Corps Tactical School’s 
(ACTS) theorists meant by airpower.38 The B-17 would be able to de-
liver the high-altitude precision daylight bombing that the ACTS 
maintained with near-religious conviction would ensure victory. It is 
not a powerful criticism to argue, albeit correctly, that the ACTS’s 
faith lacked for reliable empirical evidence. After all, only experience 
could provide evidence that might validate or refute the theory.

Nonetheless, there were reasons for skepticism, perhaps for a pru-
dent caution, that ought to have been accessible to fairly open minds 
in the mid-to-late 1930s. Three are worthy of mention: the evidence 
of civilian demoralization due to aerial bombardment in World War 
I, though encouraging for airpower theorists, was by no means con-
clusive; the technical performance of specialized fighter aircraft in 
the 1930s climbed far above the near parity that had been the norm 
as late as 1930; and the discovery in 1935 of radar pointed plainly to 
the potential practicality of fielding an air defense system which 
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could vector air fighting assets to bomber formations detected at 
some tactically useful distance. What has just been described was not 
reality in 1935–36, but certainly it was envisaged in Britain as a prac-
tical probability for successful homeland defense against air attack.

By 1939 the dominant theory of airpower in Britain and the United 
States strongly privileged long-range bombardment. In material 
terms, however, Britain in 1939 had a fighter-weighted air force that 
was in the process of being integrated into the world’s first compre-
hensive air defense system heavily dependent upon a cordon of 
coastal radar stations (still under construction). In mid-decade the 
British government overrode RAF doctrine and decided to invest in 
a fighter force that might be able to demonstrate the fallaciousness of 
former prime minister Stanley Baldwin’s oft-quoted 1932 maxim that 
“the bomber will always get through.” On 5 March 1936 Britain boldly 
placed orders for 600 Hurricanes and 300 Spitfires (which were tech-
nically more challenging to manufacture). The RAF’s bomber force 
was of the medium, not the much-desired but heretofore unafford-
able as well as technically difficult heavy, four-engine category. As the 
early months and, alas, years of the war were to demonstrate, RAF 
Bomber Command was thoroughly unfit for its purpose.39 The 
USAAC had a potent theory of strategic airpower, but with the United 
States legally and politically neutral and apparently determined to re-
main so, the B-17 that first entered service in 1938 was not to become 
even potentially strategically potent until its numbers in the tens 
could climb through the hundreds into the thousands. That procure-
ment process, keyed to the necessary manpower for aircrew and to 
the essential ground-based infrastructure, was well over the horizon 
in 1939 and 1940.

German airpower was impressive by 1939, especially since the 
Luftwaffe was officially created only in 1935, but it was very much a 
shop-window air force. Its Condor Legion performed well in Spain 
and learned a great deal from that episode. From Spain the Germans 
learned that bombers needed to be protected by fighters, that inter-
diction and close air support generated high operational effect for 
strategic leverage, that the “best practice” fighter tactics proven in 
World War I by and large still worked in 1936–39, and overall, that air 
superiority was the key to the strategic value of airpower for all air 
warfare missions—as it had been in 1915–18.40
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Conclusion:  
Coming, Ready or Not

Major problems assail the scholar who endeavors to assess hon-
estly the strategic performance of a particular military instrument in 
a particular conflict—airpower in this case. Although airpower may 
be appreciated and debated as a general and somewhat abstract force, 
potential, or even achievement, its merits and limitations are so situ-
ationally determined that it could be highly misleading to argue that 
it was tested in 1914–18 and again in 1939–45. Of course the air-
power of the day was tested in the conditions of the day, but what can 
that tell us about airpower in general? The potency of even a weak 
weapon will be flattered when it is wielded with tactical skill under 
wise strategic direction against an inept enemy. It should be needless 
to add that the reverse must be true also. Moreover, whatever the in-
nate strengths and weaknesses of airpower, in practice they always 
have unique meaning in distinctive contexts. It may seem to some 
readers that the point is too obvious to be worthy of explicit notice, 
but as a matter of integrity in historical assessment there is value in 
recognizing that what was ready or not for air warfare in 1930–41 
could only be the airpower of the several polities in those years. Air-
power is dynamic in all its aspects, save only for the general theoreti-
cal. Below the elevated conceptual level of the general theory of air-
power (see chap. 9), there are no eternal or universal truths on the 
subject. Translated, this means that while World Wars I and II were 
tests of airpower, they obviously were not tests authoritative for other 
contexts. For an obvious example, Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Dowd-
ing did not prove in 1940 that air defense beats air offense. Rather, he 
proved only that air defense can defeat air offense, contrary to the 
teaching in much previous theory and doctrine.

The point of the substantive title of this conclusion is to emphasize 
that airmen generally do not determine when their military instru-
ments will be ready to employ. The Luftwaffe that caused such anxiety 
in Britain in the second half of the 1930s bore no close relation to the 
fearsome Luftwaffe of a British public imagination. The German force 
was still very much a work in progress in 1939–40, a condition from 
which it never could quite escape.41 Geared for a short-range conti-
nental European war by 1942, the Luftwaffe was thrown prematurely 
into intense attritional campaigns long before it was ready industrially 
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and logistically, in particular. If the Luftwaffe were not ready for the air 
warfare it was ordered to wage in 1939, or indeed thereafter, the same 
was true of the RAF, the USAAC, the French Air Force, and also Soviet 
aviation. But it was German airmen’s misfortunes to be required to 
wage more air warfare, more intensively, and for longer than anyone 
else, yet from a weaker industrial base than eventually was available to 
its diverse great-power enemies. As limiting as its fundamental mate-
rial handicaps was the fact that the errors in strategy and operational 
art that marred the several collective Allied war effort(s) pale by com-
parison with the dysfunctional direction and management to which 
German airmen were hostages and victims.

The history of airpower in times of peace, crisis, and war carries 
potent lessons of enduring value. That granted, it is probably no less 
accurate to say that history carries the potential to mislead when his-
torically local truths are lifted out of context, either ignorantly or with 
fell intent, and are deployed to support or allegedly confirm claimed 
perpetual truths. Airpower in its many national and several func-
tional forms came to the party to fight in World War II, no matter 
how unready it was for strategic prime time. One truth of strategic 
history that truly is eternal and universal is the persisting reality of 
the revelatory nature of experience. Only warfare can confirm how 
potent or otherwise is one’s airpower. However, while World War II 
could not help but serve as a Super Bowl trial by fire for the underpre-
pared airpower of the early 1940s, it was only a, not the conclusive, 
test. In addition to a need for caution in drawing lessons from those 
extraordinarily busy years, it is only prudent to remember that while 
strategic history can have just one actual course, that unique and real 
past might have been very different; one cannot know. Employed 
and misemployed in the ways that it was in some hugely unantici-
pated contexts, airpower from 1939 to 1945 provided a densely rich, 
if more than a little chaotic, mixed story of high and low achievement. 
Those, like this author, who depend upon a contested historical re-
cord in the search for the evidence of experience on the basis of which 
theory can be constructed, have to police our investigations lest we 
misread the transitory for the enduring.

Now it is time and more for what must be characterized as the 
main event to this date of writing in the history of airpower, World 
War II. If the Great War of 1914–18 was, at its combined-arms heart, 
the great and greatest artillery war, would the airpower theorists of 
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the 1920s and 1930s be proved correct in predicting that the next 
great struggle would be the Great Air War?

Notes

With gratitude I borrow the title of this chapter from Cecil Lewis’ Sagit-
tarius Rising. Lewis joined the Royal Flying Corps (RFC) at age 16 and one-
half and miraculously survived three operational tours over the western 
front as well as duty in the air defense of London. Sagittarius is the ninth sign 
of the zodiac, the archer, governing voyages, weapons, and all swift things.

1. See the almost lyrical description of this awesome event in Budiansky, Air 
Power, 440.

2. Hallion, Storm over Iraq, 267. This bold claim has much to recommend it 
when it is endorsed with some restraint, but it is a dangerous idea to plant in the 
minds of those who are strategically challenged. Cohen, “Mystique of U.S. Air 
Power,” is a valuable period piece (1994) by the director of the USAF Gulf War Air-
power Survey that does retain value, as is characteristic of Cohen’s typically insight-
ful writings. 

3. The concept of an infosphere is developed and tested in Lonsdale’s useful 
study, Clausewitzian Future: The Nature of War in the Information Age. 

4. See Murray, “Thinking about Revolutions in Military Affairs”; Knox and Mur-
ray, Dynamics of Military Revolution; Gray, Strategy for Chaos; Benbow, Magic Bul-
let?; and Gray, National Security Dilemmas, chap. 5. 

5. Lambeth, Transformation of American Air Power, was a major milestone state-
ment of enduring merit by a truly expert analyst and historian of air operations.

6. I am much indebted to the following in particular, amongst a plethora of use-
ful studies: Hallion, Strike from the Sky; Kennett, First Air War; Paris, Winged War-
fare; Morrow, Great War in the Air; Buckley, Air Power in the Age of Total War; Wells, 
Air Power; Biddle, Rhetoric and Reality in Air Warfare; Cox and Gray, Air Power His-
tory; Budiansky, Air Power; Gates, Sky Wars; Grattan, Origins of Air War; Hooton, 
War over the Trenches; Olsen, History of Air Warfare and Global Air Power. I apolo-
gize to any other authors who might believe that their scholarship merits recognition 
here. There is a culminating point of sufficiency in proper and fair citation.

7. See especially Grattan, Origins of Air War, chap. 3.
8. See Paris, Winged Warfare; and Wells, Air Power, pt. I.
9. Grattan, Origins of Air War, 67. Also see Kennett, First Air War, 21.
10. See Bailey, First World War and the Birth of the Modern Style of Warfare; and 

Hooton, War over the Trenches.
11. Grattan, Origins of Air War, 6.
12. Ibid., 33, 216.
13. Ibid., 17. The casualties caused by accidents in both world wars can come as 

a melancholy surprise to people who fail to appreciate that military flying is a dan-
gerous activity, even when enemy action is not a factor.
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Chapter 5

Strategic History II:  
The Great Test, 1939–45

In retrospect one can hypothesize fancifully that World War II 
might have been conceived by history’s planners as a comprehensive 
examination of the theory and practice of airpower. If World War I 
provided a guide to the future, and the lengthy pause of the interwar 
decades laid on potentially adequate time to prepare, then the course 
and outcome of World War II should deliver plausible if not necessar-
ily conclusive verdicts on the major issues outstanding about the stra-
tegic value of airpower. As airpower historian Richard Overy has 
written with reference to the prewar context:

Above all, the instability of air doctrine lay in the fact that air forces were 
compelled to make guesses about how aircraft would be used once war had 
actually broken out. There was little experience to draw on about the kind of 
air war most powers expected to fight, so that much air doctrine was an act of 
faith that the guesses of one particular air force were the right ones. As powers 
became more aware of what potential air enemies were preparing to do, the 
initial guesswork was often modified or abandoned. The large quantity of con-
flicting and uncertain doctrine contrasted sharply with the small quantity of 
practical experience. When the experience was widened in exercises and ma-
neuvers to test out particular doctrines it was discovered that there had been 
too little preparation and too much theory. The practical capabilities of air-
craft had been prone to much exaggeration.1

Overy registers important points about the lack of experience with 
modern airpower, but it would be a mistake to dwell too heavily on 
the novelty of the challenge. After all, with few exceptions the air 
commanders of World War II had extensive firsthand experience of 
air warfare in World War I. Although the critical technical enablers of 
airpower matured enormously between 1918 and 1939, they of course 
matured for all belligerents. Notwithstanding national differences in 
airpower preferences, the great powers shared a reasonably common 
technological menu.2 The tactical story associated with that menu, 
with its operational and strategic implications, would be distinctly 
familiar to those who had been bloodied in the earlier conflict. As for 
what plainly can be characterized in hindsight as a triumph of theory 
and doctrine over experience, because there was no relevant experi-
ence in the 1920s and 1930s apart from that in Spain, it is a little too 
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easy to be critical. The four and a quarter years of warfare from 1914 
to 1918, though both extensive and intensive, could hardly serve as a 
satisfactory empirical base from which to derive a general theory of 
airpower. In retrospect we are able to identify with some confidence 
enduring tactical and strategic truths about airpower as revealed in 
1914–18, but in the 1920s and 1930s one could not, at least should 
not, be so certain that transient realities could be distinguished from 
enduring ones. Moreover, the technical changes of the interwar years 
and their apparent tactical implications did not point with complete 
assurance to best practices for airpower in a future war, as Overy 
rightly claims. A major addition to the challenge to predict well 
enough the character of future air warfare lurked in the vital un-
answerable questions of political and strategic context: Who would 
be fighting whom, about what, where, and for how long? The second 
of these four fundamental questions was answered with some confi-
dence by those few willing to grant the prospects of future war a high 
probability. They anticipated some approximation to another “total 
war.”3 John Buckley may well be somewhat correct when he argues 
that “in many ways air war was the epitome of total war, an icon of a 
specific age in warfare and human civilization.” While allowing nec-
essarily for uniqueness in detail, it was expected that another great 
war in and for mastery over Europe would proceed slowly and by at-
trition, much like World War I. Because strategic thought is not cre-
ated in a social-cultural and intellectual vacuum, it is scarcely sur-
prising that the doom-laden notion of total war was popular in a 
1930s decade that registered strong pessimism over the future of 
Western liberal values. In those years it was popular, fashionable 
even, to be pessimistic about the survival prospects for the civiliza-
tion that then was on the back foot economically, politically, and 
seemingly strategically as well.4

The strategic and military contexts for the forced growth of air-
power from 1914 to 1918 were aided by a stable continental battle-
front. Notwithstanding minor forays in longer-range bombing, the 
dominant airpower narrative of that war was the continental one of 
aerial support for armies in close contact with each other.5 Of course, 
the technical basis for airpower in World War I mandated missions of 
relatively short range, but still it is useful to remember that the long-
range bombing mission truly was strategically discretionary. Given 
the very limited military capability even of the aircraft designed to be 
heavy bombers in 1917 and especially 1918, there was no strategic 
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justification in those years for a substantial diversion of scarce air as-
sets away from the mission of fairly direct support for the army. No 
one could know in advance, really know, that is, how much land war-
fare there would be in the next great struggle and of how long a dura-
tion it would be.

With hindsight one can explain how the course of World War II in 
Europe and the Pacific both helped shape and was partially shaped by 
the terms of engagement for and the actual conduct of air warfare. To 
amend the ever-prescient Clausewitz, it is essential to understand the 
character (he wrote “nature”) of the war.6 However, for a potent ca-
veat, contingency rules. There was excellent reason for the Prussian 
soldier-theorist to privilege the role of chance, uncertainty, and risk 
in his general theory of war.7

So pervasive was the influence of airpower on the hugely complex 
historical experience that has been almost bowdlerized by the gro-
tesquely terse and compounded title “World War II” that no attempt 
can be made here to tell the airpower story of the years 1939–45 in the 
form of narrative history. Instead, this discussion must be content to 
offer analytical sketches of principal features of the airpower contribu-
tion to the course and outcome of the global struggle. Lest the point 
still should be obscure, the massive and diverse experience of airpower 
at war from 1939 to 1945 was indeed a most authoritative audit; how-
ever, it was truly authoritative only for the historical time and strategic 
moment of the early 1940s.

Air War within the War

Some authors prefer to assemble and construct, while others priv-
ilege disassembly, deconstruction, and dissection. This one favors the 
former approach, which is why a major theme running through the 
text is the essential unity of war, warfare, strategy, airpower, and air 
warfare. A maritime historian has asserted fairly persuasively that “all 
the seas of the world are one,”8 but his insight applies more exactly to 
the air. The father of the RAF, Hugh Trenchard, said on 12 April 1934, 
“I believe the air is one.”9 This geophysical fact is as obvious a global 
reality as it is profound in its implications. To so comprehend the 
structure and dynamics of strategic history that a single unitary nar-
rative of understanding is attainable, it is essential to grasp the fact 
that airpower truly is a gestalt. This does not mean that a single 
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airplane type, for example, Giulio Douhet’s concept of a “battle plane,” 
must express this unity.10 But it does mean that a combined-arms ap-
proach is at least as authoritative a rule for best practice in air warfare 
as it is for warfare on land. As early as 1915, it became self-evident 
that pursuit (fighter) aircraft and bombers needed to be specialized 
for their tactical roles. The distinction made by Billy Mitchell in 1917 
between “tactical” and “strategical” aviation was a conceptual confu-
sion that was to have damaging consequences for the better part of a 
hundred years.11 However, the material military necessity for a dis-
tinction was unarguable.

Two interfaces lie at the center of our concerns: one between air 
warfare and the warfare on land and at sea, the other among different 
forms of air warfare. This chapter addresses both of these interfaces 
by means of the primary question of the strategist, “So what?” The 
answers to the “So what?” question vary from war to war, indeed 
from theater of war to theater of war, as well as over time. However, 
when one discerns that the answers in most historical cases, though 
necessarily differing in detail, nonetheless have roughly the same 
strategic meaning, then one is in evidential country appropriate for 
theory building. It must be granted that the combatants in the two 
world wars strove heroically to provide a convincingly adequate 
foundation in experience as candidate evidence for the construction 
of airpower theory.

Trenchard’s assertion as to the global unity of the air alerts us to 
the necessity for joined-up analysis. In 1944, for example, Nazi Ger-
many waged warfare intensively on four geostrategically distinguish-
able fronts: the eastern, against the Soviet Union; the western conti-
nental (from 6 June 1944), against the Western allies; the Italian, also 
against the Western allies; and the home, in air defense against Anglo-
American long-range bombing. The maritime front was conceded in 
May 1943 with the withdrawal of the U-boats from the Atlantic. 
This modestly oversimplified quadripartite division posed an acute 
challenge to a Germany that could make only a single war effort and 
whose allies were a net liability rather than a source of support. Every 
belligerent faced the same eternal conundrum of the defense planner: 
how best to distribute scarce finite resources among competing mili-
tary and other demands. But from 1942 onward, Germany proved 
uniquely unable to match its strategic supply to its strategic de-
mands.12 Among the major belligerents, only the Soviet Union was 
committed to a single-front war. But that strategic advantage must be 
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considered in the context of the reason for it—the overwhelming, in-
deed existential and absolute, character of the menace that mandated 
such a single-track conduct of war.13

The United States was obliged to conduct two largely separate, in-
deed strategically disconnected, struggles half a world apart. It was 
ultimately triumphant not only because of the tactical fighting prow-
ess of its armed forces, but also, as a prerequisite, because of an abso-
lute human and material strength that enabled strategic dispersion, 
even profligacy. That said, the US military effort so abundant in the 
air and at sea in 1944 and 1945 emphatically had not been so in 1942 
and 1943. The price of unpreparedness for major warfare was paid by 
American airmen, inter alia, ordered to attempt to accomplish too 
much with too little while their country armed energetically at last 
for a war that already was well under way. It is also worth noting that 
the US Army was always short of high-quality manpower in its com-
bat arms.14 American airpower was partially responsible for the 
shortage, though certainly it served as some substitute for the absent 
boots on the ground.

In addition to the two structural interfaces cited earlier—those be-
tween air and terrestrial warfare and among different forms of air 
warfare—it is necessary to appreciate how the air war narrative inter-
wove with the other geostrategic dimensions of the war to create the 
grand narrative of the whole conflict. Accepting some risk of over-
simplification, what follows in the remainder of the chapter is an ef-
fort to connect consequentially the air warfare story to the entire 
story arc of the conflict.15

Blitzkrieg and the Battle of Britain, 1939–40

In the mid-to-late 1930s, the British RAF’s theory and doctrine of 
deterrence by the menace of strategic bombing did not frighten the 
Germans, but it did frighten the British themselves.16 This strategic 
“own goal” had a potent influence on the British public mood and on 
British policy, in 1938 in particular on the repeated occasions of the 
German-engineered Czech crisis of that year, nominally over the Su-
detenland. “The shadow of the bomber” was contextually significant, 
though ultimately not decisive, of course, for British attitudes toward 
both the rules of war and the casus belli.17 As 1939 unfolded, the Brit-
ish government was driven by events to define Nazi Germany as an 
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enemy of the existing European order that could not be appeased on 
reasonable terms. Scarcely less important was the military apprecia-
tion in London late in 1938 and then in 1939 that progress in all as-
pects of the still maturing air defense system meant that the former 
axiomatic assumption that “the bomber will always get through,” was 
no longer sound.18 Britain and France were neither deterred by Ger-
many nor self-deterred by fear of countercivilian terror bombing 
from declaring war on Germany on 3 September 1939.

The so-called blitzkrieg campaigns of 1939 and 1940, including 
that against Norway, were seriously joint events on the German part, 
but the Luftwaffe’s contribution was not of such a decisive character 
that it was the leading, and therefore the supported, mili tary instru-
ment.19 The Wehrmacht discovered from rigorous self-examination 
of its performance in Poland that it had a great deal yet to learn and 
apply by way of effective joint operations.20 The Luftwaffe’s perfor-
mance against Poland and then France (and the BEF) was flattered 
both by the weakness of opposition in the air and by the modest level 
of support that the army required. German airpower did well enough 
over Poland and France. It gained a sufficiency of air superiority to 
enable its obsolescent dive-bombers and medium bomber forces to 
prosecute useful operational air warfare—which is to say principally 
interdiction—as well as some distinctly limited close air support.21 
However, contrary to Reichmarschal Hermann Göring’s promise, 
the Luftwaffe was not able to enforce an air blockade of the BEF and 
the French forces that had retreated into a perimeter around 
Dunkirk. The BEF escaped, albeit without its heavy equipment, de-
spite the efforts of a Luftwaffe operating under serious logistical 
handicaps. The Advanced Air Striking Force of the RAF that de-
ployed to France with the BEF suffered badly and was caught up in 
the general defeat that it could not avert, but flying from home air-
fields under the command of Fighter Command 11 Group to cover 
the Dunkirk evacuation, it performed well enough by any reason-
able standard. In the air warfare associated with the nine days of the 
evacuation from Dunkirk, the balance of aircraft losses was 177 for 
the RAF to 240 for the Luftwaffe.22 Despite the excellent histories 
available, to this day British popular mythology does not recognize 
the logistical realities that placed the RAF at a modest combat ad-
vantage over the Luftwaffe at Dunkirk.23

Blitzkrieg, or “lightning war,” was a myth. It was a conceptual in-
vention by journalists that was seized upon and deployed by politi-
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cians—not in Germany, one must add—eager to explain why the 
Wehrmacht had succeeded so swiftly in its campaigns in 1939–41 
(until the mud arrived in Russia in the fall). Credulous or ill-informed 
commentators at the time, and many historians since, were persuaded 
that the Third Reich had discovered a new way in joint and combined-
arms warfare. The truth was more prosaic. From the conquest of Po-
land in September 1939 until the invasion of the Soviet Union ran out 
of steam several times on the road to Moscow in the fall of 1941, the 
German armed forces succeeded for two broad reasons. First, their 
enemies were grossly incompetent. Second, they applied an updated 
variant of the modern way in warfare that they had quarried from the 
experience of 1916–18.24 At least they waged that modern way to the 
degree that the highly dysfunctional military and political command 
structures of the Nazi regime would permit. The German strategic 
achievements of 1939–41 glittered indeed, but most definitely all that 
glittered was not gold. The essential hopelessness of Polish military 
resistance—maldeployed as the Polish army was even to thwart inva-
sion from the west and north, let alone to counter the stab in the back 
from Stalin in the east—flattered German performance. The Weh-
rmacht had done well enough. Similarly, the apparent magic of the 
defeat of France and the BEF concealed German weaknesses, even 
from many Germans who should have known better. Germany won 
in the continental west in May–June 1940 primarily because its armed 
forces were much better trained and led than their French and British 
enemies.25 Also, and as important if not more so, they confounded 
and defeated the Franco-British campaign plan operationally. The 
Germans waged modern (joint and combined-arms) warfare better 
than their enemies, but that was not an entirely solid achievement, as 
the unraveling of der führer’s great Russian adventure was to demon-
strate unmistakably in the winter of 1941–42.

Blitzkrieg was not so much a new way in warfare characterized by 
close tactical cooperation between armored and mechanized ground 
forces and supporting airpower, as rather the much improved execu-
tion of the methods already identified as best practice in 1918. But 
superior military technique cannot always substitute sufficiently for 
disadvantageous material realities—which was the strategic story 
overall of 1918, as it was to be in the pivotal years of 1942–43 in the 
return engagement. The core of the airpower narrative of 1918 was 
the same as in the campaign against France and the BEF in 1940. Spe-
cifically, airpower was able to serve as a potent force multiplier for 
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air-land, or perhaps land-air, warfare only if it secured a plausible ap-
proximation to command of the air. At a minimum it was necessary 
to secure local air superiority for control, if not imperial air suprem-
acy, over the most relevant terrain and sea space. With one exception, 
the Luftwaffe achieved air superiority over the battlefield in France 
and Belgium in May–June 1940 and as a consequence “was all that it 
could be” as an enabler of victory. The sole exception in the six-week 
period of the continental campaign of that year was the modest level 
of embarrassment that RAF Fighter Command managed to enforce 
in protecting the evacuation from Dunkirk. The Luftwaffe was not 
defeated in the air battle, but neither did it sweep the sky preclusively 
clear of the Spitfires (which it met for the first time in combat) and 
Hurricanes that Fighter Command released sparingly from home de-
fense to help jointly (with the Royal Navy) to save the country’s field 
army. The RAF that had been deployed forward with the BEF in 
France (the Advanced Air Striking Force, of optimistic title) was 
caught up in the general continental disaster. As the Luftwaffe was to 
learn to its cost, it was one thing to win air superiority against an en-
emy who lacked a modern air defense system; whose pilots were inex-
perienced and consequently employed fatally unsound, though prop-
erly official, air fighting tactics; and whose aircraft were not quite fully 
competitive with the frontline of the Luftwaffe in the context of a suc-
cessful enemy ground offensive. But it would be another thing en-
tirely to fight an air campaign against a truly modern, indeed more 
modern than Germany, enemy who need only engage in combat on 
terms it judged to be to its own advantage. Undoubtedly the Luftwaffe 
was good, very good. But by the end of June 1940, it had been tested 
only against Poles, who suffered from terminal strategic military op-
erational disadvantages; against a maldeployed, mishandled, and not 
quite modern enough French Air Force; and against performance 
away from home by the RAF. From July to October 1940 the Luftwaffe 
was to learn to its cost the strategic meaning of home-field advantage.

Because war is a realm of chance wherein uncertainty encom-
passes some risks that cannot be calculated and contingency may 
rule, it would be incorrect to argue that German defeat in the Battle 
of Britain was a foregone conclusion. However, with hindsight, and 
even at the time because of much—unusual, for once—British fore-
sight, the deck was stacked heavily against the Luftwaffe. Needless to 
add, this can be claimed with more confidence today than was pos-
sible, let alone prudent, at the time in Britain. It must also be noted 
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that although the RAF had reason to be confident in the summer of 
1940, the degree of their good fortune could not be known to them. 
Two basic points are significant. First, notwithstanding the intensive 
and extensive air warfare conducted in World War I and the notable 
air fighting in Spain (1936–39), Poland (1939), and France (May–
June 1940), there was no historical precedent for the Battle of Britain. 
To that date, no countries ever had engaged in an air battle or cam-
paign conceived as an operation completely independent of combat 
on the ground or at sea. Of course the Luftwaffe’s mission was to pre-
pare the way for a successful invasion, but the putative invasion was 
contingent upon the achievement of prior victory in and from the air. 
Second, the full force of the Luftwaffe playing offense had yet to meet 
the full force of the RAF playing defense at home. The general theory 
of strategy applied as always, but how it would translate into behavior 
and outcome was a matter for some human choices and was ripe for 
speculation and well-merited anxiety. The Germans were confident, 
indeed overconfident, because of their success in the air over France, 
though, as noted already, they were marginally troubled by the tech-
nical excellence of the relatively few Spitfires they encountered over 
Dunkirk. Most especially, Luftwaffe pilots were more than a little dis-
missive of RAF tactics, and with solid reason. The RAF’s doctrine 
for aerial combat in the Battle of Britain, especially its insistence 
upon tight formation flying in triangular “vics,” was not one of its 
relative strengths. Fortunately, the RAF’s tactical deficiencies proved 
not to be fatal at the level of operational, let alone strategic, effect.

Despite the somewhat mythical aura that still surrounds the 
much popular and even more expert British reflection on the 
battle, careful scholarship reveals unmistakably that the Luftwaffe 
was not likely to win.26 The fundamental reasons were that the RAF 
chose the strategy that was correct for its total strategic context and 
feasible with the material and human means available to it and exe-
cuted it consistently and competently at all necessary levels of perfor-
mance. Rephrased, the commander in chief of RAF Fighter Com-
mand since its creation in July 1936, Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh 
Dowding, had settled upon the right aim for his military assets, those 
assets were managed well enough to achieve his aims, and the people 
in the loop everywhere were able to do their jobs satisfactorily. No 
part of this chain of strategic logic could be said of the Luftwaffe as a 
whole, though certainly little if any blame attaches to its pilots and 
aircrew, who typically were deficient neither in skill nor courage.
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Stephen Bungay is probably correct when he claims that “the core 
problem for Kesselring and Sperrle [commanders of Luftflotte 2 in 
Brussels and Luftflotte 3 in Paris, respectively] was that they literally 
did not know what they were doing.”27 They understood that RAF 
Fighter Command employed the newly constructed radar stations for 
ground direction of the fighter force but had no comprehension of the 
systemic functioning of their enemy. The Chain Home (and Chain 
Home Low) radar stations were not employed, as the Luftwaffe be-
lieved, to direct squadrons in ones and twos. Rather radar data was 
filtered centrally at Fighter Command headquarters and passed down 
to enable its principal battlespace commander, the admirable Keith 
Park, commander of 11 Group in the southeast, to decide how to fight 
the battle in real time.28 Park at Group HQ made the key tactical deci-
sions on when, how, and with which squadrons to fight and exercised 
his command over seven sector stations, each of which had the re-
sponsibility of managing the actual interceptions. To do strategically 
decisive damage to Fighter Command, the Luftwaffe needed to under-
stand how its enemy used its radar data and how that data, once fil-
tered and interpreted, was transmitted. The Germans needed to ap-
preciate how data and decisions moved from coastal radar stations to 
Dowding at Fighter Command HQ and then to Park at 11 Group HQ, 
and then how the fighter force was commanded and controlled by sec-
tor stations to squadrons at many airfields (including secondary dis-
persal ones). Plainly, Dowding’s system was least resilient in its com-
plete dependence upon the radar installations. These were not easy to 
destroy or damage, but the Germans did not persist very long in the 
attempt. Inland, British air defense was notably robust. The operations 
rooms at the seven sector stations comprised seven vital targets, but 
they were small and the Luftwaffe failed to recognize their key role.

One is tempted to argue, as more or less does John Ferris, that RAF 
Fighter Command’s air defense system truly won the protracted bat-
tle that occurred from July to September 1940 long before the fight-
ing started. That is a persuasive claim except for the vital caveat that 
even a sound system enabling execution of a good-enough strategy 
still has to be done “in the field” and “on the day” by commanders 
and warriors. History advises that war is very much the realm of 
chance. Nonetheless, it must be granted that German ignorance of 
the structure and working of Fighter Command met its due reward in 
operational and strategic failure.
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RAF Fighter Command knew what it was about in the summer of 
1940, while the Luftwaffe did not. The latter suffered fatally from an 
intelligence and hence a strategy deficit for which its relative 
strengths—especially in general experience and air fighting tactics in 
particular—could not provide sufficient compensation.29 Consider-
ing the whole trinity of ends, ways, and means, the Luftwaffe faced a 
daunting strategic task. First, as to “ends,” its goal of eliminating 
Fighter Command as a potentially deadly factor to an invasion was 
sound in principle, at least as one necessary step. The trouble was that 
even if it had succeeded, the answer to the “So what?” strategist’s 
question may not have been sufficiently encouraging. It was still quite 
possible that the Royal Navy, with some assistance from a defeated 
Fighter Command and a Bomber Command that was still functional, 
if unimpressive, would be able to destroy or at least terminally dis-
rupt a German invasion armada comprised in the main of troop de-
livery by scarcely seaworthy barges.30 As for the other two items in the 
strategic trinity, the Luftwaffe lacked an appropriate operational 
strategy in the ways and was notably short of the military means 
plausibly necessary to win the battle.

The truth is that the Luftwaffe was short of everything except cou-
rageous airmen, good equipment for some contexts of air warfare, 
and effective tactics. But high human, technical, and tactical quality 
could not compensate for operational and strategic folly; to do so 
would have required quite extraordinary luck. The Luftwaffe sought 
to defeat RAF Fighter Command by (1) endeavoring to flush it into 
the air in large numbers where it could be shot down; (2) attacking it 
on the ground on its airfields; (3) destroying or disrupting the radar 
stations vital to its effectiveness; and (4) destroying or damaging and 
disrupting the factories that produced British fighters. The Luftwaffe 
achieved some success in air combat, but the odds were loaded quite 
heavily against it. While the Luftwaffe had just two months to prepare 
to defeat RAF Fighter Command in an operational context which 
was unanticipated, the latter had prepared most carefully for nearly 
five years to conduct an approximation of the battle that came its way 
in August–September 1940 (with the admittedly unexpected major 
disadvantage of German airpower based on the coast of France and 
Belgium). Fighter Command also modernized an air defense system 
that had been fundamentally sound from its inception in 1917. Not 
least among the Luftwaffe’s constraints was its strategic need to retain 
the ability to defend an invasion armada and the subsequent beach-
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head against assault by an as yet undefeated RAF Bomber Command. 
If it was a truly Pyrrhic victory against Fighter Command, it probably 
could not adequately protect the amphibious and airborne assault. 
Albert Kesselring and Hugo Sperrle, commanders of the Luftwaffe’s 
most relevant air fleets, Luftflotten 2 and 3, did not know how to de-
feat Fighter Command. They rested their hopes on the strategic value 
of anticipated tactical success. In truth they could not paralyze, let 
alone destroy, Fighter Command, save largely by accident, because 
they did not know how to attack it beyond shooting down Hurri-
canes and Spitfires. The British aircraft industry was outproducing 
Germany’s, and Fighter Command had an adequate supply of re-
placement pilots (as well as aircraft). Also because the balance of rel-
evant forces (single-seater fighters) was only on the order of 1.5:1 in 
Germany’s favor, an attritional battle over England was never likely to 
end in a German victory.31

The Luftwaffe expected to defeat Fighter Command in four days in 
early August 1940. But because it did not know how to cripple its 
enemy at the operational level, and because Fighter Command al-
most always could pace itself in the scale and character of its commit-
ment to battle and hence control its loss rate, there was no plausible 
way it could be eliminated as a serious concern for German invasion 
planners. RAF Fighter Command was large enough and fought well 
enough tactically with adequate or better machines to be decisive 
strategically and operationally. The RAF won the battle by not losing 
it. Its strategic task in the summer and fall of 1940 was to remain 
combat competitive in the skies over southeast England. It did not 
really matter how many German planes it shot down or even how 
many it lost itself. What was necessary was for the Germans, from an 
early euphoria born out of false confidence and appalling intelligence 
gaps, to be sufficiently discouraged by their unmistakable inability to 
drive Fighter Command out of the relevant skies. So long as Fighter 
Command could replace its combat losses in pilots and aircraft, the 
Luftwaffe could not succeed.

By the beginning of September the German failure was seriously 
affecting the morale of its pilots and aircrew. The Germans calculated 
RAF losses in the context of their erroneous beliefs about the size of 
the enemy’s first-line fighter force and ability to replace lost pilots and 
planes. Unreasonably, they concluded that RAF Fighter Command 
had to be on its last legs. Apparent weakening in the RAF opposition 
toward the end of August reinforced this tentative conclusion. The 
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English Channel is rarely millpond-smooth; its sea state was near cer-
tain to be a definitive invasion stopper in October, regardless of pre-
dictable opposition by a fanatically determined RAF and Royal Navy. 
With the pressure of diminishing available time if an invasion were to 
be at all feasible in September—the 20th being the last date with favor-
able tides—which meant in 1940 altogether, the Luftwaffe changed its 
strategy radically for a huge assault against London on 7 September. 
Many influential German voices had come to believe by the first week 
of September that with the RAF manifestly failing—or so the assumed 
numbers of British losses-to-replacements showed—and the weather-
dominated window of opportunity nearing closure, it was past time 
for the Luftwaffe to deliver the mortal blow. Not wholly without good 
reason, the Germans believed that the surviving rump of Dowding’s 
fighter force would be obliged to engage in combat to near extinction 
in protecting the Empire’s capital.

The battle changed in character somewhat as the revised German 
strategy was first executed in a truly enormous and unprece dented 
daylight attack on targets in London, especially the docks of the East 
End. This was not an indiscriminate effort to terrorize civilians; the 
principal German economic targets in London were in densely popu-
lated urban areas. Fighter Command was caught by surprise, since 
the enemy had trained it to anticipate assaults on its airfields, occa-
sional raids on radar stations, and episodic attacks on aircraft manu-
facturing plants. Instead, on this afternoon Fighter Command 
abruptly found itself drawn into battle with no fewer than 965 enemy 
aircraft bound for London (348 bombers and 617 fighters).32 From 7 
September until the 15th—the latter came to be celebrated in Britain 
as “Battle of Britain Day”—London was the primary, though cer-
tainly not sole, target and focus for the air war that still was being 
conducted mainly in daylight. In darkness the Luftwaffe could not 
even aspire to bomb accurately. By 15 September the German inva-
sion already had been postponed indefinitely, pending the forcible 
removal of the putative Soviet sword from Britain’s hand. In that 
happy event, predicted with confidence by the führer as well as his 
military commanders, it was expected that Britain would judge itself 
to be strategically so disadvantaged that it would be ready to make 
the peace of all but submission that it stubbornly would not make in 
the summer of 1940. Meanwhile, a nighttime bombing campaign 
would weaken the British ability and will to fight as well as preserve 
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the Luftwaffe from the decline through an unsustainable attrition 
that it was suffering in daytime air warfare.

The truth of the balance of air strength, whatever the claims of 
“kills,” was revealed to an ever more shocked, even somewhat trau-
matized, Luftwaffe in the first half of September. German pilots and 
aircrew were facing not a diminishing band of desperate British (and 
foreign volunteer) air warriors who were short of equipment, but 
rather an enemy who, if anything, appeared in greater numbers to 
oppose them.33 The negative impact on the morale of the German 
airmen was all the more severe because it so rapidly succeeded the 
extravagant confidence in imminent victory that had been believed 
sincerely by most until the end of August. The RAF’s resistance to the 
Luftwaffe daylight assault on London on 15 September was so robust 
that the Germans were obliged to recognize that although they had 
fought the tactical fight well, they had failed operationally and strate-
gically. RAF Fighter Command had won by not losing.

In land warfare, tactically excellent forces can be so well handled 
operationally that an enemy army is effectively annihilated or at least 
rendered operationally and probably strategically impotent. In air 
warfare, by contrast, provided one is not destroyed en masse by sur-
prise attacks and one’s command and control system and the real-
time information vital to it are not destroyed or seriously disrupted, 
no operational maneuver can deliver victory. Inherently, aircraft are 
highly agile in their mobility, and air warfare is cumulatively attri-
tional; gains and losses are recorded machine by machine, airman by 
airman. Air warfare is identical to land and sea warfare in its subor-
dination to the general theory of strategy, but it is unique in the 
character that the laws of physics impose upon it.

Although the physics of aerodynamics require aircraft to be rela-
tively fragile machines tactically, it is in the ever-changing nature as 
well as the changing character of air forces to be distinctively robust 
when they are viewed operationally. When military value is distrib-
uted extensively over hundreds or even thousands of platforms that 
are inherently highly agile and mobile, annihilating defeat is unlikely 
unless one belligerent is all but criminally incompetent or is hope-
lessly outclassed technically. The historical record demonstrates 
clearly that neither side in the Battle of Britain was hopelessly over-
borne technically and that German tactical competence ensured that 
it would hold its own, by and large, with respect to the air fighting, 
though its operational-level errors fatally devalued its tactical 
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achievements. Denied rapid operational-level success, the Luftwaffe 
was obliged, unexpectedly, to commit to an open-ended attritional 
contest for which it lacked the depth of assets as well as the time to 
reach a victorious closure. Mention has been made already of the 
German air losses over Dunkirk in May–June 1940. It is necessary to 
recognize that a Luftwaffe unready for a long, hard war against first-
class enemies who would be granted the time to mobilize their poten-
tial air strength was compelled to accept perilously weakening losses 
in 1939 and 1940, long before it would be tested to the uttermost and 
beyond in 1943–45.

In the brief Polish campaign of 1939, the Luftwaffe suffered a total 
of 285 aircraft lost and 279 damaged. In the generally outstanding, 
well-conducted joint campaign against Norway in April–May 1940, it 
lost 260 aircraft (to the British 169). The conquest of France in May–
June 1940 cost the Luftwaffe 1,428 destroyed plus 488 damaged. An 
important quantitative thread to the narrative that Bungay rightly 
notes is the fact that between the outbreak of the war on 1 September 
1939 and the opening of the main event against France and the BEF on 
10 May 1940, the Luftwaffe had lost no fewer than 1,460 aircraft, with 
another 1,074 damaged. These bare statistics mean that the Luftwaffe 
“had to replace and substantially repair 88 percent of the machines 
operational at the outbreak of the war before the ‘real’ war even be-
gan.” Furthermore, “over 40 percent of these losses were suffered in 
training.”34 The Luftwaffe more than made good these losses (plus 20 
percent), but it did not build a large safety margin of reserves in trained 
airmen or machines. The measure of the Luftwaffe’s operational and 
strategic failure in the Battle of Britain is reflected revealingly when 
the order of battle of RAF Fighter Command is compared between 1 
July 1940, before the struggle commenced; 1 September, by which 
time the contest had been well and truly joined; and later in the year. 
On 6 July, Fighter Command had 640 fighters (nearly all first-line 
Hurricanes and Spitfires) and 1,259 pilots; on 1 September it could 
deploy 648 serviceable fighter aircraft and 1,142 pilots, while by 2 No-
vember the number of operationally available pilots stood at 1,796. 
On 13 August 1940, the overheralded “Adler Tag” (“Eagle Day”) of the 
big push, the Luftwaffe’s Luftflotten 2 and 3 could commit 871 single-
seat fighters (Bf 109s) and 231 two-seat Bf 110s.35 Since the Bf 110s 
scarcely counted in the air battle, except as victims, it is plain to see 
that the undoubted, if modest, attritional damage done to RAF Fighter 
Command was thoroughly offset and more by the depth of its ability 
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to replace machines and pilots. Because the Luftwaffe did not try hard 
enough strategically to find an operational-level way to defeat Fighter 
Command, it had no choice but to attempt to win by attrition. Alas for 
German hopes, it could not win an air war of attrition against a 
Britain that was outproducing it in aircraft and airmen. From Au-
gust to December 1940 the Luftwaffe suffered a drop in fighter strength 
of 30 percent and 25 percent in bomber strength.36 Aircraft losses 
could be made good, but the attrition of experienced aircrew was 
a wasting disease for an air force that was nowhere near as large as it 
needed to be for the strategic demands made of it.

The Battle of Britain—so labeled rather early on in dramatic but 
prudent anticipation by Prime Minister Churchill on 18 June 1940 
and waged from July through September, though (British) officially 
from 8 August to 31 October—was a decisive battle in several re-
spects. The RAF victory decided that a German invasion in 1940 
would be impracticable, leaving aside the question of its practicability 
in the face of the Royal Navy. Also, the victory kept Britain in the war 
because it enabled Churchill to survive politically at home, and Brit-
ish belligerency literally was essential if the United States was ever to 
be able to apply its mighty strength, once mobilized, against Ger-
many—should Washington ever decide or be obliged to fight.37 It is 
difficult to exaggerate the importance of the German defeat in the air 
in the summer and fall of 1940.

Airpower, Joint Warfare in the West, 1941–45

Airpower played a vital, joint role in warfare in the Mediterranean 
theater from 1941 to 1943 and subsequently in northwest Europe in 
1944–45. In North Africa its joint significance was flattered by the 
relatively featureless geography of the region and by the frequent ten-
uousness, or worse, of warfare logistics for both sides (especially the 
German). By 1943, with the German defeat and surrender in Tunisia, 
the air balance had shifted decisively in the Allied favor, but for most 
of the period air control was in contention. The strenuous and persis-
tent German (and Italian) efforts to subdue the British “fortress” is-
land of Malta by aerial bombardment failed, though Axis airpower in 
combination with a theoretically potent Italian naval menace did suc-
ceed in compelling British logistical support for the war in North Af-
rica to take the lengthy Cape route or fly across west and central 
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Africa rather than through the Mediterranean from Gibraltar, via 
Malta, to Alexandria.38

In a dramatic demonstration of the versatility of airpower, the 
Luftwaffe successfully invaded Crete by means of airborne forces. 
However, this proved so costly in casualties to elite troops that air-
borne operations on a large scale were never attempted again by the 
Wehrmacht. The Allies were less daunted by the Luftwaffe’s paratroop 
and Ju 52 transport plane losses than the Germans, and, if anything, 
were encouraged to pursue the airborne option. Airpower in the 
Mediterranean was not the leading edge of the joint force story for 
victory and defeat—largely because it usually was a bilateral and 
heavily contested tale—but its operational effectiveness in sea and 
desert warfare was of high importance.

In the desert war—though, sad to relate for the Allies, not in the 
Italian campaign that followed—air support for the army was essen-
tial.39 This took the necessary defensive form of protecting friendly 
troops and their fragile lines of communication against a predatory 
Luftwaffe as well as the offensive form of providing both airborne fire 
support for troops in contact and interdiction of enemy logistics. As 
always, the rival air forces were reacquainted by reality with the ne-
cessity to fight for air control as a prerequisite for air support. If one 
could not fly at will and enforce denial of that same privilege to the 
enemy, one could not support one’s army as effectively as it might 
require. Aerial combat in North Africa was not waged for its own 
sake by the RAF and the Luftwaffe, but rather to buy the right to sup-
port their armies.

If the desert terrain of North Africa somewhat flattered the value 
of air support in joint warfare, the subsequent campaign in Italy dem-
onstrated that highly complex terrain meant the opposite. Although 
Allied air superiority was useful in Sicily and mainland Italy, it proved 
entirely unable to provide a golden key that would enable the multi-
national ground forces to achieve a swift theater victory.

The Italian campaign may or may not have been of net strategic 
benefit to the Allied cause, though I am skeptical at the very least. As-
suredly it was ill advised from the point of view of deriving high lever-
age from one’s relative strengths while evading punishment for one’s 
relative weaknesses. The Allied campaign design could hardly have 
been better chosen were its purpose the multiplication of the enemy’s 
force. By electing to crawl up a narrow mountainous peninsula, the 
Allies invited the Germans to demonstrate their mastery in the skilled 
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and tenacious defense of difficult terrain in often appalling weather. It 
is true that the Grand Alliance could better afford the Italian cam-
paign than could Germany. Nonetheless, on balance it is plausible to 
argue that the always-stretched combat ground power of the Western 
allies would have been of greater strategic value had it been concen-
trated much more rigorously upon the vital cross-channel mission.

The North African and Italian campaigns provided the painful ex-
perience apparently required for truly joint warfare to be realized in 
practice under fire. In the Mediterranean the Allies learned from 
their mistakes—much as the Germans had in Poland in 1939—how 
airpower can and should be employed to support land power. Not-
withstanding resistance by some recalcitrant, reluctant, and even un-
willing elements in the Allied air forces, the D-day operation and the 
great campaign from Normandy to the Elbe that succeeded it were a 
triumph of intelligent air-ground cooperation. All aspects of air war-
fare contributed to the success of General Eisenhower’s armies. The 
Luftwaffe that could have rendered impracticable the landings and 
subsequent exploitation out of a beachhead had already been de-
feated in the skies over the Reich itself. What remained of the Luft-
waffe’s fighter assets was committed near exclusively to the continu-
ing, losing battle to defend Germany from air assault.40

In the summer of 1944 Allied airpower of all kinds ensured the 
Luftwaffe was scarcely in evidence over Normandy, even as an agent 
of only moderate harassment (on 6 June 1944, the Luftwaffe could 
oppose the invasion with only 466 serviceable aircraft able to operate 
just 189 sorties, as compared with the 12,837 aircraft available to 
Eisenhower);41 provided fire support from altitude both in prepara-
tion for the initial landings and subsequently by way of close air sup-
port in real time on demand; nearly isolated the battlefield with inter-
diction bombing; and delivered airborne forces to protect the flanks 
of the five invasion beaches from being rolled up.42 In addition, of 
course, the air assault on Germany at home, though somewhat ener-
vated by the diversion of Allied air assets to direct and indirect sup-
port of the campaign in France, was weakening Germany cumula-
tively, both by virtual attrition and by the infliction of damage. 
Although it would be far from true to claim that Allied airpower won 
the war in the west in 1944–45, it is persuasive to argue that it con-
tributed in so many ways to overall strategic effect that it did guaran-
tee eventual victory on the ground.
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By interdicting the lengthy German lines of communication to the 
fighting in Normandy, Allied airpower all but negated the strategic 
value of the enemy’s superior operational-level and tactical skills. To 
illustrate, two weeks after D-day the German army in Normandy had 
received only five of the 17 divisions committed as counterattack for-
mations and reinforcement.43 With some assistance from sabotage by 
the French Resistance and Allied special forces teams, Allied airpower 
came close to shutting down German exploitation of the French rail-
way network. Experience showed that although close air support of 
troops in contact with the enemy could be of tactical value, not least 
for morale, it had notable limitations even though the Luftwaffe was 
not often a constraining factor. Allied airpower discovered that tanks 
were neither easy to hit nor easy to kill with the technologies of 1944 
vintage air-to-ground warfare. To be suspiciously precise, it has been 
calculated that it took 3,500 bombs or 800 rockets to kill a tank.44 
Needless to say, perhaps, thin-skinned vehicles were thoroughly at the 
mercy of the Allies’ marauding fighter-bombers. Less happily, and to 
strike a familiar note about the realities of joint warfare, “friendly fire” 
was an inevitable persisting problem in the northwest Europe cam-
paign, as indeed it was elsewhere. It was not only the enemy’s air force 
that comprised a peril in the sky to troops on the ground.

As the survivors of the German defense in Normandy retreated, 
regrouped, somewhat recovered, and eventually staged a large-scale 
counterattack, ever closer to the frontiers of the Reich itself, the Ger-
man army in the field was less vulnerable to logistical starvation by 
blockade from the air. In part this was because the terrain was com-
plex and highly defensible, unlike that in much of France beyond the 
close country of the bocage in Normandy. However, by the winter of 
1944–45 the cumulative attrition suffered by Germany on all fronts 
was so great that its home-field logistical advantage of fighting on its 
own frontiers was far more than offset by its absolute weakness. What-
ever advantages Germany retained by early 1945 could not be ex-
ploited for strategic gain. Ironically, the more tactically effective the 
German war effort in 1944–45, the more damaging must the conse-
quences be for itself.

For the Allies, the airpower devoted to support its land campaigns 
undoubtedly compensated more than adequately for the weakness in 
its ground-fighting power relative to an already heavily diminished Ger-
man army. This is not to demean the effort and skills of Allied sol-
diers, but it is to say that to hold their own and more against the 
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German army, they needed all of the assistance, all of the enabling 
leverage, that their joint superior airpower could provide.45

The Eastern Front, 1941–45

The warfare on the eastern front between Germany and its allies 
and the Soviet Union was waged on so vast a territorial canvas and 
engaged such large numbers of soldiers and machines that airpower 
could play, at most, only an important but not decisive role. For the 
invasion of the Soviet Union on 22 June 1941, the Luftwaffe deployed 
2,775 aircraft, 65 percent of its strength, and was opposed by some 
10,000 Soviet aircraft (though German intelligence wrongly believed 
the number to be approximately 5,000).46 The Luftwaffe destroyed 
1,200 Soviet aircraft in the opening 8.5 hours of the Barbarossa cam-
paign; 1,800 by the close of the first day; approximately 4,000 by the 
end of a week; and 7,500 by September. Truly the Luftwaffe had im-
posed a catastrophic defeat on Soviet aviation. However, the nagging 
strategist’s question “So what?” intrudes forcefully. The Soviet air force 
was all but eliminated for a while as an operationally significant fac-
tor, though the large number of aircraft destroyed on their airfields 
meant that the loss of pilots and aircrew was far lower than the ma-
chine loss figures might seem to indicate. Nonetheless, friendly air-
craft were not there to support the Soviet army in its most desperate 
straits. However, the unquestionably superior Luftwaffe of 1941 on 
the eastern front was not so potent that its control of the Russian skies 
enabled it to offset the several ultimately fatal weaknesses in the Ger-
man campaign and war effort.

The Luftwaffe lacked the physical means, intelligence, doctrine, and 
training to assault Soviet aircraft production.47 It was harassed persis-
tently by the same logistic weaknesses that assailed the army—Ger-
man warfare was never strong on supply and reserves—and the fall 
and winter weather, mud and then cold, accelerated its decline. Com-
bat attrition, accidents, unserviceability of aircraft, the sheer dimen-
sions and scale of the operational air tasks in Russia, and the compet-
ing demands from other fronts meant that air superiority became 
fleeting, local, and insufficient to make a decisive difference to the 
course of the monumental scale of the fighting on the ground.

Heroic though its performance was in Russia, the Luftwaffe was a 
team player in joint warfare that from late 1941 through 1944 increas-
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ingly proved insufficient for its tasking. The war in the east was the 
most vital theater within the war for Germany, but alas for German 
soldiers it was not the whole of the struggle. As the Western allies 
slowly developed their nominally combined day and night bomber 
offensive against the Reich, more and more of Germany’s fighter as-
sets had to be returned from the east to protect the homeland on its 
overhead flank. By late 1943, the Luftwaffe deployed 70 percent of its 
fighter strength for the air defense of the Reich. In terms of joint war-
fare this meant that when the German army was in ever greater need 
of help from friendly airpower, that assistance was ever less available. 
The story of the Luftwaffe in the east, as elsewhere, is one of too little, 
too late, and too dispersed. No matter how formidable the Wehrmacht 
was tactically, and it was superior as a killing machine to all of its en-
emies, eventually it was lethally disadvantaged both quantitatively 
and in quality of operational and strategic direction. Its many battle-
field victories decided nothing conclusively. Tactical success often led 
to eccentrically imprudent operational opportunism, and through an 
unavoidable attrition, to eventual complete defeat.48 The Luftwaffe 
might have made the decisive difference had it been better employed; 
but the “what ifs,” though interesting and possibly instructive, are as 
nothing compared with the facts of the real, not a virtual, strategic 
past. The strengths and weaknesses of a society and its political sys-
tem are reflected all too well in the character and performance of its 
armed forces. The air warfare story of the eastern front was subsumed 
within the grander narrative of land warfare with air support. On the 
Soviet side, that support grew back from its hecatomb of summer 
1941 to be an important factor in the overall military endeavor, while 
for the Germans, the Luftwaffe was a distinctly episodic and eventu-
ally an absent source of support for the army.

Germany did not lose its war in the east because it lost control of 
the air, but the latter operational and strategic fact meant that the 
Östheer essentially could not look to the Luftwaffe to compensate 
jointly for adverse numbers and diminishing combat power on the 
ground. Although the Soviet air forces (VVS, Voenno-Vozdushnye 
Sily) were privileged with impressive quantity, it would be a mistake 
to believe that the air war in the east typically was a contest between 
German quality and Soviet quantity. A large fraction of the VVS de-
stroyed in the summer of 1941 comprised obsolescent or obsolete 
types of machines. By mid-1943, and certainly in 1944, the VVS flew 
fighter aircraft, especially the Yak-3 and La-7, that were technically 
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competitive even with the later models of the Bf 109 and Fw 190, 
while the sturdy Il-2 Shturmovik ground attack aircraft was the finest 
machine for that exceedingly dangerous mission flown by any air 
force in the war (40,000 were built during the war, nearly one-third of 
the Soviet total).49 Due to attrition by all causes (combat, technical 
malfunction, weather, pilot error) and diversion to other fronts, the 
Luftwaffe plainly lost air superiority in 1943. However, even in late 
1942 it was unable to protect and effect the air bridge that the encir-
cled Sixth Army needed if it were to be supplied even at a minimum 
level. Göring’s ill-judged promise to sustain von Paulus at Stalingrad 
cost the Luftwaffe 490 irreplaceable transport planes.50

It is a general truth about warfare that belligerents’ tactical and 
operational skills tend to equalize in the course of a protracted strug-
gle, with the eventual outcome determined primarily by the decisive 
strategic effect achieved by superior mass, other factors being equal.51 
Quantity wins when quality is truly competitive, while even if quality 
is somewhat erratic or lacking, quantity can provide adequate com-
pensation. Facing a German enemy that was sharply in decline in 
operational strength in the air, an ever-improving VVS was able to 
contribute more than just usefully to the success of the Soviet army 
on the ground.

Strategic Bombing in Europe, 1940–45

This section refers to long-range aerial bombardment not closely 
associated with ongoing terrestrial military operations as “strategic 
bombing.” Such misuse of the adjective “strategic” unfortunately is 
necessary for no better reason than that generations of practitioners 
and scholars have created and licensed the error so thoroughly over 
the course of close to 100 years that an effort here to correct the mis-
take would do more harm than good in the context of this chapter.

It is necessary to be extremely careful in the derivation of purport-
edly general lessons from unique events and episodes, and those so 
derived should be presented with an intellectual health warning. The 
intensive and extensive experience of strategic bombardment in 
World War II, both in Europe and in Asia-Pacific, revealed nothing 
new about the natures of strategy and war. Nonetheless, the war did 
provide potent illustration of the authority of the dicta that theorists 
had been collecting specifically about airpower. Because the long-
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range bombing campaigns in World War II have attracted an excep-
tional level and persistence of controversy, it is important to flag yet 
again the vital significance of context. When scholars seek to identify 
the truth about strategic bombing from 1940 to 1945, they are apt to 
undervalue the authority of context in two temporal aspects. First, it 
is difficult to avoid projecting backwards upon the people and institu-
tions—in this case of the early 1940s—the attitudes of today. Second, 
the foresight that comes as a consequence of hindsight is a notable 
hindrance to historical understanding. From a vantage point in the 
twenty-first century, one can identify, admittedly contestably, the 
structure and plausible dynamics of World War II and construct a 
fairly persuasive narrative that connects the land, sea, and air stories 
and the somewhat interdependent consequences of the belligerents’ 
performances in different theaters of war into a single grand strategic 
story arc. With unavoidable hindsight, one passes strategic judgment 
upon people and organizations who lacked access to this structural 
explanation and understanding of the course of, to them, future stra-
tegic history. It is well to remember that World War II was unique, 
both in its structure and dynamics and in the character of its air war-
fare. Indeed there were precedents from World War I and from Spain, 
but they were only partial and of uncertain authority, given the pace 
and scale of airpower development. From Clausewitz we learn that 
war has a grammar of its own, to which insight we must add the cod-
icil that every war has a dynamic peculiar to itself.52 This dynamic 
can be regarded appropriately as a grammar specific to a single his-
torical context. Without an extensive grip and grasp of historical con-
text, it is not safe to deploy the evidence from one or another episode 
of air warfare in support or refutation of airpower theory.

Chapter 4 explained briefly why some air forces in the interwar 
period adopted a variant of strategic bombing theory as doctrine and 
why some did not.53 By no means were all the true believers in air-
power in the 1920s and 1930s true believers in victory by strategic 
bombing. Although the principal strategic bombing campaigns both 
in Europe and Asia were conducted by air forces that had long signed 
up for the theory-as-doctrine of victory by strategic bombardment, 
the fact that they were unleashed to practice their doctrine did not 
mean that their governments, or even their most senior military 
commanders, had high confidence in it. To quote Lord Kitchener 
again, “One makes war, not as one would like to, but as one must.”54 
Strategy is an eminently pragmatic project. The role of strategic airpower 
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in Allied war making expressed the choices available, especially the 
choices prudently not available, to Britain and the United States in 
the years 1940–44. The Allied commitment to strategic bombing was 
far more the product of highly constrained strategic circumstance 
than of profound belief in its efficacy as a war winner.

Many and bitter have been the critiques of British and American 
strategic bombing theory and practice, and it must be granted that 
some of what was done merits serious criticism.55 Happily, at long last 
a plausible, dominant explanation has emerged from the historiogra-
phy concerning what was attempted, why it was attempted, and what 
the consequences (by way of net strategic effect) were for the course of 
the war and the character of the peace that followed. However, before 
offering summative strategic judgment, it is necessary to identify the 
best of what long retrospective analysis of strategic bombing theory 
and doctrine has to offer. In my opinion, by far the most insightful and 
persuasive critique of the doctrine with which the USAAF went to war 
has been provided by Lt Col Peter R. Faber. His nine-point indictment 
of the theory that largely was created, developed, codified, and subse-
quently executed in wartime practice by the faculty and students of 
the Air Corps Tactical School provides an essential tool for the foren-
sic analysis of the Allied strategic bombing campaigns of World War 
II. Faber charges the American “Bomber Mafia” of the 1930s and early 
1940s with the following sins against sound strategy:

1. Unescorted HAPDB [high-altitude precision daylight bombing] as-
sumed that one could scientifically manage war. Like almost all the 
other American theories of airpower that followed, the ACTS theory 
of unescorted HAPDB was part of a cause-and-effect universe where 
one’s external means directly impacted another’s internal behaviors. 
Unescorted HAPDB, therefore, was too mechanistic and prescriptive 
for its own good. It wrongly assumed that one could impose precise 
positive controls over complex events.

2. The “dervishes of airpower” . . . saw technology as a panacea.

3. The theory failed to acknowledge properly that armed conflict was . . . 
an interactive process between at least two competing wills—not the 
imposition of one’s own will against a passive foe.

4. Unescorted HAPDB overemphasized the offensive aspects of air war-
fare, like all other significant airpower theories, while minimizing the 
mischievous potential of defensive strategies and technologies.
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5. It overstressed the psychological impact of physical destruction and 
merely assumed that the terrors inherent in bombardment would 
eventually destroy an enemy’s will to resist.

6. HAPDB repeatedly (and wrongly) used metaphors to imply that 
modern industrial states, with their “organic essentials,” were brittle 
and closed socioeconomic systems—not the adaptable and open sys-
tems that they were in World War II.

7. The theory wrongly assumed that opposing states were rational, 
unitary actors that based their political decisions on lucid cost-benefit 
analyses and not potentially obscure organizational, bureaucratic, or 
emotional factors.

8. The Bomber Mafia grossly exaggerated the frailty and manipulability 
of popular morale.

9. The strategic economic targeting methods formulated at ACTS ran the 
risk of “mirror imaging,” whereby the key nodes of one’s own industrial 
infrastructure became confused with the critical vulnerabilities of an 
opponent’s system.56

Granted 6,860 heavy bombers flying 66,045 sorties in a six-month 
campaign, American strategic bombing theory as doctrine, as war 
plan, and then in execution would deliver victory through airpower—
or so the theory promised in early August 1941 in the form of “Air War 
Plans Division-1” (AWPD-1).57 American bombers would destroy or 
lethally damage the 154 targets identified as vital to Germany’s con-
tinuing war effort. By no means does Faber’s insightful critique bring 
closure to the debate about strategic bombing. What he does accom-
plish superbly is terse presentation of a highly plausible explanation of 
those intellectual roots of strategic bombing theory that were most 
likely to promote expectations that would not be fulfilled in military 
execution in the near future.58 Furthermore, Faber specifies some as-
sumptions and attitudes that have persisted to the present day in mis-
shaping expectations of airpower, notwithstanding radical improve-
ments in the precision of kinetic delivery from altitude.59

Victory in World War II was not the victory of airpower, but it was 
victory ubiquitously enabled by superior airpower. It is accurate to 
claim that airpower enabled Allied armies to win on the ground, but 
it is no less true to claim that the victory was enabled by Allied sea 
power. To argue thus only diminishes the airpower story if that story 
is believed to merit dominant status as the victory narrative for the 
geostrategically bifurcated global conflict.
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Whatever the USAAF and RAF Bomber Command preferred doc-
trines asserted strategic bombing to be about, one knows for certain 
that it was not believed, either by its political or its military masters, 
to be about winning the war by aerial bombardment alone. The his-
torical record accessible today is unambiguous. The combined 
bomber offensive (CBO) in Europe was the product initially of cir-
cumstance and later of much inertia but not of deep highest-level 
conviction, at least not of belief in aerial bombardment as an inde-
pendent war-winning strategy. Very sensibly, the CBO was intended 
to defeat the Luftwaffe, and one must recall that early in 1943, despite 
Stalingrad, it remained a possibility that Germany might win in the 
east. Had Germany defeated the Soviet Union, the Western allies 
would not have been able to invade continental Europe—a strategic 
context with profound implications for the value of the CBO.60 Not to 
mince words, from late 1940 until mid-1944, British, then Anglo-
American, armies were not ready to close with the Wehrmacht in 
large-scale continental warfare. If truth be told, the Allied air forces 
were not ready either, but such is the uniformity (the oneness) of the 
air environment, and the Western allies were so embarrassed strate-
gically as apparent relatively underperforming coalition contributors 
that they felt obliged to commit their maximum possible air effort, be 
it fully ready or not for combat on the largest scale.

By far the greatest contribution made by Allied airpower to victory 
overall was its attritional defeat of the Luftwaffe. From the very begin-
ning of the war in Poland in 1939, Germany suffered cumulative 
losses of well-trained pilots and aircrew that it could not adequately 
replace. The Luftwaffe was never of the size, or quite of the character, 
or supported by the infrastructure that it required to wage the war—
really the wars within the war—that came its way. Considered overall, 
however, just as the protracted bloodbath in the east proved fatal to 
the German army, so the campaign to defend the Reich from Allied 
strategic bombing was conclusively fatal to the Luftwaffe. Of all Ger-
many’s interlocking campaign defeats in World War II, only the fail-
ure of its U-boats to blockade the British Isles was more fundamen-
tally important than its failure to control the air. Given that Britain in 
the 1940s lacked a domestic source of oil and, unlike Germany, did 
not have an advanced synthetic oil industry (using coal), sea control 
in the Atlantic was required for Allied airpower to operate from Brit-
ain. If tankers could not sail from America’s Gulf ports to Britain, 
Allied aircraft could not fly.
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Sea-delivered oil was an essential enabler for the Allied conduct of 
air warfare. With respect to the structural dynamics of the whole war, 
Allied sea power enabled Allied airpower to defeat the Luftwaffe, and 
that defeat was both a major enabler for Russian success on land and a 
literally essential enabler for the Western Allies’ continental campaign 
in France through to Germany in 1944–45. Everything related to ev-
erything else, but there was a critical path.61 If Allied airpower, ade-
quately fueled or not, had failed to reduce the Luftwaffe to near de-
struction in 1943–44 and instead had been obliged by unsustainable 
losses to abandon the strategic bombing of Germany, then it is certain 
that D-day would not have happened, at least not in the summer of 
1944, and it is possible that the Russian advance might have been 
halted. A truly Festung Europa (European fortress) in the west would 
have permitted Germany to swing to the east major air and land force 
elements previously dedicated to anti-invasion duties in the west.

Much of the scholarly and popular debate about Anglo-American 
strategic bombing campaign(s) in the war misses the principal rele-
vant point. Specifically, because of the inherent unity of war, warfare, 
and strategy, victory over the Luftwaffe was literally essential to suc-
cess in the other environments. Had Germany acquired and sus-
tained an unbeatable Luftwaffe, it would have been highly unlikely 
that Russia would have triumphed on the ground, while it is certain 
that there would have been no amphibious invasion from the west. It 
is important to grasp this strategic logic if one wishes to place the still 
ongoing debate about strategic bombing in its proper context.

It is certainly true that the victory secured by Allied airpower was 
not the victory anticipated, contingently promised (if the necessary 
resources were committed), and attempted under great difficulty by 
Anglo-American “bomber barons.” At least the RAF, in the minds of 
its commanding air marshals and generals, and the USAAF did not 
bomb the Reich for the purpose of enabling Allied armies in the east 
and the west to achieve successful military closure on the ground. 
Rather the dominant theories-become-doctrines of strategic bomb-
ing in Britain and the United States hold that the damage inflicted by 
aerial bombardment—material and psychological (morale)—would 
defeat Germany directly. Either Germany’s will to fight on or its 
physical ability to do so would be lethally eroded from the sky. The 
latter effect was achieved by the late winter of 1944–45, certainly by 
the early spring, but the former was never secured with definitive 
strategic consequence.
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Extant historical literature on the air war over Germany is so am-
ple in argument and detail that this text may confine itself to a few 
summary judgments. These pertain here to World War II, of course, 
but they resonate all the way to strategic debate about airpower today.

Throughout the war, Allied airpower lacked an understanding of 
what intelligence it needed to plan its targeting efficiently in pursuit 
of the strategic effect that it sought. In the course of the war, intelli-
gence and understanding inevitably improved as, markedly, did the 
quantity and quality of the Allied airpower instrument. Experience 
and events are helpful educators. Warfare is a learning project, though 
this is true for both sides.

Not until well into 1944 did it much matter how good Allied in-
telligence was on the structure and functioning of the German war 
economy, because the RAF and the USAAF lacked the means to do 
it anything even close to near-term fatal damage. The military au-
thority of this fact was reinforced by the high quantity and quality 
of a still combat-competitive German air defense system. The Allied 
air offensive improved greatly in most respects from 1942 through 
late 1944, but so did the enemy’s skill in resistance—though that 
systemic skill was undermined ever more hurtfully by attrition.62

There is no room for doubt that the CBO—for all its lack of true 
“combination” and indeed its affront to the classic “principles of 
war” (objective, mass, unity of command, and the rest)—made a 
huge but unquantifiable contribution to the strategic effect overall 
that defeated Germany. A historian of the USAAF’s Eighth Air Force 
informs us that “in 1944, the German air defense system called on 
the services of 4.5 million workers and consumed a third of the na-
tion’s total war resources.”63 The CBO obliged Germany to divert 
thousands of guns to antiaircraft (AA) defense and millions of tons 
of chemicals to AA explosives that otherwise would have served anti-
tank duty in Russia and elsewhere. Preeminently, the Luftwaffe day- 
and night-fighter assets, including its state-of-the-art electronic aids, 
were so fixed at home by late 1943 that the Grand Alliance was able 
to maneuver on land and amphibiously in the context of undercon-
tested skies.

It would be an exaggeration to claim that it did not much matter 
what the CBO targeted, or hit (which could be rather different), be-
cause it was certain to do some damage; anyway, its primary function 
was to serve as bait for the air battle that was essential if the Luftwaffe 
were to be defeated. It is ironic, given the doctrine of unescorted 
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HAPDB with which the USAAF waged war until December 1943, 
that the Luftwaffe was defeated attritionally by the strategic fighter 
rather than the strategic bomber. In the words of Stephen Budiansky, 
“If the primary mission was to defeat the German air force, then 
bombing raids were less about bombing than about provoking the 
German fighters into aerial combat. It was the bombers that were 
playing the supporting role in this final showdown between Allied air 
forces and the Luftwaffe.”64

The grim logic is unavoidable, but still it was necessary for the 
USAAF’s bomber bait to menace targets that the Luftwaffe had no 
option other than try to defend. The Luftwaffe was destroyed by the 
American “strategic fighter” in 1944–45, most particularly by the 
P–51 Mustang and the P–47 Thunderbolt, whose range was extended 
radically by the seriously belated addition of fuel drop tanks.65 Un-
doubtedly, major mistakes were made in target planning. Moreover, 
American sharpshooters with their Norden bombsights were never 
going to be able to paralyze the German war machine from high alti-
tude, even under perfect weather conditions and in the absence of 
competent air defenses. German targets were too complex, had too 
much redundancy, often were ill understood, and did not function 
systemically as American analysts believed. In the great scheme of 
things, however, it seems that much of the criticism of the various 
painful efforts undertaken by the CBO, though well targeted in the 
small, generally misses the point in the large. While accepting the 
blanket judgment that the CBO could have done better, it is harder to 
be persuaded that it could have done much better in the context of 
the time. Furthermore, it is hard to demonstrate that doing better 
necessarily would have made any significant strategic difference to 
the course, outcome, or consequences of the war.66

From 1942 until June 1944 the Western allies needed a plausible 
facsimile of a second front (to the first, the eastern). The strategic 
bombing offensive, notwithstanding its deficiencies, performed well 
enough in this vital role, both politically and militarily. The CBO 
was hugely, indeed conclusively, successful in defeating the Luft-
waffe, a strategic achievement that inherently had war-winning/losing 
meaning. Whatever the visions of victory through strategic airpower 
(independent of land or sea operations) held by airpower theorists, 
including some in high places, the CBO assuredly did contribute 
massively as an enabler to Allied armies and navies.
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Whether or not the CBO resulted in an unwise diversion of scarce 
Allied manpower and materials away from land and sea duties and 
whether or not the balance among aircraft types was well judged, in 
the political and strategic context of 1942–44 the bomber offensive 
was unavoidable given the absence of plausible major Anglo-American 
alternatives. Moreover, it is questionable whether (1) the large re-
sources devoted to the heavy-bomber forces would have been better 
employed in other ways; (2) viewed cost-effectively, the CBO was a 
gift to the Germans; and (3) alternative targeting strategies and 
bomber force postural choices would have secured greater strategic 
effect than that actually achieved.

It is a human failing not to know all of what one does not know. 
One thinks instantly of Donald Rumsfeld’s potentially lethal “un-
known unknowns.” Not only does one not know all of what one does 
not know one needs to know, no less damaging is the human ten-
dency, especially when under intense pressure, expediently to assume 
that what one believes one knows will suffice. Every variant of this 
somewhat convoluted logic applied to the CBO from 1942 to 1945. It 
is a fundamental truth about the CBO that its conceptualizers, plan-
ners, and executives did not really know how to achieve the end that 
they sought. Moreover, that end(s) was not exactly a clear, achievable 
objective. Bombing the Reich was not a problem, but what to bomb 
and for what purpose, how to bomb, and how much to bomb were 
operationally vital issues that needed to be strategy led. Initially, in 
1942 and through much of 1943, it did not much matter because the 
military instrument was inadequate to secure only very worthwhile 
objectives. But when the military means improved almost beyond rec-
ognition by early 1944 and after, strategic direction did not improve to 
match the capabilities of ever-increasing weight of the force available.

As an instrument of Anglo-American grand strategy, the CBO 
made great sense. Moreover, it is important that we should attempt to 
recover some grasp of the 1942–43 perspective. In those years, Anglo-
Americans could not be confident that Germany would not defeat 
the Soviet Union or at least fight to a draw. Also in those years, there 
was no certainty regarding the project to weaponize atomic physics. 
Were the German army undefeated on the eastern front, an Atlantic 
alliance not equipped with the atomic bomb would have been in des-
perate need of a CBO as its primary, perhaps only, way to carry the 
war to Germany.
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There is little doubt today that the prime foci for the CBO in 1944 
and 1945 should have been Germany’s few but vast synthetic oil 
plants rather than its oil refining industry and heavy transportation 
systems of railroads and canals.67 With the exception of the synthetic 
oil plants, Germany, indeed much of Western Europe, comprised a 
dense and highly redundant set of target arrays that could fail fairly 
gracefully and were not vulnerable to paralysis by the precision de-
struction of a few chokepoint targets of a “key node/vital center” 
kind. Needless to say, perhaps, this fact is more clearly perceived to-
day than in 1942–45.

For a concluding rather unhappy reflection on the CBO, it was in-
conceivable that the mighty heavy-bomber forces the Allies had con-
structed by the close of 1944 would not continue to be employed, even 
if their erstwhile leading-edge role in Allied strategy had been over-
taken by amphibiously propelled and airpower-enabled land power. 
Stated bluntly, the heavy bombers were used in Europe beyond the 
time their employment could be justified strategically for no better 
reason than they existed. Inertia can rule. All the while Allied troops 
were dying on the ground, it would have been hard to justify absten-
tion from heavy aerial bombardment. The case for the continuation of 
the CBO into 1945 included the hopes that the German war machine 
finally could be paralyzed and German military and civilian morale 
might collapse at last. These hopes were not ill founded, but alas they 
did not count for much toward speeding the close of hostilities.68

Air Warfare in Asia-Pacific, 1941–45

The geography of the war in the Asia-Pacific region privileged air-
power from the beginning to the end of the conflict. Whereas the 
complex structure of the war in Europe most essentially was conti-
nental, with the Soviet-German struggle as its most decisive theater, 
the war in Asia, geopolitically and geostrategically, was quintessen-
tially maritime in the inclusive meaning of the adjective.69 The rival 
navies by no means fully anticipated the emerging strategic fact, but 
airpower was far more a supported than a supporting capability in 
Asia.70 However, airpower on both sides certainly was enabled by sea 
power. Viewed with the understanding of hindsight, the strategic his-
tory of the war in Asia-Pacific plainly comprised a lengthy attritional 
struggle for control of the sea-air approaches to the Japanese home 
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islands. When we examine the course of the war with respect for the 
historical process, it would be accurate to say that it eventually came 
to focus upon the aerial bombardment of Japan. One can craft inter-
pretation of the war’s narrative drive so that it all favored such a focal 
point, purposefully pursued, but to do so could mislead the unwary. 
There was never any serious doubt that the war was going to conclude 
with action over or on Japan, but quite how that would occur was a 
somewhat open matter. The course of a war has its own dynamics and 
cannot be planned and executed mechanistically, according to plan, 
on a preset, sequential, critical path of strategic achievement. As al-
ways with war, this particular struggle did not have to take the course 
that it did, though it is difficult to imagine it having any result other 
than complete defeat for Japan. Even had Germany managed to de-
fend its Festung Europa and compel a negotiated draw in its war, it is 
unlikely that the United States would have been willing to settle for 
anything short of total victory over Japan. American long-range air-
power assuredly was the sword that struck the final blows that 
brought the empire of Japan to the point of surrender—but how did 
that happen?71

Japan’s continental ambitions, necessarily focused on China, re-
quired a military effort that needed material resources owned and 
controlled by foreign powers. Aside from the general logic of balance-
of-power politics among great powers,72 Japan’s ambition to dominate 
China ensured the hostility of the United States, and that antagonism 
mandated that Japan be competitive in armaments. By the late 1930s, 
unless Japan were willing to reverse its long-standing policy of inter-
vention to dominate China, which it was not, active conflict with the 
United States was very likely.

The political and strategic situation of 1940–41 seemed to many in 
Japan to provide an opportunity for major gain. Germany was trium-
phant nearly everywhere, the continental European colonial empires 
were defeated at home, and Britain was massively preoccupied with 
survival at home and defense of Egypt and the Suez Canal in the Mid-
dle East. These circumstances, apparently favorable for Japan’s strategic 
context, coincided with an acute worsening of US-Japanese relations, 
focused on China. The imposition of stringent economic sanctions by 
Washington (bearing in particular on such crucial matters as credit 
availability to fund trade, iron ore, scrap metal, and oil) triggered the 
Japanese decision to endeavor to liberate itself strategically by war.73
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Strictly speaking, the Japanese decision to strike at the United 
States—at Pearl Harbor and in the Philippines—was discretionary. 
Japan decided to strike south for the resources of Southeast Asia 
rather than north for revenge upon the Soviet Union for the defeat it 
inflicted on the Japanese army in Manchuria in 1939 and to support 
its German ally’s thus-far successful adventure in the East. Japanese 
official opinion was divided on the crucial question of whether or not 
to break its five-year neutrality treaty with the Soviet Union (signed 
on 13 April 1941) and rush to the aid of the apparent German victor. 
Although correctly divining that its German ally was not quite the 
certain victor as yet, Tokyo elected incorrectly to strike south. The 
sense in this decision seemed vindicated by the fact that the Pearl 
Harbor assault happened to coincide almost exactly with the near 
rout of the German army in front of Moscow. Tokyo reasoned fatally 
that it needed to disable the only strategic force in the Asia-Pacific 
region that might prevent the conquest and consolidation of South-
east Asia. That force was the US Navy, whose principal combat power 
was based quite far forward at Pearl Harbor. The forward deployment 
from the US West Coast had been intended as a deterrent to Japanese 
military adventure. In practice the move was more of a provocation, 
a motive, and an opportunity for aggression.

The attack on Pearl Harbor was a considerable tactical success, an 
operational-level failure, a strategic mistake, and a political disaster. 
The tactical success achieved by the temporary near elimination of 
the US Navy’s surface battle line had the necessary result of promot-
ing the tactical and operational value of its carrier aviation assets, 
modest though they were in 1941–42.74

The grand strategic narrative of the war in Asia-Pacific was a com-
bination of fairly distinctive campaigns which, notwithstanding their 
geostrategic diversity, secured so severe a cumulative attrition of Ja-
pan’s most relevant military assets that the ultimately fatal blows 
could be struck with concentrated force. In the last resort, which is to 
say by the summer of 1945, all strategic roads, seaways, and airways 
led to Tokyo.

Japan was defeated because it was unable to defend its homeland 
against a lethal quantity of air bombardment. That failure was the 
result of the warfare it waged from late spring to mid-summer 1945, 
wherein it suffered irreplaceable losses. To oversimply, Japan was 
beaten by the efforts of the US Twentieth Air Force flying its B-29s 
from the Mariana Islands in the summer of 1945. But in strategic 
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truth Japan was beaten because its forces that might have defeated 
that air force, indeed have prevented it from reaching the Japanese 
home islands, had been expended, often profligately, in the battles of 
1942–44. The battles of the Coral Sea, Midway, Guadalcanal, Rabaul, 
Saipan, and the rest had cumulatively eroded a Japanese combat 
power that had always lacked depth.

Hard as it is to admit, given the suffering in the other battles and 
campaigns, the only campaign that ultimately mattered was the 
Twentieth Air Force’s burning and then atomic bombing of urban 
Japan. To say this is, however, to mislead. The strategic story of the 
war against Japan is one of reduction of an essentially maritime em-
pire by maritime siege and amphibious assault. The leading edge of 
that sea power–enabled amphibiosity was airpower. The Japanese 
sea- and land-based airpower that resisted the American-led drive 
toward Tokyo had to be eliminated by attritional warfare in several 
subtheater campaigns. Although the warfare was attritional in his-
torical perspective, nonetheless the core of elite Japanese combat air-
power was concentrated on only a handful of major platforms. The 
imperial Japanese navy lost four fleet carriers and all of the aviators 
from those vessels in a matter of a few hours, even a few minutes, at 
Midway in June 1942.

Essentially, the march toward Tokyo was mutually enabled by sea 
power and airpower. The reconquest of the Solomons, the Dutch East 
Indies, Peleliu in the Palaus, the Philippines, and even Okinawa did 
not count by way of geostrategic gain. But those bloody campaigns, 
not excluding even the long British campaign in Burma, did count 
cumulatively for attrition of the Japanese military assets that might 
have been able to oppose the US Navy–led drive to the Marianas and 
thence, most essentially by air, the drive that could coerce Japan to the 
point of surrender. This is an intricately joint and combined-arms tale.

The B-29s that Curtis LeMay wielded as the sword of strategic and 
moral justice comprised initially a technically, tactically, and opera-
tionally untested and more than a little unready force.75 LeMay inher-
ited a command by relieving a commander who had been a leading 
light for the doctrine of unescorted HAPDB, Hayward Hansell. Un-
der Hansell, the mighty Twentieth with its revolutionary new aircraft 
appeared to be failing in its mission. High-altitude bombing at high 
speed proved deadly for accuracy, while daylight operations flattered 
the effectiveness of what should have been unimpressive Japanese air 
defenses. LeMay effected a radical shift in operational concept and 
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tactics, committing the Twentieth to the relatively low-altitude area 
fire-bombing of Japanese cities at night. The destructive results were 
as spectacular as the style in air warfare was a rank, or brilliant, expe-
dient doctrinal heresy.

The B-29s, with their 20,000-lb. bomb load, burned out 67 Japa-
nese cities and were running out of plausible urban target-victims by 
August of 1945. It can be argued with some justice that the US Navy’s 
submarine force, once it had armed its boats with torpedoes that 
worked, all but won the war independently with its blockade of Japa-
nese sea communications. Also, it can be claimed, accurately enough, 
that the B-29s’ coastal mining operations went far toward paralysis of 
Japan’s war-making capacity. To those thoughts one can add the valid 
points that Japan was defeated conclusively on land in Burma by Brit-
ish imperial land and air forces and, at the 11th, 12th, and beyond 
hours, by Soviet land power and airpower in Manchuria. All those 
and a few other similar, distinctive defeats for Japan do not serve ad-
equately to cancel out or even notably detract from the significance of 
the USAAF’s achievement in bombing Tokyo to the point of surren-
der. The bombing campaign of course was severally enabled by sea 
power and land power, but that does not alter the reality of the po-
tency of a long-range airpower wielded with utter ruthlessness against 
an already militarily depleted and socially demoralized enemy. With-
out demeaning the vital enabling roles played by other military in-
struments, whatever else it was, victory over Japan was a triumph for 
the coercive effect of aerial bombardment.

Conclusion: Slessor Was Mainly Correct

It is no longer a matter of the soldier making his plan for battle on the 
ground and then turning to see how the air can help him. Land and air 
operations must be deliberately planned to get the best out of each other; 
and the plan of campaign on the ground, whether in attack or defense, 
may be profoundly influenced by the air factor. 

—Wg Cdr John Slessor, RAF (1936)

Slessor believed that airpower was of most assistance to land 
power in its demonstrated ability to “isolate the area attacked from 
reinforcement and supply; and thus to ensure that the impetus of the 
attack on the ground is not checked by enemy reserves rushed to the 
threatened point by rail.”76 His analysis rested upon the experience 
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of the Great War, especially in 1918. Slessor’s exemplary commit-
ment to joint air-land campaign planning proved thoroughly sound 
for World War II, and his sage words were to prove as relevant to the 
warfare in Korea, Vietnam, and Iraq as they had for the western 
front. Although the main thrust of his prescient 1936 work was to 
argue for the potency of air interdiction on behalf of ground forces, 
he was by no means a skeptic of long-range bombing.77 However, for 
the air weapons of the time, at least, he was more than merely skepti-
cal of what he deemed to be the wildly unrealistic promises made by 
some leading airpower theorists. He summed up his thoughts with 
the following judgment:

In the more limited sphere to which this book has been confined [airpower 
and armies] there is one general conclusion of paramount significance, to 
which all others seem to point. No attitude could be more vain or irritating in 
its effects than to claim that the next great war—if and when it comes—will be 
decided in the air, and in the air alone.78 (emphasis added)

In the main, Slessor was correct. He was substantially right on air 
interdiction regarding the warfare that occurred in the typically open 
desert terrain of North Africa in 1941–43; he was somewhat correct 
with reference to the eastern front; and he was most emphatically 
right with regard to much of the campaigning in northwest Europe in 
1944–45. By way of inductive theory, Slessor in 1936 offered valuable 
education for those willing to listen and able to apply what he sought 
to teach. Nonetheless, as the history and analysis in this chapter show, 
even though air support of armies by interdiction may be the most 
potent effect of airpower upon modern warfare, the right to impose 
such effect had to be earned through trial by battle for air superiority. 
German armies were semiparalyzed by the destruction and damage 
wrought by Allied airpower only because the Luftwaffe could no lon-
ger provide top cover of any kind. The air battle over Germany that 
began at a near-trivial level in 1941 and 1942 and eventually escalated 
to a scale that escaped strategically intelligent purpose, let alone po-
litical control, achieved the strategic demise of enemy airpower by 
bloody attrition. This fact enabled Allied airpower to be all that it 
could be without much hindrance from the second half of 1944 until 
close of play on 8 May 1945. This is not to say that the Luftwaffe 
ceased to be able to fly. Even the Allied air dominance of 1945 did not 
equate to a totally preclusive blockade of German access to the air.
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It is sad to note that by and large the strong advocates of airpower 
in the interwar years were proved correct, but that the more extreme 
among their views have given airpower theory an undeservedly bad 
name for exaggeration. Airpower did win World War II, but it did not 
win it alone. Richard Overy is plausible when he claims that “air 
power did not win the war on its own, but it proved to be the critical 
weakness on the Axis side and the greatest single advantage enjoyed 
by the Allies.”79 Billy Mitchell was on the side of the angels when he 
advised for all time that “air power is the ability to do something in 
the air.” When one amends his definition to read “something strategi-
cally useful in the air,”80 the gate to an appropriately inclusive under-
standing is thereby unlocked. 

I owe readers an apology for not devoting additional space in this 
already overloaded chapter to aspects of airpower beyond the kinetic. 
Airpower in most forms for most purposes was amply vindicated as to 
its tactical, operational, and consequential strategic value in World 
War II. Airpower truly came of age—for transportation of most kinds, 
communications, reconnaissance, medical and other emergency evac-
uation, and weather observation. The generic transportation category 
included significant airborne troop assault movement (paratroops 
and glider-borne troops). Most of what was done, or at least attempted, 
from the air had some history in 1914–18 and 1936–39 (Spain). But 
this global conflict, actually conflicts, was an air war, inter alia, on a 
scale and diversity for which there had been no close precedent.

The Battle of Britain and the CBO virtually chose themselves to be 
the twin centerpieces of this chapter. The former deserves its promi-
nent place in good part because its defensive outcome was decisive as 
the key enabler that shaped the course of the war that followed. Fur-
thermore, it was an air battle, really a phased campaign that yields an 
incomparable treasure trove of evidence for the sound understanding 
of airpower. The CBO—notwithstanding its cost, devotion, and fe-
rocity—proved scarcely less strategically decisive than the victory se-
cured by RAF Fighter Command in 1940, because it was key to the 
definitive defeat of the Luftwaffe. The truly big story about airpower 
in World War II was that it enabled the two wars within the global 
conflict to be won. The hugely different ways in which airpower con-
tributed to the total strategic effect needed for victories in Europe and 
Asia highlighted for all time the controlling importance of context. 
Long-range airpower, as the supported military instrument, was en-
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abled by the context of the war in Asia to conclude hostilities. This 
had not been possible in Europe.

It will not have escaped the notice of alert readers that this text thus 
far has been silent on the subject of missiles, both air-breathing and 
ballistic, notwithstanding their employment by Germany in 1944–45. 
In addition, no less obviously, nothing noteworthy has been said in 
this chapter about the atomic bomb and its implications for airpower. 
It is to these and related matters of high strategic significance that this 
discussion now must turn.
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Chapter 6

Strategic History III:  
Troubled Triumph, 1945–89

In the global strategic history of the past 100 years, airpower 
probably has been the greatest success story. However, the readily 
verified quantity and quality of this success sits somewhat uneas-
ily, perhaps even paradoxically, in company with controversy 
over airpower’s achievements, both anticipated and actual. What 
should be regarded as a nearly always useful, increasingly neces-
sary, and sometimes essential strategic effect of airpower as a 
threat and in action persistently has been the subject of contro-
versy. Air forces are assessed to have failed, which in a sense has 
been true, but any particular military instrument can fail if it is 
misused or ill suited to the tasks it is assigned.1 Part of airpower’s 
troubled history has been self-inflicted by advocates whose en-
thusiasm exceeded their understanding. Because airpower, as au-
tonomous air forces, persistently has feared for its institutional 
existence, its banner carriers frequently have overreached in 
seeking strategic justification for organizational independence. 
The sad fact is that the unarguable strategic triumph of airpower 
inevitably fuels antagonistic rivalries with land power and sea 
power, despite the common sense as well as the near ideology of 
“jointness.” Most of the strategic narrative of airpower is as un-
changing in its elements as it is ever shifting in historical detail. 
This chapter advances the strategic story from Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki through the close of the Cold War in 1989. There would 
be some sense in telling the story of airpower teleologically, as a 
stuttering but nonetheless ever more impressive progress toward 
a semblance of technical-tactical perfection. But such a plausible 
and positive technical tale could not be matched by a narrative of 
maturing and progressive strategic dominance. This fact is re-
sisted by those who are undereducated by the general theory of 
strategy. To cite just one aspect in support of my claims, Clause-
witzian “friction” cannot be eliminated by technical progress. 
Barry D. Watts’ theoretical and historical studies are exception-
ally persuasive on this subject.2
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Airpower and Nuclear Weapons

Despite some doubts expressed over the cost-effectiveness of the 
strategic bombing of Germany and the moral issues pertaining to the 
necessarily more or less indiscriminate devastation of the largely ci-
vilian urban enemy, in August 1945 air-minded people had much to 
celebrate.3 Just about every modest prewar claim for the strategic 
utility of airpower had been massively vindicated by recent experi-
ence, while even some immodest aspirations arguably had been real-
ized. By 1941, every belligerent appreciated and was obliged to recog-
nize the military reality that land and sea operations were unlikely to 
succeed in the absence of friendly air superiority, be it only local and 
temporary. Whereas airpower in 1917–18 had been increasingly use-
ful to armies in particular, as well as to navies, as of 1941 strategically 
useful airpower had advanced its status credibly to strategically es-
sential. As long as the enemy ruled the sky, we were not going to rule 
the land or the surface of the sea. This was a revolutionary ascent in 
the strategic value of air forces, which were not quite coequal with 
armies and navies but plainly well on their way to becoming so, at 
least in the United States and Britain. But what airpower had not 
demonstrated beyond reasonable argument was the strategic ability 
to win a great war, either entirely or substantially unaided by the 
army and navy. At least, such was the case prior to the use of atomic 
bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

It was paradoxical and ironic that the very character of the tri-
umph of long-range airpower in the bombing of Japan in 1945 proved 
to be something of a poisoned chalice for the USAAF (USAF in 
1947). Although the Japanese surrender appeared to be a direct con-
sequence of aerial bombardment, even more plausibly it seemed to 
have been triggered by the shocking and awesome events at Hiro-
shima and Nagasaki. So, was the Japanese surrender a triumph for 
airpower or for atomic-airpower, to employ a favored hyphenation of 
the period? LeMay’s B-29s had burned the hearts out of 67 Japanese 
cities prior to Hiroshima.4 Furthermore, if the surrender of Japan in 
1945 truly were a triumph for airpower—a highly plausible conten-
tion—then no less contentiously, it must be assessed as a victory for 
indiscriminate area bombardment. The atomic bomb certainly 
lacked discrimination in its lethal effects, but then so had the low-
altitude (7,000-ft.) fire-bombing assaults that preceded its employ-
ment by five months. Technological advances enabling precision air-
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craft navigation and weapons targeting eventually allowed the USAF 
to return to its doctrinal core beliefs, but not until the 1990s—
though the targeting-accuracy revolution was first manifested in 
the closing years of the war in Vietnam.5

With hindsight it is plausible to claim that while deterrence was 
the dominant concept for the leading edge of airpower in the Cold 
War decades, for the post–Cold War years the most relevant idea has 
been coercion, followed by denial (or, rephrased, brute force). How-
ever, such a neat three-pronged insight risks promoting serious mis-
understanding. As so often is the case, there is a curse that accompa-
nies hindsight-foresight. Simply as a matter of the strategic historical 
record, defense communities in the early Cold War decades had to 
learn about “the bomb,” and indeed the apparent facts about it 
changed radically from 1945 to, say, 1960.6 Although the novelty of 
the dramatically revealed weaponized atomic fact was grasped, its 
operational, strategic, and political meanings were less readily mas-
tered. In truth, those meanings altered as A-bomb arsenals morphed 
into hydrogen bomb arsenals after 1952–53 and as the American nu-
clear monopoly was transformed into a nuclear duopoly and then 
more (as first Britain, then France, China, and Israel joined the nu-
clear club—to which India, Pakistan, South Africa [briefly] and 
North Korea would compel membership).

It is well to remember that the historical context from which the 
atomic bomb was produced was one of a very great, contestably “to-
tal,” war. The atomic and therefore utterly indiscriminate demolition 
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was a terrible episode in the eternal tale 
of human beastliness. However, it should be recognized that 334 of 
LeMay’s B-29s bombing from only 5,000 feet killed and injured more 
people and wreaked more damage upon greater Tokyo on 9 March 
1945 than resulted from either of the atomic bombs. In the general’s 
trademark robust language, “We knew we were going to kill a lot of 
women and kids when we burned that town [Tokyo]. Had to be done.”7 
Approximately 100,000 Japanese civilians died in the assault, and 15.8 
urban square miles were immolated. Contrary to appearances, per-
haps, I am not seeking to criticize LeMay. Rather is it my intention to 
claim that the putative horrors of nuclear warfare had been seriously 
presaged by the deeds already done if not overdone in World War II. 
The world’s leading air power in 1945 and long after had an abiding 
affection for, and aspiration to achieve, expert marksmanship in tar-
geting from any altitude—the Minuteman tradition.8 But the reality 
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was one of de facto pragmatic acceptance of the unavoidable necessity 
for less-than-discriminate bombardment. In practice, US long-range 
airpower was obliged to bomb areas precisely.9

Today there is a long tradition of nuclear nonuse, but in 1945 and 
the years that closely followed, the tradition was entirely different. If 
there was a tradition in strategic bombing, it was a very recent one of 
intensive use. In the early postwar years, the prudent strategic mean-
ing of nuclear weapons was nowhere near as obvious as it was to be-
come by the early to mid 1950s. In the late 1940s there were few atomic 
bombs in the arsenal, few vehicles to deliver them, and an almost ex-
traordinary lack of logistical infrastructure to enable a sustained 
atomic campaign, and it was by no means certain that the USAF 
would be permitted by the president to employ the bomb in a future 
war.10 As a material matter, until the atomic arsenal grew mightily in 
scale, which did not occur until the 1950s, long-range atomic bom-
bardment would have been only a phase in a general war, not the 
whole war itself. It is necessary to remember that the men who com-
manded American, and later British, nuclear-armed airpower from 
the 1940s into the 1960s had been forged strategically by the fire of 
strategic bombardment in World War II. Although the atomic bomb 
had revolutionary strategic implications for the less than reliably fore-
seeable future, in the late 1940s it could be regarded reasonably as just 
another weapon. The atomic arsenal of 1948–49 vintage was strategi-
cally valuable if released for military use, but it did not have the char-
acteristics of a swiftly decisive capability. Until the mid to late 1950s, 
the more expert of strategic analysts anticipated a World War III that 
would witness an increasingly bilateral nuclear campaign(s) suc-
ceeded by a phase of “broken-backed warfare.”11 Not until the late 
1950s was the nuclear revolution, judged by most sensible people, ef-
fectively to have consumed its subject, war—were it ever to be ex-
pressed in anger. Realization that the role of the nuclear weapon was 
overwhelmingly one of war prevention by deterrence rather than war 
winning by coercion or brute force was a veritable epiphany for the 
bomber barons. They had been educated by the experience of real-
world war with massive bombardment of urban-industrial areas and 
by an atomic context that was for many years evolutionary rather than 
revolutionary in its most plausible military meaning.

Certainly one can detect in the history of American airpower since 
1990 a grateful and sincere practicable return to the spirit and pur-
pose of the theory and doctrine developed at the Air Corps Tactical 
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School in the 1920s and 1930s. But one can detect, no less persua-
sively, yet another continuity in American airmen’s attitudes and ap-
proaches. Specifically the challenges posed by atomic, then thermo-
nuclear, armament were met in a way distinctly familiar from the area 
bombing by veritable aerial armadas of B-17s, B-24s, and B-29s in 
1945, notwithstanding the claims for precise targeting. Again one 
must hasten to add that this text is not necessarily criticism of US 
nuclear war planning in the 1950s.12 The point is that the generalship 
that masterminded and commanded the execution of long-range 
bombardment from 1942 to 1945 was little altered in the postwar 
atomic era. To risk banality, to Curtis LeMay and his cohort of battle-
hardened air warriors, strategic airpower was strategic airpower and 
war was war. The atomic bomb did a more effective job than its con-
ventional brothers, but either or both ways, warfare was a massively 
violent project.13 To the generation that waged World War II and 
forced a victory over Japan that apparently was secured ultimately by 
the atomic bomb, the prospect of a World War III waged in part with 
atomic bombs was entirely realistic, if not thoroughly reasonable. Af-
ter all, the twentieth century had witnessed two world wars already, 
atomic bombs already had been used to obviously significant strate-
gic effect, and there was an all-too-plausible enemy self-cast to step 
into Germany’s shoes as the next villain.14

The decades of the Cold War of course had a strong nuclear flavor 
to their dominant strategic narrative, hence the eponymous weapon 
branding of the era. Nonetheless, people today are apt to forget just 
how prominent airpower was in the 1950s and early 1960s. Through 
the late 1950s, aircraft were the only means of long-range nuclear de-
livery. The US Army began to acquire short-range tactical nuclear 
weapons after mid decade in the 1950s, while the US Navy acquired 
the means for nuclear strikes over medium distances. However, the 
crown jewels of national defense in those years comprised the striking 
power of the Strategic Air Command (SAC). This weapon was the di-
rect descendant of the mighty Eighth, Fifteenth, and Twentieth Air 
Forces of World War II and, as noted already, was commanded by men 
whose military culture had been created out of the experience of total 
war from 1941 to 1945. It is well worth noting that modest though the 
postwar numbers were for SAC when compared with the vast air fleets 
of B-17s and B-24s, SAC’s posture, its order of battle, nonetheless was 
impressive in the 1950s and 1960s. It was especially impressive when 
one remembers that the aircraft in question were matched, and more, 
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by an ever growing, eventually abundant, arsenal of atomic, then hy-
drogen, weapons. From 1950 to 1960, the US nuclear stockpile alleg-
edly climbed from 369 to 20,434; the Soviets’ from possibly 5 to 
1,605.15 SAC’s first all-jet bomber, the medium-range B-47, was pro-
cured to a quantity of 1,150 aircraft; the final B-47E was delivered on 
15 February 1957.16 Its successor, the seemingly immortal B-52, ap-
peared ultimately as 744 aircraft in 14 wings. 

Despite the accurate equation of atomic with airpower, an equa-
tion expressed explicitly by the terms of art of the day as “atomic-
airpower,” the marriage of adjective and noun, though necessary at 
the time, was not entirely a happy one for the USAF or the country it 
served. The 1950s indeed was the airpower decade without compare, 
at least if one asks which if any form of military power was strategi-
cally the leading edge in those years. But the undoubted dominance 
of a nuclear-armed SAC was a strategic supremacy recorded in war 
prevention by deterrence, not in the waging of war. Although the 
concept of nuclear airpower asserted more of a surgical grafting than 
a marriage of convenience, it could not conceal the fact that the stra-
tegic convenience might only be temporarily expedient. The nuclear 
element in the nuclear airpower concept and military reality was the 
more potent partner. Long-range airpower enabled a latent nuclear 
menace to deter. Airpower supported the nuclear threat, not the 
other way around. The truth in this point emerged threateningly for 
SAC in the late 1950s, when its all-important mission of nuclear de-
terrence came under generic challenge from the arrival of long-range 
ballistic missiles. It is inappropriate to argue simplistically that long-
range airpower was relegated to a supporting role, first by the nuclear 
character of its payload and then by the intercontinental ballistic mis-
sile (ICBM). Such relegation might appear natural, more modern, 
and hence more desirable to those who either were motivated by 
their interests to press for a comprehensive move to missiles for long-
range delivery of nuclear weapons or were just so ill educated in mil-
itary realities that they adopted an unduly linear and teleological 
view of strategic history. To many people, missiles appeared to be a 
more advanced form of airpower, actually its logical technical succes-
sor, certainly for nuclear delivery. In later decades this attitude en-
couraged the scientifically strange belief that space power was a lesser 
but included component of airpower.

It can be difficult to impress a due appreciation for historical 
chronology upon those who look back at the 45 years of the Cold 
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War as a complete as well as a completed strategic episode. The true 
dynamism as well as complexity that produces an ever-shifting mas-
ter context for events can be recognized easily enough as an abstract 
truth, but its moving contemporary reality is hard to grip with an 
empathetic understanding. In particular, it can be difficult to grasp 
the real implications of the eternal fact that, to quote the insightfully 
blunt Don Rumsfeld yet again, “stuff happens.” The Cold War was 
neither planned nor plannable with a whole story arc from start to 
benign conclusion. Furthermore, notwithstanding some apparent 
evidence to the contrary, the massive and diversely structured rival 
nuclear-armed forces with which it was waged also were not long 
planned. Both superpowers discovered that it was prudent to deploy 
a strategic forces triad comprised of land-based ICBMs, submarine-
launched ballistic missiles, and long-range manned bombers. These 
triads emerged step by step in the late 1950s and early 1960s as the 
ballistic missile revolution matured.17 This revolution was heralded 
and anticipated for most of the 1950s before it became a military 
reality. If one had to specify a date when the missile age assumed 
strategic actuality, 1960 would be a highly plausible year to select. 
However, the arrival of token numbers of ICBMs and SLBMs (US) in 
the Soviet (1959) and US (1960) strategic force postures did not 
mean that long-range nuclear-armed airpower was either obsoles-
cent or obsolete, as air-minded people feared and as many others 
with rival interests hoped.

Although the deployment of second-generation ICBMs and SLBMs 
in the 1960s and beyond certainly diluted somewhat the prestige of 
SAC’s bomber fleet and inhibited progress in long-range airpower, it 
did not result in the retirement of the nuclear bomber forces of East 
and West. Both sides rediscovered the virtues in combined arms, com-
bined nuclear arms in this case. Just as land, sea, and air bring different 
strengths as well as limitations to the strategic feast for desirable syn-
ergistic effect, so each among manned bombers, ICBMs, and SLBMs 
contributed to a strategic whole much stronger than a posture re-
stricted to one or two “legs.” Most especially, triadic deployment and 
operation contributed substantially to survivability in the face of first-
strike peril. Barring the far-outlier nightmare of a supremely cunning, 
elegantly executed, and possibly lucky political and military command 
decapitation strike, it was calculated to be literally impossible for ei-
ther side to disarm the other with a counterforce blow. The distinctive 
basing and operating modes for land- and sea-based missiles and for 
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manned bombers meant that no briefing, no matter how clever, could 
guarantee a truly knockout strike—meaning either zero or trivial re-
taliation (though bear in mind the nuclear context).18

The long-range manned bomber both survived the functional 
threat posed by the arrival of the missile age and found itself em-
ployed in a role in limited warfare in Vietnam and later for which it 
had not been designed or intended.19 But survive it did. Whereas the 
B-52 follow-on of the late 1950s, the B-70 Valkyrie, was cancelled, 
long-delayed B-1 and B-2 follow-ons were acquired and operated 
from the 1980s until today. While the many hundreds of B-47s and 
B-52s were committed to turning the Soviet Union into a smoking, 
irradiated ruin in a matter of hours, the 21 B-2s of the 1990s and be-
yond were tasked initially with hunting for Soviet mobile ICBMs and 
later for stealthy precision delivery of nonnuclear weapons.20 Not-
withstanding a fairly similar menu of accessible technological choices, 
the Cold War decades reveal, perhaps unremarkably, that while the 
United States had become and chose to remain predominantly an air 
power, the Soviet Union did not betray its strategic heritage as a land 
power. To Russians, ICBMs essentially were artillery, with long-range 
bombers and SLBMs functioning in important supporting roles.21 
For Americans, despite the arrival of the ballistic missile and its pro-
curement on a large scale, the manned bomber remained of major, 
albeit no longer sole or even prime, strategic importance in the nu-
clear posture. Moreover, when technology allowed for high accuracy 
by the 1970s, American strategic culture intervened to attempt to 
shift US nuclear war plans along the path of “key nodes” that had 
been doctrinally dominant at the ACTS in the 1930s.22

In the nuclear context of the protracted Cold War and subse-
quently, the missile age added a nonexclusive layer to the air age; it 
did not succeed it. Elementary technological determinism does not 
work reliably to predict the course of strategic history. Ballistic and 
cruise missiles have not replaced aircraft comprehensively, and—to 
hazard a speculative view—remotely piloted aircraft (RPA) will not 
replace manned aircraft completely. The missile revolution has as-
sumed some of what otherwise would still be airpower’s duties, but 
there are attributes inherent in manned aircraft that are not likely to 
be replicable in RPAs, at least not for a long time to come.

Nuclear-armed airpower itself was The Great Deterrent until the 
1960s, while thereafter it shared duty with land- and sea-based bal-
listic missiles. Throughout the Cold War, SAC claimed without con-
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scious irony that “Peace Is Our Profession,” albeit because fitness for 
war is our business, as I always wanted to add respectfully. But it 
emerged quite early that the nuclear-armed airpower one may pre-
sume could and did deter whatever needed deterring in those years 
was less than useful for the mission of strategic coercion.23 In other 
words, nuclear airpower was awesomely dissuasive as a threat in 
nonuse but was frustratingly useless for immediate coercion.24 And 
the United States in the 1950s and 1960s found itself, certainly chose 
to place itself, in strategic contexts where it had grave need of coer-
cive leverage.

Airpower in Korea

Although SAC may well have generated a hugely robust general 
deterrent effect on behalf of a tolerable international order in the 
1950s and 1960s, manifestly it was less relevant to the realms of im-
mediate deterrence and of coercion when warfare erupted.25 The 
United States, with some allies, waged two major if limited wars in 
those decades. The good news was that World War III did not occur, 
a happy condition to which nuclear-armed airpower may have con-
tributed mightily. It was not so good news that Americans and some 
allies chose to wage two fairly protracted land wars in Asia, wars that 
had a large and influential air dimension. By way of historical judg-
ment that would fit most examples of the genre, US defense planning 
prior to the commitments to warfare in Korea (1950–53) and Viet-
nam (1965–73) proved notably lacking in strategic prescience. One 
may recall yet again with profit Clausewitz’s insistence upon under-
standing the nature of the particular war upon which one embarks.26 
American political and military leaders in the late 1940s and the mid 
1960s were neither stupid nor villainous, but they opted to wage wars 
that they did not, perhaps could not, understand in advance. Self-
evidently, neither war was anticipated, let alone anticipated in tolerably 
accurate strategic, operational, and tactical detail. Absent a high-
quality crystal ball, the only surrogate to provide genuinely useful in-
sights for professional defense planners is a historical rearview mir-
ror.27 The airpower dimensions to the wars in Korea and Vietnam 
were unique in much of the detail and, at the outset of the former, 
certainly in the strategic context of a temporary US atomic monopoly. 
The Soviet Union had tested a bomb but was not atomic armed in any 
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militarily meaningful sense in 1950, a condition that was eroding, of 
course. However, the air stories of these two conflicts were shaped by 
themes and terms of engagement distinctly familiar to those who are 
educated in the history of airpower prior to 25 June 1950.

Nuclear deterrence could not have been irrelevant as a strategic 
contextual constraint upon China and the Soviet Union over Korea, 
that is, once they belatedly grasped the fact that the United States 
would fight to resist the invasion of the South. Plainly, the latent dis-
suasive potency exercised by US-led military power was not sufficient 
to discourage the invasion. Also, US atomic-airpower proved inade-
quate as a background menace to persuade North Korean, Chinese, 
or Soviet leaders to cut their losses and make a hasty compromise 
peace, at least not until the summer of 1953. It may be necessary to 
remind readers that prior to Korea there was no experience of war 
waged by an atomic-armed state (Hiroshima and Nagasaki were stra-
tegically capstone events in a conflict already long in the tooth). The 
literature on “limited war in the nuclear age” that seemed to make 
sense of its subject, of which there was but a single case to date, post-
dated the war in Korea.28 The awesome possibilities of a soon to be 
plausible bilateral war with nuclear weapons certainly were grasped, 
but exactly how great powers could wage contemporary limited war 
was a learning experience in real time. Unsurprisingly, one should 
add, much of the limited-war theory which rested unduly upon the 
solitary historical episode extant, Korea, proved worse than unhelpful 
in the 1960s when the Kennedy and Johnson administrations were 
obliged to seek strategic answers effective for the distinctive chal-
lenges of that decade. It may be worth noting that the particular con-
flict du jour rarely can serve as a sound basis upon which to theorize 
and plan for the future.

The airpower story of Korea was the familiar one of mixed achieve-
ment and disappointment.29 Regarded overall, though, United Na-
tions Command (UNC) airpower was a resounding success in sup-
port of UN ground forces; UNC airpower was obliged to substitute 
for allied deficiencies in combat power on land. Hugh Trenchard’s 
1934 maxim that “the air is one” was demonstrated to be true yet 
again.30 UNC airpower provided close air support to ground forces, 
supply interdiction away from the battlefield, coercive as well as brute-
force strategic bombing, troop and supply airlift, reconnaissance, and 
medical evacuation. Each of these missions was enabled and enforced 
by a war-long campaign to secure and maintain air superiority. The 
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fight for air superiority—the right to use the air for any and every 
purpose—was never concluded beyond substantial challenge. Fur-
thermore, communist ground-based air defenses took an enduring 
heavy toll on UNC aircraft. UN aircraft losses in the war totaled 1,041 
(accountable to enemy action), of which no fewer than 816 were 
downed by enemy air defenses from the ground.31 It is worth noting 
that of the 1,040,708 sorties flown by UNC airpower during the war, 
69.3 percent (720,980) were flown by the USAF, 16.1 percent by the 
US Navy, 10.3 percent by the US Marine Corps, and 4.3 percent by 
land-based allied air forces.

When one poses the strategist’s “So what?” question to the air-
power dimension to the Korean War, the answers are not hard to 
provide with considerable confidence. UNC airpower fairly consis-
tently enforced its control of the air at the satisfactory level of air 
superiority, though not of air supremacy. North Korean—then over-
whelmingly Chinese and Russian (manned, at least)—fighters, 
though not victorious in concert with ground-based air defenses, 
were always able to impose losses on UNC air forces. UNC “owner-
ship” of the skies over the peninsula was paid for in American and 
allied blood on a continuing basis from June 1950 until the armistice 
in July 1953. In fact, UNC air forces imposed the highest monthly 
loss rate of war on enemy airpower in June 1953—77 Mig-15s were 
downed (claimed, at least).32

UNC air control enabled direct and indirect kinetic support for all 
UNC ground forces and occasionally made the difference between 
survival and disaster. UNC airpower enabled the Pusan perimeter 
to be held in the summer of 1950 and subsequently provided literally 
a life-or-death quality of assistance, kinetic and other, to the ground 
forces that were in more or less headlong retreat on both the east and 
the west sides of Korea in November–December of that year follow-
ing the surprise offensive ambushes by the Chinese People’s Libera-
tion Army (PLA). 

UNC airpower failed as brute force and as a coercive instrument 
for strategic bombing. An intended “air pressure” campaign was con-
ducted in 1952–53, but it is not obvious that the enemy in Korea could 
be coerced from the air, at least not if the bombing campaign fell well 
short of an assault that would menace civilian life on a massive scale. 
A campaign conducted in the free spirit of LeMay’s uninhibited fire 
bombing of Japan in 1945 was never licensed by political guidance. 
This is not to deny that the bombing campaign did begin to menace 
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the food supply in the North through limited attacks in April–May 
1953 on the dams that were vital for the water supply for the North 
Korean rice crop. However, such a potentially devastating attack pre-
dictably fueled an international storm of moral, at least moralizing, 
indignation. Overall, North Korea had little that could be bombed 
that was economically vital, short of the dams, and it had actual as 
well as potential support from its Chinese and Soviet neighbors across 
borders that the UNC allowed to define a strategic sanctuary.

Although UNC airpower functioned jointly as a critically necessary 
equalizer for the struggle on the ground, the character of the terrain, 
the weather, the enemy, and the warfare all combined to deny it any-
thing more than equalizing strategic value. PLA logistic needs were 
modest, particularly if the fighting was positional and only episodi-
cally intensive. As the Allies had discovered in Italy in 1943–45, air 
superiority, even air supremacy, need not confer a strategically deci-
sive advantage upon its owner when the enemy is competent or better 
and can defend complex and difficult terrain.

The character of airpower that might have yielded decisive advan-
tage, that of an atomic-armed kind, was not unleashed by a US presi-
dent who was determined that this strange war in the Far East should 
remain limited. The war in Korea was regarded as a sideshow, even for 
a while in 1951 as a possible Stalinist plot to divert the West from an 
intended Soviet attack in Europe. President Truman did not want to 
expand the war in Korea at the risk of triggering thereby a war that the 
West would lose on the ground in Europe. In 1950 and 1951, the 
United States and its newfound allies in NATO were not at all ready 
for a wider war with Russia (than they were fighting already in Ko-
rea).33 They had agreed upon the basic military alliance command 
structure for NATO only as late as December 1950 and were at least 
several years away from being ready to defend peninsular Europe. 
That potential condition was, of course, preempted strategically in 
1953 by the United States’ formal adoption of a master strategy of nu-
clear deterrence.

Although the technologies of airpower had matured significantly 
since 1945, the airpower dimension to the Korean War essentially 
was unchanged from that of 1939–45. When one considers the many 
and large contextual differences between the two conflicts, notwith-
standing their close temporal proximity, it is hard not to be impressed, 
even possibly overimpressed, by some key continuities. Specifically, 
one should cite in particular the essential unity of air warfare: the 
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primacy of air control as the vital enabler of activity of all kinds. Also, 
it would be difficult to exaggerate the scale of critical dependence of 
airpower’s effectiveness upon the whole strategic context of the strug-
gle to which it is committed. To clarify the last claim, airpower has a 
way of failing to secure, or even enable, decisive strategic advantage 
when policy and overall military strategy are poor. Not to mince 
words, airpower will fail to achieve the strategically impossible, and 
the same can be said of land power and sea power. However, it is nec-
essary to add the codicil that whenever airpower, land power (or 
ground power), or sea power fails to achieve what is required of it by 
policy and strategy, the failure is always historically specific rather 
than generic and abstract. Airpower, as a reified great abstraction, 
does not fail; rather, for example, German airpower fails to subdue 
RAF Fighter Command in 1940 and to sustain the Sixth Army at Stal-
ingrad in 1942–43. This distinction between the general and the his-
torically particular is as crucial as it can be misused by careless or 
ill-willed people in debate.

The war in Korea from 1950 to 1953 underscored yet again some 
of the limitations of airpower. The eternal verity that war is a duel 
and not an exercise in the application of force against an inert, un-
responding victim was highlighted for the benefit of those who seek to 
make sense of the strategic meaning of airpower. The strategic value 
of UNC air superiority was much reduced by the character of the 
warfare that China was able to adopt. Like belligerents disadvantaged 
in the air in World War II, the North Korean army and the Chinese 
PLA suffered severely when exposed by movement en masse in day-
light. So, as intelligent soldiers, the commanders of the PLA endeav-
ored to confine large-scale movement of troops and supplies to the 
hours of darkness.They employed terrain for natural defense against 
UNC firepower.They fielded potent mobile ground-based antiaircraft 
artillery (AAA) and only rarely waged such intensive and extensive 
combat that their logistical constraints became critical. The political 
context was unusually controlling of the dynamics of the warfare, in 
that neither side was motivated to press to the uttermost for victory 
on land in the peninsular, at least not after they had surged back, 
forth, then back again, and fairly forth yet again from June to Decem-
ber 1950. The United States was unwilling to take the war coercively 
across the Yalu River into China with atomic-airpower, in good part 
for fear of triggering a wider war than need be. But UNC land power 
was unable to defeat and rout the PLA, as it had all but eliminated the 
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North Korean invaders. For its part China was content for its PLA to 
hold its own on the ground close to the 38th parallel. Neither side was 
satisfied with the stalemate, but such a condition was preferred to the 
perceived risks and costs that might result from a far more energetic 
and ambitious strategy. It followed necessarily that the airpower of 
both belligerents was committed, perhaps condemned, to the con-
duct of attritional combat that could neither be decisive in the air nor 
enable decisive maneuver on the ground. Even had UNC airpower 
been more successful in securing control of the air—especially had it 
been licensed to strike across the Yalu at the infrastructure of Chinese 
airpower in Manchuria—UN/US policy and strategy for the war 
would not have exploited the military leverage gained in the air.

The strategic story of Korea, which is a mixture of success and frus-
tration, both military and political, all but dazzles by comparison with 
the strategic story of the United States in Vietnam. At least for the 
Korean case it is plausible to argue that the United States was wise in 
choosing to resist the North Korean invasion, in deciding not to ex-
pand the warfare across the Yalu frontier into China, and in tolerating 
a protracted and indecisive conflict on the ground and in the air. 
UNC land, sea, and air forces performed well—as, one must add, also 
did the Chinese PLA—but not well enough to win in a classic military 
sense. But a strong statement had been registered that communist 
countries would not be permitted to conquer their neighbors, and 
that statement was written in the blood and effort of generally compe-
tent, often much better, military performance by largely American 
armed forces. In the 1950s and early 1960s advanced civilian strategic 
thinkers theorized that Korea was a model, a template—actually it 
was the sole model/template then extant—for the conduct of limited 
war in the nuclear age. But alas, strategic history brewed one of its 
characteristically challenging surprises for the theorists in Vietnam.

A US defense establishment that had been expanded exponentially 
for twin-foci global war from 1941 to 1945 and then demobilized 
precipitously was caught notably undercooked for strategic prime 
time when President Truman blew the trumpet in June 1950 over 
Korea. The United States and all other powers were still adjusting to 
the new jet age of airpower, the atomic era was only nominally bilat-
eral in 1950, and the US nuclear arsenal was still unduly modest in 
scale when compared to the political demand for its strategic ser-
vices. It should be recognized that in the early 1950s, although the 
Cold War politically was more than five years old, its military mani-
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festation on the part of NATO members was far from mature. The 
line in Europe was being held principally by the growing air-atomic 
power of a not yet impressively long-legged SAC, and the seriously 
unanticipated war in Korea was a most unwelcome sideshow and po-
tential diversion from the main event, which was security in Europe. 
Unfortunately, the US armed forces sought to dismiss the unsatisfac-
tory Korean War experience and what should have been its potent 
lessons at least as rapidly as they were to do for the next unwelcome 
experience of warfare in Vietnam. It is easy to be wise long after the 
event, but still it is hard to resist the temptation to be critical of a mili-
tary air leadership that was so nuclear tunnel-visional in the 1950s. 
The point is not that they were wrong to emphasize nuclear-armed, 
long-range airpower. Rather is the charge that they knowingly ne-
glected the kinds of airpower that unquestionably had delivered high 
strategic leverage in World War II and Korea.34

Airpower in Vietnam

By the early 1960s the superpowers had learned some necessary 
valuable lessons about survival in the nuclear age. In particular they 
had grasped the reality that such survival was ever more mutual a 
benign condition. For understandable, if not wholly prudent, rea-
sons, the rival armed forces of East and West were focused almost 
exclusively on the general war that might erupt out of a crisis in Cen-
tral Europe. In retrospect the good news that strategic history did not 
deliver the World War III that seemed so imminent in the late 1950s 
and early 1960s was modestly offset by the ambush that it executed 
for the United States in Southeast Asia. Airpower, especially Ameri-
can airpower, unsurprisingly had been developed in the 1950s for the 
prime military purpose of conducting a nuclear war with the utmost 
violence. But in the 1960s, the war that American airpower was re-
quired to wage, rather than prevent by deterrence, was one for which 
it was substantially ill equipped and trained. The tactical, operational, 
and strategic thought for a country’s air force tends to concentrate on 
matters pertaining to its contemporary tasks. An air force dominated 
by the mission to maintain a nuclear-commanded deterrence deliv-
ered by long-range bomber assets and led by airmen encultured by a 
service that had won its spurs in World War II, particularly in the 
great bomber offensive, was not a service likely to be friendly to serious 
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preparation for limited nonnuclear war, let alone irregular warfare 
against an enemy whose primary combat mode was guerrilla. To 
summarize, US airpower in the early 1960s probably was ready 
enough to wage a brief theater and then truly global nuclear war, but 
it was less than optimal for the warfare that unwelcome policy and 
strategy sent its way after 1964.35

The scale of the USAF’s unpreparedness for warfare in Vietnam 
may be gauged from the fact that it was obliged, with some embar-
rassment, to acquire aircraft developed for and deployed by the US 
Navy (especially the F-4 Phantom). Although the American war in 
Vietnam can be dated with precision to the introduction of ground 
forces in 1965, initially to protect air bases, US commitment to some 
active participation in the conflict plausibly can be rewound to 1961.36 
Some US commitment to the political integrity of the new state of 
South Vietnam is traceable to 1954, by which time the United States 
already had spent heavily in subsidizing the French effort to hold 
what were still its imperial colonies, known collectively as Indochina. 
Despite this lengthy period of substantial US backing for local clients 
in Southeast Asia, American airpower, particularly that owned by the 
USAF, could hardly have been less prepared to wage the war that 
came its way in 1965. It was paradoxical and ironic that US airpower 
capable of deterring the Soviet superpower—indeed, of consigning it 
to political, military, and physical oblivion—proved incapable of de-
livering strategically decisive effect in Vietnam. This judgment per-
tains to airpower employed in the direct support of ground power, in 
the less-direct support of ground power by supply interdiction, and 
as an autonomous instrument of strategic coercion. The broad mean-
ing of the air warfare dimension to the Vietnam War for airpower 
theory and doctrine for effective prudent practice could hardly be 
more important.

Five broad claims help shed light on airpower history at most 
times and places and assist in the identification of airpower theory. 
The claims presented here are singularly appropriate to the airpower 
dimension of the war in Vietnam. It is all too easy to lose the plot of a 
war, in this case of the strategic effectiveness of airpower in a war, un-
less one applies a theory, which is to say a tool kit, to help explain the 
myriad of detail. To quote Hayek again, “without a theory the facts 
are silent.”37 The history of the Vietnam War is still hotly contested 
among scholars. I have no intention of using this text to join a fray 
that will reach no point of closure. My purpose here is neither to re-
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tell, however briefly, the airpower story of the war, nor to argue a case 
for one or another explanation of its course and outcome. Instead, 
what follows is a terse endeavor to explain the meaning of airpower 
for the war. The claims and arguments that follow serve as keys to 
explanation; they provide much of the needed structure of theory.

First, war and its warfare are always a “come as you are” enterprise. 
Even when a country can exercise discretion over the timing of its 
commitment to fight—which is to say, the enemy does not attack 
first, as on 7 December 1941—the warfare that one’s airpower, inter 
alia, is ready to wage may not be the warfare that the enemy un-
expectedly proves able to dictate. The definitional fact that war is a duel 
translates into a strong likelihood that even a war initiator’s armed 
forces will prove less than optimal for the warfare that their own gov-
ernment may have chosen to begin.

No air force can be perfectly suited to future contexts that inher-
ently are unique historical episodes that unfold by their own complex 
dynamics, greatly influenced by contingency. It is a necessary truth 
that tactical effectiveness is a highly mobile story. The paradoxical na-
ture of war means that the tactics that work well enough today may, as 
a result, so impress an alert and agile enemy that it is able to ensure 
that those tactics will not work well tomorrow.38 Poor tactics have 
been abundant in the relatively short history of air warfare, just as they 
have been in the long histories of land and sea warfare. Prominent 
examples include RAF Fighter Command’s official doctrine for com-
bat tactics in 1940 (the deadly “vic”) and the predictable routing of the 
B-52 raids in Linebacker II in December 1972.39 Of course, some poor 
tactical choices are obligatory when the operational tasking, available 
equipment, and temporal constraints allow no real discretion and all 
available options are unattractive. The point here is that poor tactics—
whether avoidably or knowingly but unavoidably so—are not neces-
sarily strategically and therefore politically fatal. They are highly un-
desirable, but that is a coat of an entirely different color. It is possible, 
frequently necessary, to fight handicapped yet still win.

Second, poor policy produced by lethal politics is an ever-possible 
challenge that a defense establishment may not be able to meet 
successfully. Because war is a duel fraught with friction and uncer-
tainty, defense planners should respect the potential of both enemies 
and their policy makers to stage unwelcome surprises.40 The Wehr-
macht was led to anticipate a series of wars in the mid to late 1940s, 
not the general war that grew exponentially and contingently out of 
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the initial aggression against Poland. Prudent defense planning can 
hardly afford to focus primarily upon a single category or focus of 
threat.41 When this sin against strategic prudence is committed, the 
result is strategic failure or, at best, strategic success earned at unnec-
essary cost for real-time education. It is well worth noting that air-
power theorists have always boasted, somewhat credibly, about the 
unique flexibility and agility of their military instrument. This endur-
ing plausible claim can encourage a false self-confidence. Even air 
forces have a history of entering wars with equipment ill suited or 
worse to the nature of the conflict.

Third, even when airpower is fit for its purpose, both tactically and 
operationally, but high policy is fundamentally flawed, airmen will 
perform in vain, no matter how magnificently they do so. When the 
strategic challenge is poisoned in the ends that it must secure with 
appropriate means employed by effective ways, the whole project will 
collapse.42 This was the story of France in Indochina and Algeria. It 
may have been the case for the United States in Vietnam, although I 
am not entirely convinced that defeat was unavoidable.43

It is persuasive to argue that even excellent airpower cannot com-
pensate adequately for unwise policy. However, it is by no means cer-
tain that the American mission in Vietnam was as fundamentally 
flawed politically as seems obvious to those who choose to read his-
tory almost exclusively with the benefit of hindsight and with little 
respect for the potency of contingency. For France in Indochina and 
Algeria, the political context plainly foreclosed upon strategic suc-
cess. For the United States in Vietnam, a similar judgment is plausible 
but not thoroughly so. It is ironic that the US failure in the Vietnam 
War contrasts sharply with the almost bizarre fact that the political 
and strategic consequences of the lost war transpired to be hugely pos-
itive for America in Asia-Pacific. Overall, it is not unreasonable to 
argue that the Vietnam War was a conflict that US airpower could not 
shape for sufficient friendly advantage, let alone conclude victori-
ously. However, I am unwilling to claim that US policy was fatally 
flawed. Such lethality is not implausible, but it remains unduly con-
testable for truly confident judgment. I suspect quite strongly that the 
overarching US weakness in Vietnam was with strategy, which is the 
next subject of special note here.

Fourth, just as unsound policy (politics) is fatal, so also is flawed 
strategy, as just recognized. Intelligent political objectives and com-
petent armed forces between them cannot usually salvage a venture 
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that is poorly directed strategically. Worthy policy choices do not tri-
umph because of their innate merit, and armed forces do not win 
wars because they fight well. The imperial German army and its Nazi 
successor fought very well indeed, but both lost their wars. Similarly, 
the US armed forces always fought hard and typically fought well in 
Vietnam, but they too served strategy and arguably policy that failed.

It is worth mentioning that the now-orthodox and dominant stra-
tegic narrative of America’s war in Vietnam, while convincing, is by 
no means beyond reasonable challenge. The authorized story, widely 
accepted today, holds that the United States waged the wrong kind of 
warfare from 1965 until mid 1968—a kind that favored, though 
rarely achieved, big-unit engagement. Then, after the embarrass-
ment of the Tet offensive, even though the Vietcong suffered tactical 
and operational defeat, Military Assistance Command, Vietnam 
(MACV), under the new leadership provided by GEN Creighton 
Abrams, adopted a good-enough strategy built on classic COIN 
principles, and the war in the South effectively was more or less won 
by 1971.44 However, American patience with the war expired politi-
cally before the job was completed.

Leaving aside the question of whether or not the war was winnable, 
a matter that will never be settled by scholars, I find the current or-
thodox view unduly simple and far too dependent upon hindsight; 
the syncopation of “Westmoreland-bad, Abrams-good” is too ele-
mentary. The Vietnam strategic context in 1965–67 differed markedly 
from that of 1968–71, then again from that of 1972–73. Vietnam was 
not simply a war waged by insurgents using guerilla methods. When 
it suited him, the enemy resorted to big-unit, fairly regular combat. 
These comments are not intended to exonerate General Westmore-
land or the Joint Chiefs of Staff. They are designed to suggest to read-
ers that they do need to be sure to attempt to contextualize Westmo-
reland’s big war/small war dilemmas of balance of effort. Also, it is not 
entirely self-evident that even a much better general than Westmore-
land could have achieved decisive strategic success in the early years 
of the US commitment on the ground. The case has been made that 
the COIN mission was not prosecuted with the necessary under-
standing by MACV under Westmoreland.45 This was a complex war 
with which he was wholly unfamiliar and for which he was seriously 
underprepared. However, the Vietcong and the North Vietnamese 
Army (NVA) more or less compounded to comprise an adaptive en-
emy, and one should not assume that pursuit of a radically different 
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strategy by MACV would have succeeded. These comments on the 
overall strategic narrative of the war, actual and hypothetical, are nec-
essary because the assessment of airpower’s achievements and failures 
in the struggle cannot be divorced from understanding of, and debate 
over, the whole strategic context.

A claim for poverty in US military strategy overall, and specifically 
for the exploitation of airpower, is much easier to maintain than the 
argument for a fatal political disability. Air warfare in Vietnam pro-
vides close to a textbook case for the demonstration of avoidable er-
rors. The activities conducted with little strategic effect were by no 
means well chosen, but they also were thwarted by a cunning and 
competent enemy. However, the principal source of US airpower’s 
lack of strategic effectiveness was self-inflicted damage. US airpower 
was extraordinarily successful tactically and even operationally but 
not in aid of a strategy that was likely to deliver the necessary strate-
gic advantage for a political victory. For reasons of politics, terrain, 
and the grammar of this particular case of evolving irregular-regular 
warfare, tactical achievement and operational enablement could not 
produce a lasting political success. One cannot know whether or not 
a six-day blitz against the magical 94 most vital targets in North Viet-
nam would have coerced Hanoi into a settlement of surrender. It 
seems unlikely that LeMay’s (and the other chiefs’) “shock and awe” 
bombing preference in 1964–65 would have enabled the United States 
to nail the Vietcong and North Vietnamese coonskin to the wall. One 
cannot prove the negative. What is known is that the political context 
for the warfare (e.g., escalation anxieties, sensitivity to liberal opin-
ion), the light logistical burden of the warfare waged by the Vietcong, 
and the Third World character of North Vietnam all conspired to 
frustrate aspirations for strategic victory through the coercive use of 
airpower. Airpower applied successfully to tasks that do not generate 
the strategic effect necessary to overcome the enemy physically or 
dominate it mentally will be airpower misapplied and therefore 
wasted. Strategy rules! 

States have been known to blunder to victory, but such was not 
America’s good fortune in Vietnam.46 Strictly speaking, decisive stra-
tegic effect may be achieved in the absence of a coherent plan, a strat-
egy worthy of the title, but this was not the American story in Viet-
nam. US and South Vietnamese airpower in its many forms waged 
warfare tactically that met all reasonable expectations and more; how-
ever, that tactical performance was not conducted in the service of 
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coherent strategy, grand or military. The sheer intensity and scale of 
the warfare obscured the truth that the US military establishment did 
not have a feasible plan, a strategy, for victory. Generically, though 
fortunately only generically, the US performance in Vietnam is sadly 
somewhat reminiscent of Germany’s performance after the defeat at 
Kursk in early July 1943. Both countries continued to fight and gener-
ally fight well, but neither could relate the fighting purposefully to a 
successful political outcome. The void that should have been filled by 
strategy fatally undermined the broad-gauged potential of US and Al-
lied airpower to deliver strategic effect. Both as a force multiplier for 
the effort on the ground and as an all-but-independent instrument of 
coercion, airpower—even tactically excellent airpower—could not 
substitute and compensate for missing strategy. At least in the histori-
cal episode of the war in Vietnam, airpower could not do so.

I must hasten to add that I am not implying that the United States 
could have found and executed a strategy for Vietnam that would 
have secured a tolerably advantageous political outcome. The claim 
made here simply is that no such strategy was found and pursued. 
There were large operational successes, most especially after the mili-
tary defeat of the Vietcong’s Tet offensive in January–February 1968 
and then of North Vietnam’s regular-style Easter offensive in March–
April 1972,47 but neither proved to be exploitable for decisive strate-
gic advantage as the enabler of a political settlement acceptable to the 
United States. After 1968, victory for the United States in Vietnam 
meant a strategic exit sufficiently graceful that the superpowers could 
disengage with some political dignity intact.

Fifth and finally in this short litany of fundamentals, poor tactics 
are always costly, but unlike flawed policy and poor or absent strat-
egy, they frequently are survivable and can be corrected. Of course, 
tactics can be improved only over time. Armies, air forces, and navies 
cannot be retrained overnight. Also, the combat losses that they suf-
fer in part as a consequence of initial tactical incompetence take some 
time to make up, if indeed that is even possible. Each war is a duel, as 
we must keep insisting; it is a mutual learning experience; and it is 
unforeseeable in detail and course. Nonetheless, US airpower was far 
less prepared to wage a substantially irregular conventional war than 
it should have been. Vietnam was not a lesser-but-included case for 
an airpower shaped to wage and dominate an extremely nuclear 
World War III. Leaving aside questions of policy and strategy wis-
dom, US airpower was not well equipped either to conduct conven-
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tional bombing effectively or to secure and maintain control of the air 
in the face of competent, complex, multilayered, and dense air de-
fenses. Furthermore, US airpower lacked ready access to tactical and 
operational doctrine appropriate to the warfare it was committed to 
wage in Southeast Asia.

The heavy F-105 fighter bombers that conducted more than 75 
percent of the Rolling Thunder coercive air campaign against North 
Vietnam from 1965 to 1968 were insufficiently agile for their role, 
while the F-4 Phantoms that bore the greatest load of escort duty 
were notably ill armed for the dog-fighting role forced upon them.48 
But because of the sheer scale of its air arsenal and the diversity of its 
assets, US airpower did by and large find adequate compensation for 
the manifestly suboptimal equipment mix through numbers, pilot 
skill, and some necessary technical fixes and tactical course correc-
tion. Overall, the directors of US airpower in the early-to-mid 1960s 
were guilty of an imprudent overspecialization in preparation for 
nuclear war. However, it is not plausible to argue that any one or even 
several of airpower’s limitations in practice in the Vietnam War liter-
ally were critical to the course and outcome of the struggle.

It is exceptionally challenging to attempt to give suitable tactical 
credit to an airpower effort that was perhaps fatally disabled po-
litically and assuredly misguided strategically and operationally. The 
errors at those levels all but necessarily meant that no airpower effort 
could deliver, or jointly enable the delivery of, the quality and quan-
tity of strategic effect for advantage that might have been translated 
into political success. One must qualify any confidence expressed in 
the political benefits of strategic advantage, since politicians are more 
than capable of squandering what could and should be the fruits of 
military success.

Perhaps the most appropriate comment to make about the applica-
tion of airpower in Vietnam is that it was ubiquitous and pervasive. 
The coercive bombing campaign against North Vietnam has been 
analyzed exhaustively and convincingly by scholars.49 There is con-
sensus that the Rolling Thunder campaign was ill conceived and 
poorly directed. It was ill conceived in that it sought to achieve the 
unachievable, which cannot be sound strategy. The dominant pur-
pose was to inflict so much hurt upon North Vietnam that its leaders 
would agree to be coerced into a negotiated peace. In addition, and 
sometimes as an alternative to coercion, it was hoped that the bomb-
ing of key industrial and infrastructural assets in North Vietnam 
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would, by the damage wrought by brute force, so disable the enemy 
that it would be unable to sustain support for the war in the South. 
Both the intense nature of Hanoi’s commitment to the struggle and 
the low combat consumables character of the warfare it helped sus-
tain translated into mission impossible for Rolling Thunder, or even 
for a concentrated “instant thunder” for shock and awe.

By extension, air interdiction of North Vietnamese Army logistics, 
let alone of NVA forces en masse, could be operationally decisive only 
if the enemy engaged in both intensive and open warfare in a regular 
manner. When that occurred—as it did only episodically, most espe-
cially in 1968 and 1972—the NVA was eviscerated by US and Allied 
airpower. This is a familiar phenomenon. The details varied, but domi-
nant airpower wrought significant-to-lethal damage upon enemy 
forces in 1918, 1944–45, and 1950.50 It is scarcely remarkable that the 
pattern continued into the 1960s and beyond.

It is ironic that although the Rolling Thunder (1965–68) and Line-
backer I and II (1972) bombing campaigns against the North seem to 
have been the prime focus of airpower commentary in the war, the 
dominant airpower phenomenon in the struggle was the full-service 
operational arrival of the helicopter. One would be challenged to over-
state the extent to which Vietnam was “the helicopter war.” Helicop-
ters had been a subject for experimentation in the 1930s, very limited 
realization in World War II, extensive employment in Korea for emer-
gency medical evacuation (medevac), and a growing number of light 
troop and supply airlift tasks, some communications duties, and oc-
casional fire support in Malaya and Algeria. But when powered by a 
gas turbine engine, the helicopter came of age in the 1960s.51 The only 
aspect of the rotary-wing story more remarkable than the speed of its 
full-service arrival and subsequent technical and tactical refinement is 
the absence of a perceptive strategic literature keyed to its enabling 
qualities. Libraries bulge with books, reports, and studies on airpower 
in general, so-called strategic airpower in particular, and on the par-
ticular technical virtues and sins of individual aircraft types and mod-
els. But where is the literature on the “strategic helicopter”? Modern 
warfare conducted by the regular armed forces, including somewhat 
irregular special operations forces (SOF) “regulars,” is thoroughly de-
pendent upon rotary-wing aviation. Armies regard helicopters as an 
integral part of contemporary land power, just as navies view them as 
integral to sea power. Such an attitude is entirely appropriate.
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Simply viewing the helicopter as integral to land power and sea 
power can be misleading. When third-dimensional mobility and 
agility are added to existing land power as a new supporting element, 
historically there has always been the risk that innovation prompts 
tactical advantage when it should promote a quest after operational 
and strategic gain. The airlift story—of which the helicopter is only 
one, albeit hugely important, component—was a major enabler for 
land power in World War II and has grown in significance ever since. 
The air mobility that can shift troops and supplies over increasingly 
long distances also is an airlift that can deliver and briefly sustain 
airborne assault.52 Paratroops were strictly a conceptual novelty to 
forward thinkers in 1918; they were a reality in Soviet and, much 
later, German capabilities in the 1930s; and they dramatically erupted 
on the scene of active strategic history in May 1940.

Airborne soldiers were then, and remain today, elite volunteers. 
The high quality of airborne soldiers has been mandated not only 
because of the unusual physical hazards of delivery into combat by 
air—by parachute, glider, or aircraft directly (fixed and rotary 
wing)—but also because the very virtues of air insertion carry mili-
tary risks of proportionate or more weight. The physics of air mobil-
ity dictate that only a modest weight and bulk of equipment can be 
carried or subsequently air-transported to troops once delivered, 
while the operational attractions of air mobility may tempt the bold 
commander into recklessness. More than one body of air-inserted 
troops has been obliged by the circumstances of its isolation behind 
enemy lines to behave like true heroes, with all that implies by way 
of casualties.53

To armies, airborne soldiers are still soldiers; they are ground 
power that happens to fly into combat from time to time. They and 
their flying steeds are simply another maneuver element for land 
power. Air mobility came of age on 28 June 1965, when the US 
Army stood up the 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile) following 
years of technical advance, tactical experimentation, and some, 
though in my view with the wisdom of hindsight, insufficient op-
erational preparation. The Air Cavalry deployed to Vietnam on 1 
July 1965 with 428 helicopters, in contrast to the fewer than 100 
then standard for infantry divisions in the US Army.54 Some statis-
tics can serve well to convey the ubiquity of rotary-wing airpower 
in the Vietnam War.
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•   More than 36,125,000 total helicopter sorties were flown.

•   7,447 air assault sorties were flown.

•   3,932,000 attack sorties were flown.

•   More than 21,000,000 C3 and other sorties were flown.

•   5,042 helicopters were lost in the war.

•   4,463 helicopters were lost by US Army aviation.

•   More than 6,000 helicopters were damaged and repaired.

•   1,074 helicopter pilots were killed.

•   2,809 helicopter aircrew were killed over 10 years in the war.55

Just about everything that the United States did or attempted in the 
ground war in Vietnam was enabled by rotary-wing aviation. The Bell 
HU-1 (“Huey”) Iroquois* in many versions, including dedi cated gun-
ships, will forever be the dominant military equipment icon of the war. 
Self-evidently from the strategic story of the war, the enormous tacti-
cal success of the helicopter in every mission to which it was commit-
ted was not translated into the operational advantage that could pro-
mote a favorable strategic decision.

Airpower waged an intensive, extensive, and therefore bloody war 
in Vietnam. Its every facet was demonstrated. It is compelling to ar-
gue that tactically, American and South Vietnamese airpower per-
formed magnificently, given the equipment available and the context 
for its application. However, one must recognize that there was much 
that it could not do, either by way of operationally independent co-
ercion from altitude or as a direct and indirect enabler of ground 
power. Airpower certainly was misused in a would-be coercive and 
brute-force bombing campaign that made little strategic or political 
sense. Many airmen were convinced that their campaign of coercion 
could have succeeded, “If only . . .” This lament is familiar and not 
wholly without merit. Nonetheless, to reiterate the main point of this 
part of the discussion, airpower in Vietnam, though tactically as ef-
fective as it could be, was comprehensively unable to compensate by 
its tactical performance for an unduly nonpermissive strategic and 
political context.

*Designation changed from HU-1 to UH-1 in 1962.
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Conclusion: Promise Unfulfilled

The strategic history of the Cold War decades reveals an airpower 
that was as ubiquitous and essential as, unarguably, it was not decisive 
in the sense meant by theorists in the 1930s. Airpower certainly was 
dominant in the hierarchy of potential violence from the 1940s to the 
mid 1960s; for nearly all of those years it was the only military instru-
ment that could deliver atomic, then thermonuclear, Armageddon. 
Through the agency of deterrent effect, nuclear-armed airpower may 
have driven politicians to decide that a World War III would not oc-
cur if they were allowed any discretion over the matter. Necessarily, 
conclusive evidence in support of this hypothesis must always be 
lacking. From the 1960s to the present day, nuclear-armed, long-
range airpower has been required to share the burden of responsibil-
ity for keeping the peace in the direst of menacing circumstances 
with land- and sea-based forces. The mission of nuclear deterrence for 
war prevention assuredly was essential and permanent, but it was not 
especially glorious in the public imagination and reckoning. Episodi-
cally, there were some causes for concern, if not necessarily alarm, 
over survivability in the face of an evolving Soviet threat, but the suc-
cess of SAC in war prevention was not quite the victory through air-
power once envisaged by Giulio Douhet, Billy Mitchell, and the theo-
rists at the ACTS in the 1930s.

The strategic experience of airpower in Korea and Vietnam was a 
light year removed from the practice of nuclear-armed airpower in its 
deterrence mission. Airpower was dominant and decisive in its long-
range nuclear role, if anything could be so described vis-à-vis war 
prevention. However, it was shown to lack the power of decision in 
nonnuclear warfare, at least in the contexts of Korea and Vietnam, 
and the qualifying phrase is vitally significant. The inability of air-
power to compel a favorable outcome, either by its own independent 
action or as a force-multiplying enabler for land or sea power, should 
not obscure the truth that it was literally essential to the achievement 
of such success as friendly arms overall were able to achieve.

Regarded, as it were, from Mount Olympus and with hindsight, it is 
empirically safe to claim that airpower succeeded in enabling South 
Korea to be defended, enabling a military effort in Vietnam that de-
layed a communist takeover for 10 years, a consequence that had in-
calculably positive consequences for Southeast Asia, though not for 
erstwhile South Vietnam of course,56 and bearing the heaviest load for 
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maintaining what became, from one perspective, the “long peace” of 
the politically and strategically overarching Cold War.57 These are not 
trivial accomplishments, even though they did not quite amount to 
the strategically dominant future that early theorists had predicted 
with much hope and confidence. The political, strategic, and budget-
ary dominance of nuclear-armed, long-range airpower was secured 
more by the terrifying nature of its payload than by the potency of its 
delivery vehicles. LeMay’s fleet of B-47s and B-52s owed most of its 
political and strategic significance to the nuclear weapons it could 
carry. This situation was beneficial for the prevention of a very great 
war, but perhaps paradoxically, it was not propitious for the health of 
airpower as an instrument for strategic effect. Thermonuclear weap-
ons in the megaton range did not demand the precision delivery that 
had been the hallmark of ACTS airpower theory and the elusive North 
Star for the effects sought by the “Mighty Eighth” in World War II.

As humans, the land has to matter most to us, strategically as in all 
other ways. But just because every conflict must have territorial refer-
ents to some extent, it does not follow that land power and the strate-
gic perspective of the soldier should dominate strategy in all cases. 
There were limits to what airpower in its several forms could accom-
plish in the contexts of Korea and Vietnam. However, it was apparent 
in Korea, and even more so in Vietnam, that superior American air-
power was not employed as effectively as it might have been, but only 
in part because it was unduly hostage to a poor strategy dominated by 
narrow considerations focused on the ground war. One suspects that 
in the circumstances of Korea and Vietnam, there was little politically 
acceptable scope for a more operational-level approach to the utility of 
airpower. Nonetheless, one is struck by the contrast between immense 
effort and sacrifice as input and modest strategic reward for output.

It has long been commonplace for scholars to find fault with an 
airpower theory and practice that promised so much yet appeared to 
deliver so little. The analysis here agrees with some of the criticism of 
classic airpower theory but finds that the critics frequently are undis-
ciplined in their critiques. It is a triumph neither for good history nor 
for theoretical rigor to leap from denunciation of the thesis that air-
power will always deliver victory to the antithesis that airpower can 
never deliver victory. Moreover, if one intelligently addresses the 
meaning of victory, indeed of decision, then it becomes evident that 
there is, certainly can be, far more merit in the claim that airpower 
can be a more strategically decisive force than critics generally allow. 
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It is quite clear, though, that airpower in any and all its manifestations 
typically could not serve as a panacea, let alone as the silver bullet, 
that would deliver strategic victory unilaterally. Having said that, it is 
still necessary to grant one exception of great political and strategic 
historical significance: the Berlin airlift of 1948–49. Stalin’s ill-judged 
attempt to blockade the city of Berlin in an effort to arrest and reverse 
the process of recovery in the Western holdings in occupied Ger-
many was thwarted by American and British airpower (principally), 
both military and commercial.

In 1994 Carl Builder of the RAND Corporation wrote a powerfully 
worded book that was a period piece lamenting the decline and even-
tual near absence of airpower theory.58 He argued strongly that air-
power had lost its way in the Cold War and asserted that airmen had 
focused on their beloved vehicles, actual and potential, rather than 
the strategic mission of those vehicles. He also argued that nuclear 
weapons were permitted to have the effect of demoting the relevance 
once allowed to theory. Where was the need for precision bombing 
when SAC could destroy the evil empire all but literally? This text 
chooses not to pursue questions of nuclear strategy, though this au-
thor has devoted much effort to the subject over many years.59 The 
dominance of the nuclear deterrent mission and the dazzle of the new 
jet-age technologies did, as Builder claims, serve to depress creative 
thought about the uses of airpower for tactical- and operational-level 
effect in conventional warfare, both regular and irregular, in pursuit 
of the true coin of the realm, strategic effect.

Airpower was hopelessly enthralled to its Faustian pact with nu-
clear weapons, and it was condemned by context to play only a sup-
porting, enabling, though essential role in Korea and Vietnam. But 
could and should it have been assigned more of a role than simply 
supporting NATO’s ground forces for the defense of Western Europe 
during the Cold War? The theory and practice of operational air war-
fare in the context of ongoing land warfare was born out of the expe-
rience of World War I and was a feature of some theater warfare in 
World War II, but in the 1970s and 1980s, operational artistry for 
airpower in conventional regular warfare was notable for its absence. 
The sound proposition that armies should be supported by airpower 
translated in contemporary practice into an attitude skeptical of, if not 
explicitly hostile to, the idea that airpower could have an operational-
level role of high strategic significance. Such skepticism may or may 
not have been well founded for NATO in the later decades of the Cold 
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War. Fortunately we shall never know. What we do know is that by 
the 1980s, airpower theory had long ceased to fly high and, in its 
strategic meaning for nonnuclear conflicts, it was in danger of being 
a great deal less than it could be. Given the technological advances of 
the 1970s and 1980s, by the end of the Cold War in 1989 the theory 
and practice of airpower was more than ready for intellectual refuel-
ing and operational retasking.
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Chapter 7

Strategic History IV:  
Strategic Moment, 1990–99

Airpower flies in a historical context that is ever shifting. That 
granted, there is no denying that there are periods, sometimes brief, 
when history appears to speed up. One might even be moved, perhaps 
unwisely, to judge that the course of history is punctuated and acceler-
ated by occasional “strategic moments.” Although it would be accurate 
to hold that each historical moment (of uncertain duration) has some 
strategic weight related to other moments, it is certain that the tempo 
of history does seem to move at variable speed. Conditions may 
change slowly, cumulatively, and then suddenly go critical and de-
mand resolution. There is need for caution lest contingency and hu-
man choice are demoted unduly in comparison with the apparent 
compulsion imposed by great impersonal forces. Clearly it is a cardi-
nal error to endorse a deterministic, teleological view of history. The 
meaning of this line of reasoning is more than mildly challenging. 
Post–Cold War airpower consists of both huge continuities from the 
past but also of swift change. A point, perhaps a temporal zone, is 
reached where the cumulative change produces what is to be regarded 
as a change of state; a breakpoint is reached. This phenomenon of ap-
parent nonlinearity applies to the political, the military-strategic, and 
the technological contexts for airpower over the past 20 years.

First, the end of the Cold War as a consequence of the political de-
mise of the Soviet polity and its empire in East-Central Europe radi-
cally altered the international order, effecting a momentous shift in 
the distribution of power in favor of the United States and its allies.1

Second, the retirement and substantial decay in erstwhile Soviet 
military power from much engagement with international conflict 
translated as a noticeable liberation for Western policy and strategy. 
With only modest caveats necessary, the United States was hoisted all 
but by default as the only super state left standing, to the agreeable 
but strategically challenging role of global hegemon.2 In the early 
1990s, the United States’ strategic context suddenly and unexpectedly 
was a distinctly permissive one, but a notable trouble with such an 
environment is that one enjoys the discretion to make mistakes. 
There had been no prudent possibility of a basic change in course for 
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US national security policy for more than 40 years, though there were 
always issues over detail, of course. More missiles or fewer missiles, 
this ballistic missile defense (BMD) scheme or some other, or none at 
all, and the like, were debated vigorously. However, the whole frame-
work for world order and the elements that did or might contribute 
harmfully to a perilous disorder were unchanging in their enduring 
foundations. The master military-strategic narrative of the Cold War 
conflict altered almost beyond technical and other recognition over 
40-plus years, yet the geopolitical and geostrategic realities altered 
scarcely at all. Contrary to the logic of the modern theory of arms 
control, as well as to the rather less-modern theory of disarmament, 
the military balance in the 1990s between East and West rapidly 
ceased to have relevance for international security.3 Politics rules. In 
the immortal words of Winston Churchill, uttered in 1934, “It is the 
greatest possible mistake to mix up disarmament with peace. When 
you have peace you will have disarmament.” And so it proved, yet 
again, in the 1990s. Once again, the course of strategic history was 
striving to demonstrate the authority of the ancient truth that polities 
arm because they fear, at least they anticipate, that they may need to 
fight and not vice versa.

Third, just as political peace broke out in super- and great-power 
relations as the 1980s met the 1990s, so, accidentally, the tactical 
competence of airpower rose to unprecedented heights. The technical-
tactical, or perhaps tactical-technical, narrative of advanced air-
power characterized by a significantly new combat potency an-
nounced its arrival as the political context that had given it birth 
faded, collapsed, and died. Truly this appeared to be a classic case il-
lustrating the familiar lament, “just when we found the answer, they 
changed the question.” This ironic feature of history captures a cen-
tral dilemma for defense planners who abruptly were deprived of 
their principal legitimizing and organizing threat. After 1990, Amer-
ica’s dominant airpower was to be challenged not so much by the 
country’s cunning and dangerous enemies, but rather by their unde-
niable absence, at least until 11 September 2001. One is reminded of 
the German black humor of 1945, which advised, “Enjoy the war, 
because the peace will be terrible.” Democracies repeatedly have 
shown that eventually they wage war more effectively than they cope 
with peace. British and American airpower had difficult times post-
war after 1918, 1945, and 1990. The United States (and Britain) has 
shown a distressing inability to cope strategically with prudence in 
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contexts wherein the national strategic compass lacks clear political 
guidance. As the United States entered the 1990s, its airpower was 
tactically-technically ever more ready for strategic prime time. But 
the master narrative of history for the United States, albeit a United 
States enjoying a “unipolar moment,” had so changed the schedule of 
programmed challenges that prime time was missing from the 
agenda. At least that seemed to be the case, following airpower’s tri-
umphant performance against Iraq early in 1991.

The subjects of this chapter and the next comprise two decades 
with sharply distinctive political and strategic profiles. The no-name 
post–Cold War decade of the 1990s emerged and matured as a period 
that permitted airpower and its related technologies almost to try to 
make its own future, with scant reference to the purpose of the proj-
ect or to the eternal wisdom, including warnings, in the general the-
ory of strategy. Yes, airpower appeared to be triumphant. Perhaps 
Billy Mitchell was vindicated at last, and so forth. But so what? What 
could a transforming airpower do that the United States, or indeed 
others, needed done strategically? By way of sharp contrast, after 9/11 
that question seemed to have been answered by a grim event that 
provided an obvious major strategic challenge. Unfortunately, the 
unarguable fact of the challenge made manifest in 2001 was not 
matched by any like incontestability regarding strategy and tactics. 
High policy for national and international security in the 2000s was 
all too easy to devise, but strategy was not. And if airpower was 
America’s most favored military tool in the 1990s, for reasons ex-
plored and explained below, the same would not prove to be so in the 
2000s, despite indications to the contrary early in the decade, as the 
next chapter will explain.

As this analytical strategic history of airpower approaches and en-
ters the most recent decades, it is especially important to ensure that 
the historical roots of substantial discontinuities in experience are ac-
corded due recognition. Also, by attending carefully to the historical 
context of this post-1990 period, one should be able to encourage 
respect for the essential unity within the rapid change that has char-
acterized the strategic history of airpower. With these desiderata very 
much in mind, the next section risks some apparent repetition of 
subject matter as it endeavors to explain whence the strategic narra-
tive of airpower in the post–Cold War era arrived. Following this his-
torical contextualization, the chapter proceeds to explain the strategi-
cally distinctive 1990s.
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Recap: From the Past to the Brink of the Present

Radical changes in political and strategic context from one decade 
to the next have been almost routine over the past century. It is a chal-
lenge not to understate the contextual differences that succeeded 
each other so swiftly. The course of world events through the strategic 
history of every decade of the past 100 years demonstrated fairly dis-
tinctive master narratives. Unsurprisingly, the detail of the airpower 
story tracks closely with its strategic contexts. Brief as the history of 
airpower most certainly is relative to land power and sea power, it is 
now long enough even for radical shifts from one decade to another 
to be seen mainly as oscillations along a persisting path. It would be 
easy to allow technology an unduly leading explanatory role in air-
power history, when really the strategic context as a whole offers 
more keys to understanding. While there is a vital story of technical 
advance to be told, that tale is hugely incomplete, indeed apt to be 
seriously misleading if told autonomously, as if it happened with 
scant reference to its strategic purpose.

Strategic contexts, including their distinctive conflicts with their 
characteristic form of warfare, shape and even dictate which technolo-
gies are pursued as well as the ways in which they are employed. Of 
course one fights with what one has, as noted earlier: necessarily, wars 
begin as come-as-you-are happenings. If a war is protracted, the bel-
ligerents will learn how best they can fight at an advantage, and they 
will have some time to learn what is best current practice for them 
(sound doctrine for now). They will discover how extant equipment 
can best be employed, and they may have the time to adapt and im-
prove existing technologies.

The point to be emphasized here is that although the airpower 
story of the most recent decades certainly has had a massively influ-
ential technological dimension—as had been true throughout the 
brief course of airpower history—one must be careful not to be mis-
led in strategic judgment by that fact. The argument in need of recog-
nition is that although airpower helped shape strategic history for 
decade after decade, actually it was more shaped by the strategic con-
text than vice versa. The strategic history of the 1990s and 2000s 
shows contrasting dominant airpower stories, but those stories largely 
were not controlled or controllable by airpower itself.4 Time and 
again in this text it has been necessary to insist upon a serious mea-
sure of contextualization. It is not possible to explain competently 
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what airpower tried to do and to evaluate how well it did it, let alone 
what strategic difference airpower made to the course of history, un-
less the whole strategic context is comprehended. Through the 1970s 
and especially the 1980s, conventionally armed airpower slowly ac-
quired the means to be so formidable that its guardians and prophets 
might have aspired to seek the leading operational role in regular 
warfare. It is true that the technological transformation of airpower 
from a distinctly industrial-age cudgel in the 1960s to an information-
age, somewhat stealthy rapier today increasingly offered policy makers 
discriminate yet still effective military choices for coercive and brute-
force strategies. But it is no less true to claim that the strategic context 
of the 1980s was not friendly to an operational view of airpower, save 
in practice as a junior partner to land power.5

No matter how potent kinetic airpower seemed to have become or 
promised to become, the strategic context frustrated ambition and 
vision. There was no convincing way one could craft a story that al-
lowed friendly airpower a decisively coercive role without running 
into catastrophic nuclear events.6 Moreover, to recall Edward Luttwak’s 
insistence upon the ironic nature of strategy, the more potent NATO’s 
conventional airpower was believed to be, the stronger the Soviets’ 
motive to offset its putatively deadly effect with chemical and nuclear 
weapons.7 All the while the dominant strategic context was one of 
conflict between mighty states and their rival coalitions for the high-
est of stakes. Hence, a plausible story for the feasibility or the rele-
vance of conventional operational airpower was hard to develop, let 
alone sell to rightly skeptical politicians.

Accepting some risk of repetition from the previous chapter and 
the peril of oversimplification, it is useful to recap the main plot in 
the strategic history of airpower through the Cold War, even at the 
expense of appearing to neglect the full, rich variety of historical ex-
perience. What follows is a terse effort to identify and relate the prin-
cipal character of airpower thought and behavior to its dominant 
strategic context, decade by decade.

1950s—Cold War with Hot, Limited War in Korea (1950–53); 
Preparation for General (Nuclear) War with Soviet Union

Airpower waged limited conventional war in Korea, but that expe-
rience was not regarded officially as an authoritative precedent for 
future warfare. Conventionally armed airpower was considered all 
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but wholly in the context of warfare that would be decided by, at the 
least would be waged with, nuclear weapons.

1960s—Cold War with Hybrid Warfare in Vietnam 

Vietnam neither had the character of limited warfare that largely 
civilian-authored strategic theory had anticipated in the 1950s, nor 
resembled the all-out struggle that had been the guiding light, the 
True North, for the USAF for nearly two decades. The practice of air-
power in the 1960s was dominated by the unanticipated demands of 
the hybrid warfare of the conflict over Vietnam, a conflict for which 
the United States lacked suitably tailored doctrine and military pos-
ture.8 The contest for South Vietnam saw US airpower seriously un-
ready for a complex kind of prime time that was not expected. As ex-
plained in the previous chapter, although US airpower was tactically 
impressive, unsurprisingly it was suboptimal for a mission in Vietnam 
for which it had not been designed. Moreover, the strategic potential 
of that airpower was fatally compromised and inhibited by its com-
mitment to an endeavor that lacked political and strategic integrity.

1970s—Cold War Warmed by Mid-1960s; Deep Chill Returned

Airpower thought and behavior sank the Vietnam experience with 
little trace remaining, save negatively in the form of a determination 
best summarized in the words “never again.” For many if not most 
Americans, Vietnam was categorized as their regrettable entry to the 
short list of history’s greater strategic disasters. Vietnam was pro-
moted promptly to the Hall of Fame of notorious misadventures, 
alongside Athens’ Sicilian expedition (415–13 BC) and the predomi-
nantly British (with Australia and New Zealand) calamity at Gallipoli 
(1915). Subsequently, both Iraq and, arguably, Afghanistan were to 
join the historical roll call of strategic dishonor. The airpower com-
munity rallied and regrouped from Vietnam, refocused on the Euro-
pean theater, and seriously addressed the question of how best it 
could assist the Army in defending NATO’s central front by truly 
joint endeavor. The US (and British) Army discovered with perilously 
uncritical enthusiasm an operational level to warfare of which it ap-
proved, not realizing fully that the nature and evolving character of 
airpower inherently is relatively permissive, even encouraging, of 
operational-level thinking. In retrospect it is reasonably clear to see 
that, inadvertently, when US land power began to think adventurously 
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about the design and conduct of theater-deep operations in Europe 
for joint forces, it was likely to stir potentially unwelcome, long-
suppressed, stifled, and mislaid operational ideas from the airpower 
community. 

1980s—Cold War Reheated near Boiling Point, Sputtered, and 
Faded to Oblivion—To the General Surprise

Variants of deep operations were the flavor of the decade for wish-
ful nonnuclear combat by land forces. A potent source of hope for 
dramatic improvement in NATO’s ability to defend in Europe was 
reposed in the Assault Breaker program established in 1977 by the 
US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). The 
technical key to the viability of the operational concept was to be the 
provision of

aircraft equipped with a radar that could detect and track vehicular traffic deep 
in Eastern Europe from high above NATO territory. The aircraft would pass 
this targeting information to units that would destroy enemy forces with air-
launched standoff weapons. The goal of Assault Breaker was to field a system 
capable of destroying two thousand vehicles operating between twenty and one 
hundred kilometers behind the front lines in a span of three hours.9

It should be needless to say that this ambitious idea caught the Soviets’ 
attention.

In this context it was inevitable that some air-minded people 
would recover notions from the past that could challenge contempo-
rary doctrine and plans for acceptably joint behavior. Land power’s 
official adoption of the concept of an operational level of war in 1982 
was added to, perhaps multiplied by, a basket of technological ad-
vances for airpower certain to enhance and possibly transform the 
lethality of strikes from the sky.10 With benefit of hindsight one can 
see that the stage was set in the 1980s for a classic clash of military 
cultures and institutional interests between land and air.

If the US Army could teach itself to think operationally instead of 
only tactically, so also could the Air Force. It was in no small measure 
paradoxical and ironic that some genuine, if admittedly qualified, en-
thusiasm for a joint approach to strategic and military problems 
should stir thoughts that had notable implications unfriendly to a land-
dominated jointness. In truth, there is no stable reality to the exact 
meaning of joint military behavior in the appropriate balance among 
geographically specialized efforts. A strategically and situationally 
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specific intelligence is needed to determine what jointness and bal-
ance mean for each conflict, even for each phase of each conflict, 
should the warfare proceed in such a linear way. US Army doctrine in 
the 1980s could mislead the unwary, because AirLand Battle clearly 
was approached as land-air battle. But while the main text for air-
power was to function as support for a ground war in Europe, tech-
nological progress was eroding the pragmatic, if not the extant, doc-
trinal basis for a relationship between unequal partners that favored 
land power. Many factors served as a brake upon airpower thought 
and contingency planning in the 1980s. Most notably one must cite a 
healthy, potent fear of rapid escalation to nuclear use; allied reluc-
tance to endorse, let alone help pay for, a more adventurous opera-
tional-level (conventional) strategy in Europe; technological imma-
turity; some conceptual timidity by the air-minded, probably not 
unrelated to changes in the leadership cadre of the USAF as the 
bomber pilots were succeeded by the fighter pilots after Vietnam;11 
and fashionable as well as authoritative views that privileged a 
ground-heavy emphasis as the focus of joint warfare. But cometh 
the hour, eventually cometh the man. In this case the call of stra-
tegic history was answered by a lieutenant colonel in the USAF, John 
A. Warden III, a true intellectual successor to the theorist-prophets of 
the Air Corps Tactical School of the 1930s.

This speedy recapitulation is provided to ensure that understand-
ing of the post–Cold War world is well enough situated within a 
chronological context. The intent is to claim a vital continuity to his-
tory in general and to airpower history in particular. If this discus-
sion has a master proposition to advance, it is that strategic history 
has had a greater influence on airpower than airpower has had on 
strategic history. Recognition that this has been so, in decade after 
decade, is necessary if the airpower dimension to national and inter-
national security is to be presented accurately and plausibly to those 
who are not strongly predisposed to privilege airpower in their stra-
tegic judgment. Performance cannot be assessed fairly in isolation 
from the relevant specific historical terms of reference. For example, 
if the political narrative for military effort is seriously weak—as was 
the case with France in Indochina, and then in Algeria, and, albeit 
less so, for the United States in South Vietnam—it follows that the 
military effort must thereby be strategically disabled. This is a funda-
mental, eternal, and universal reality of strategic history. Whether or 
not one assesses the emergence and maturing of airpower to be a 
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revolutionary development, it cannot alter the fact that war by defini-
tion is political behavior.

Weapon of Choice: Operational Airpower, 1991–99

It is only two decades since the Soviet Union retired from world 
politics, taking with it the Cold War into the void wherein yesterday’s 
conflicts reside.12 Those two decades, approximately a generation in 
common human accounting, were, as the saying goes, a game of two 
halves for airpower. In the 1990s and very early 2000s, the dominant 
story for airpower was more or less triumphalist. But in the 2000s, 
following initial swift success in the toppling of Saddam Hussein’s ap-
palling regime, the airpower story was a notably modest one, espe-
cially when compared with the optimism in the theory and doctrine 
that had been fashionable so recently. Almost abruptly, airpower 
was demoted from the (near-) all-purpose solution to a range of po-
litical and strategic challenges to being, at best, simply a necessary 
contributor to the messy, protracted, and frustrating joint and com-
bined projects that were (post-victory!) Afghanistan and (post-
victory?!) Iraq. Instead of rereading Douhet, Mitchell, or John Warden, 
America’s military personnel were looking for inspiration to T. E. 
Lawrence (of Arabia),13 to Field Marshal Sir Gerald Templar (of Ma-
laya fame), and to David Galula (a French soldier-theorist of counter-
insurgency).14 Inevitably, the newly ground-centric and also culture-
centric strategic focus of the 2000s encouraged some demotion of 
airpower’s relative joint standing,15 not to mention a detectable taste 
of imperial nostalgia, if not envy. 

A significant sign of the times was the widely praised Counterin-
surgency Field Manual (Army FM 3-24; Marine Corps Warfighting 
Publication 3-33.5), jointly published by the Army and Marines on 
15 December 2006 in response to an accelerating pace of strategic 
disaster in Iraq and a troubling resurgence of Taliban activity in Af-
ghanistan.16 Prominent among the remarkable nonfeatures of this 
publication was the near absence of recognition, let alone sophisti-
cated appreciation, of the multidimensional value of airpower. In a 
supposed deeply joint era, the new American bible for counter-
insurgency dedicated only 10 of its 419 pages explicitly to the air-
power contribution to the COIN enterprise. It would not be accurate 
or fair to observe that culture and cultural are “in” while airpower is 
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“out,” but the former terms are employed 88 and 90 times, respec-
tively, whereas the latter, to be polite, is rather stealthy.17

Contrary to appearance, perhaps, the purpose of the above com-
ments on FM 3.24 is not so much to advance the claim that airpower 
is slighted, though that would not be an unreasonable or implausible 
position to adopt. Rather, the point is to highlight the sharp contrast 
between the two decades of the 1990s and most of the 2000s. The 
strategic contexts of the two short periods differed markedly, and as a 
direct and unavoidable consequence so also did the character of the 
challenge to airpower. Perhaps more clearly than ever before, the 
contrasting strategic narratives for airpower in the 1990s and the 
2000s expose mercilessly why and how Gresham’s Law (which holds 
that bad money drives out good money) applies no less to airpower: 
bad airpower theory, doctrine, and practice drive out good. 

Airpower theory in practice, as particular historical strategies in 
execution, allows for a wide range of potential utility depending upon 
the situation. But when theorists and doctrine writers adopt a teleo-
logical and strategically deterministic view of airpower, they confuse 
themselves and guarantee that their favored military tool must to 
some extent fail to deliver on what is promised to flow strategically 
from its employment. As this text has sought to argue time and again, 
the principal strategic problem with airpower has not been, and is not, 
its technological and tactical immaturity. Most technical instruments 
improve with time, education through operational experience, and ef-
fort—airpower certainly has done so no less than others; indeed, it has 
advanced more and more rapidly than most others. The conceptual 
error is one of fundamental foundational vision. The technical history 
of airpower has long, possibly forever, been confused with its strategic 
and political history. Because the former is literally essential to the lat-
ter, the two have been collapsed into each other, indeed fused. The 
plainest illustration of this phenomenon has been the fusion, and con-
fusion, of tool and consequence evident in the concept of strategic 
airpower. My argument is not that some airpower is not strategic; 
rather, I insist that airpower of every character is strategic in its mean-
ing. The mind-set that hinders comprehension is miseducated by the 
belief that the history of airpower can be likened to a journey toward 
perfection. This “perfection of airpower” is somewhat reminiscent of 
anthropologist and mythologist Joseph Campbell’s powerful theory of 
the “hero’s journey.”18 Through trial and tribulation, the hero—in this 
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case airpower—travels ever onward and upward toward full realiza-
tion of his/its promise/destiny.

What is wrong with the airpower version of the hero’s journey is 
that the revered tool in question is not capable of reaching Jerusa-
lem. More to the point, the fallacy lies in the belief that Jerusalem—
meaning essentially nonjoint, strategic decision achieved by air-
power acting wholly independently of other forms of military 
power—eventually will be reachable. The error is a fundamental one 
of what can be termed category creep. Military means, no matter 
how potent, are not synonymous with military ways, and still less are 
they one and the same as political goals. There is some small exag-
geration for the sake of clarity in the way that this argument is 
phrased here. The root of the problem is that only rarely have air-
power theorists, doctrine developers, and warriors allowed the logic 
of strategy to command their endeavors. The result, time after time 
over the course of an exciting, all-too-action-packed 100 years, has 
been a persisting conceptual failure that has undermined under-
standing and, hence, the intelligent practice of airpower for strategic 
effect. One suspects that the sheer wonder of airpower has much for 
which to answer. So great has been that wonder that many of air-
power’s active advocates have had difficulty accepting, if they even 
comprehended, the titanium logic that requires airpower to be sub-
ordinate to strategy as well as to the character of particular conflicts. 
The relationships among war, strategy, and airpower may be com-
plex, nuanced, and sometimes chaotic, but there is no excuse for 
confusion as to the proper formal cascade of authority in the hierar-
chy. Not for the last time in these pages, it is appropriate to observe 
that for airpower to achieve more, it has to claim less. This is not an 
argument for modesty as a virtue. There are strategic contexts 
wherein airpower should be the leading edge of the military power 
threatened and, if need be, applied coercively or for victory by de-
nial.19 What matters is for the military instrument of grand strategy 
to be fit for the situationally specific political purpose. Given that 
that purpose can vary widely, so also will airpower’s strategic contri-
bution. Airpower does not fail when it is not the sole deliverer of 
strategic decision, nor when it is only a supporting element, even a 
relatively minor one.

The homily offered immediately above is all too relevant to the two 
post–Cold War decades. Readers need to be warned that although 
historical distance is no guarantee of balanced judgment, its absence 
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ipso facto must render many judgments inherently suspect. Attitudes 
toward airpower are not unconnected from the broader and almost 
certainly deeper attitudes toward the politically chosen strategic proj-
ects for which it is committed. The swelling tide of victory has a way 
of raising all contributing elements, almost regardless of their con-
testable imperfections. US airpower in general performed heroically 
and with great tactical skill over Korea and Vietnam. But the former 
imbroglio was a successful stalemate, while the latter has achieved 
iconic status as an ill-chosen venture. For different reasons, airpower 
could not secure strategic success akin to victory and certainly not a 
victor’s peace in either historical case. The airpower portion of those 
conflicts, though tactically very important, simply was overwhelmed 
in relative significance by the negative effect derived largely from po-
litical and strategic factors quite beyond its purview.

By way of sharp contrast to Korea (1950–53) and Vietnam (1965–
73), the conflicts in which US airpower was engaged actively in the 
1990s and very early 2000s were ones that the United States and its 
allies would have had difficulty losing. As mentioned earlier in this 
chapter, it so happened that American airpower genuinely was trans-
formed, to use Ben Lambeth’s choice of words as well as a concept 
generally much favored in the late 1990s in the US defense commu-
nity.20 However, today it is less obvious that airpower’s undoubted 
triumphs in that decade and shortly thereafter were attributable to its 
own recently enhanced lethality, as compared with the permissive 
circumstances of its employment. Bluntly put, in the first post–Cold 
War decade airpower was assigned tasks that it could do. The strate-
gic story of the second post–Cold War decade would be very differ-
ent; at least superficially it would seem so. In fact, when properly re-
garded, airpower was no less useful in the 2000s than it had been in 
the 1990s. What changed was the feasibility of achievement of the 
strategic effect necessary for overall success in the conflicts of the re-
spective brief eras.

It is difficult to contextualize airpower strategically without ap-
pearing to wish to demote its relative significance. The importance 
of chronology for appreciation of the force of historical context is 
hard to exaggerate. Undoubtedly in a technical-tactical sense, quite 
plausibly in an operational one, but only contestably in a strategic 
sense, the 1990s recorded a flowering of airpower effectiveness. The 
new level of potency had been many years in the making—the USAF 
first employed a few precision-guided munitions (PGM) in 1967, for 
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example—but cumulatively, the complex synergistic technical-tactical 
reality amounted to a kinetic lethality that unarguably was new. 
Moreover, the novelty of airpower that seemed able to hit its targets 
with precision came as a revelation to many people in 1990–91 who 
were underinformed, ignorant, skeptical, or frankly hostile. The pre-
cision with which US airpower eventually downed the vital Paul 
Doumer and Thanh Hoa bridges in North Vietnam on 10 and 12 
May 1972 somehow was lost in the “noise” about that year and was 
not recognized widely among defense professionals as heralding a 
revolution in warfare from the air.21

Such is the unmatchable advantage of reading history backwards 
that in long retrospect it is easy to locate the roots of the dramatic 
improvement in the tactical effectiveness of airpower made evident 
in 1991 in the war against Iraq; they grew from a host of develop-
ments stretching back at least a quarter of a century. However, to 
those present in real time in 1990, airpower, even the apogée of ad-
vanced airpower in its contemporary American character, did not 
seem to many people around the world to have near-magical strategic 
value. Although America’s military muscle overall certainly im-
pressed, prior to the Gulf War of 1991 the country’s recent actual 
military achievements were somewhat short of awe inspiring. It was 
bizarre. On the one hand, the Soviet Union definitely had lost the 
Cold War to America—though it was not clear beyond all reasonable 
argument whether Moscow collapsed more for internal reasons, as 
George F. Kennan had predicted as early as 1946, than as a conse-
quence of external pressure for which Washington could claim major-
league credit.22 On the other hand, the America that had just won 
the Cold War had not demonstrated much contemporary military 
prowess. The undoubted victories against Cuba in and over Grenada 
in 1983 and the successful intervention in Panama in 1989 both in-
vited only ironic congratulation. It is probably no exaggeration to 
claim that in the estimation of nonprofessional observers around the 
world, and even of many defense specialists, as of 1990 the American 
armed forces still resembled a gang that could not shoot straight. This 
reputation for incompetence, deserved or not, was the cumulative 
product of the perception of an American military power that had 
lost the war in Vietnam (even if it won its warfare, unquestionably it 
did not win the war), failed to stage a successful military rescue of the 
hostages from downtown Tehran in 1980 (recall “Desert One”), blun-
dered to victory in Grenada, retreated in humiliation from Beirut 
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(remember the Marine barracks truck bomb), missed Colonel Qa-
daffi but killed his daughter,23 and took down Manuel Noriega’s narco 
regime in Panama. 

The paradox was stark. The fearsome Soviet Union had been out-
lasted and outcompeted by a United States that literally had an un-
enviably fragile military strategic record of recent decades. The modesty 
of America’s demonstrated military competence in the 1970s and 
1980s set the political stage perfectly for a US military performance 
in the 1990s that appeared, and indeed was, awesome. Unfortunately, 
too much of the political and strategic shock and awe achieved by US 
military prowess from Gulf War I in 1991 to Gulf War II in 2003 was 
felt by Americans themselves. It is an ancient tale that connects hu-
bris to nemesis as an inevitable and merited progress. More balanced, 
certainly more nuanced and context-attentive assessment, tells a 
rather different story. But there is little doubt that although America’s 
military mass was recognized universally as was its broad and deep 
technological lead over every other polity, the tactical effectiveness of 
US conventional forces for operational and strategic advantage did 
not inspire exaggerated respect at the end of the Cold War. This was a 
seriously mistaken opinion, as the 1990s soon revealed. Moreover, it 
was an error to which the more competent analysts and leadership on 
the Soviet General Staff had not subscribed throughout the 1980s—
quite the contrary, in fact.24

There was an essential unity to the US airpower master narrative of 
1991–2003. This focused narrative both happened to be and often was 
intended to be dominant in the US conflict-warfare narrative as a 
whole. At least in the US strategic experience of the first post–Cold 
War decade, airpower plainly was either the leading or the sole edge of 
America’s sword. There were good and plausible technical reasons 
why this should be so, but there were even better political ones. Some 
readers may need reminding that in a little more than 13 years, from 
1991 to 2003 inclusively, US or US-led airpower was employed with 
significant force on no fewer than six notable occasions. Airpower 
also functioned independently in an air policing role for more than a 
decade, enforcing “no-fly zones” over Iraq and (after 1993) Bosnia. 
The tactical and operational details of these principal air campaigns of 
the period have been well attested in histories and do not pose great 
persisting uncertainties of interpretation. However, the strategic his-
tories of those campaigns are indeed more than a little controversial.
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The six episodes of air warfare, major and minor, were those di-
rected against Iraq (Operation Desert Storm), 17 January–24 Febru-
ary 1991; Bosnian Serbs (Operation Deliberate Force), 30 August–14 
September 1995; Iraq (Operation Desert Fox), 16–19 December 1998 
and after through 1999; Serbia (Operation Allied Force), 24 March–7 
June 1999; Afghanistan Taliban (Operation Enduring Freedom), 7 
October–23 December 2001; and Iraq (Operation Iraqi Freedom), 19 
March–1 May 2003. Afghanistan 2001 and Iraq 2003 and the “wars 
after the wars” are discussed in chapter 8. America’s post–Cold War 
airpower obviously was regarded by the occupants of the White 
House in those years as a handy tool. As the master story of Soviet-
American strategic relations had been deterrence, so the main plot-
line after 1990 was coercion, closely challenged for pole position by 
denial (or brute force). It may be recalled that coercion is the concept 
or the strategy that refers to the actual infliction of punishment for 
persuasion; painful persuasion is another way to express the idea.

In the 1970s and through the 1980s, the strategic focus of US air-
power development was preeminently and understandably upon the 
Soviet threat to NATO-Europe. As the technologies for ever more ac-
curate target identification and nonnuclear weapon delivery evolved, 
so the prospective tactical prowess of NATO, especially US, kinetic 
airpower began to bear the promise to deliver what might well prove to 
be campaign-deciding, even war-deciding, strategic effect. Some influ-
ential Soviet officials were impressed by what they anticipated to be a 
cumulatively dramatic improvement in the effectiveness of US-led 
standoff fire effects. With hindsight it would seem that most of the 
vastly expensive modernization of Soviet land power in the 1970s 
and early 1980s and its doctrinal redirection was being more than 
offset by the new and rapidly accelerating lethality of US/NATO pre-
cision firepower. Soviet military modernization was fueled by petro-
ruble accounts recently swollen as a consequence of the astronomical 
oil price rises produced by Middle Eastern conflict and tension.25

Fortunately we will never know, but it would seem that the en-
hancement of the lethal potential of US and some allied airpower 
could never be realized for its full deterrent, coercive, or denial ben-
efit in a strategic context laden with nuclear menace. It was not plau-
sible to argue that the Soviet Union would concede a conventional 
defeat or even a stalemate rather than escalate to chemical and nu-
clear use.26 Furthermore, the more anxious the Soviets became about 
the lethality of US smart nonnuclear firepower, the more likely were 
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they to attempt to preempt its effect with nuclear strikes. Admittedly, 
the prospects for deterrence in East-West relations might be en-
hanced as a consequence of the logic just outlined. But once one side-
lines the rational if speculative argument of abstract strategic theory 
and introduces real human beings, interests, cultures, and the gram-
mar of the dynamics of conflict, the dominant storyline becomes no-
tably opaque. On balance, America and NATO’s emerging ability in 
the 1980s, in theory, to cripple and defeat a Soviet land power offen-
sive in Europe by conventional means alone most probably would 
have served to lower the nuclear threshold rather than to enable the 
successful conduct of a nonnuclear theater campaign.

However, the airpower-led revolution in military effectiveness that 
fortunately was not tried and tested in battle against the Soviet Union 
was more than ready enough to achieve decisive strategic effect in the 
1990s against adversaries unable to deter, resist coercion, or ulti-
mately avoid outright military defeat. By and large, the tactical and 
operational detail of the six aerial campaigns of this decade-plus are 
not controversial, as was noted above. Since the stories of these epi-
sodes have been well narrated and analyzed at those levels, this text 
will confine itself to the far more controversial area of strategy. It is 
tempting to say strategy and politics, because strategy can make no 
sense in a political void. Ways to employ military means must serve 
political ends, both those intended and, courtesy of the law of unin-
tended consequences, also those not anticipated or even necessarily 
desired. Despite the grip of that steely logic, it is not the purpose of 
this study to examine the political wisdom or otherwise that emerges 
as policy for the guidance and direction of airpower among the mili-
tary instruments. Of course, the grand political narrative is, and al-
ways has been, literally critical to the strategic utility of airpower. 
When airpower is ordered to wage the wrong war, no manner or de-
gree of tactical and operational excellence is likely to enable it to de-
liver success for policy that is politically valuable. Indeed, tactical 
military competence most likely will dig the pit of strategic error ever 
deeper. Tactical success unsoundly directed translates strategically as 
unintended self-harm according to the cruelly ironic logic of strat-
egy.27 This all but self-evidently true comment does not disable, and 
certainly does not delegitimize, this study. All that I am claiming is 
that airpower and air warfare are not synonymous with war. The 
trouble is that a much-favored military instrument is always at risk of 
guilt by association with its political guidance. It need not be the case, 
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but often it is true to judge that airpower—and land power and sea 
power—fails to deliver a strategic advantage that is not achievable 
because of political constraint on the scope for strategic gain.

Airpower in the 1990s and early 2000s at last effected a tolerable 
fusion of technically driven tactical and operational competence with 
the classical aspirations of air theorists for “victory through airpower.” 
For the contextual reasons of the apparently nonpermissive character 
of actual wars and warfare, understandable and sensible fears of nu-
clear catastrophe, and continuing if diminishing technical-tactical im-
maturity, airpower through the Cold War decades remained a work 
still in progress. This condition amounted strategically to a promise 
long remaining unfulfilled. But in the 1990s, with the virtual retire-
ment of the great nuclear menace as an active concern, airpower was 
liberated as a sword arm, arguably the sword arm, of the only super-
power left standing. And as some expert commentators observed per-
suasively, strategically speaking, America quintessentially was an air 
power.28 Writing in 1994, historian and strategist Eliot A. Cohen ob-
served that

reliance on air power has set the American way of war apart from all others 
for well over a century. . . . Only the United States . . . has engaged in a single-
minded and successful quest for air superiority in every conflict it has fought 
since World War I. Air warfare remains distinctively American-high-tech, 
cheap in lives and (at least in theory) quick. To America’s enemies—past, 
current and potential—it is the distinctively American form of military in-
timidation.29

Cohen’s claim and argument carry serious weight for an enduring 
authority.

Conceptual Renaissance

Even before the political revolution of the Soviet imperial political 
implosion of 1989–91 that effectively removed much of the restraint 
on US freedom of strategic action, a few theorists of airpower relit the 
beacon for conceptual revival. The two most responsible for a revival 
of airpower theory were two USAF colonels, John Boyd and John A. 
Warden III. Both fighter pilots, the former is most famous as the par-
ent of the super-theory come formula of the OODA loop (observe, 
orient, decide, act), the latter for authoring the five rings model of 
aerial bombardment. Boyd’s strategic thinking was a grand extrapo-
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lation and reflection on his personal experiences as an F-86 Sabre 
pilot dogfighting with MiG-15s over Korea. Warden was responding 
to the apparent operational-level, certainly strategic, deficit in Air 
Force thought that he discerned in the 1980s. Both men have at-
tracted first-rate intellectual biographies.30

There is substantial merit in both Boyd’s and Warden’s theories.31 
They emphasized the contribution of the intellect to warfare, and 
their thought could not help but encourage strategic and operational 
thinking, even if only for the purpose of resistance to their logic. 
Boyd played a key role in the revival of the American fighter arm, 
especially with respect to its competency in air-to-air combat. The 
air force that was built and trained largely for nuclear delivery in a 
short war with the Soviet Union was not exactly the air force that 
America needed to control the sky over North Vietnam. US air-
power rediscovered the temporarily lost art of dogfighting and laid 
claim to a dominant future by acquiring the F-15 and, especially, the 
F-16. If the USAF of the 1940s, 1950s, and most of the 1960s had 
been run by a “bomber mafia,” then that of the 1970s and after, in 
reaction to the reality bites of Vietnam, was to be dominated by a 
“fighter mafia.”32 The pendulum of relative dominant influence 
swings as historical strategic context shifts, as it always does.

Detailed critiques of Boyd and Warden are not hard to produce, 
but they lack high interest for this study. What matters here is recog-
nition that these two colonels helped in a major way to reconnect 
airpower with its full operational and strategic potential. Both men 
obliged those attentive to them to ask deep and consequential ques-
tions of a strategic nature about airpower in particular, though Boyd’s 
theory achieved, and suffered severely from, seriously contestable 
mission creep. It would be profoundly unfair to criticize Boyd and his 
OODA loop here for a single flaw, given that his cogitations grew in 
grandiosity to the level where they could compete for the award as 
the “mother of all super-briefings.” Probably only Herman Kahn 
could have competed with the scope and depth of Boyd’s master the-
ory briefing.33 By way of the tersest of summary judgments, Boyd 
transferred to every level of conflict a concept born out of the aerial 
dogfight of Sabre versus MiG. To be polite and succinct, this was a 
leap far too far, even though it was interesting and not without merit. 
The basic problem is that the OODA loop does not capture conceptu-
ally the key to victory for a country as it might arguably do for a 
fighter pilot engaged in aerial combat. The theory emphasizes the le-
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thal merit of superiority in tempo, which is not transferable to strat-
egy and politics, at least not without so many caveats as to risk it be-
ing compromised fatally. Also, the OODA loop is simply naïve in its 
treatment of adversaries, their options, and their potential to influ-
ence the course of events. Interstate conflict is not akin to single com-
bat in the sky. That said, Boyd’s theorizing is admirable for its focus 
on the mind of the enemy as the center of gravity to be disabled. This 
is not quite synonymous with Clausewitz’s identification of the ene-
my’s will to resist as the target, but it is notably close.34 Boyd sought 
the spiritual, mental, or psychological disablement and even destruc-
tion of the adversary as an effective contestant rather than its physical 
impairment. He stressed the potency of the ability to outthink and 
prospectively so outmaneuver an enemy who would be disoriented, 
confused, disabled, all but paralyzed, and, as a consequence, defeated.

While John Boyd was leading an intellectual and procurement in-
surgency against an airpower that recently had been caught danger-
ously undertrained and poorly equipped for air warfare, so Warden 
led an insurgency against airpower that had ceased to think or plan to 
behave as an air power true to its potential should. Somehow, some-
where, because seriatim modern airpower had focused on nuclear 
war—and then by force majeure on air control, air interdiction, and 
close air support—operational air war was missing from the action. 
Warden authored a thesis in 1986–87 at the National Defense Univer-
sity that became a book which revived the dreams, hopes, and ambi-
tions of the airpower theorists of the interwar years. Warden’s theory 
did differ markedly from the ideas of the ACTS and of the prewar 
RAF, but more significantly, it was fundamentally the same story of 
victory through airpower. In his 1989 book, The Air Campaign: Plan-
ning for Combat, Warden argues forcefully that airpower “can do it.” 
But the ACTS in the 1930s sought to defeat the enemy primarily by 
physically damaging and destroying the key nodes, the bottlenecks, 
in its “industrial web.” RAF thought on bombardment tended to 
identify civilian morale—via much damage and destruction, admit-
tedly—as the real target.35 Warden, and Boyd to some degree, sought 
victory by disruption and paralysis. Biologically expressed, Warden 
believed that kinetic airpower could disable an enemy by damaging 
its nervous or control system rather than by cutting away its muscle 
and draining its blood. The American airpower that John Warden 
had very much in mind should be capable of an exactitude of precise 
military achievement of which the ACTS in the 1930s could barely 
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dream, or so he believed, at least. Thinking organically of the enemy 
as a system in best 1930s style, Warden updated comprehensively the 
theories of the classic airpower theorists.36 The US airpower that as 
early as April 1972 could drop the Thanh Hoa bridge with only five 
sorties employing laser-guided bombs, after failing utterly over three 
years previously with 873 sorties employing iron bombs, was ready 
by 1991 to do the heavy lifting for strategy. If Warden were to be be-
lieved and followed, airpower alone could secure all of the strategic 
effect that the grand anti-Iraqi coalition required.

Many critics of John Warden lose the plot and allow the more obvi-
ous weaknesses in his theory to obscure the merit in his work. His fa-
mous, infamous to some, model of targeting specified a notional ab-
stract enemy as consisting of five rings from inside (bullseye) to 
outside proceeding thus by target categories: (1) leadership, (2) essen-
tial industry, (3) transportation and communications infrastructure, 
(4) civilian population (morale of), and (5) fielded military forces.37 
This was the core of the matter, though the exact domain of each cat-
egory was subject to some flexibility in definition and applications. 
His theory is more than a little Jominian; it is highly prescriptive.38 As 
much to the point, it is somewhat mechanistically prescriptive. Fur-
thermore, he does appear to insist that his master targeting template 
can fit all enemies. Warden argued that airpower can wage operational-
level air warfare that should have the result of controlling the enemy 
by paralyzing its ability to function strategically, if indeed it can func-
tion at all. The focus would be on the enemy’s center of gravity, identi-
fied as its leadership and its ability to command and control. 

It is not hard to criticize Warden. For example, one might well pre-
fer to schematize the enemy as a target employing the geometry of the 
Venn diagram, with its suggestive overlapping inclusivities, rather 
than the classic dartboard of Warden’s concentric circles. Also, the 
theory suggests that the strategic effects of aerial bombardment are 
calculable, contrary to historical experience and common sense.39 It 
has to be noted that even if the logic of Warden’s targeting-for-victory 
theory were sound, its relevance is always liable to be subverted 
lethally by lack of exact information about, and understanding of, the 
enemy. Moreover, real live enemies, no matter how accurately mapped 
and diagrammed, are always going to be adaptive systems enjoying 
considerable redundancies for the performance of vital functions. De-
spite these among many possible charges against Warden, the fact re-
mains that he sounded a loud trumpet for a genuinely operational and 
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strategic approach to airpower. It must be obvious, although I am less 
than persuaded that John Warden discovered the golden key to un-
lock airpower’s potential, that nonetheless I am deeply impressed by 
his willingness and his ability to think ambitiously about the subject.

For a bold claim that admittedly risks overreaching, Warden’s con-
ceptual demarche on behalf of conventional airpower in the late 
1980s was the first of its kind with logical merit to appear for more 
than 40 years. It was sophisticated in its focus upon leadership and 
command ability, and it was ever more plausible, given the revolu-
tionary advances being achieved in C4ISTAR (command, control, 
communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, target acqui-
sition, and reconnaissance). Warden’s book, briefings, and articles 
not only presented a genuinely operational-level view of airpower’s 
contribution to strategic success, they also offered a grand narrative 
for kinetic airpower that carried the promise to deliver all of the effect 
for strategic success that the country would need. The details differed, 
of course, but Warden’s message was the same as Douhet’s, Mitchell’s, 
Trenchard’s, and the ACTS’s: it was the claim for victory through un-
aided airpower. All too predictably, Warden and his five rings theory 
fell afoul of hostile competing interests as well as of sincerely held op-
posing views. Moreover, it has to be said that Warden’s theory suf-
fered, deservedly, as a result of its weaknesses and, less deservedly, as 
a consequence of the personality of its author. Not many prophet-
geniuses in strategic history have themselves been wholly effective 
communicators; large egos and aggressive style tend to invite antago-
nism. But when all is said and done, John A. Warden III almost single-
handedly kick-restarted serious theorizing about airpower consid-
ered operationally and strategically.

Warden’s critics have tended to miss the point that his vision of 
airpower’s utility in the main is plausible. He was right to insist that 
airpower can and should strive to deliver decisive operational, for 
strategic, effect. Indeed, he was right, albeit for the wrong reasons, in 
1988 when he denounced Billy Mitchell’s unwise 1916 distinction be-
tween tactical and strategic airpower.40 When Warden’s theory is con-
sidered in relation to the general theories of airpower and of strategy, 
much that is patently unsound about it falls away, leaving truly pre-
cious metal if not entirely pure gold. It is of great importance to the 
progress of this narrative to recognize that John Warden and John 
Boyd, considered together, bequeathed to the 1990s and the 2000s a 
theory of conventional kinetic airpower hugely more ambitious than 
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was authoritative, or even operationally feasible, in previous decades. 
There was an essential correctness, at least to the path that those the-
orists lit, from which airpower’s practitioners would prove both un-
able and unwilling to deviate very much, at least until the strategic 
context altered in the 2000s. The Cold War and its nuclear shadow 
had all but chained conventional airpower thought and behavior for 
the better part of 50 years. Boyd and especially Warden provided nec-
essary intellectual stimuli for airpower to exploit the newfound op-
portunities opened up by the demise of the Cold War antagonism.

Now it is necessary to reengage with the strategic historical narra-
tive, a duty that is met by providing brief strategic assessments of the 
principal episodes of airpower action in the 1990s and early 2000s. 
The story continues up to date in the next chapter, which treats the 
conflicts of the 2000s. Readers should be aware that these terse strate-
gic overviews of recent and contemporary episodes are designed no-
ticeably to contextualize the aerial dimension. I am convinced that 
airpower quite generally has not been approached and assessed prop-
erly. More to the point, airpower continues to escape sound under-
standing. In that regard I am gratified to record my agreement with 
William M. Arkin when he wrote,

The task at hand then is to tell the story of an airpower-dominated campaign 
[Israel vs. Hezbollah, 12 July–14 August 2006], one that was deeply flawed in 
its design yet impressive in its efficiency, without being either pedantically 
fault-finding or apologetic about a modern instrument that is still little un-
derstood, even by its practitioners.41

It is commonplace to observe that we hurt most the ones we love. 
That maxim has applied all too often to the effort expended by de-
fenders of, and advocates for, airpower. Time after time the case for 
airpower has suffered severe political damage that has had adverse 
strategic consequences as a direct result of friendly fire. This text tries 
to improve on that record.

Gulf War I: Iraq, 17 January–28 February 1991

An important maxim claims that the enemy too has a vote in war, 
but in 1991 Iraq proved to be one of history’s rare exceptions to the 
rule. The coalition that the United States assembled for the purpose of 
ejecting Iraqi forces from Kuwait waged a war that it could lose only as 
a result of extraordinarily bad luck or incompetence, or both. The war 
was brief and conclusive in regard to the Iraqi temporary seizure of 
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oil-superrich Kuwait, but the coalition’s unarguably decisive military 
victory was not quite the strategically, let alone politically, decisive 
success that the United States and others both desired and anticipated 
with confidence. The familiar problem was that the outcome of the 
warfare, and indeed of the interstate war itself, could not dictate the 
desired political consequences. While in a vital sense war is violent 
politics, nonetheless it is not synonymous with politics. The 42-day 
war was a military triumph for the US-led coalition—of that there was 
no doubt.42 However, in retrospect it is plausible to argue that Wash-
ington and its closer NATO partners expended so much political ef-
fort and capital in gathering the coalition in the run-up to the fighting 
that they had too little energy and political will leftover for the pru-
dent exploitation of their well-merited victory. It is necessary to re-
member that in 1990–91 Iraq enjoyed a formidable military reputa-
tion. It had initiated, waged, survived, and at least did not lose an 
eight-year war with revolutionary Iran.43 In addition to its enormous 
army numbering around 1.1 million men, which may have ranked 
fourth in the world for size (experts differ), its air force certainly en-
joyed a global ranking of sixth, its well-integrated air defense system 
looked competent or better, and Saddam Hussein’s regime maintained 
an elite private army in its Republican Guard divisions. In southwest-
ern Iraq and Kuwait, Saddam had deployed approximately 600,000 
troops. For its part, the coalition fielded nearly 550,000 troops and 
deployed close to 1,800 aircraft.

Just four large points will suffice to interpret the Gulf War of 1991 
for this study. First, although it is highly plausible to argue that the 
coalition would have won this war no matter what strategy it had 
adopted, there is little doubt that the strategy that was adopted 
illustrated yet again the wisdom in Sun Tzu’s advice to attack the en-
emy’s strategy.44 In a phrase popular in the United States in this pe-
riod—and subsequently, since it has come around again in the late 
2000s on the familiar conceptual carousel—the coalition chose to 
pursue a very effectively competitive strategy.45 Saddam did not ex-
pect to have to fight, but if that proved erroneous, evidently he was 
confident that his army would impose attritional warfare such that 
the will of the mighty-looking enemy would bend and break. He was 
wrong. GEN Norman Schwarzkopf was able to wage so effective a 
war of maneuver, led and enabled by airpower, that Iraqi forces were 
unable to achieve the bloodletting that was required of them—save, 
alas, painfully with respect to their own casualties.
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Second, the decisively successful maneuver effected by coalition 
ground forces, though impressive if somewhat obvious and incom-
plete, in truth was a walkover, actually a dash around, perhaps. The 
principal, though not sole, reason why the ground war was won so 
easily was coalition command and exploitation of the air. Coalition 
airpower achieved control of the air by fatally disabling Iraq’s air de-
fense system in the first 24 hours of the war. The subsequent 26 days 
of bombardment from the air prior to the launching of the ground 
offensive at 4 a.m. (local time) 23 February all but comprehensively 
destroyed, damaged, disabled, and demoralized the nominal Iraqi ca-
pability to resist. The better histories of the war agree on the decisive 
role played by airpower. For example, a much praised study claimed 
without equivocation that “the key to victory was complete mastery 
of the air.”46 Another historian has offered a like verdict that expresses 
a view that truly has not been seriously controversial ever since the 
dust and smoke settled in 1991. John Andreas Olsen advises persua-
sively that

in assessing the speed and scale of the victory, it is important to grasp that 
coalition accomplishments were, in large measure, made possible by the com-
prehensive air offensive. The fighting on the ground unfolded without the 
fluctuating fortunes that normally mark major military campaigns because air 
operations, with more than 1,800 combat aircraft in action, roughly 110,000 
flights recorded, and more than 90,000 tons of aerial ordnance delivered, had 
decided the fate of the battle well before the ground offensive began.47

Essential though it probably was to conduct a ground campaign, it 
is beyond argument that the heaviest lifting for overall strategic effect 
was done by airpower. Even had Saddam’s army sought to conduct a 
war of maneuver, it would have been unable to do so. Iraq suffered an 
extreme variant of the disablement of its army that Germany also had 
suffered in North Africa in 1942–43 and then in France in 1944. The 
disabling effect of enemy air supremacy is manifested in both mate-
rial and psychological damage; John Boyd was at least partially cor-
rect.48 Employed against Iraq in 1991, coalition airpower did not 
quite win the war unaided, but assuredly its positive strategic effect 
decided who would win the war, and it enabled the warfare to be 
conducted in the style preferred.

Third, the air-led warfare waged by the coalition was, alas, consis-
tent with both political success and failure. Operation Desert Storm 
was a political triumph in that it was a UN-blessed campaign trium-
phantly conducted by a multinational coalition to eject Iraqi forces 
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from Kuwait as its core legitimizing objective. However, there was 
some confusion among broader objectives. Iraq’s military power 
needed to be defeated and indeed reduced for the longer term. But 
should Iraq be too reduced strategically, the result would be a much 
undesired strategic elevation of revolutionary Iran in the regional 
balance of power. It was expected in Washington, London, and some 
other capitals that military humiliation and damage would trigger 
domestic revolts and probably a coup that would remove Saddam 
Hussein and possibly the Ba’ath Party from power. There were oppor-
tunistic sectional revolts in the North and the South, but both were 
suppressed savagely by a regime whose ability to coerce was not fa-
tally compromised. For several reasons, good and less so, Schwarz-
kopf halted the warfare far short of the complete military disabling of 
the regime. Coalition airpower had not decapitated, probably one can 
say that it had not been able to decapitate, the regime in Baghdad, 
though it had damaged and harassed it severely. The Iraqi leadership 
was hindered by coalition airpower to the point of near ineffective-
ness in its ability to conduct the war coherently, but it survived well 
enough, as subsequent events demonstrated clearly. Saddam could 
retreat, rally, regroup, reorganize, recover, and exact revenge on his 
domestic enemies, and the coalition proved unable or unwilling to 
prevent his doing so. Airpower performed magnificently. It disabled 
and all but paralyzed the regime’s ability to command and approached 
the historically unprecedented goal of 50 percent disablement of en-
emy ground forces prior to initiation of the land campaign. But air-
power could not magically cut through the political confusion caused 
by the genuine conundrum that impaired the coalition’s political 
peacemaking behavior. The Gulf War of 1991, triumph though it cer-
tainly was for the coalition and especially for coalition airpower, re-
affirmed the eternal lessons that excellent tactical performance guided 
by clearly focused strategy must be devalued when policy is not fit for 
the necessary purpose. The victory that airpower decided in 1991 was 
insufficient for the political story that the coalition really required; 
but to say that is, unimpressively, to be wise after the event.

Fourth, whatever the wisdom or lack thereof in the policy content 
to the political context for the Gulf War, there seemed to be little 
room for doubt that the actual coalition warfare revealed what to 
many observers were startlingly novel military capabilities. Though 
quite long heralded and even demonstrated on a minute scale against 
Manuel Noriega’s Panama in 1989, the new prowess in precise and 
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stealthy air warfare attracted maximum public and official attention. 
The debate took a few years to mature, but by mid-decade in the 
1990s, strategic debate was well and truly underway on the merit in the 
proposition that an information-led air revolution in military affairs 
(RMA), keyed to the computer, was underway.49 The great RMA de-
bate actually had been long gestating, but the dazzling success of US-
led airpower in 1991 provided most of the fuel necessary for specula-
tive argument. With the formal demise of the Soviet Union on 25 
December 1991, the United States and its ever more potent airpower 
looked to be fit to accomplish any purpose. A disabling trouble was, 
of course, that for the next decade the United States, though glorious 
in its suddenly solitary superpower status, lacked for an overriding 
major political purpose. Clear and present danger was mercifully ab-
sent for the first time since the 1930s. This happy condition was not 
quite so agreeable for the United States, indeed the Western extended 
defense community, because prudent defense planning is always hard 
to do in a condition of profound political uncertainty. Defense plan-
ners feed well on threats.50

The largely American RMA debate, which morphed into a debate 
marginally about transformation, was a distinctly astrategic, possibly 
even antistrategic, exercise. Though certainly well enough rooted 
both in the commonsense thesis that from time to time there are 
changes in the grammar of warfare that merit the label revolutionary 
and in the plausible promise of computer-led technological advances 
currently well under way, still the RMA theory was and largely re-
mained significantly divorced from vital contextual considerations. 
Strategy-lite or strategy-absent military theory invites strategic and 
political disappointment, and so it was to prove. The American 
technology-led RMA, proclaimed by a host of military experts as be-
ing on the cusp of dispersing the fog of war, was to falter and fail 
strategically because it was not sufficiently grounded in an under-
standing either of war or of warfare. Michael Howard’s justly famous con-
siderations of width, depth, and context were all unduly neglected or at 
best employed inappropriately on the advocacy side of the RMA debate.51

Contrary to appearances, perhaps, the argument in the paragraph 
immediately above claims only that the subject of RMA was poorly 
handled, not that it was meaningless. I certainly do accept the propo-
sition that revolutionary changes in military capability have been 
achieved over the course of the past quarter century. But as always 
should be the case, what is needful is an answer to the strategist’s 
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question “So what?” The US-led coalition was a war in 42 days in 
1991 that indeed was decided by airpower. But that war would have 
been won even had coalition airpower not been so lethal. So airpower 
won the war that was waged, but it is not plausible to maintain that 
the war could not have been won had coalition airpower been much 
less potent than was the case. Strategic judgment as to the relative 
virtue of a military instrument has to be calibrated for the scale of the 
challenge. It is worth noting that the authors of the summary volume 
of the USAF’s Gulf War Air Power Survey (GWAPS), Thomas A. 
Keaney and Eliot A. Cohen, titled the work intriguingly, Revolution 
in Warfare? Air Power in the Persian Gulf. In a subsequent article pub-
lished prominently in Foreign Affairs, Cohen or his editor omitted the 
question mark from his title, “A Revolution in Warfare.”52 At a confer-
ence held in the immediate wake of Desert Storm, Luttwak offered 
these appropriate judgments:

The outcome of the air campaign against Iraq was more unexpected than it 
should have been. Seventy years of overpromising by air power advocates had 
left a deep residue of distrust in Washington’s military culture. Because air 
power was thought to have failed in Indo-China in some very general sense 
and because it was not deemed to have been decisive in the Korean or the 
Second World War, many people believed that its role against Iraq would also 
be indecisive—with some of them expecting outright failure, as that term was 
variously defined. These negative expectations overlooked the profound im-
plications of both the permanently situational character of air power and of its 
novel capabilities. In fairness, the air power advocates of the past also slighted 
the supremely situational character of air power in making claims for it inde-
pendently of the context.53 (emphasis in the original)

Bosnia, 30 August–14 September 1995, and Iraq, 16–19 
December 1998 and through 1999

Airpower’s triumphal procession through the 1990s registered am-
biguous success in two significant episodes in the mid-to-late part of 
the decade. In the first case, when employed to coerce recalcitrant 
Bosnian Serbs in the summer of 1995, airpower seemed to deliver 
strategic decision for a tolerable political outcome. But in the second 
episode, when employed to coerce Iraq late in 1998, airpower was 
strategically useful more because of its standoff distancing nature 
rather than for reason of any particular anticipated strategic conse-
quences. Both cases are instructive. They had in common a self-
perceived Western political need for firm-looking action. In both 
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instances airpower served its political purpose, though in the case of 
Iraq in 1998 the strategy looks today, as it did to many observers at the 
time, to have been ill designed, notwithstanding its obvious political 
utility. Admittedly, this is contestable. One must admit, albeit with se-
rious misgivings, that there can be occasions when strategic utility is 
not to be sought reliably in any close relation to immediate military or 
even strategic consequences. For an extreme example, it is possible to 
derive net strategic benefit in a worthy cause from tactical military 
failure. One may cite the Spartan sacrifice at Thermopylae as a classic, 
indeed classical, example of this ironic truth of strategic history.

Acting as a muscular sword-arm for the United Nations Protection 
Force (UNPROFOR) in Bosnia in the summer of 1995, NATO un-
dertook Operation Deliberate Force to coerce the Bosnian Serbs. In 
summary,

•   NATO air units flew 3,535 sorties and dropped more than 1,100 
bombs, losing only a single aircraft. As intended, collateral dam-
age was minimal—Serb deaths numbered slightly more than two 
dozen. Precision munitions accounted for nearly three-quarters 
of those expended.54

•   The purpose of the air campaign was to “inflict pain but not 
death,” in the words with which UNPROFOR’s French com-
mander, Gen Bernard Janvier, expressed the strategic intention to 
coerce.55 

The Bosnian Serbs were making a mockery of the UN’s commit-
ment to provide and police “safe areas” for Bosnia’s Muslims and 
needed to be persuaded to halt or at least be much more restrained 
in their incursions and their violence toward both civilians and 
UNPROFOR units, as well as against armed Bosnian Muslims. The 
targets for the air campaign primarily comprised Serb heavy weapons 
(approximately 250 of them), initially those deployed in the hills 
around the besieged city of Sarajevo. Notwithstanding the statistical 
fact that Deliberate Force was the first air campaign wherein the ord-
nance overwhelmingly was delivered with navigational aids for true 
precision, the leading historian of the episode offers an illuminating 
contextual caveat. Robert C. Owen advises,

Despite first impressions, however, precision weapons were not critical to the suc-
cessful outcome of Deliberate Force. Indeed, under the specific circumstances of 
the conflict, the fact of the bombing was more important to Serb calculations than 
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its means. Serb resistance collapsed in the face of NATO’s clear determination and 
ability to destroy key targets of military value.56 (emphasis in the original)

Owen argues persuasively that while precision-guided weapons 
made it easier for NATO to decide to act, indeed reduced collateral 
damage and reduced the needed scale of air sorties, the coercive task 
could have been achieved with dumb bombs. Deliberate Force was not 
in its targeting a strategic air campaign as defined by orthodox theory 
and doctrine. But assuredly, it was potently strategic in its coercive ef-
fect upon the increasingly beleaguered Bosnian Serbs.57 The focus of 
the campaign was distinctly military—close air support and battlefield 
interdiction—which was just the kind of strategic effect that the Serbs 
needed if they were to be coerced. The whole context for NATO air 
strikes included a resurgent Croatian military effort, increasing mili-
tary competence on the part of Bosnia’s Muslims, more-effective 
NATO military measures on the ground, and a waning of political 
(and more substantive) support from Belgrade and even Moscow. It 
would be a considerable exaggeration to claim that Deliberate Force 
alone delivered the Bosnian Serbs in an abruptly if ungraciously ac-
quiescent mood and primed for political agreement. But it is plausible 
to argue that the air campaign was physically and psychologically im-
portant, and perhaps decisively so. Airpower had been employed suc-
cessfully for coercion. By 13–14 September the Bosnian Serb leader-
ship realized that it was now seriously overmatched militarily by its 
enemies. Those enemies seemed both able and now politically willing 
to accept the costs that would be entailed in reversing the Bosnian 
Serbs’ bloody adventure in national assertion at the expense of other 
ethnicities. Airpower was employed successfully.

Whereas airpower unquestionably was used to productive strate-
gic effect in 1995 over Bosnia, quite the reverse was the case with 
reference to the Desert Fox exercise of 16–19 December 1998, as well 
as the months of desultory aerial bombardment succeeding that brief 
episode.58 If anything, Operation Desert Fox—a title which risks the 
charge of being a slander against the military genius of Field Marshal 
Erwin Rommel—can stand as an icon for the misuse of airpower. The 
short air campaign was far more a case of expressive violence than the 
execution of anything worthy of being called a strategy unless, of 
course, one is prepared to label hope a strategy. In the face of substan-
tive and politically token insult to the United Nations and the United 
States and its allies over the issue of arms inspection relevant to pro-
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hibited so-called weapons of mass destruction (WMD), Washington 
and London decided that “something must be done”—the classic 
phrase that usually signals strategic impotence.

The several political contexts were not exactly permissive of bold 
coercive action on the US and British part. The usual suspects on the 
UN Security Council were eager to lift sanctions against Iraq. In addi-
tion, the American and British publics, and certainly the publics in 
other NATO countries, were not excited or apparently capable of be-
ing excited in the near term by the unmistakable evidence of Iraqi 
disdain for its formal, if not terribly solemn, international obligations. 
In such unpromising political circumstances—since “soft power” in 
all its forms was entirely irrelevant—the only options reduced to a 
choice between a humiliating tacit acquiescence or a strategically fu-
tile but somewhat honor-preserving exercise of force.59 The force had 
to be delivered from the air because, self-evidently, there was no ap-
petite anywhere in 1998–99 for another invasion of Iraq.

The four-day exercise in intended coercion in December 1998 was 
an exercise in strategic futility, as was the episodic but frequent bom-
bardment that succeeded it through 1999. The Clinton administra-
tion seemed not to understand that strategy and tactics differ. US and 
British airpower was employed with great skill, and in safety at alti-
tude (no casualties), against actual and suspected military facilities 
and especially air defense elements, but not in realistic quest of a stra-
tegically decisive purpose. The purpose, to topple Saddam Hussein, 
was appropriate enough, though this was far more an ambitious aspi-
ration than a goal well matched to allied ways and means. The Desert 
Fox bombing most probably was intended to encourage, even trigger, 
a coup that would effect regime change in Baghdad. Political leader-
ship facilities were targeted as were command and control facilities. 
Attacks on the barracks of the regime’s praetorian guards, the Repub-
lican Guard and the Special Republican Guard, resulted in more than 
1,000 fatalities.60 The bombing may well have promoted local unhap-
piness with Saddam’s misgovernance as well as the understandable 
annoyance with the bombers, but alas, such unhappiness was not 
translated into action for regime change, effective or ineffective. The 
fact appears to have been that Saddam and his henchmen essentially 
had coup-proofed their misrule by 1998. Most certainly Iraq was all 
but immune to political decapitation or to revolt as a consequence of 
the force that the United States was willing and able to apply at that 
time. Airpower was highly constrained by political considerations 
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from targeting installations collocated with civilians or from taking 
risks with the lives of aircrew. Moreover, given that there was no pros-
pect whatsoever of joint supporting or supported military force on 
the ground, it was hard to discern a functioning strategic brain on the 
US and British side. Washington appeared not to appreciate the danger 
that it was so misusing its world-premium airpower in an astrategic 
manner against Iraq in 1998–99 that, ironically, it was demonstrating 
lack of resolve rather than determination. In truth, the United States 
and Britain showed emphatically that they were not politically pre-
pared to attempt decisive action. Exercise of a standoff power safely at 
altitude, employed with high precision and great restraint, sent 
exactly the wrong political and strategic message to Saddam Hussein. 
More important, though, was the likelihood that the United States 
foolishly was inviting some international devaluation of the respect 
in which it, and especially its fearsome air weapon, was held. And this 
might matter, should Washington need to be respected and feared. As 
it was, through 1999, “after Desert Fox, US and British warplanes 
unloaded nearly 2,000 missiles and precision guided bombs against 
several hundred targets scattered throughout Iraq” (emphasis in the 
original).61 This may have provided good tactical exercise for American 
airpower—experience usually is useful—but it certainly was terrible 
strategy in aid of politically ill-judged policy. Belatedly, the Clinton 
administration effected a policy creep into the zone of regime change 
in Baghdad. All that was lacking was the political will and political 
context necessary for this sentiment to be of live relevance. For those 
conditions to be fulfilled, there needed to be a change in American 
leadership and a radical shift in American perception of its strategic 
environment.

The Balkans Again: Kosovo, 24 March–7 June 1999

To adapt for our purpose Jane Austen’s opening words in Pride and 
Prejudice, “it is a truth universally acknowledged” that politics rules, 
often overrules, and certainly misrules the realm of airpower. It should 
be some consolation to air-minded persons to appreciate that their 
subjection to matters political is far from being a singular condition. 
Politics governs and misgoverns the entire military project; that is 
simply how it is as well as how it needs to be. It is ironic that the air 
warfare conducted against Serbia by NATO over the issue of gover-
nance in the Serbian province of Kosovo has to be judged both a 
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victory for airpower and also a dreadful example of strategic, even 
astrategic, misconduct. Luttwak indeed wrote truly when he argued 
that strategy is paradoxical and ironic. In a way, the success of US-led 
NATO airpower in the coercion of Serbia over Kosovo in 1999 is espe-
cially impressive, given the ample reasons why it might have failed. As 
in high-diving competitions, the marking of strategic performance 
needs to be calibrated for degree of (largely structural) difficulty of the 
particular enterprise. It would have been a lesser strategic challenge 
had NATO been able to decide to inflict a decisive military defeat on 
Serbia in and about Kosovo. Instead, the decision to coerce Slobodan 
Milosevic was considerably harder. There is a dual problem attendant 
upon coercion by airpower. First, there is the general challenge posed 
by the fact that the intended coercee is at liberty to decline to be co-
erced. In short, Milosevic had to choose to cooperate and allow him-
self to be coerced. While the United States and its NATO allies largely 
could control how much hurt they would inflict on Serbia, they could 
not control reliably the Serbian political response. Second, airpower in 
action, unlike ground power taking territory in land warfare of a regu-
lar character, does not achieve readily measurable gains. Aerial bom-
bardment imposes damage upon the enemy, but so what? This ques-
tion inherently is difficult to answer with high confidence. Airpower 
itself cannot shift visible and tangible territorial control such that one 
can know how well one is faring strategically. By a wide margin, dam-
age assessment and strategic assessment need not be the same.

The somewhat negative cast to this discussion thus far should not 
be permitted to mislead. It is a fact that US-led airpower achieved a 
justly famous, even unprecedented and hence historic, victory with 
its successful employment in the coercion of Serbia from 24 March to 
7 June 1999. Though it suffers in its impact from the familiarity re-
sulting from excessive repetition in quotation (much as does the force 
of Baldwin’s 1934 over-quoted and unsound aphorism claiming that 
“the bomber will always get through”), there is no evading the neces-
sity to quote British historian Sir John Keegan’s apostate words in 
strategic praise of the performance of airpower over Kosovo.

There are certain dates in the history of warfare that mark real turning points. 
Now there is a new turning point to fix on the calendar: June 3, 1999, when the 
capitulation of President Milosevic proved that a war can be won by air power 
alone. . . . The air forces have won a triumph, are entitled to every plaudit they 
will receive and look forward to enforcing a transformed status in the strategic 
community, one they have earned by their single-handed efforts.62
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Keegan was somewhat correct; certainly he was more correct than 
were many among airpower’s critics who sought, and of course identi-
fied, a wide mix of explanations for Milosevic’s surrender that were 
alternatives to coercion by airpower. Existentially regarded, NATO’s 
quarrel with Serbia unquestionably was prosecuted by the action of a 
single military means: airpower employed coercively. The evidence for 
Milosevic being coerced more by the fear of a NATO intervention 
with land forces than he was by the exercise of airpower is distinctly 
uncertain. What does need to be claimed in regard to Kosovo, as may 
yet be true with respect to Afghanistan a decade and more later, is that 
Serbia (and the Afghan Taliban?) lost the political contest of wills. The 
war about control of Kosovo revealed itself more accurately to be a 
war with the future of NATO as the primary perceived stake. The 
NATO allies discovered that they were far less committed to defeating 
Milosevic than they were to preserving the alliance. In one key strate-
gic respect not entirely unlike Dowding’s RAF Fighter Command in 
the summer of 1940, NATO in 1999 won against Milosevic’s Serbia 
significantly as a consequence of the strength of its determination not 
to lose, or as much to the point, not to be seen to lose.63

By way of brief political background and context, the Kosovo crisis 
of 1999 had been brewing for years, because although it was a prov-
ince of Yugoslavia and then of Serbia and had legendary iconic value 
pertaining painfully to Serbian national identity, by the 1990s its pop-
ulation was largely Albanian. Milosevic played upon Serbian ethno-
religious hostility and anxieties regarding the Muslim Albanian Kos-
ovars to undertake a process of ethnic cleansing, meaning forced 
expulsion of those unwanted by him in Kosovo (save as a valuable 
target for his regime to exploit for domestic political advantage). Ser-
bian oppression, brutality, and even some atrocities worthy of the la-
bel accelerated and grew in scale through 1998. Violence by the Yu-
goslavian/Serbian army, as well as by Albanian Kosovars (the Kosovo 
Liberation Army, or KLA), produced a crisis situation. The international 
community, through the United Nations—though effectively by 
NATO, led in a humanitarian outrage by Britain’s faith-driven prime 
minister, Tony Blair—decided that “something must be done,” that 
ominously familiar astrategic demand.

Milosevic declined to be deterred from his efforts to expel the Al-
banian Kosovars and failed to restrain the violent thuggery of Serbian 
irregulars who were enjoying their cleansing efforts. As a result—re-
luctantly for the most part, belatedly, and in practical consequence 
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half-heartedly—NATO proceeded to attempt to coerce Milosevic by 
aerial bombardment. Militarily this was the most that NATO could 
agree to do, while strategically and politically it was expected that 
even such a limited character of coercion easily would prove suffi-
cient. Eventually NATO optimists were proved correct, but it trans-
pired that Milosevic’s Serbs were a tougher strategic foe than had 
been expected. The bombardment was anticipated by NATO to last 
only for three or four days, following which Milosevic, having taken 
some distinctly modest amount of pain, would be able to concede 
with a little honor still intact. But this agreeable script was not fol-
lowed. The expected four-day war endured for a full 78 days instead. To 
risk understating the matter, Serbia’s refusal to “cry uncle” proved 
deeply politically embarrassing to NATO, even humiliating, and it 
risked taking the edge and more off the reputation for reliable deadly 
effectiveness and persuasiveness that US airpower had garnered since 
Desert Storm in 1991.

Some readers may have noticed that this study has been careful not 
to refer to NATO’s aerial endeavor over Kosovo as an air campaign. I 
am amply persuaded by Ben Lambeth’s reasons for declining to accord 
it that dignity. Tellingly and conclusively, Lambeth finds that the air 
war in question did not meet the requirements specified by extant 
USAF doctrine for an air campaign. The then-contemporary official 
wording (as of 1997) defined an air campaign as “a connected series of 
operations conducted by air forces to achieve joint force objectives 
within a given time and area.” In Lambeth’s convincing judgment,

By that standard [quoted immediately above], NATO’s air war for Kosovo did 
not attain to the level of a campaign, as did the earlier Operations Desert 
Storm [1991] and Deliberate Force [1995]. Rather, it was a continuously 
evolving coercive operation featuring piecemeal attacks against unsystemati-
cally approved targets, not an integrated effort aimed from the outset at 
achieving predetermined and identifiable operational effects.64

Most NATO members could agree that something had to be done 
to try to arrest the accelerating pace of humanitarian disaster, not 
least because Kosovo was integral to the entire conflict in the Balkans 
in the 1990s. That conflict amounted to an inter connected and inter-
dependent, overlapping series of wars of Yugoslavian succession. In 
practice, the main issue tended to be the question of a Greater, or 
Lesser, Serbia. Unfortunately NATO’s tepid-to-medium enthusiasm 
for doing something to discipline Milosevic legally in his own coun-
try was not matched by a willingness to apply whatever force might 
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prove necessary to ensure political compliance. As this section 
claimed at its outset, politics rules. It can be true to argue also that 
values rule, but such cases tend to be restricted to those wherein stra-
tegic success is expected to be achieved cheaply and, even then, pref-
erably by the efforts of others.65 In the case of Kosovo, as noted al-
ready, strategic success was anticipated to be a swift “slam dunk.” Also, 
as has been claimed, the most potent value at stake for NATO coun-
tries over Kosovo was not the human rights of the Kosovars; rather 
was it the reputation and possibly the very future of the alliance itself. 
That was the reason why NATO dared not permit Milosevic to win.

Nonetheless, it must be granted that the air warfare waged by 
NATO was conducted so poorly that Milosevic was accorded more 
than the common measure of good future in war. I must hasten to 
claim that the reasons why NATO’s largely American airpower was 
applied in strategically so air-unprofessional a manner had little to do 
with its own limitations. Airpower could only be as effective as cir-
cumstances permitted, and those circumstances were awesomely con-
straining. Since airpower is a military instrument of grand strategy 
that can have meaning only in political terms, it is not entirely appro-
priate to offer an assessment of this air war in a way that finds incom-
petence, if not quite villainy, in NATO policy. It is not unusual for air 
warfare to be constrained strategically, operationally, and tactically by 
explicitly political considerations. Moreover, those considerations fre-
quently will offend against the professional military grammar of strat-
egy, operations, and tactics. British and German political guidance for 
bombing strategy in 1939–40 (until September) was highly con-
strained (e.g., London was off limits to the Luftwaffe). Kosovo was 
frustrating for air professionals, but so had been Korea and Vietnam. 
Lambeth issued a heartfelt caveat on the often inappropriate employ-
ment of kinetic airpower for diplomatic effect when he wrote,

Although it can be surgically precise when precision is called for, air power is, 
at bottom, a blunt instrument designed to break things and kill people in pur-
suit of clear and militarily achievable objectives. Not without reason have air 
warfare professionals repeatedly insisted since Vietnam that if all one wishes 
to do is “send a message,” call Western Union.66

Lambeth is mainly right to register skepticism about the efficacy of 
collapsing airpower into diplomacy. Nonetheless, the existential reali-
ties of contemporary military operations with which airpower must 
cope only limit, they do not cancel, the authority of politics. The 
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bottom-line judgment on NATO’s air war over Kosovo is that it was 
good enough to play its essential part in generating the strategic effect 
necessary to bring Milosevic politically to heel. Airpower professionals 
have to come to terms with the enduring fact that their military in-
strument will always be constrained in its application by political 
guidance—or even, ironically, by its absence—as well as by the myriad 
other harassments that can inhibit performance. On balance, it is 
probably safe to claim that NATO waged as much warfare over Kosovo 
as effectively as the political context of the time permitted. Further-
more, for an ironic thought that will not please military professionals, 
it was only the curbing authority exercised by militarily unwise, cer-
tainly suboptimal, essentially political inhibitions that politically en-
abled the warfare to be waged at all. If this reasoning is sound—which 
I regret to have to claim that it is—it should follow logically that, in 
principle at least, the military arm of policy cannot object to politically 
charged rules of engagement. But—and it is a very substantial but—
the professional military are obliged to tell policy makers the military 
truth as they understand it about the likely adverse strategic conse-
quences of political guidance that will constrain military effectiveness. 
The making of strategy is a process of “unequal dialogue” in civil-
military relations.67 The war over Kosovo in 1999 may appear con-
vincingly to have been a strategic episode more thoroughly political 
in its character than is usual among conflicts, but such would be an 
erroneous conclusion. War and its warfare, including its air warfare, 
are always political in nature and more or less politically shaped in the 
detail of their character.

The political outcome to the Kosovo crisis and conflict of 1999 
speaks loudly to the effectiveness of kinetic airpower. That claim does 
not diminish the force of the argument advanced earlier that it was 
the strength of NATO members’ interests in the future health of the 
alliance itself that was the motor driving airpower. However, that 
powerful engine also imposed limitations under which NATO air-
power had to labor. The entire range of problems that coalesced to 
inhibit the strategic effectiveness of NATO’s air war included a persis-
tence of appalling weather over Serbia, complex terrain that rendered 
target identification a major challenge, initially a shortage of suitable 
aircraft, a poor target-planning process, interallied (19 countries) dif-
ferences over targeting (i.e., strategy), American interservice differ-
ences over strategy, unempathetic media oversight, and poor political 
and military assumptions about the determination and competence of 
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the Serbian enemy (wishful thinking). The Serbs in 1999 were not 
akin to the hapless and hopeless Iraqis of 1991 who had played to 
near perfection the role of operationally inert victims. It is a little dif-
ficult to conclude that the air war, which was the whole of the NATO 
warfare, was conducted as well as it could have been, given its con-
texts. That reluctant judgment is mandated by the wisdom granted by 
a relatively unforgiving hindsight. I admit that at the time my assess-
ment was even less generous.

The critics of coercive airpower by and large were confounded by 
the Kosovo experience, notwithstanding the fact that NATO airpower 
proved largely ineffective in its efforts to damage the Serbian army in 
and about Kosovo. The aerial assault did gain in effectiveness when 
and where the KLA induced the Serbs to concentrate. This vital syner-
gism between airpower and ground power seems to have been a rev-
elation to some commentators, but actually it is a truly joint military 
narrative that is nearly as old as air warfare itself. Nonetheless, for 
those in need of this air-ground, or ground-air, epiphany, Kosovo pro-
vided a healthy if belated lesson.

As, if not more, important was the lesson that air-inflicted so-
cietal punishment can be strategically effective. It has become almost 
the accepted conventional wisdom to believe that Milosevic conceded 
after 78 days of aerial bombardment only because, at long last, he had 
good enough reason to anticipate a forthcoming NATO invasion on 
the ground. When added to, perhaps multiplied by, the potency of 
Milosevic’s apparent loss of Russian support, one has enough of a 
compounded explanation of Serbian behavior to license demotion of 
the significance of airpower—so it appears to many commentators, at 
least. Although Milosevic may well have anticipated a regime-ending 
NATO invasion occurring eventually, such a judgment is highly spec-
ulative. Even if we choose to grant that view some respect, it is more 
relevant to recognize that Milosevic had nontrivial and more pressing 
reasons to fear for his political authority and, quite possibly, his life. 
The NATO bombing of economic and national communications 
infrastructure targets in Serbia triggered a distress and then a political 
dissatisfaction that had obvious implications for personal and regime 
survival.68 The bombing of Serbian economic assets, although initially 
politically counterproductive, eventually achieved some of the strate-
gic effect that classical strategic airpower theory had predicted. Serbia 
was coerced successfully, in good part, as a consequence of the effects 
of aerial bombardment.
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On the one hand, the air war over Kosovo assuredly damaged the 
thesis that the coercive use of airpower never works—an argument 
undercalibrated for historical contextual fit.69 On the other hand, 
Kosovo 1999 certainly did not demonstrate beyond plausible conten-
tion that coercion from the air should be regarded as an ever-trusty, 
as in all situations, military tool of grand strategy and policy. What 
NATO’s air war in 1999 did reveal, yet again, were some persisting 
truths about war, warfare, strategy, and airpower.

The Kosovo experience demonstrated, one can say unsurprisingly, 
that (1) politics ruled such strategy as there was, which was not much, 
though it may be more accurate to observe that too many competing 
strategic ideas were allowed to shape targeting choices; (2) the enemy 
needs to be respected politically, strategically, and tactically; (3) phys-
ical, mental, political, and strategic geography continue to matter in 
detailed ways; and (4) specific contexts shape and all but determine 
what is and what is not strategically feasible. Given the constraints 
upon a militarily efficient and effective air war that harassed NATO’s 
air effort, it is perhaps surprising that Serbia conceded. Such a view, 
potent though it is, must be offset by recognition of the strength of 
NATO’s evidence of determination to persist strategically, albeit with 
only one steel fist.

Conclusion:  
Airpower Transformed—but “So What?”

This chapter has discussed airpower, admittedly by and large 
American airpower, in the first post–Cold War decade, which plausi-
bly saw its technical-tactical “transformation,” as Lambeth argued 
forcefully in his major study published in 2000.70 Moreover, the 
technical-tactical transformation of airpower’s potency in the political 
and strategic context of a probably only temporary cessation of active 
great-power rivalry had notable political and strategic implications. 
Eliot Cohen judged as follows in 2001:

After Operation Desert Storm, however, and despite the continuing skepti-
cism of General Colin Powell, the extraordinarily influential chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, civilian elites came to see air power as the ideal vehicle for 
deriving political utility from U.S. military dominance in a unipolar world. 
The apparent contribution of air power to the triumph over Iraq, and its sub-
sequent applications—however inelegant—in Bosnia, Serbia, and Kosovo 
persuaded many that air weapons employed independently offered the ideal 
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tool for the sorts of military problems facing the United States in the 1990s, 
and the new century beyond. As a result, in the first decade of the post–Cold 
War era, air power became the weapon of choice for American statecraft.71

Cohen cited two key technological changes: “routinization of preci-
sion” achieved by kinetic airpower and its demonstrated “ability to 
employ weapons against an adversary without suffering losses, 
except very rarely and indeed almost by accident.”72 Some technical-
tactical trends are significant. Cohen’s “routinization” is a pardonable 
exaggeration given the trend toward ever greater reliance upon 
precision-guided munitions in the air ordnance delivered. To be specific, 
whereas the air campaign against Iraq was executed with only 9 per-
cent PGMs, Serbia received an aerial bombardment consisting of 35 
percent PGMs. In the 2000s the PGM percentage climbed to 57 per-
cent for Operation Enduring Freedom (Afghanistan, 2001), while Op-
eration Iraqi Freedom (2003) registered allied PGM use at 67 percent. 
The smart laser guidance and electro-optical enablers of the early 
1970s had been joined by truly precise navigational assistance from 
mid-Earth orbit in the form of the NAVSTAR global positioning sys-
tem (GPS) constellation of 24 satellites. Enemies could still hide suc-
cessfully, as the Serbs demonstrated in 1999, but if they were located, 
they could be struck. The old airpower dream-come-aspiration of one 
sortie for one target (or more) had become a reliable tactical reality.

Airpower enjoyed a newfound reputation both for getting the stra-
tegic job done and for doing it with minimum involvement or seri-
ously embarrassing loss of life, both friendly and other. In the strategic 
world after the Cold War, if not before, it became thoroughly ortho-
dox, certainly politically correct, to claim that Western (politically, 
democratically owned) airpower was directed only against evil dicta-
tors and their hench-people and not against the enemy as a people or 
society. A logical corollary of this attractively liberal view was the 
somewhat less liberal, or technically legal, idea that individual evil en-
emy persons are highly appropriate, even necessary, targets. As a gen-
eral rule in modern times, enemy leaders have been off-limits for at-
tempts at assassination—murder(?)—even in time of war. But it 
should be recalled that John Warden’s influential theory of strategic air 
war unambiguously specified enemy command, not excluding the 
commanders, as the bull’s-eye in his five-ringed “dartboard” for aerial 
targeting.73 One can seek to soften the story by talking about com-
mand and control facilities as targets, but the principal actor in those 
facilities will be the enemy’s chief executive. Recalling earlier euphe-
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misms, when the RAF bombed German “morale” and sought to do so 
in good part by “de-housing” the civilian (including foreign slave-
labor) workforce, in practice it was attacking people, period.

There is scant room for doubt that a technological transformation 
of kinetic airpower matured rapidly through the 1990s. From a dis-
tinctly blunt though mighty instrument of strategy, advanced kinetic 
airpower both was and henceforth is required to be precise in execu-
tion and, broadly speaking, economical in the consequences of its 
use—certainly in any unintended and undesirable consequences. 
The satellite-enabled, now-global media of the very late 1990s and 
early 2000s expected airpower to damage and kill only as its political 
directors intended. The tactical revolution in airpower’s precise ki-
netic effectiveness and ability to perform stealthily with little if any 
human loss—only facilities, material assets, things rather than peo-
ple—was not seriously in doubt. The unexpected resilience to air at-
tack of the Serbian army deployed in the field provided some food 
for sober thought on the subject of the dynamic competitive gram-
mar of warfare. But still, a trend strongly in favor of airpower’s tacti-
cal effectiveness seemed securely established, even though the recent 
evidence from Kosovo yielded caveats arguing for some restraint in 
exuberant claims for its potency.

The upward surge in airpower’s relative popular ranking in the stra-
tegic historical narrative of the 1990s was plain to see. Less obvious 
was the political and strategic meaning for the future of the recent 
more and less arguable triumphs of airpower. A question in urgent 
need of answer, at least of attention, was the classic “So what?” of the 
strategist. Even if airpower’s recent and contemporary record of tacti-
cal achievement for operational goals in the service of strategy exe-
cuted for political purposes was indeed as impressive as seemed to be 
the case, what did that mean for the future? The reasons why airpower 
so often was the weapon of first choice in the 1990s certainly included 
a growing confidence in its tactical efficacy. However, another reason, 
scarcely of lesser significance, was that the very nature of airpower, as 
well as its attractive, newly more potent and precise lethality, seemed 
an admirable fit with the political context for the major strategic chal-
lenges of the decade. Was transformed, certainly transforming, air-
power a military tool appropriate to play the lead in any and all stra-
tegic contexts?

To frame the key question thus is necessary, if only to refute the 
authority of assessments of airpower that are inappropriately exclu-
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sive in their focus on the kinetic. That said, as has been true of most 
decades in the short history of airpower, the first 10 years of the 
twenty-first century would pose challenges substantially discontinu-
ous from those of the immediate past.
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Chapter 8

Strategic History V:  
Airpower after 9/11

The more carefully one reflects upon the course of strategic his-
tory, the more respectful is one likely to be of Edward N. Luttwak’s 
claim that strategy in its nature is inalienably ironic.1 The key reason 
is strategy’s adversarial persona. Evidence of strategic advantage mo-
tivates adversaries to seek ways and means to neutralize its source. 
Or, as with al-Qaeda and its 9/11 atrocity, airpower is employed 
imaginatively to humiliate and hurt the United States, the world 
leader in the air. There was only apparent irony in the deadly emer-
gence in the 2000s of a leading category of conflicts that seemed to 
devalue the relative strategic worth of airpower. To many commenta-
tors and scholars, the post–9/11 world appeared to pose challenges 
that demoted airpower as a player for national and international se-
curity. If the 1990s witnessed the strategic reality of airpower func-
tioning ever more convincingly as the supported (by land power and 
sea power) rather than the supporting element in joint warfare, the 
2000s have been widely regarded as registering some notable mea-
sure of retreat in airpower’s relative significance—so a popular narra-
tive argues. This chapter finds fatal fault with that narrative, but it 
does acknowledge that a major reason why such an argument has 
enjoyed traction is because airpower’s strategic story has not been 
developed and explained soundly and persuasively. This has not been 
a matter merely of poor public relations; rather, the difficulty lies in 
the way in which some airpower advocates have set up their favored 
military instrument for an audit that was all but certain to judge it 
wanting. The “own goal” problem has been systemic in airpower his-
tory. This theme of self-inflicted damage has been a permanent fea-
ture of the airpower story. The true irony in airpower history is that 
aviation actually has been seriously undersold as a consequence of its 
being oversold. This familiar sad characteristic of airpower history 
was donated an unwelcome gravity assist in the 2000s by the eruption 
or explosion—one can hardly say merely the appearance—of what is 
widely believed to be a transformed security context.

Just when airpower seemed to be completing its transformation 
into a truly precision instrument, history staged an ambush by pre-
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senting a form of strategic challenge for which, either alone or as the 
leading edge in the joint project, it seemed to provide a less than deci-
sive answer. At least, so the story can be written if the airpower narra-
tive is miscast. By the beginning of the twenty-first century, it was in-
contestable that US airpower enjoyed and could enforce an air 
supremacy both over and distant from the battlefield such that no en-
emy ground force that could be located would be able to function ef-
fectively. Both the claim and the caveat are significant. Any military 
force visible on the ground could be defeated conclusively and beyond 
recovery by US airpower. The cumulative achievement in C4ISTAR in 
the 1990s enabled a lethality to kinetic, and increasingly standoff, air-
power to the point where an air force supreme on the overhead flank 
would be dominant, or more, in air-land battle—as it long had been 
dominant, even supreme, in air-sea engagement.2 Caveats are neces-
sary, however. Ground forces tactically at liberty to disperse, who are 
clever at hiding in complex terrain and able to contest low altitudes 
with highly mobile, including man-portable air defense systems 
(MANPADS) would compel a loss-sensitive enemy to fly high, while 
themselves presenting only elusive targets to airpower. As the 2000s 
progressed, such a challenge to the strategic value of control of the air 
became less important for precision engagement, but it was a limit-
ing factor of significance for airpower in some of its ground-supporting 
roles. Better-armed irregulars acquired the ability to make lower alti-
tudes unduly hazardous for helicopters.

As the next section explains, the undoubted technical and tac-
tical transformation of airpower, which Ben Lambeth explained and 
celebrated so well in his 2001 study, did not, indeed could not, itself 
carry transformative operational, let alone strategic, meaning.3 The 
fundamental reason why airpower, especially US airpower, could not 
match its recent near perfection in technical-tactical achievement 
with a like operational and strategic success had little or nothing to do 
with airpower itself. At some risk of appearing to erect a straw target 
that can be destroyed with suspiciously consummate ease, I must indi-
cate the basic error in believing that what one might term a “perfec-
tion of airpower” could, might, or perhaps even has the ability reliably 
to deliver favorable strategic decision when serving as the sole, or 
nearly sole, military agent.

There are two principal reasons why airpower must disappoint, no 
matter how near it is judged to be technical-tactical perfection. First, 
because war is a duel, enemies are motivated and, given time and 
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resources, usually are able to find ways to offset military disadvantages. 
Leads tend not to last, and their operational and strategic merits vary 
from situation to situation and by context (e.g., political, geographical, 
military). To illustrate, an American supremacy in the air positively 
invites—actually, strategically mandates—asymmetric endeavors by 
America’s enemies. Second, and really as a license for the first reason, 
war and warfare are highly complex enterprises. Just as airpower can-
not intelligently be reduced solely to the status of a kinetically achieved 
influence—which means that targeting is not synonymous with air 
strategy, no matter what Douhet and a small but influential cohort of 
air theorists have claimed to the contrary4—so war and warfare can-
not sensibly be reduced to air warfare. The sole major exception to this 
argument would be the truly desperate case wherein large-scale nu-
clear weapon employment would, admittedly, assert an unarguably 
strategically conclusive, if politically irrelevant, authority.

The airpower dimension to the grand strategic narrative of the 
2000s seems to be diminished only when contrasted with what many 
air-minded persons anticipated at the millennium. In truth, the air 
story of “the age of terror” has been all that it could be. If airpower has 
somehow failed, that failure belongs far more to faulty theory and 
doctrine than to flaws in the military instrument. Misconceived mis-
sions and the wrong questions are guaranteed to produce disappoint-
ing operational performance and inappropriate answers. If one re-
quires of airpower that it achieve the impossible, that it answer to 
questions that are wrongly framed, then in a sense it will fail. But such 
failure is really nothing of the kind. If the argument in this study has 
a true Schwerpunckt, a dominant focus of effort, it lies in the claim 
that context has to be allowed both to reign and to rule in under-
standing the meaning and significance of airpower. Recognition and 
application of the greater enduring truths about statecraft, war and 
warfare, and strategy located in a well-framed and empirically funded 
general theory (see chap. 2) are essential if one is to locate airpower 
properly in strategic history.

The decade of the 2000s can appear to have shown massive irony in 
the contrast between a newly achieved technical-tactical excellence in 
(US) airpower and a national and alliance strategic debility in the face 
of the challenges of the era. Contemporary standoff kinetic airpower 
is a strategist’s dream of a military tool, but it is not the only tool in the 
toolbox, not even in the toolbox of airpower alone. The more often 
and the more vociferously air theorists assert the strategically decisive 
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value of an ever-improving kinetic lethality, the more certain are they 
to orchestrate their own defeat in debate. To hazard a claim that no 
doubt some theorists will dislike intensely and resent, airpower advo-
cacy that rests its argument overwhelmingly upon claims for a kinetic 
effectiveness truly amounts to an intellectual and political suicide 
note. Poor argument invites refutation by better argument. The posi-
tion taken here is that the only sound argument capable of explaining 
the strategic importance of airpower is one that both defines its sub-
ject with due inclusivity and which treats it suitably in context. The 
end of the age of industrial mass warfare, though most probably not of 
major state-on-state warfare, has posed a strategic question that the 
faultily framed airpower argument criticized above cannot answer 
convincingly. If airpower as kinetic menace is a subordinate joint team 
player in conflicts where the enemy does not present itself in a regular 
and visible order of battle for evisceration from altitude, surely it must 
be yesterday’s instrument of strategic decision—except that yesterday 
it lacked the technical-tactical lethal excellence to deliver on the prom-
ise of its more excited advocates. If, or when, the dominant airpower 
community obviously fails the test for strategic success that it sets it-
self, it can hardly complain when people from other communities 
point to airpower’s weakness in performance. It is commonplace to 
criticize some air theory as, in effect, defining airpower as a single tool, 
a hammer, and all its jobs as being nails. But in reality, airpower is not 
akin to a single tool, a hammer, and assuredly most of its tasks bear no 
resemblance to nails. Thus it is that a distressing quality of often heated 
argument over airpower is so misconceived in its basic elements that 
intelligent debate and, it must be said, national security cannot fail to 
be impaired as an unavoidable consequence.

Airpower and the War on Terrorists

The messy and seriously unanticipated strategic history of the 2000s 
proved not so much a laboratory for testing the prowess of contempo-
rary airpower, but rather more one for testing the authority of airpow-
er’s long-standing general theory. Regarded in retrospect, the novelty 
in airpower’s technical-tactical potency in the 2000s was less impres-
sive than the persistence of some key familiar verities. The transforma-
tion of the most modern airpower enabled by the substantially 
information-technology-fueled RMA in C4ISTAR was indeed both 
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impressive and important. But it is undeniable that the global strategic 
history of 2000–2010 signally failed to record decisive strategic victo-
ries achieved either wholly or significantly by the application of air-
power in its several forms. Self-evidently, whatever is meant by the 
plausible proposition that US (and Israeli) airpower was transformed 
cannot mean that it was transformed in its ability to deliver the strate-
gic effect necessary to produce a favorable postwar political settlement. 
But paradoxically and ironically, this apparently pejorative judgment 
does not mean that airpower failed in the 2000s. To repeat a point reg-
istered earlier, if one poses the wrong questions, one will elicit answers 
that are irrelevant at worst and seriously misleading at best.

Given that perfection is not to be expected or required of human 
endeavor—save, arguably and potentially, lethally with respect to nu-
clear deterrence—and that friction, accident, and an inconveniently 
uncooperative enemy are apt to impair the scorecard of success, still 
airpower had a distinctly good decade in the 2000s. Airpower achieved 
what reasonably could be asked of it and perhaps even more than that. 
As a flat claim unencumbered by qualifying escape clauses, this text 
argues that in four wars or historically notable episodes of warfare 
from 2001 to 2008, airpower—(largely) US and Israeli—performed 
magnificently by any suitable standard. It is possibly ironic that this 
laudatory judgment can be registered with particular reference to four 
episodes of war that popularly are regarded as strategic failures or 
troublingly unstable “draws” at best. Accepting the risk of possible ba-
nality, it is useful not to shrink in strategic argument from recognizing 
the merit in the maxim that the impossible is impossible.5 In 1940, 
Britain’s Fighter Command won a significant military victory that had 
the most profound, albeit unpredictable, of strategic consequences for 
the whole course of the war. Air Chief Marshal Sir Hugh Dowding 
won the Battle of Britain by not losing it; he could not win the war as 
a whole. His generalship enabled his command to win all that it could 
win.6 Similarly, US (or US-led) and Israeli airpower in the conflicts of 
the 2000s enabled all of which it was capable. The four episodes of 
most interest here—Afghanistan, 2001–present; Iraq, 2003–present; 
Second Lebanon, 2006; and Gaza, 2008 (with the arguable exception 
of Israel’s Operation Cast Lead in December 2007–January 2008 in 
Gaza)—were none of them concluded as the belligerent dominant in 
the air anticipated or desired. Indeed, each of these conflicts comprises 
more or less unfinished strategic, but especially political, business 
both for the United States and for Israel.
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The principal challenge to intelligent appreciation of airpower is 
the folly in seeking to examine it as though it were a stable material 
entity upon which reliable judgment can be pronounced. To clarify, if 
such is needed, airpower is both an abstraction and an ever-dynamic 
particular historical reality. Airpower in the abstract, explained in its 
general theory, cannot be tested in particular historical situations. Of 
course, a country’s airpower may fail to deliver the strategic effect 
that is reasonably asked of it, while it is all but certain to fail to achieve 
what strategically should not be demanded. Context is sovereign, re-
gardless of the technical-tactical potency of the military airpower in-
strument. To rephrase the argument, even a near perfection of kinetic 
airpower is able to deliver only that of which such precise lethality is 
capable. If effectively zero circular error probable (CEP) is achievable 
from altitude, the quality and quantity of the strategic effect of that 
remarkable prowess is hostage to an uncertain currency conversion 
rate. The recent conflicts in Afghanistan, Iraq, Lebanon, and Gaza 
have occurred in contexts about as tough for the relevance of mass 
industrial-age, let alone nuclear-war, metrics of success as one could 
imagine. Therefore, it is scarcely surprising that the transformation of 
airpower-as-firepower into a truly minuteman-like marksmanship 
could not reliably be cashed for conclusive strategic, let alone politi-
cal, success. But it must be emphasized that to claim thus is to criti-
cize neither airpower in general, in the abstract, nor necessarily even 
US-led or Israeli airpower of the 2000s. Conflict, war, warfare, and 
strategy in that decade comprised and engaged a great deal more 
than airpower.

Of course airpower occasionally was mishandled strategically, op-
erationally, and tactically in these four episodes. Every military in-
strument always is commanded and performs somewhat short of 
what expectations of perfection specify. However, the relevant stan-
dard for sensible historical strategic judgment is not perfection; 
rather is it suitability and task adequacy. Although Israel came close 
to refuting the rule in the early days of its Second Lebanon War in 
July 2006, it is essential to recognize that modern states in recent 
times have waged joint warfare. In principle there could be a stand-
alone air campaign that would constitute the entire military strategic 
narrative of a war, but such was not the case from 2001 to 2010. There 
is much that a strategic analysis can and should find to criticize in US 
(or US-led) and Israeli performance in the warfare of the 2000s, but 
that criticism cannot persuasively be laid at the door of airpower. If a 
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war is misconceived or seriously mishandled overall, or both, then 
every military contributor to the more or less dire event is likely to 
fare ill in the total audit of the project. Strategic history is not senti-
mental and forgiving of good effort. For example, did the Wehrmacht 
do well and deserve high strategic praise for winning what it won? Or 
should it be condemned for its unarguable failure to win more than 
was strategically essential? This is a familiar strategic challenge for 
the scholar. Does one praise a belligerent who fights well but not well 
enough? A competent strategy should not attempt the impossible, 
but who can identify for certain the boundary of the possible, short of 
the honest, determined attempt? The scholar may be able to pin a 
silver medal on a gallant loser, but history is not usually so generous.

This book is not interested in passing judgment upon the wisdom or 
otherwise of American or Israeli policies and strategies in the 2000s, 
save only insofar as necessary to illuminate further the enduring na-
ture, yet necessarily changing character, of airpower. The principal 
challenges to American and Israeli national security addressed by war-
fare in the 2000s were not ones that airpower alone could meet satisfac-
torily. To go further, those challenges were not open to fundamental 
resolution even by US-led or Israeli military power regarded holisti-
cally and jointly. If Afghanistan, Iraq, Lebanon, and Gaza can be lik-
ened metaphorically to strategic train wrecks, airpower had ample 
company in arguable failure. And the failure that may plausibly, 
though again arguably, be ascribed to those episodes obviously is 
assignable far more to the zone wherein politics (policy) and grand 
and military strategy meet than to that wherein strategy meets the 
operations that command tactics.

An important reason why I am reluctant to venture far into the 
perilous realm of strategic judgment on necessarily still-moving his-
tory is precisely because it is still moving. A book dedicated to the 
mission of understanding airpower cannot sensibly ignore recent, 
even truly contemporary, behavior. It is inevitable that scholarly stan-
dards must be severely stressed in such an exercise. Perspective is 
lacking on the 2000s, and since the irregular conflicts of this period 
are of a character that ensures protraction, instant judgment on a 
moving story has to be imprudent in its potential to mislead. Happily 
for this study, the continuities in and about airpower history are 
deemed here to be so much more significant than the discontinuities, 
that the ever-emerging details of airpower performance are at some 
discount in their value for our understanding. While it is certainly 
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desirable to comprehend the dynamic reality of airpower today, such 
grip as one can secure on understanding real-time actuality is not li-
able to affect the reliability of one’s total grasp of the subject. I write 
this firmly and assertively, with high confidence, but also with the 
humility appropriate to a willingness to be surprised and recognize a 
few exceptions to general rules. Theory in social science has a lower 
standard for success in the testing of its hypotheses than theory in the 
hard sciences.7 The “laws” of social science are apt to be held to the 
most-not-all-cases standard.

It is perilous to attempt to draw lessons from an incomplete strate-
gic narrative. That point granted, what follows is a deliberately brief, 
airpower-focused consideration of the strategic history of the 2000s. 
Readers are warned that strategic prediction usually is faulty. Rapid 
assessment of (near) contemporary history almost invariably comes 
in time to be judged as more or less unsound. Temporal perspective 
does matter.

A Decade of Terror

The political theater of violence that is terrorism is not at all new.8 
That said, there is no obvious historical precedent for a decade 
wherein the dominant, indeed the defining, security challenge for the 
substantially hegemonic world power was posed by terrorists. While 
the 2000s recorded some state-on-state warfare (e.g., Russia versus 
Georgia, the United States and NATO versus Taliban Afghanistan, 
and the United States, Britain, and other allies—but not NATO—
versus Ba’athist Iraq), there is no question but that the terrorist men-
ace was the threat flavor-of-the-period. Actually, the threat had many 
local flavors, which meant that what the George W. Bush administra-
tion chose on 20 September 2001 to term the “global war on terror” 
(which of course acronymed delightfully as GWOT) most probably 
was perilously misconceived, though perhaps over-conceived might 
be a better descriptor, if I may be pardoned for the neologism. It 
should hardly need saying that if the threat question is unsoundly 
reduced conceptually to the challenge posed by a single global ter-
rorist danger, a Master Menace, the answer provided by would-be 
counterterrorists also is likely to be flawed—wrong question, wrong 
answer. This is not to deny that al-Qaeda was, and remains, a tran-
scendentalist jihadist menace that had globally franchiseable ele-
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ments.9 Nonetheless, the whole course of the 2000s shows unmistak-
ably that the truth in the global terror plot is more than offset by the 
error. Those sincere but mistaken people who once were convinced 
that nearly all the security trouble in the world was the direct or indi-
rect product of a global, super-competent, communist conspiracy 
found an adequate conceptual replacement in al-Qaeda and the 
GWOT. Given that an important role of theory is to provide explana-
tion that translates as a comforting intellectual order, the GWOT 
filled the awkward threat void of the 1990s.

The main reason why the GWOT was misconceived was because 
the terrorist threat was plural, not singular; it was indeed global, but 
it was not centrally so. It is always a serious mistake to fixate upon 
ways or means to the near exclusion of ends. The ways and the means 
in the classic strategy trio (ways, means, and ends) must be addressed 
and answered because they are manifested in dangers to one’s secu-
rity, but the fact remains that they are perils only because of the 
ends—the politics and policies—of would-be perpetrators. While 
one cannot wage war on an all but indefinable abstract effect, terror, 
one can combat terrorists and, in many cases, defeat their strategy 
and marginalize or even defeat their policies. None of these com-
ments should be interpreted as meaning that I am confused about 
terrorism. Terrorists determined and able to do harm have to be 
stopped, by whatever weapons and means are effective—period.

To understand airpower in “the age of terror,” it is first essential to 
attempt carefully to comprehend the context for its multidimensional 
application.10 As this study has emphasized throughout, the strategic 
value of airpower relative to other military and nonmilitary policy in-
struments is highly situational. But what was the rele vant situation(s) 
for airpower in the first decade of the twenty-first century? Official 
US (and British, it must be added) policy and rhetoric advanced the 
GWOT thesis, albeit not always in exactly those words. Whatever the 
minor variations in choice of language, there was no doubt that the 
dominant strategic policy concept of the Cold War, containment (that 
ambiguously was both policy and strategy), along with its close de-
pendant enabler, deterrence, was replaced by the GWOT. The big test 
of the GWOT covered a host of counterterrorist (CT), counterinsur-
gency (COIN), and stabilization and development activities. At this 
juncture in the story, it is necessary to remind ourselves of what was 
probably the most important judgment delivered by Clausewitz for 
our education in On War: “The first, the supreme, the most far-reaching 
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act of judgment that the statesman and commander have to make is to 
establish by that test [of fit with policy ends] the kind of war on which 
they are embarking; neither mistaking it for, nor trying to turn it into, 
something that is alien to its nature. This is the first of all strategic 
questions and the most comprehensive.”11

The Cold War years may be characterized fairly as being domi-
nated by a principal source of menace, while the 1990s were all but 
free of a major threat to help guide Western defense policy makers 
and planners. For its part the decade of the 2000s most truly was clut-
tered with several large political grievance–driven terrorist and in-
surgent threats that had some globalized manifestation. The agents 
for these threats claimed some religious authority for their purposes 
and deeds. The real past—as contrasted with the more or less legend-
ary ones that our memories and, one must say, historians construct—
was always complex yet essentially stable and even simple in its stra-
tegic nature. Things are ever thus. Perception of complexity tends to 
correlate closely with intimacy of knowledge and understanding. 
Those who know little about the past can be comfortable in their ig-
norant passing references to, for examples, “the Westphalian states 
system” or World War II. The former is a gross oversimplification that 
is arguably wrong, while the latter is such a big-picture compound of 
diverse conflicts that it can hardly help but mislead.12

The four conflicts in the 2000s of most interest to this study can be 
regarded as two distinct pairs that happen to share the same histori-
cal time zone, and that may well be an appropriate perspective to 
adopt. Whatever the many connections one can identify contestably 
as linking Afghanistan, Iraq, Lebanon, and Gaza (Palestine), there is 
no doubt that each had an airpower dimension with a character of 
high interest to this inquiry. By way of picture framing for the case-
specific analyses that follow, it is useful, indeed it is necessary, to ap-
preciate the contrast between the major contexts for airpower appli-
cation of the Cold War decades and the 1990s and 2000s, especially 
the latter. Since commentators are unhappy when obliged to float 
adrift without anchor to a dominant paradigm in which they have 
confidence, let us compare and contrast the containment and the ter-
ror eras. In historical reality, which is to say the actual past, 1945–89 
was complex and messy, but the master narrative was anything but. 
A global Soviet-authored-and-led menace was contained by the 
strategic effect of an essentially nuclear deterrence. The Soviet foe was 
cunning and unscrupulous, but it was also a regular state in key re-
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spects that fielded regular armed forces. The Soviet enemy had an 
address with targetable geographical coordinates, and existentially it 
appeared to fit well enough into the framework for explanation as a 
belligerent in terms of Clausewitz’s secondary trinity of people, army 
and commander, and policy reasons. Furthermore, Thucydides’ trip-
tych of “fear, honor, and interest” obviously applied. The Soviet Union 
fought and was expected to fight wars much as would any modern 
state—in short, as our contemporary jargon puts it, symmetrically.

The previous paragraph knowingly oversimplifies to register an 
important point. Although airpower has been employed in all genres 
of warfare since the 1900s, its dominant strategic tasks, both in action 
and in peacetime preparation, have been geared to assist, to defeat, or 
to provide a viable alternative to other regular armed forces engaged 
in a regular style of combat. Accepting the nontrivial hazards of pos-
sibly posing alternatives with an exaggerated clarity, the principal 
conflicts of the 2000s had the following selected features:

•  Expressive violence, especially in the inaugural airpower form 
on 9/11, that is rationally strategic even though it is partially 
transcendental in its meaning, though scarcely reasonable to 
most people.13

•  Occurrence in difficult, complex, human, human-constructed, 
as well as most natural kinds of physical terrain.

•  Combatants and noncombatants, “innocent” and otherwise, are 
intermingled and frequently indistinguishable; the enemy is 
hard to locate for targeting.

•  Although all wars by definition are political phenomena, in warfare 
against nonstate but possibly state-sponsored and often only part-
time combatants, generally it is exceptionally challenging to match 
military activity and metrically assessable achievement to advance-
ment toward the desired political outcome.

•  Warfare against irregular enemies who are obliged to fight in 
guerrilla style, usually including terror tactics, almost always is 
cumulatively attritional in character and therefore is protracted 
and apparently indecisive for long periods.14

•  The global geography of most significance for the prosecution of 
the Cold War became as familiar as did each of the principals to 
one another (such familiarity did not guarantee true under-
standing, of course). The contexts of strategic focus in the post–
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Cold War era and then the GWOT decade were as contrasting in 
degree of familiarity as they could be. From containment of the 
Eurasian Soviet heartland hegemony, with its geographical cen-
ters of potential strategic engagement in northern Europe and 
the high Arctic, the actual warfare of most interest to this text 
migrated to the Balkans, the Middle East, central Asia, the Cau-
casus, and the Horn of Africa, inter alia. None of the regions thus 
identified are political or physical geographies with which Amer-
ica, the leading air power, was at all familiar.

•  The conflicts, wars, and warfare of the 2000s had a political char-
acter such that the matching violence primarily was of irregular 
kinds. The dominant strategic narrative for airpower examined 
in these pages overwhelmingly has reflected the paradigm of 
state-on-state, regular-combat-style warfare. The world’s major 
air forces have been shaped overwhelmingly to meet the needs 
attendant upon regular forms of warfare. From time to time air 
forces have been obliged to address the challenges of irregular 
war, but the expertise and much of the equipment tailored to 
those particular tasks have tended to be fleeting capabilities and 
competencies.15

The items just listed need to be highlighted, but their strategic sig-
nificance should not be exaggerated. It is necessary to remember that 
there is more of importance about politics, statecraft, conflict, war, 
warfare, and strategy that does not change than does. Although the 
new concept of, say, “hybrid” war arguably may have some merit, it is 
well to insist that the noun is more authoritative than the fashionable 
adjective. War is war, and it might sometimes be called hybrid if it is 
waged against a state-sponsored irregular force that is exceptionally 
well armed (e.g., Israel against Hezbollah in Lebanon).16 It is a power-
ful truth that strategy, though essentially effected by tactics, is superior 
to them. It is an even more powerful truth that strategy both reigns 
and rules over conflict, war, and warfare of every character. The war-
fare episodes of the 2000s support this dictum with overwhelming 
empirical authority.

Afghanistan and Iraq, 2001–Present

Triggered politically by American anger as well as cool consider-
ation of national security, the swiftly successful military campaign to 
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take down Taliban Afghanistan (Operation Enduring Freedom, 7 
October–23 December 2001) seemed for a brief while to demonstrate 
a new lethal way in warfare.17 Alas, it was to be no accident, as Soviet 
spokesmen used to intone, that the US strategic experiences of Af-
ghanistan and Iraq in the 2000s were to have so powerful a similarity 
at every level of effort and analysis. The two countries or states—to 
hazard some inadvertent misdirection with reference to Afghani-
stan—were hugely different, and yet the US-led strategic narratives of 
the wars there in the decade of the 2000s reveal a few plainly domi-
nant and broadly common strategic features that merit exploitation 
as contributions to our understanding of airpower. By way of a neces-
sary prefatory caveat, although lengthy historical perspective offers 
no guarantee of objectivity and balanced judgment, it is a certainty 
that the unavoidable absence of such perspective does ensure a fragil-
ity of assessment. That said, before examining some detail it is impor-
tant not to lose the central plot that is our theme—the role(s) and 
relative significance of airpower in strategic history. What follows is a 
summary shortlist that hits the keys to understanding what happened 
and why in both Afghanistan and Iraq in the 2000s, with particular 
reference to the airpower narrative.

The linkages and independencies among the distinguishable levels 
of war were asserted in a wonderfully compounding sentence on the 
very first page of On War. “But in war more than in any other subject 
we must begin by looking at the nature of the whole; for here more than 
elsewhere the part and the whole must always be thought of together.”18 
Alas, the US-led multinational coalitions of the willing that intervened 
in Afghanistan and Iraq lacked a viable political narrative as a vital 
enabler of strategic success.

Because the coalitions were bereft of credible and tolerably legiti-
mate political stories for Kabul and Baghdad, they had inordinate 
difficulty locating strategies that could serve them well enough. Re-
call that the strategic function requires a purposeful, mutually en-
abling marriage among (political) ends, (strategic) ways, and (mili-
tary and extramilitary) means. When the political ends are absent, 
unclear, or flatly contradictory, strategy worthy of the name is im-
possible, and one is reduced to an effort comprising tactics alone. 
This tacticization of strategy is inevitable when the strategy function 
cannot be performed because of the absence of identified, firm, and 
achievable political goals.
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Military behavior is directed at the operational level for limited 
goals in ways and by tactical action that often, paradoxically, are mil-
itarily competent-to-exemplary, yet which must fail to contribute ei-
ther sequentially or cumulatively to strategic success.19 When a cen-
trally directed “whole country” strategy is missing from the action, 
advantage in this locale and that one typically registers historically as 
only hollow victories that have no meaning beyond themselves.

Tactical military excellence is the product of a few universal and 
eternal qualities—leadership, morale/motivation, doctrine, training, 
equipment, and numbers, to cite but the leading items. However, be-
cause the context of every war is unique, tactical effectiveness is al-
ways a highly situationally specific story. Whereas policy and strategy 
can be shifted rapidly, the tactical competence of an armed force can-
not. It takes time to generate the fighting power needed from troops 
suitably equipped, doctrinally well prepared, appropriately trained, 
and sufficient in numbers to do the jobs that policy, strategy, and op-
erational art require. Even if soldiers in the field can function consis-
tently for tactical success, that force-on-force superiority will be at a 
severe discount in its strategic effect if the higher levels of the whole 
enterprise are in poor condition.

Argument over whether airpower is more supported than sup-
porting, or vice versa, sadly is probably as unavoidable as it is foolish. 
Rival tribal theorists for ground power and airpower are almost cer-
tain to mislead both themselves and the more credulous among their 
readers. The relative significance of the air contribution to the joint 
fight certainly has shifted from war to war, or it has and will among 
different kinds of terrain (and at sea). But in modern warfare, which 
is to say from late 1916 to the present, the combined-arms fight has 
always been joint.20 The jointness has not always been fully recog-
nized to be essential, and frequently it has not been practiced compe-
tently (e.g., French and British land-air performance in May–June 
1940). Nonetheless, when there is a ground warfare dimension to a 
conflict, which is the usual condition, it is sensible to conceive of a 
greater or lesser degree of fusion of airpower and ground power. The 
tactical, operational, and strategic relations between the two cannot 
be stable, because the context for threat and action is ever dynamic 
and various. It is necessary to recognize the sovereignty of context yet 
again and the wholeness of the trinity that comprises the strategic 
function. It has to follow that assessment of airpower’s performance 
in Afghanistan and Iraq must appreciate empathetically the almost 
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overwhelming fact that the worth of behavior in and from altitude 
was thoroughly hostage to the quality of military and other perfor-
mance on the ground. Furthermore, the whole military project in 
and bearing upon these two countries has been hostage to the wis-
dom, or otherwise, in the political direction given to strategy. One 
must seek to “join up the dots.” This is a matter with decisive practical 
implications; it is not merely a fine scholarly point.21

The tactical story of airpower in Afghanistan and Iraq has been one 
of innovation in technology and procedures.22 Unsurprisingly, 10 
years of complex, even hybrid, warfare have tested ideas and equip-
ment in a way that peacetime cannot. This is not to claim that military 
organizations with their all-but-tribal cultures and subcultures are 
uniformly able to learn from experience, either their own or others’. 
However, the painful warfare experiences of Afghanistan and Iraq 
eventually, albeit belatedly, did see the US Army perform admirably as 
a learning organization. I am not uncritical of what was learned, but 
the effort was strongly praiseworthy. The British Army was far slower 
to recognize that it needed both to learn new things and, as much, to 
recover lost learning from past eras.23 Wherever one looks in the Af-
ghan and Iraqi experiences, one finds technical-tactical competence 
and better typically shackled unfortunately to operational irrelevance 
because of the strategy deficit produced in good part by the political 
incompetence that has driven unwise policy. These are hard words, 
and they bear not at all upon the overall judgment that, by and large, 
the sharp end of US-led coalition fighting power was admirable in-
deed. So much so that one is struck by the familiar paradox that an 
excellent military machine was ill matched by a policy and strategy-
making process—to fuse the two rather boldly—that demonstrated it 
was not fit for the political purpose it was given.

The strategic effect of tactical and operational airpower is thor-
oughly hostage to the integrity of the master military and grand strat-
egies that it serves and no less to the soundness of the policy that 
provides the “ends,” the political purpose of the whole endeavor. Not-
withstanding the distinctiveness of the airpower experiences of Af-
ghanistan and Iraq in the 2000s, the major, indeed the overriding, 
commonality is almost startling. In both cases the United States and 
its allies addressed the wrong question and therefore provided the 
wrong solution. It is not important for this text to argue the rights and 
wrongs of the decision to intervene in Afghanistan in 2001 and Iraq 
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in 2003, but what is important and relevant to our airpower focus is 
the plain fundamental errors in strategy that flawed both projects.

There is always room for improvement, and friction is a reality no 
matter how modern the military instrument, but the practical and 
operational narrative of airpower in the joint campaigns in the 2000s 
is overwhelmingly positive. With only minor exceptions, such as al-
ways happens with any military force, US-led airpower did all that it 
could be expected to do and probably more. In summary, supported 
by small numbers of largely, but not only, American special opera-
tions forces performing a significant measure of the target-cueing 
role on the ground, US airpower, primarily sea-based (obviously the 
US lacked air bases on land close to Afghanistan in 2001), enabled 
local Northern Alliance Afghan forces to defeat the Taliban. In the 
judicious words of campaign historian Ben Lambeth,

in addition [to the UAV], a new concept of offensive air employment against 
enemy ground forces was successfully tested in Enduring Freedom [Afghani-
stan, 2001]. Although often mistakenly equated with close air support (CAS), 
it was, in fact, something fundamentally new by way of air power application 
that entailed direct air attacks against fielded enemy forces who were not in 
direct contact with friendly troops.24 (emphasis in the original)

Lambeth broadly is correct, though there were some distinctly im-
perfect historical precedents for such target cueing by a ground ele-
ment. Also, he offered these wise words:

Granted, one must take care not to overgeneralize from Operation Enduring 
Freedom. Much like Desert Storm, Deliberate Force, and Allied Force before 
it, the war was, at bottom, a one-sided application of space-enabled air power 
to produce a desired outcome, one in which the enemy really never had a 
chance to counter allied offensive operations. Taliban air defenses, with so few 
weapons of any reliability, were all but nonexistent.25

The “kill chain was shorter than ever,” to employ the unlovely con-
cept, because of technological and, no less, organizational improve-
ments in the early 2000s over the 1990s.26 It must also be said that US 
airpower over Afghanistan in 2001 was not harassed and hindered by 
a severely dysfunctional allied target planning process and chain of 
command. However, notwithstanding the excellence of SOF-identified 
and GPS-directed joint direct attack munitions (JDAM) and 
other munitions delivered by a multi-altitude taxi rank of aerial fire 
support, there was only so much that airpower could achieve. The 
triadic new American way of war that effectively fused US (and a few 
allied) SOF, (largely) US airpower, and Afghan allied ground forces 
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accomplished what would have been difficult to fail in doing: it took 
down the Taliban regime in impressively short order. There were very 
few American boots on the ground, and the dominant US war aim 
seemed to have been achieved.

The near-absence of an American (and other US-allied) footprint 
in Afghanistan in 2001 could not be repeated against the notably 
more-robust-looking state of Saddam Hussein’s Iraq in 2003. How-
ever, the American (and British) invasion in spring 2003, an enter-
prise launched in the satisfactory, not to say triumphal, afterglow of 
apparent victory in Afghanistan, was as light on the ground as it 
could be for the purpose of taking down the regime. Secretary of De-
fense Donald H. Rumsfeld appeared to be vindicated. Two decades 
and more into the lengthy process of military transformation via an 
IT-led RMA indeed had produced an American military instrument 
that could march “up country” with a dominant, fairly bold style of 
maneuver that was critically enabled by air and cyber assault.27 US 
and British ground power would have made short work of the Iraqi 
army and the regime’s more political military formations in any event, 
but the record of the campaign shows quite clearly that US airpower 
and cyber power fatally disrupted and disabled any prospect of Iraq 
putting up a cohesive defense.28 It is worth noting that Iraqi forces 
were deployed and commanded in all respects more with a view to 
the security of the regime against a domestic military or paramilitary 
coup than with regard to defense against invasion.

There was no doubt that in 2001 and in 2003 the United States, 
with some allied assistance, conclusively and impressively defeated 
the Afghan state of the Taliban and the Ba’athist regime in Baghdad. 
Unfortunately, the peace that followed each successful brief war dete-
riorated more (Iraq) or less (Afghanistan) rapidly into a condition of 
complex irregular warfare. US-led airpower was neither responsible 
for such deterioration, nor could it arrest the slide into bloody chaos. 
The problems of and in Afghanistan after 2001, and of and in Iraq 
after the swift victory in regular-style conventional warfare in the 
spring of 2003, could not be answered by US-led military power, let 
alone by US airpower as a dominant element employed more and less 
jointly. It is easy to be misunderstood when one registers a claim such 
as that just uttered. The military part of the US political-strategy proj-
ects in Afghanistan and Iraq were and are vital, but the political con-
texts in those countries have determined noticeably the practicable 
bounds for military achievement.
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Tactical excellence cannot substitute for strategic incompetence, 
and the United States could hardly help but be strategically incompe-
tent because its political and military leaders did not grasp with an 
adequate understanding the true character of the strategic challenges 
either in Afghanistan or in Iraq. The fundamental problem in Af-
ghanistan was, and remains, the fact that it has never been and is not 
a modern state. This deceptively simple, though surely obvious, fact 
means that the US-led military intervention, which recorded serious 
mission creep from standoff aerial coercion and close air support 
(CAS), through CT, to COIN, grossly misread the character of the 
challenge. American CT and COIN doctrine, even in its much im-
proved post-2006 FM 3-24 variant, fails to grip the implications of 
the reality that Afghanistan is not and has never been a functioning 
centralized modern state. No matter how correctly some approxima-
tion to what is believed to be best practice in CT and COIN is con-
ducted by America and some—too few—Afghan allies, the enterprise 
is all but certain to fail because it is conducted on behalf of a near fic-
tion that is, or should be, the state and society of Afghanistan. The 
political and social-cultural contexts of the warfare in Afghanistan 
are not likely to be permissive of US-led, or much assisted, CT and 
COIN efforts. It should be needless to say that the airpower narrative, 
virtually no matter how high its impressively varied tactical compe-
tence, is powerless to shift what appears to be a structure for failure. 
When politicians and strategists require their military agents to do 
the impossible, those agents will duly fail to deliver.

It is ironic that the airpower story in Afghanistan, both for the 
brief 2001 campaign and as a pervasive enabler of the mission creep-
ing since then, has been as first-rate as ultimately it was futile. The 
Afghan experience in the 2000s emphatically does not show that air-
power is a much lesser military element as compared and contrasted 
with the boots on the ground to which it should be thoroughly sub-
ordinate. Airpower, both kinetic (CAS, interdiction, independent 
strikes) and in varied other forms (e.g., for logistics, tactical and op-
erational mobility, reconnaissance, command and control, medevac, 
security at all levels), is a literally essential, pervasive enabler of, as 
well as executive agent for, CT, COIN, and the stabilization and hu-
manitarian tasks inalienable from irregular conflicts. The strategic 
value of airpower in the irregular conflicts of the 2000s has been de-
cided far more by the structural character of the conflicts in Afghan-
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istan and Iraq than by particular US technical, tactical, and opera-
tional choices.

The strategic, perhaps astrategic, story arc of the US-led interven-
tion in Iraq launched in March 2003 is unsurprisingly similar to the 
sad Afghan case analyzed immediately above. The reasons are not 
hard to locate; they can be summarized as same (American) people, 
same ideas, same military instrument, and same time-space. Charac-
teristically, Lambeth hits the target again:

Operations Enduring Freedom [2001] and Iraqi Freedom [2003], in marked 
contrast, [to the distinctively different personalities in command in each cam-
paign in the 1990s] differed from the earlier US conflicts of the 1990s in that 
they took place in such close temporal proximity to one another that each was 
conducted by the same principal players, from the White House and Pentagon 
in Washington through CENTCOM headquarters in Tampa to the CAOC 
[combined air operations center] in Saudi Arabia and even, in many cases, at 
the shooter level in all three services.29

Interestingly, given the wisdom of some little hindsight-foresight, 
Lambeth states unexceptionally that “if there was ever to be any op-
portunity in principle for ‘lessons learned’ from one experience to be 
applied to a second, one would think that Operation Iraqi Freedom 
would have presented precisely such an opportunity.”30 Sad to say, 
although the military agents of intervention indeed had learned 
much from the tactical and even operational errors committed in 
Afghanistan in the fall of 2001, they had not learned the strategic 
and political lessons that pertained most critically to the prospects 
for project success.

The United States had learned, or relearned, in Afghanistan that 
local allies had local agendas, so that distinctively American objec-
tives could be pursued effectively only by American forces. In retro-
spect, that lesson, though true, may be less strategically consequential 
than one might suppose. If one does not grasp the complicated social 
and political realities of a country and its military implications for 
security, even competently conducted CT and COIN will disappoint. 
By the same token, although it is valid to assert that a tolerable level 
of security in Afghanistan can be achieved only by the Afghans them-
selves, sensible appreciation of this less than dazzling epiphany does 
not in any way guarantee that the Afghans will be capable of playing 
their necessary part in the US-oriented security script.

It will be obvious that this discussion chooses to subordinate the 
technical-tactical and even operational narratives of airpower in 
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Afghanistan and Iraq to the all-important strategic and political con-
texts. Both cases of military intervention are still ongoing, though the 
Iraqi venture is running out of political patience and toleration of the 
time needed, both in Iraq and in the United States. Whether or not the 
American-led strategic experiences in Afghanistan and Iraq will be 
judged in retrospect to have been successful must depend both upon 
consequences that are yet to be evident and upon the politically au-
thoritative definition of success. The “warfare after the war” in Af-
ghanistan that emerged slowly from mid-decade onward was a reflec-
tion of basic Afghan realities that the swift victory over the Taliban in 
regular-style battle had scarcely touched. By 2009, it was recognized 
that the strategic mission was both CT and COIN and that the fuel for 
the terrorism, insurgency, and criminal violence was economic, po-
litical, and ideological (probably only to a modest degree).31 Airpower 
in all its forms was more than merely helpfully enabling, but it could 
neither build nor rebuild a centralized functioning state in Afghani-
stan that enjoyed a sufficient political legitimacy in the eyes of a ma-
jority of very socially diverse Afghans. Nation creation is a high-risk, 
long-term endeavor; it is a natural and contingent process, not one 
that can be engineered and made to happen by a short burst of politi-
cal will, especially if that will is a foreign one.

As the United States mistook victory over the Taliban in late 2001 
for a lasting political peace in Afghanistan, so it repeated the error in 
Iraq in the spring of 2003. Quite nicely fused with the other military 
instruments, airpower paralyzed and demoralized the Ba’athist power 
of regular resistance. Indeed, the job was done superbly. Unfortu-
nately, the destruction of Saddam’s state was not the core of the stra-
tegic challenge. Wars are waged not for the sake of military victory, 
but rather for the political and other rewards of such. Predictably, 
though perhaps surprisingly not officially predicted in Washington, 
the consequence of US military victory was chaos. Ironically this was 
in good part a result of the manner in which it was swiftly achieved. 
Whereas Afghanistan had never enjoyed a centralized functioning 
state with legitimate authority, the state of Iraq was blown away or 
sent home by an American (and British) force light in its footprint 
and replaced by nothing much that could or did work.32 In the col-
lapsing, then collapsed, security context of Iraq, airpower performed 
nobly as a tactical enabler. It could not turn the insecurity condition 
around or even really help to do so, pending the emergence of a work-
able political solution that could be advanced strategically. Bereft of 
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strategic guidance directed by political goals, tactical behavior is only 
that, tactical. Tacticians bereft of a strategic story arc are condemned 
merely to “mow the grass,” as the Israelis like to put it.33

It would be difficult to exaggerate the importance of the point that 
in war after war, airpower is as necessary as it is insufficient. And to 
make that claim is not to criticize airpower. To risk undue emphasis 
of what should be obvious, airpower no more failed in Afghanistan 
and Iraq than did land power, sea power, space power, or cyber power. 
The critical challenge was political and strategic to the degree, as is 
historically familiar, that technical-tactical and even operational 
achievement cannot deliver the success that the country believes it 
needs, rightly or wrongly. The technological, tactical, and doctrinal 
narratives of the 2000s are overshadowed and dominated by politics 
and strategy.

Second Lebanon and Gaza

The Israeli strategic experience with airpower is of particular inter-
est here because, paradoxically, it has features similar to the American 
while the context is about as different as it could be. The two national 
narratives are massively distinctive yet almost eerily similar in a few 
vital respects. The fundamental reason why this short section qualifies 
for inclusion here is because the Israeli strategic experience with air-
power is the same subject generically as the US experience with air-
power, and the single general theory of airpower embraces both.

It does not strain credibility to claim that for both the United States 
and Israel, airpower long has been the most consistently favored 
asymmetrical source of strategic advantage.34 This claim easily is de-
fensible for the United States from late 1943 onward, and it is highly 
plausible for the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) arguably from the mid-
1950s and unarguably from the 1960s onward. This is not to discount 
the combined-arms fighting power of Israeli ground forces, but it is 
to emphasize the strategic significance of the air superiority or air 
dominance earned and exploited by the Israeli Air Force (IAF). That 
strategic significance typically, though not quite always, was a truly 
great enabler of combined-arms success on the ground. When the 
IAF did not own the sky over the terrestrial battlespace, as painfully 
was the case in the opening phase of the Yom Kippur War, Israel’s 
army found itself in desperate straits.
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Time after time Israeli strategic performance in war was punished 
for the sin of underestimating the enemy. In 1973, Soviet mobile air 
defense weapons provided to Egypt denied the IAF the ability to op-
erate effectively at low altitude over the Sinai approach to the Suez 
Canal, while in 2006 Iranian-provided mobile SAMs again rendered 
low-altitude IAF flight somewhat hazardous. Israel may not have 
learned that “winning ugly,” while certainly preferable to “losing 
ugly,” can appear credibly to some important audiences as losing. 
This text argues that Israel, strictly viewed, was strategically success-
ful in 2006 and 2008, but the undoubted fact that this is a controver-
sial claim is significant. As this study keeps insisting, to understand 
airpower, its strengths, and its limitations and to assess its relative 
strategic value, the assay needs to be pervasively contextual. For the 
purpose of this study, we are not so much interested in judging the 
sense or otherwise in Israeli strategic behavior overall as we are in 
understanding the strategic narrative of Israeli airpower in the cam-
paigns of 2006 and 2008. To that end one cannot address the air-
power story, as it were, self-referentially. The threat and use of air-
power must be considered in its place and in relation to the statecraft 
that it should serve and the war plan(s) it is commanded to help im-
plement. And the whole endeavor must be considered in the strategic 
framework generically of ends, ways, and means.

Airpower as tactical effectiveness for anticipated—rightly or 
wrongly—strategic effectiveness cannot substitute for missing state-
craft. And it must be said, even statecraft a great deal more skillful 
than was demonstrated by Israel in 2006 and 2008 is apt to be 
thwarted by motives for hostility that are deep, wide, and effectively 
permanent. (Nothing in politics truly is forever, but some inter- and 
intrasocietal animosities are close to being beyond reconciliation.) 
Thucydides captures the nub of the matter with his identification of 
“fear, honor, and interest” as the wellsprings of enmity. It follows that 
although the IAF could forcefully delete some hearts and minds 
from the adversary’s order of battle, and for deterrent effect it might 
be able to reach out usefully and touch a rational cost-benefit calcu-
lus, it could not achieve the political peace that Israel desires and 
needs. This inability does not translate as strategic failure, provided 
one cannot demonstrate plausibly that the IAF defeats itself politi-
cally as a consequence of the ways and means to which it resorts in 
effective pursuit of advantage.
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There is probably some merit in the argument that the IAF of the 
mid 2000s was unhealthily overimpressed by the speculative proposi-
tion that airpower alone might be able to deliver strategic victory 
against its more (Hezbollah in Lebanon) and much less (Hamas in 
Gaza) hybrid enemies. An influential study written in 1998 con-
cluded, “Large-scale ground operations against guerrilla forces re-
sulting in heavy losses and political damage would be avoided if op-
erational doctrine and conception of counter-guerrilla air warfare 
were formulated. Offensive air campaign is the very soul of the war 
against a guerrilla movement.”35

The Second Lebanon War of 12 July–14 August 2006 might be 
judged to have revealed a failure of airpower. The Israeli military ef-
fort was restricted to air strikes until 19 July, at which juncture IDF 
ground forces invaded Lebanon. While a case can be made that the 
neo-Wardenesque airpower optimism that was a significant mood of 
the “strategic moment” at the turn of the millennium and beyond—
from Kosovo in 1999, through Kabul in 2001, and on to Baghdad in 
2003—found significant favor in Israel also, other explanations for 
Israeli performance in 2006 press for recognition. Specifically, against 
Hezbollah in 2006, the IDF first attempted an aerial coercion strategy 
alone that did not succeed well enough.36 The strategic challenge 
faced by the IDF required the classic synergistic blend of military 
skills that comprise best (or just good) practice in the modern style of 
combined-arms warfare.

For once this discussion must risk breaking the golden rule of con-
textual authority not to clutter the argument with political and other 
considerations that are not strictly germane. Airpower cannot be a 
solution to Israel’s security and hence political problems with its Arab 
neighbors. But just because a military instrument cannot achieve ev-
erything, it does not follow that it has to be either irrelevant or harm-
ful. For reasons of no concern to this analysis, in 2006 and 2008 Israel 
had pressing military problems with, respectively, Hezbollah and 
Hamas. With Iranian backing (subsequently admitted on Iranian 
television on 7 October 2007 by Hez bollah leader Sayyed Nassan 
Nasrallah), on 12 July 2006 Hezbollah terrorists crossed the border 
into Israel, ambushed an Israeli patrol, and took two Israeli soldiers as 
prisoners/hostages. Although this Hezbollah provocation served as 
the trigger for the 34-day war, it is essential to appreciate that wars 
historically do not erupt from nothing and nowhere. Israeli intelli-
gence was fully aware of the Iranian arming of Hezbollah, and, of 
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course, Israel had occupied a strip of southern Lebanon from 1982 
(the First Lebanon War) until its complete final withdrawal on 23 
May 2000. What occurred in the summer of 2006 was not expected 
by either side: Hezbollah staged what was intended to be an incident 
but triggered a short, intense war. Israel was ready for action in the 
limited standard sense that it had prepared alternative war/campaign 
plans, both ground-centric and autonomous air. A heady combina-
tion of certain people in office, and therefore command; the intellec-
tual strategic fashion of the “moment,” favoring precise kinetic air-
power; the extant orientation of the Israeli Army, which was still in 
counter-Intifada mode; and a laudable concern to minimize casual-
ties sufficed to produce the decision to respond with airpower alone.37 
What ensued was a highly successful counterforce campaign target-
ing Hezbollah’s missile firepower. The air campaign succeeded in 
wreaking huge damage as intended. For example, as one careful 
American analyst records, the IAF hit “59 of Hezbollah’s permanent 
rocket launchers in a ‘34-minute’ operation” on 13 July.38 The same 
author, William M. Arkin, also claimed, with lesser authority, that 
“the ‘failure’ of airpower in the 2006 Israeli-Hezbollah war was not 
that it promised too much or that it did not deliver. It was instead a 
grand strategic failure in the application of force against terrorism.”39 
Arkin reads plausibly, but his judgment is not thoroughly persuasive.

It is true that Israel fought poorly in 2006. It is true also that Israel 
lost the contemporary and subsequent running battle of the political 
narrative.40 An IDF reshaped to defeat the second and largely extra-
military intifada and its adjunct suicide bombers lacked some of the 
critical skills in combined arms for which once it had been justly fa-
mous.41 The ground forces that some in the IDF were surprised to 
discover were needed to identify and flush out the better-concealed 
of Hezbollah’s ready shorter-range missile arsenal were by no means 
fully fit for that purpose. And as usual in strategic history, an impor-
tant reason why the Israeli army could not succeed as in wars of yore 
was because its enemy in 2006 unexpectedly was tactically, opera-
tionally, strategically, and politically competent. Hezbollah was not 
quite the enemy from hell, the Huns reincarnated, but for Israel in 
that year it was certainly a much more worthy enemy than had been 
anticipated (Hezbollah was not the Wehrmacht at its peak, but in 
2006 it fought its style of hybrid regular and irregular warfare rather 
better than the Israelis conducted their counterhybrid operations). 
The IDF subsequently acknowledged its deficiencies by reverting in 
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its training to emphasize the classic combined-arms fighting compe-
tencies that were noticeably missing from the action in 2006.

The airpower dimension to 2006 is hard to misunderstand, though 
many commentators have succeeded in such an endeavor against the 
odds. The story should be familiar by this late stage in our inquiry. By 
way of summary, Israeli airpower (1) destroyed or disabled a substan-
tial fraction of the Hezbollah missile arsenal that intelligence could 
locate, (2) was unable totally to suppress missile strikes across the 
frontier (approximately 4,000 largely 120 mm Katyusha rockets were 
fired during the 34-day war), and (3) inflicted great military damage 
on Hezbollah, both when striking independently and also when op-
erating in joint, combined-arms supporting and supported mode. 
But there is no doubt that the political-moral narrative of the war in 
the eyes of the globalized media was not dominated by the realities of 
Hezbollah provo cation and atrocities. Rather were the master stories 
those of presumably helpless Arab victims being bombarded through-
out much of Lebanon by ruthlessly applied Israeli firepower safely 
delivered bully-fashion from altitude. It is perhaps doubly ironic that 
although, on the one hand, Israel lost the war politically, Hezbollah 
was indeed taught a painful lesson that it heeded, despite its assertion 
of success. Hezbollah provocations in Galilee ceased. But despite the 
military shock of the unexpected large-scale Israeli response in July 
2006, Hezbollah plausibly could proclaim a “Divine Victory” to many 
audiences around the world because it had succeeded in not losing to 
the fearsome Israeli military machine.

The political and strategic fault line from Hezbollah in Lebanon in 
2006 to Gaza in January 2008 is plain to see. In both cases the IDF 
was not seeking some variant of total victory. The mission was the 
limited one of demotivating Hezbollah and Hamas from undertaking 
hostile acts against Israelis in Israel. With some good reason Israelis 
believed that although the military story in Lebanon in 2006 ulti-
mately was satisfactory, nonetheless they had suffered a truly damag-
ing blow to their strategic reputation. Hezbollah had been hurt and, 
as became clear over time, also successfully coerced. But the IAF had 
not been able to destroy or deter rocket launchers in large and rather 
steady numbers during the short war. Also, the IDF on a whole, espe-
cially the ground forces, plainly were proved not to be fully fit for 
maneuverist combined-arms warfare, their erstwhile forte. Most 
damaging of all, Hezbollah appeared, though genuinely bloodied, 
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heroically victorious because it was still standing after intense combat 
with the local superpower.

The Israeli campaign against Hamas in Gaza from 27 December 
2008 to 17 January 2009 was provoked by the preceding campaign of 
unaimed rocket and mortar fire from Gaza across the border into Is-
rael. The Palestinian militant organization Hamas—Iranian backed, 
though not wholly sponsored, à la Shiite Hezbollah in Lebanon—had 
achieved control in Gaza in 2006 and subsequently engaged in pro-
tracted irregular warfare with largely random standoff rocket and 
mortar attacks against Israeli civilians. Whatever the political and 
moral rights and wrongs of the conflict between Hamas and its elec-
torate in Gaza and the state of Israel, the latter could not tolerate the 
assault it was under by late December 2008. Approximately 60 rock-
ets and mortar shells hit Israel from Gaza on 24 December 2008 
alone. The consequence, inevitably, was a campaign to restore secu-
rity that had to achieve effective suppression of the terroristic mili-
tary threat and inflict potent punishment for a coercive effect to dis-
courage further menace, for a while at least. The result was Operation 
Cast Lead, wherein between 27 December 2008 and 17 January 2009, 
the IDF proved effective both in its operationally independent target-
ing of Hamas weaponry and command targets (27 December 2008–2 
January 2009) and in its CAS role for combined-arms fighting in an 
urban environment.42 Looking to the future, as one must in warfare, 
since the activity is all about its strategic and political consequences—
the varieties of peace, or nonwar, that follow—the IDF needed both 
to damage Hamas and, as already noted, coercively demotivate it 
from its terroristic harassment, as well as restore the reputation for 
effectiveness that Israel believed it had lost in Lebanon in 2006. It is 
fair to say that the IDF succeeded well enough on all counts, though 
a noteworthy caveat must be registered.

Even as the IAF and the IDF in general somewhat restored their 
damaged prestige by their apparent success in Gaza, the manner in 
which they did this against the character of enemy they faced caused 
some political self-harm that was not completely avoidable. The em-
ployment of airpower in the twenty-first century, which is to say in a 
world permanently blessed with the near-ubiquitous presence of a 
globalized media, cannot avoid scoring some own goals. When the 
enemy is a nonstate belligerent, is somewhat civilian, deliberately de-
ploys around and fights close to “innocents,” and obviously is more 
than a little materially disadvantaged—though this matter needs 
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nuanced treatment—the air power looks like a bully, the irregular 
or hybrid fighter the hapless and hopeless victim. Similarly, for 
contemporary-conflict standoff, firepower can only be as precise as 
its cueing and other targeting intelligence allows. Even that claim is 
unduly flattering, because no application of military force, indeed no 
human activity, will be entirely accident and error free. As Clausewitz 
insisted, friction happens, and we should add, even when the CEP 
effectively is zero.

The true problem is not imperfect technology or flawed people, 
though those are ever with us. Rather the basic problem is the behav-
ior itself that we compound as the portmanteau concept of war. For 
reasons that are plainly not rational, kinetic airpower often is pre-
sented as more brutal and inhumane than the close fight on the 
ground. Airpower theorists who are career air persons may be ex-
cused having some genuine difficulty viewing their beloved military 
instrument in the same way as much of the world populated over-
whelming by non-air-professional persons. Clean, precise action 
conducted surgically through and from the “wild blue yonder” is one 
point of view. Another is machine war waged from a distance by 
morally indifferent warrior-technicians. The media’s unfortunate 
habit of referring to American, British, or Israeli military aircraft as 
“war planes” carries a pejorative conceptual adjectival menace that is 
not helpful for balanced understanding. The cases just discussed 
highlight this structural problem. Israeli ground and air actions in 
Operation Cast Lead, for example, may have caused close to 1,400 
“civilian” casualties. When fighting in the close proximity of a hostile 
urban populace, it is no easy matter to know who is an innocent civil-
ian bystander or who is a full- or part-time combatant.43 If a belliger-
ent today has an advantage in the air, that strategic fact can be more 
than a little offset by the difficulty avoiding damage to the political 
story consequential to the occasional errors that attend firepower 
from altitude. Of course, intelligently regarded, the problem is war 
and warfare, not airpower uniquely, but since when did intelligence 
rule authoritatively in human affairs? Airpower has suffered much 
unjust censure in its history. From deliberate city-burning in World 
War II to the striking of a wedding party in Afghanistan, warfare is 
hell, as it has always been. Often the public support that enables pol-
icy action employing airpower either is ignorant or chooses to be ig-
norant of the inherently brutal reality of warfare. There have been 
paradox and irony in a history of airpower that has recorded sincere 
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determination to make war less bloody an enterprise, yet which often 
appears to have been frustrated in practice. Airpower theorists can 
and should insist that the villain is humanity itself, not one of its mil-
itary agencies, but such argument will not convince those who be-
lieve in the miracle of war without violence or pain.

Conclusion: Continuity in  
Change in the Big Picture

It would be satisfying to be able to claim that the airpower narrative 
in modern strategic history has a story arc. However, on reflection 
such a proposition would risk inadvertently concealing major truths 
as a price to be paid for recognizing and celebrating some obvious but 
relatively lesser ones. The history of airpower is a story of all but in-
credible technological advance. Regarded in isolation, it is quite a 
stretch to identify the Wright brothers’ Flyer as a member of the same 
technical and functional species as an F-22 Raptor or a B-2 Spirit, 
able stealthily to dispense 60 JDAMs to specific addresses. The histo-
rian is appropriately impressed by the uniqueness of each stage in the 
technological development of airpower, by its tactical prowess and 
hence operational potential and possible strategic meaning at every 
individual juncture and in each historical context. That historian, 
though, may miss the continuities because of the undoubted impor-
tant changes. The general theory of strategy, as well as the general 
theories of war and of statecraft, enforce an essential unity to the air-
power narrative. Nonetheless, one must be careful not to overshoot on 
the key point that asserts the unity of airpower experience. To explain, 
the strategic significance of airpower, though not unrestricted—there 
are some inherent limitations to the relative utility of flying ma-
chines—certainly is affected by its technical performance (speed, 
range, height, payload, and so forth). But regardless of its technical 
accomplishment as its character alters, airpower cannot transcend its 
nature. It is in the nature, the very DNA of airpower, to be an agent of 
politics-as-policy and to function for strategic effect in greater or 
lesser duels with the military agents of rival belligerents. Airpower is 
what it is, which means it is flying platforms for the purpose of gener-
ating strategic utility. Airpower is not war, it is not strategy, and it is 
not even, or at least hardly ever, the whole of warfare. Air war could 
occur, but generally speaking, the reality is aerial warfare within a war. 
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The battle of Britain comprised the first and only strictly (protracted) 
air battle between two air forces, but it was conducted in a much 
broader context that yielded its meaning. Reading history backwards, 
Germany ultimately was defeated for strategic reasons connected vi-
tally and quite logically to the consequences of Dowding’s victory in 
the summer of 1940. But that marvelous and well-merited success it-
self could only decide how the stage was set for acts which might or 
might not follow. With crystal clarity Dowding understood that he 
had not won the war; his was a defensive victory for airpower, and that 
alone cannot deliver the enemy dead or cap in hand.

It is tempting to argue that the airpower shown to be so lethal in 
the 1990s and early 2000s re-registered itself, as it were, as a change in 
species from the airpower that theretofore had always struggled to 
work around (with numbers, courage, and skill) its own technical 
and therefore tactical frailties. Such temptation must be resisted be-
cause airpower’s inherent contextuality denies it the ability to change 
species. To illustrate, the IAF cannot become so technically and tacti-
cally proficient that in and by effect it would become or wholly sub-
stitute for Israeli policy and strategy. An ideal airpower, to hypo-
thesize to make the point, could only be technically and tactically ideal 
as a servant of policy and strategy that one can be certain would fall 
some way short of perfection. And even if friendly political, strategic, 
and military performance were exemplary, there is always the nag-
ging possibility that an enemy might prove yet more exemplary or 
perhaps just plain lucky.

It is striking that the undoubted technical and tactical multi-
dimensional value of airpower in the 2000s somehow has not enabled 
the world’s leading air powers (the United States, with Britain and 
Israel as worthy junior members of the top flyers’ club) to cash such 
excellence to better strategic effect. The compound reason for this is 
not hard to identify, provided one has learned how to think about 
airpower in the appropriate way, which is to say in context. Many 
readers must have been struck, as have I, by the contrast between the 
apparent military potency of aircraft captured on film and the te-
dious, messy, and invariably bloody, complicated reality of conflict, 
war, and warfare as a whole. To date, at least, although airpower cer-
tainly has transcended the bounds of terrestrial Earth, it has not tran-
scended the authority of the contexts of war and strategy that give it 
meaning. Far from diminishing the weight of airpower in the grand 
strategic historical narrative, this full recognition of the lore, even 
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law, of context enables us to understand it sensibly and frame debate 
about it in ways compatible with its nature. Now it is time to turn 
from the somewhat contestable record of airpower’s century of deeds 
to the general theory that, permissively on interpretation, has gov-
erned the now-extensive practice.
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Chapter 9

Airpower Theory

Airpower theory has suffered from two persisting lethal defects. First, 
it has been both logically unsound and empirically fragile, or worse. The 
second of these enduring problems has been more than marginally the 
result of the first. Confusing and unintentionally misleading language 
and argument understandably have had profound difficulty explaining 
events and behavior. It is my thesis that although there will always be 
scope for differing judgments on specific issues, the meaning of airpower 
yesterday, today, and tomorrow is neither mysterious nor is it, at least nor 
should it be, particularly controversial. The century-plus of airpower his-
tory to date can tell us all we need to know to understand this kind of 
power. To borrow and adapt from Antulio J. Echevarria’s persuasive judg-
ment on Clausewitz, the strategic narrative of airpower is complete yet 
unfinished.1 By that I mean that although the character of contemporary 
airpower is always changing and every situation wherein airpower is ap-
plied is unique, the whole subject can be revealed convincingly in a gen-
eral theory. To avoid any possibility of misunderstanding, I am claiming 
that the theory of airpower presented in this chapter is able to cover the 
subject completely. The whole nature of airpower can be explained now, 
even though the technical and tactical stories are ever shifting. I must add 
hastily that I am not claiming that this offering is or should be the final 
take on explaining airpower. That task, which is the role of airpower’s 
general theory, can always be done in different ways, including some that 
may constitute improvements on what is offered here. The validity of the 
general theory of airpower—unlike airpower strategies, operations, and 
tactics—is not hostage to particular technical or other judgments. What-
ever the marvels of technology in the years to come, they will not change 
the nature or the strategic narrative of airpower in national security. At 
least, they will not do so provided that narrative is explained competently.

Theory is explanation—at its core, that is all—but in the case of air-
power, it is explanation with attitude. While certainly it strives to iden-
tify truth, the pervasive and driving motive behind theory-making is 
the search for truth with practical value. Airpower theory is founded 
upon the empirical evidence of somewhat arguable historical experi-
ence, and its primary function is to assist those who must execute air-
power in the future. Some practical-minded air persons have been 
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known to have difficulty understanding why theory matters. To them 
the “serious stuff ” is the science and engineering that keeps them at 
altitude, and the pleasure and professional satisfaction is in “doing it.” 
Such people are not much inclined to waste their time thinking about 
why one is doing it. I am not unsympathetic to such a worldview, but 
nonetheless, it is necessary to insist that airpower must be understood 
if it is to be done usefully and not irrelevantly as an end in itself.

With respect to theory itself, a warrior-scholar at the School of Ad-
vanced Air and Space Studies, Harold L. Winton, has made a construc-
tive suggestion. He advises that theory should accomplish five basic 
missions: define the field of study, categorize the field’s constituent parts, 
explain how the parts relate to one another, connect the field of study to 
other human endeavors, and anticipate how changes in the future will 
affect the field of study.2 This is excellent advice. The challenge is to do it 
for airpower in such a manner that it can serve as a complete, if forever 
unfinished, general theory that is both broad enough to cover all the 
relevant phenomena yet sufficiently specific to avoid banality. Readers 
should bear in mind Professor Winton’s wise counsel when they audit 
the merit in the airpower theory laid out in this chapter.

History tends to be light on theory, while social science is apt to be 
light on the history that is the only accessible source of empirical evi-
dence for theory. Laboratory experimentation is not available for 
testing candidate hypotheses for airpower theory, though some con-
flict episodes were treated effectively as laboratory tests—the air-
power dimension to the Spanish Civil War of 1936–39, for an exam-
ple.3 Reading history backwards, one often can characterize a battle 
or campaign as a rehearsal with malice for much larger events that 
followed. The aerial narrative to the Battle of France in 1940 springs 
to mind, especially the distinctive air battle over the evacuation of the 
BEF from Dunkirk in late May and early June. In that battle the Luft-
waffe met RAF Fighter Command seriously for the first time, though 
under conditions wherein neither side could function close to opti-
mally. Context tends to be sovereign over inherent capability, which 
is why it is perilous to draw large lessons from what amounts to 
strongly exclusive historical evidence. Not only should one resist the 
temptation to cele brate the particular believed lessons of a recent 
clash of arms as eternal truths about airpower, also one should not do 
so for the apparent evidence that can be drawn convincingly from a 
whole decade or two of airpower experience. This is one reason why 
the argument here has taken the entire period of heavier-than-air 
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flight as its historical domain. The other reason is that I believe air-
power can and should be regarded most usefully as having a single 
nature whose character is ever changing and changeable. Of course, 
airpower theory is written today in a distinctively contemporary 
form. And all theorists of airpower, no matter how sincere their in-
tent to be general in probing the subject and encompassing all rele-
vant historical experience, cannot avoid being uniquely acculturated 
persons with attitudes and opinions fairly specific in time, place, and 
concerns to their own historical context.

It can be difficult to walk a steady path between undue engage-
ment with the issues of the day and a lofty philosophizing so abstract 
that it is ethereal and, to be blunt, uselessly banal. There is probably 
some merit in asserting that if, or when, airpower theory is found 
useful as a conceptual tool for the advancement of a contentious ar-
gument for an issue of today, it has in fact been either faultily drafted 
or misused. Airpower theory educates for action; it does not provide 
the ammunition.

Even when explanation for understanding is pitched at the exalted 
level of a general theory, claimed to be universally and eternally true, 
it is advisable to be less than fully reverential. What follows here is not 
suggested as comprising candidate nuggets of revealed truth for an 
“airperson’s creed.” This is not a “credo”; it is only an explanation of 
airpower to provide the necessary understanding. Airpower theory is 
not religion/faith, philosophy, doctrine (except with regard to its 
value for education), legend, or myth.4 But it is a serious attempt to 
provide sufficiently reliable (i.e., most-cases) truth about airpower, a 
truth that is admittedly only social (soft) scientific and not physical 
(hard) scientific, that rests upon history and logic.

Readers will notice that the theory addresses many issue areas 
that seemingly are never settled conclusively or, even when appar-
ently settled in one conflict, reappear yet again unsettled in the 
next. The reason is that there are large questions that must be 
framed as such—as ever-open questions in theory that must be re-
solved in every specific historical episode to fit the character of that 
conflict. These are big questions that are really conditions more 
than issues—the proper relations among land power, sea power, 
and airpower, to cite an obvious example.

Beautiful theory is elegant in its simple economy of words and 
items and parsimonious in its itemization as it presents a brilliant, 
tautly packaged, minimalist story that contains and suggests every-
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thing knowable about a subject. My draft of the general theory of 
airpower, alas, fails the tests just cited. It is wordy, though I am hope-
ful not gratuitously prolix, and it is granular. While the whole edifice 
is a unified conception, a single building, it does contain many, prob-
ably far too many, rooms. E=mc2 this is not. I have discovered that 
simple formulae purporting to explain airpower are simply wrong. 
To rephrase that claim hastily, they are insufficiently correct, with the 
inevitable consequence that they are certain to mislead the unwary.

In the interests of clarity, accuracy, and practical utility, airpower 
theory is presented here in the form of many dicta. Each item is a 
dictum, meaning simply, a formal pronouncement. A dictum is a 
considered, seriously evidenced, and even claimed authoritative 
statement; the term is chosen because it carries less baggage than 
does principle or law. A dictum is much more serious than an opin-
ion, but it carries neither the weight of a principle nor the asserted 
true authority of a law. Each dictum is distinctive, but many overlap 
with others. This is deliberate and desirable, because the overriding 
purposes of the exercise, as noted already, are clarity, accuracy, and 
utility, and for those it is essential that connections be specified. Many 
potentially combinable dicta are separated here so that significant 
nuance is not sacrificed. The peril is the risk of a terse and therefore 
elegantly PowerPoint-able airpower theory that would be tersely and 
elegantly simplistic and therefore wrong.

The theory here is as complete as usefully I can make it, for now. 
But it is work that can never be finished and, for certain, the dicta 
chosen can be amended by addition, deletion, or combination ad in-
finitum. And lest modesty was too much to the fore above, it should 
be understood that although the dicta are not claimed to be princi-
ples or laws, they are advanced as candidates that should be regarded 
and treated as permanently valid statements.

Before exposing this study’s preference in airpower theory to criti-
cal view, it is only just and fair to acknowledge the massive contribu-
tions to our understanding of airpower drafted by other theorists. 
Much was said earlier about the classic theorists. However one judges 
the quality of their thought, there is every reason to recognize that a 
study such as this present one could only be built on the back of their 
efforts to explain airpower. We are all Clausewitzians because it is not 
possible to think about war and strategy today without employing the 
Prussian’s concepts, whether or not we agree with them. Similarly, 
airpower theorizing today is performed in the company of Douhet, 
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Trenchard, Mitchell, and Warden, inter alia. Moving to the present 
day, the content and form of my theory of airpower is heavily in-
debted to two distinguished American Air Force historian-theorists, 
Phillip Meilinger and Richard P. Hallion, for whom I have high re-
spect. Each has drafted his own elegant 10-item short list of potent 
“propositions” on airpower (Meilinger) and “attributes” of airpower 
(Hallion). I will not claim arrogantly that those propositions and at-
tributes are wrong, but I must flag the fact that I have some serious 
disagreements or reservations about them. With reference to Meil-
inger’s 10 propositions, I agree with four, half agree with a further 
three, and disagree with another three. My audit of Hallion’s attri-
butes registers agreement with five, half agreement with three, and 
disagreement with two. These items of agreement, half agreement, 
and disagreement now are listed and tersely annotated below. Rather 
than provide a detailed critique, my full views on the individual top-
ics are exposed where appropriate in the dicta presented below. It is 
probably sensible not to view Meilinger’s 10 propositions and Hal-
lion’s 10 attributes so much as rivals to my 27 dicta; rather the three 
should be regarded as different explanations of the same subject. By 
analogy, three artists will paint a common topic in three distinctive 
but, one would hope, still recognizable ways.

It is encouraging to note that Hallion has described Meilinger’s 10 
propositions only as “an important beginning.” He himself proceeded 
to offer what he describes as “airpower attributes that are of particular 
importance.”

The reason for preceding my version of theory by noting where I 
have significant differences with such eminent theorists as Meilinger 
and Hallion is that their theorizing has a provenance in ideas that, 
arguably, have been harmful. Poor theory does damage in the real 
world of behavior, because organizations and people are moved to 
action by ideas. My mission to present airpower theory does not 
launch from time zero. Airpower theory today comprises more than 
a century of good, bad, and sometimes correct but often misleading 
propositions and maxims. This richly populated, if not always richly 
endowed, intellectual inheritance for theorizing today cannot be ig-
nored where it is weak, or worse. As Clausewitz insists, theory has to 
sort things out and distinguish the weeds from the flowers.5 What 
follows is overwhelmingly constructive in form and wholly construc-
tive by intent, but occasionally it has to be destructive of poor ideas 
that do not explain airpower persuasively.
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Meilinger’s 10 propositions regarding airpower6

1. “Whoever controls the air  
generally controls the ground.”

Half agree—this is misleading be-
cause it ignores contextuality.

2. 
 

“Airpower is an inherently strategic 
force.” 

Disagree—this is conceptually wrong 
and seriously misleading in its practi-
cal implications.

3. “Airpower is primarily an offensive 
weapon.”

Disagree—this is much too restrictive 
an understanding.

4. 
 
 

“In essence, airpower is targeting, 
targeting is intelligence, and intel-
ligence is analyzing the effects of 
air operations.”

Disagree—again this is a restrictive 
approach that risks a serious short-
changing of the airpower story. 

5. 
 
 

“Airpower produces physical and 
psychological shock by dominating 
the fourth dimension—time.” 

Half agree—this is often true in an 
obvious sense, but it fails to answer 
satisfactorily the strategist’s most vital 
question, “So what?”

6. 
 
 
 

“Airpower can conduct paral-
lel operations at all levels of war, 
simultaneously.” 
 

Half agree—this is obviously true, 
despite its implied basic concep-
tual error, yet again the “So what?” 
question points to some contestable 
contextuality.

7. “Precision air weapons have rede-
fined the meaning of mass.”

Agree—this is incontestable and of 
great importance.

8. 
 
 

“Airpower’s unique characteristics 
necessitate that it be centrally con-
trolled by airmen.” 

Agree—this claim should be obsoles-
cent, but it is not—non-air persons are 
not really to be trusted with command 
over most uses of airpower.

9. 
 
 
 

“Technology and airpower are inte-
grally and synergistically related.” 
 
 

Agree—this is true, but does not imply 
that airpower is about technology, 
which it is not—it is about the strate-
gic effect it should generate on behalf 
of policy.

10. 
 
 
 

“Airpower includes not only mili-
tary assets, but [also] an aerospace 
industry and commercial aviation.” 
 

Agree—this is less true than it used 
to be, given some of the specialized 
needs of distinctively military aviation, 
but nonetheless it is still a valid point. 
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Hallion’s 10 attributes of airpower7

1. “Airpower today, and for the 
foreseeable future, possesses some 
innate synergistic qualities and 
advantages that have matured over 
a half century of development and 
refinement”—airpower has the 
“virtues” of speed, range, flexi bility, 
precision, and lethality.

Half agree—these are indeed attributes of 
airpower, but the strategic value of their 
virtue is dependent upon contexts of war 
and warfare—it is not an absolute.

2. “The time compression inherent to 
airpower.”

Agree—this can be important, but some-
times it is not—ene mies may be able to 
deny you advantage in the fourth dimen-
sion if they can protract hostilities.

3. “Only airpower has the ability to 
bring strategic and other high-value 
targets an enemy holds most dear 
under rapid attack in simultaneous 
or near-simultaneous fashion.”

Half agree—this is true as it is intended 
to be read but it suffers from the serious 
error of believing that there are “strategic” 
targets, and it ignores the contextual 
dependency of strategic relevance.

4. “Fulfillment of this parallel, simul-
taneous attribute [attribute 3 above] 
of airpower requires information 
mastery of such magnitude as to 
constitute a fourth attribute itself.”

Half agree—indeed information is a key 
requirement, and airpower helps mightily 
to provide it, but the enemy has a vote in 
the realm of information denial, and the 
contexts of war and warfare limit the uses 
to which information can be put.

5. “Thus a fifth aspect of modern 
airpower is that airpower is really air 
and space power.”

Disagree—space power is not an at-
tribute of airpower; it is different, albeit 
now essential.

6. “A sixth attribute of airpower is 
its duality, for both combat and 
humanitarian purposes.”

Agree—this is correct, but it does not 
sit entirely comfortably as an attribute, 
because it is a competence shared with 
sea power and land power—which 
is not to deny the virtue of speed of 
response by air.

7. “A seventh attribute of airpower is its 
dominance over other forms of war-
fare. Today and for the foreseeable 
future, it is no longer possible to state 
with any certainty that surface forces 
are the primary instruments whereby 
a nation secures victory in war.”

Disagree—the second sentence more 
than modestly contradicts the first. The 
second claim is persuasive but has 
forfeited victory by the obvious overstate-
ment in the first.

8. “Historically, airpower works best 
when it is projected by a genuine 
air force.”

Agree—this is sufficiently true as to 
warrant it being treated as “the rule,” 
certainly the default choice—niche 
exceptions should be recognized as 
such.
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9. “In the airpower era, loss 
of air superiority equates to 
loss of the ability to exercise 
national prerogatives.”

Agree—by and large this is true, but it is 
unduly reductionist in that it plainly implies 
air superiority enables strategically.

10. “My tenth attribute of 
airpower is its inherently dy-
namic character and depen-
dency upon high technology.”

Agree—this is correct, but the unique 
measure of technological dependency bears 
the risk of undue devotion to machines and 
their performance and too little attention to 
what the machines are needed to enable or 
accomplish, strategically regarded.

 
Airpower Theory in 27 Dicta: 

A Granular Approach

The theory of airpower is presented in the form of 27 dicta. Each 
dictum (D) is stated as tersely as is compatible with clarity and utility 
and is augmented by the necessary explanation and illustration. The 
list below provides a convenient check on dicta subjects.

Airpower theory dicta subjects

1. The general theory of strategy and airpower theory
2. Education for practice
3. Theory and doctrine
4. Definition
5. Aircraft, air forces, and the Air Force
6. Dedicated Air Force
7. Warfare, geography, jointness
8. Attributes
9. Strengths and limitations
10. Strategic value
11. Control of the air
12. Strategic commons
13. Control of air, land, and sea contrasted
14. Unity of air and airpower
15. Strategic effect
16. Strategic value
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17. Airpower supporting and supported
18. Strategic and operational perspectives
19. Offensive and defensive instrument
20. Single historical narrative, single theory
21. Targeting
22. A revolutionary instrument
23. Parallel operations
24. Aerial bombardment
25. Technology
26. Space power and cyber power
27. Air forces differ

D1: Airpower theory is subordinate to the general theory  
of strategy.

Airpower theory is not an alternative to general strategic theory—
the latter is not discretionary; it is always authoritative. No matter 
how revolutionary airpower is or appears to be in its nature, charac-
ter, and consequences, it has not, will not, and indeed cannot revolu-
tionize the nature of strategy, war, or statecraft. But it certainly can 
and plainly has led to changes in the character of warfare that warrant 
the adjective revolutionary. The general theory of airpower is a spe-
cific application of strategy’s general theory to the air environment. 
The technological, tactical, and operational details and the strategies 
of warfare must vary among the distinctive geographical domains, 
but there is only a single template for strategy; conceptually it orga-
nizes every domain.

D2: Airpower theory helps educate airpower strategists;  
it is theory for practice.

Just as the general theory of strategy has as its primary function 
the education of strategists who are charged with devising actual, his-
torically unique strategies, so airpower theory serves above all else so 
to educate air strategists that they are able to meet their distinctive 
challenges competently. Fighting power most essentially is the com-
pounded product of three principal elements: material, intellectual/
conceptual, and moral. Airpower theory alone cannot deliver supe-
rior airpower, but it can help ensure that the air agent of policy is 
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employed in ways that are strategically intelligent. Though general in 
nature, airpower theory often points the way to the kinds of solutions 
that may work in addressing the practical challenges of the day. It is 
worth noting that a leading German airpower historian, Horst Boog, 
highlights the lack of a formal education in strategy as a significant 
weakness of the Luftwaffe.8

D3: Airpower theory educates those who write airpower  
doctrine and serves as a filter against dangerous viruses.

Theory is not doctrine. The purpose of theory is to educate, while 
that of doctrine is to instruct in a more or less mandatory, discretion-
ary way. Doctrine, meaning that which is taught authoritatively as 
believed best current practice, is an ever moving story, and the pres-
sures of the present can be so insistent that it is essential for the 
doctrine-writing process to be impregnated with the structural per-
spective of a longue durée provided by airpower theory. In reality, air-
power theory and airpower doctrine overlap as their focus ascends 
from the tactical through the operational to the strategic. Because of 
the key roles played by individuals and their creativity, or lack thereof, 
and the uniqueness of strategic challenges, consideration of the use of 
airpower above the tactical level calls for judgment that is creatively 
strategic. Where that is so, plainly one has left the high utility zone for 
any meaning of doctrine that leans toward mandatory instruction 
rather than discretionary guidance as advice.

D4: Airpower is the ability to do something strategically useful  
in the air.

Both parts of the compound concept of airpower are somewhat 
problematic. This is the main reason why a consensus on authorita-
tive definition has been hard to attract over the course of airpower’s 
first century. Air is problematic because it can be held to include ca-
pabilities of many kinds that are able to contest aerial passage (e.g., 
ground-based air defenses) and machines that fly aerodynamically 
and otherwise (some kinds of missiles). Power is problematic because 
it can refer to capabilities—both military “teeth” and their ground 
(space and cyber) support of all varieties to demonstrated or credibly 
potential performance in action—or to some relative metric (e.g., US 
versus Chinese airpower). Experience in historical assessment as well 
as common sense should advise us that the all-too-popular compara-
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tive listing of airpower that simply cites aircraft numbers is always 
likely to mislead and frequently to mislead massively (e.g., the Luft-
waffe was very much a shop window air force; it was not permitted to 
divert resources to the spare-parts inventory that drives serviceability 
for operational readiness). Any definition of airpower that proceeds 
in detail much beyond the adapted Billy Mitchell formula favored 
here as D2 immediately is in peril of passing the conceptual “culmi-
nating point of victory.”9 It is a general rule that less is more in a defi-
nition, provided the few words chosen convey the most essential 
meaning unambiguously. Rephrased, any ambiguity that is tolerated 
should be deliberate and on balance cost effective.

D5: Airpower is aircraft and air forces, not only the Air Force.

There is an unanswerable case for an organizationally and legally 
independent Air Force (see D6), but this fact does not detract from 
the authority of D5. In the logic, if not quite the letter or the spirit, of 
Mitchell again, it should be obvious that the nature of airpower is not 
directive over issues pertaining to color of uniform. Of course, there 
are highly important questions with immense practical military, stra-
tegic, and political significance relating to a security community’s 
choices for airpower ownership and control. For just one example, I 
believe that World War II most probably would have been lost had 
the RAF not been independent of the British Army. It is close to in-
conceivable that the RAF Fighter Command of 1940 could have been 
created and directed (air generalship) effectively had it or its hypo-
thetical equivalent been a part of the army.10 However, it is a general 
truth that a country’s airpower should be understood inclusively, not 
exclusively, and it should be assayed for everything strategically use-
ful that flies. Often in historical practice it has mattered significantly 
which color uniform is in the cockpit, but that sometimes regrettable 
reality cannot negate the importance of appreciating airpower as in-
clusively as possible. There will always be some grounds to argue 
about such academic issues as when is an aircraft an aircraft rather 
than something else and exactly where does the aerial domain meet 
Earth-orbital space? These questions can be answered clearly and 
even rather arbitrarily, and that is usually good enough for sensible 
people who should not demand an absolute and incontrovertible 
truth that even geophysics may be unable to provide.
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D6: Airpower requires a dedicated air force, though not all 
airpower needs to be air force.

Although there is an essential unity to a community’s security 
problems and certainly to any episode of warfare, there is both a dis-
tinctive grammar to the preparation for and conduct of warfare in the 
air and a unique strategic perspective derived from an aerial focus. 
Similar judgments pertain to the land, sea, space, and cyber domains.11 
In some of its roles airpower rightly is to be regarded as forms of land 
power or sea power that happen to fly. But the authority of that judg-
ment is limited by implications of the geophysical unity of the air do-
main as well as by potential opportunity costs. Airpower can be and 
sometimes needs to be flying firepower, ambulances, and trucks func-
tioning as an integral component in the land power combined-arms 
team. Moreover, it is absolutely necessary that the requirements for 
direct and indirect airpower support for land power and sea power be 
provided in ways and with means that reflect the respective realities 
and needs of land and sea warfare. That said, in addition and some-
times even instead, there can be an advantageous principally air-
oriented character to warfare as a whole, as well as specifically in its 
aerial tactical and operational detail, that soldiers and sailors are not likely 
to identify or grasp fully. Broad national security problems, as well as 
particular challenges, need to be addressed by defense professionals 
educated in the nature of airpower and its contemporary character. 
Airpower as land power and airpower as sea power are not adequate 
as intellectual centers of gravity for determining how best to develop 
and employ airpower. The unarguable and therefore rather banal fact 
that all conflict ultimately must have terrestrial reference because man 
can live only upon the land simply loses the strategic plot. It invites the 
strategist’s most classic question, “So what?”

D7: Warfare is joint, but physical geography is not—the air 
domain is different.

There can be no reasonable dispute over the necessity for military 
jointness and even the strong desirability of some integration beyond 
jointness. Nonetheless, the logic of warfare cannot command a fully 
matching logic of geography. There is a different grammar, though 
not ultimately strategic logic, to military effort in each of the five 
unique environments. Armies, navies, air forces, space forces, and 
cyber forces all have the same nature strategically, but they also have 
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thoroughly different natures because of the specific physical condi-
tions in which they must function. Air forces are different from 
armies in almost all respects save for their ultimate purpose in war, 
which is to influence the will of the enemy by the strategic effect of 
their several more or less well-joined and integrated but certainly 
complementary behaviors. Armed forces necessarily specialized for 
each geographical domain do different things differently. It is not im-
possible, but it is improbable, that a lifetime of professional focus 
upon warfare on land or at sea will prepare a person as competently 
to understand how airpower can be employed most effectively as 
would a lifelong commitment to airpower. 

It is well to recall the old advice against correcting so well for one 
kind of error that one promotes a yet worse kind. To explain, every 
armed service dedicated to a single geography, or at least not con-
fused about its primary domain of concern, is virtually preprogrammed 
to err in exaggerating the relative strategic value of its particular 
domain. Air forces, both independent and especially those still 
politically aspirant to be so, have been more guilty than the other 
services of extravagant claims for strategic primacy. However, this 
undeniable and regrettable historical fact in no way weakens the ar-
gument that it is essential for the aerial dimension to national secu-
rity to be considered by the people and organization who by educa-
tion, training, and experience should understand it best. The plain 
record of some poor, actually if inadvertently self-harming, airpower 
theory is no justification at all for a country gratuitously denying it-
self the net benefits of superior airpower understanding. Evidence of 
faulty airpower theory demonstrates the need for better airpower 
theory, not the advisability of jettisoning the enterprise.

D8: Airpower in its very nature has fundamental, enduring, though 
variable attributes that individually are unique, especially when 
compounded synergistically for performance.

It is commonplace for airpower theorists, and especially for official Air 
Force doctrinal publications, to itemize the fundamental “core character-
istics” of airpower. This is of little value to air professionals who know it 
intuitively by education, by osmosis, and by experience; however, it is vi-
tally important that the non-air professionals, who constitute a substantial 
majority in the defense community as well as in society at large, be edu-
cated as to the nature of airpower. That nature cannot be grasped securely 
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unless its enduring attributes are appreciated. It is probably true that the 
very familiarity of these attributes tends to work against their being un-
derstood fully in their strategic implications. It is important to note that 
there are two lists of advertised attributes, or claimed core characteristics, 
on sale in the strategic marketplace for ideas, but only one is to be trusted 
fully; the other is best disregarded. The reliable list of airpower character-
istics itemizes strictly enduring physical features: speed, reach, height, and 
as a consequence, ubiquity, agility, and concentration. So says Britain’s 
RAF plausibly, indeed unarguably.12 In its most basic doctrine manual the 
RAF proceeds honestly to balance its argument by recognizing, admira-
bly, that airpower has some variably important and enduring limitations: 
impermanent presence, limited payload, fragility, cost, dependence on 
bases, and some vulnerability to the weather. The second, unreliable list of 
airpower’s alleged attributes shifts fatally between essential geophysical 
truths and arguable and unnecessary strategic assertions. Specifically, for 
example, Hallion identifies the following as airpower’s attributes: height, 
reach/range, speed, mobility, payload, precision, flexibility, and le-
thality,13 whereas the RAF was safely physical in its argument. Hallion 
registers claims that, at best, are potently misleading and certainly 
are implausible to most non-air professionals. Airpower is not 
uniquely precise in what it can do, and neither is it characteristically 
lethal in clear and sharp distinction to land power and sea power, let 
alone to space and cyber power. Thus does an important and valid 
argument become infected by a virus of judgment that it does not 
need. There is no disagreement that contemporary airpower can be 
precise and deadly, but that does not mean that precision and lethal-
ity are unique and eternal attributes of airpower.

D9: Airpower has persisting characteristic strengths  
and limitations.

It is plausible to argue that airpower has enduring, indeed character-
istic, both strengths and limitations. Moreover, it is compelling to 
maintain that its strengths have grown much stronger over the course 
of its century-plus of existence, while its no less characteristic limita-
tions have been addressed so that they have become ever less limit-
ing. I am grateful to Phillip Meilinger for that twin-barreled insight, 
and I find it well supported by the evidence of historical experience.14 
That granted, the fact remains that airpower does have characteristic 
strengths and limitations that derive far more from its very nature 
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than they do from context. The contexts within which airpower must 
operate are highly variable, but what follows applies to all cases, albeit 
with differing potency. A useful way to translate airpower’s rather ab-
stract generic strengths and weaknesses into more meaningful strate-
gic ones is to organize a four-way split of categories in answer to the 
basic question of strategic utility. I choose to ask (1) What uniquely 
can airpower do? (2) What can airpower do well? (3) What does air-
power tend to do poorly? and (4) What is airpower unable to do? 
Opinions are certain to differ over some of the detail, but what fol-
lows should command a near consensus.

The details just provided are more evident in some cases than oth-
ers; as always, context reigns and rules. It need hardly be said that 
some of the enduring features listed, though still authoritative, have 
altered almost beyond technical-tactical recognition over the years. 
Most obviously perhaps in the category “What does airpower tend to 

Characteristic strengths and weaknesses of airpower

What uniquely can airpower do? What can airpower do well?

•   Directly assault physical centers of grav-
ity regardless of their location, attack the 
enemy inside to outside from his center 
to his periphery

•   Project force rapidly and globally 

•   Observe “over the hill” from altitude 
(admittedly, this is not unique; it is a 
capability shared with space power)

•   Transport people, modest levels of equip-
ment, and supplies rapidly and globally

•   Insert and sustain small isolated expedi-
tions, raids, and even garrisons 
 
 

•   Protect friendly land and sea 
forces and other assets from  
enemy airpower

•   Deter and be the decisive strategic 
agent for high-level and mid-level 
regular and conventional conflicts

•   Compensate effectively for (some) 
deficiencies in friendly land and 
sea forces

•   Deny or seriously impede enemy 
access to particular land and sea 
areas

•   Deny enemy ability to seize, hold, 
and exploit objectives 

What does airpower tend to do poorly? What is airpower unable to do?

•   “Occupy” to control territory from the air 
alone

•   Send clear diplomatic messages

•   Close with and grip the enemy  
continuously

•   Apply heavy and potentially decisive 
pressure for conclusive strategic effect in 
(largely) irregular conflicts

•   Discriminate with thorough reliability 
between friend and foe, guilty and in-
nocent

•   Cost-effectively transport very 
heavy or bulky cargo

•   Seize and hold contested territo-
rial objectives

•   Accept, process, and police an 
enemy’s surrender
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do poorly?” state-of-the-art airpower today is vastly more capable of 
discrimination in targeting than used to be the case. However, this 
technical-tactical fact is substantially offset by the reality that today 
the political, legal, social-cultural, and strategic contexts for the use 
of kinetic airpower typically are far less permissive than in the past. 
Readers are invited to amend the detail in my four categories or even 
the categories themselves as they find most persuasive. It is important 
to note that this four-way split on strategic utility must be employed 
only within the framework of the whole of airpower theory and the 
general theory of strategy. The latter, in particular, is essential because 
the details in the “split” must function in reality in the duel of conflict 
and in the face of friction.

D10: The strategic value of airpower is situational  
but is rarely zero.

The relative strategic worth of airpower varies widely with types of 
conflict and geographical setting. All warfare is joint, just as all strat-
egy is a part of grand strategy. Airpower is both enabler and enabled, 
supporter and supported; exactly how much of each depends upon 
the ever different contexts for its employment. There is no general 
truth beyond the sense in the wording chosen for this 10th dictum. 
On the one hand it is possible, indeed necessary, to decide the relative 
weight that each geographically specialized mili tary agent should be 
able to bring to a particular conflict. But usually it will be the case that 
the outcome was secured by virtue of a total strategic effect that was 
the product of truly joint team effort. There is no reason in principle 
why airpower alone cannot deliver decisive strategic success, but the 
conditions permissive of such a victory are rare indeed. Usually the 
damage and pain inflicted from the air is strategically decisive only 
because it enables friendly ground power to seize, hold, and exploit. 
Damage and pain that is not connected credibly to hostile action of a 
close and personal kind on the ground tends to be easier to bear than 
direct terrestrial engagement. Some death from altitude is less con-
clusive than is physical presence for occupation. As J. C. Wylie ar-
gues, it is “the man on the scene with the gun” who is in control.15 
Nonetheless, Wylie’s powerful dictum should not be applied indis-
criminately. There are conflicts wherein a state does not wish and 
may not need to occupy an enemy on the ground that has been co-
erced successfully. Any general maxim or dictum that claims to cap-
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ture the relative strategic value of airpower is either fraudulent or 
simply erroneous. Circumstances determine what airpower can con-
tribute, which is not to deny that the quantity and quality of the con-
tribution and its share of the total strategic effect that friendly forces 
generate are ever variable with net skill and determination. Context 
in the sense of historical opportunity is not everything. Opportunity 
has to be exploited, and that can never be guaranteed.

D11: Control of the air is the fundamental enabler for all of 
airpower’s many contributions to strategic effect.

Control of the air allows friendly airpower to be all that it can be, 
to achieve all that it can achieve strategically in particular situations. 
One may choose to distinguish among the imperious Douhetian con-
cept of command of the air, the scarcely less prideful idea of air su-
premacy, and the ever popular notion of air superiority. The core 
idea, with an obvious maritime provenance, is that friendly aircraft 
can fly when, where, and how they choose while enemy aircraft can-
not, at least not reliably.16 One is not referring necessarily to an abso-
lute and impermeable air blockade of the enemy but rather to a situ-
ation wherein the enemy can have almost no confidence in the ability 
of its surviving aircraft to execute any mission of strategic impor-
tance. It always matters to be strategically sovereign in the sky, but 
just how much it matters must depend upon the character of the con-
flict and the potency of airpower in the context of the course of 
events. States that achieve and exploit control of the air tend to win 
regular conventional wars, particularly when the principal terrestrial 
referents are relatively open (i.e., not too much complex and difficult 
mountainous, triple-canopied, or urban terrain). The critical point is 
that although airpower can indeed make strategic history, it is always 
what might be considered a dependent strategic variable, not an in-
dependent one. As a general rule there are practical limits to what 
airpower can achieve strategically, no matter how preclusive its con-
trol of the air or how excellent it is technically, tactically, and even 
operationally. Airpower is a wonderful, multiuse, strategic tool, but it 
is not the only such tool that grand strategy needs. Very occasionally 
that will not be true, and airpower all but unaided will serve up deci-
sive strategic success. The Berlin airlift of 1948–49 unarguably was 
just such an exception to the rule; NATO’s air war against Serbia over 
Kosovo in 1999 contestably was another; while RAF Fighter Command’s 
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strategic victory in 1940, again somewhat arguably, registered a con-
clusive success for (defensive) airpower alone (though it was only a 
campaign victory, not victory in the war as a whole, no matter that it 
happened to enable most that followed to a satisfactory outcome). 
There is never any room to question the importance of controlling 
the air, but there is usually a great deal of room for questioning just 
what quantity of favorable strategic effect such control enables and 
delivers. When airpower professionals insist upon the necessity for 
achieving control of the air, as they should, they must be ready to 
answer the strategist’s question: “So what” does control mean for us, 
and for the enemy, in likely strategic consequences?

D12: Superior airpower enables control of vital strategic 
“commons.”

The air and the sea cannot be fortified against undesired intruders, 
but they can be blockaded meaningfully. Mahan referred to the high 
seas as the world’s “wide common,” then the only physical medium for 
global communications.17 Today the global commons have four geo-
graphical and virtual geographical domains: sea, air, space, and cyber-
space.18 Air superiority is always only partial, because of the na-
ture of the aircraft instrument. But that granted, an air force able to 
control who flies reliably to achieve useful strategic effect and who 
does not is close to a literally essential enabler of all terrestrial mili-
tary operations. When hostile airpower is at liberty to fly where, 
when, and even how it will, readily visible military effort on the earth’s 
surface becomes either difficult or impracticable. As airpower has de-
veloped technically and tactically, so control of the airspace over 
the terrestrial battlespace has become ever more likely to enable vic-
tory on land and sea. The seas and the air cannot be employed at 
sovereign discretion if enemies rule the sky. This was not always un-
arguably so, but since 1940–41 this argument has acquired ever greater 
mili tary authority. It is well to remember that even a magnificent and 
unchallengeable quality of control of the great global commons of the 
sea and the sky suffices only to enable the dominant airpower to en-
gage terrestrially where it wishes; it does not guarantee strategic suc-
cess. Most conflicts require military effort on the ground. Control of 
the air common is a priceless strategic advantage, but not all advan-
tages can be cashed for a politically meaningful victory. There is a 
sense in which orbital space and cyberspace qualify even more com-
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prehensively than the air as a global common and certainly far more 
completely than the sea. However, on balance it is wise not to risk 
conflating air and space, let alone spicing up the already heady brew 
with cyberspace as well (see D26). D12 has quite enough importance 
and authority; it does not need to make imperial claims that co-opt 
the orbital and cyber domains as additions to its own. Moreover, it is 
essential that understanding of the vital roles of access enablement 
and denial that airpower plays in the air should not be imperiled by a 
shotgun brigading with the other domains. In the latter case, none of 
the domains of air, space, and cyber is likely to be approached prop-
erly on its own terms.

D13: Control of the air is either essential or highly desirable but 
differs qualitatively from control on the ground.

All that looks alike, reads alike, and sounds alike nonetheless may 
be unalike. For example, control in English carries the meaning of en-
forced and enforceable will. In French, by contrast, contrôle generally 
means only supervision of behavior. It is a matter of degree, but the 
matter is significant. French usage refers to a relatively light hand on 
the activity of interest, English usage to a hand that is willing and able 
to be as heavy as required. If it is elementary to appreciate that differ-
ent languages employ the same word somewhat differently, it is rather 
less so to recognize the distinctions in meaning among control as in 
sea control, control on land, and control of the air. This is not the mi-
nor matter that it might appear, because frequently the question of 
what airpower might accomplish more or less unaided has been a live 
strategic issue. To a soldier, the control of territory has a robust mean-
ing, and for it to be claimed credibly, the enemy truly must be hors de 
combat, or at least resting well out of sight. More to the point, control 
of the ground means control of the relevant people’s behavior, which 
should mean that the war, perhaps the conflict, is over (if only for a 
while and in its recent character). For air professionals to claim con-
trol of their geographical domain need not carry the implication that 
the terrestrially bound humans that are their enemies will be ready to 
“cry uncle” and sign the grand surrender document. The successful 
soldier can look the surviving enemy in the eye and pose the choice 
between “surrender or die.” Airpower by its nature cannot be that up 
close and very personal. This is not a criticism; it is just a fact of stra-
tegic geography. When airpower theorists write quite properly about 
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control of the air and, with excellent reason, extol its virtues, they 
should never forget that they are sharing usage of control with other 
communities. The worldviews of our military tribes differ and find 
expression in distinctive military cultures and subcultures. The same 
key words may carry significant differences of meaning among the 
land, sea, air, space, and cyber domains. Control is an important ex-
ample of one such concept.

D14: The air is one and so is airpower.

This belief was among the sounder thoughts of Marshal of the RAF 
Lord Trenchard. Regarded as a law of strategic nature, this dictum is 
all too easy to abuse. However, when regarded as open to some dis-
cretion in practical applicability, it contains a large kernel of essential 
truth. There is a geophysical unity to the sky that is in sharp contrast 
with the land and stands in some distinction from the condition of 
the sea(s). In practice as opposed to theory, of course, airpower is not 
truly a unity, just as some parts of the sky are more friendly than oth-
ers. Nonetheless, D14 claims persuasively that for basically geophysi-
cal reasons, it is sensible to think about the sky as a single strategic 
domain and about airpower, friendly and other, as a unitary force. By 
its nature airpower is manifested in highly mobile machines that are 
able to concentrate and disperse rapidly over great distances and 
therefore with a reach orders of magnitude more rewarding to mili-
tary direction than land power or sea power. This is not really a mat-
ter fit for debate; it is simply a material, tactical, and strategic reality 
consequential upon geography. To operate at altitude, aircraft must 
have the performance qualities that lend them persuasively to unified 
command. Some truths, no matter how unarguable at core, lend 
themselves to abuse in unwise practical application. D14 does not 
claim that all friendly airpower, of whatever character, ought to be 
commanded and controlled centrally. But this dictum does insist 
without equivocation that the essential unity and distinctiveness of 
the aerial domain and the nature of aircraft imply that airpower 
should be employed in ways that exploit its nature rather than contra-
dict it. There is a danger that non-air-minded military people will fail 
to use airpower as it should best be used. Also, there is the risk that 
air persons will demonstrate an unduly parochial concern for air-
specific matters at the cost of some neglect of the challenges facing 
their joint allies on land and sea. The sensible way to interpret this 
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dictum is to say that the geography of air warfare and the necessary 
nature and evolving character of airpower demand that a central-
izing approach to the air be the default wisdom. Particular cases 
will demand and require some dispersion and variety in airpower 
commitment, but those need to be recognized as tolerated exceptions 
to the rule of unity. Air strategy should be indivisible.

D15: Airpower has strategic effect, but it is  
not inherently strategic.

Some logical and empirical fallacies are so well entrenched that 
they are probably beyond reach by reason. Alas, such may well be the 
case with the long-standing and notably authoritative claims by some 
airpower theorists that (a) airpower inherently and uniquely is a stra-
tegic instrument and/or (b) some airpower is strategic and some is 
not (i.e., allegedly tactical). These twin beliefs have approximated ma-
jor items of faith in air communities; therefore, I am all too aware that 
I may appear to be denying beliefs and usage that far transcend the 
ordinary realm of opinion and customs. With malice toward none, 
deep respect for some, and empathy for their historical circum-
stances, still it must be said that airpower theorists and practitioners 
have misused the concept of strategy for nearly a century. Inadver-
tently this has been to the detriment of their cause and to the interests 
that they have striven to advance for the national security. To avoid 
needless confusion, the logic of dictum 15 is the following:

•  Strategic effect is the compounded product of all the behavior 
(military and other) that shapes the course and outcome of a 
conflict.

•  In its military dimension, the course of a war is shaped and pro-
gressed by the net effect of friendly and enemy behavior.

•  Again in its military dimension, which is to say in warfare, all 
behaviors by all military agents and agencies ultimately have 
some strategic effect. The logic of this argument was expressed 
thus by Clausewitz: “But in war, as in life generally, all parts of a 
whole are interconnected and thus the effects produced, how-
ever small their cause, must influence all subsequent military 
operations and modify their final outcome to some degree, how-
ever slight. In the same way, every means must influence even 
the slightest purpose.”19
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•  It is appropriate to think of war as having tactical, operational, strate-
gic, and political levels, but those “levels” should not be reified inap-
propriately. All military behavior is tactical in the doing. Approached 
collectively on a large scale, the tactical has operational meaning, 
while the large-scale tactical as operational-level behavior is conse-
quential fuel in greater or lesser (a net positive or net negative) 
amount for the political outcome.

The view that some airpower is uniquely strategic both short-
changes allegedly nonstrategic and therefore presumably much lesser 
airpower and relegates land power, sea power, and now space and 
cyber power to the second, nonstrategic division of mili tary instru-
ments. The fundamental conceptual error is the proposition that be-
cause airpower in one form is able to reach and strike an enemy’s 
center(s) of gravity directly, without first defeating its army and navy, 
it is therefore inherently strategic. The reasoning is not entirely im-
plausible. In theory, at least, it is possible for airpower alone to coerce 
an enemy’s political leadership. But this speculative possibility does 
not suffice to render airpower strategic. The reason is because the 
strategic effect is decided by the target, not by the attacking airpower. 
To have a very great, even strategically decisive effect, does not mi-
raculously change one’s nature from the tactical to the strategic. It 
should be needless to explain that definitions are discretionary and 
can neither be true nor false. There is a sense in which “strategic” can 
be whatever I choose so to label. But the tactical/strategic distinction 
coined by Mitchell was truly a misfortune for his cause. The principal 
damage to understanding inadvertently caused by the distinction is, 
ironically, that the strategic badge can hardly help but discourage 
strategic planning and thought worthy of the title. After all, if some or 
all of my airpower is by definition (of operational mission and perfor-
mance characteristics, especially range and therefore reach) inher-
ently strategic, there is little necessity to think beyond what it might 
do to what might be the consequences of what it does. The tactical, 
operational, and strategic thus all are compounded, fused, at the price 
of the neglect of strategy.

D16: All airpower has strategic value in every kind of conflict.

Airpower universally and ubiquitously is strategically useful. There 
is an air narrative integral to every conflict, actual or anticipated, and 
potential. The rather foolish arguments that have persisted over the 
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years with respect to airpower’s strategic value relative to land power 
in particular have tended to obscure the more significant reality of 
airpower’s true pervasiveness. Modern military operations of any 
character must have a joint, indeed an integral, air dimension. When 
ground forces are tasked with the heaviest of heavy lifting missions, as 
currently in Afghanistan, the “boots on the ground” still are enabled 
to perform their tasks by airpower in its several forms. To illustrate, 
airpower provides an air bridge for mobility both to and within Af-
ghanistan, provides and supports all C4ISTAR functions, delivers es-
sential medevac services, and both manned and unmanned—but not 
unpiloted—provides agile precise firepower. Regardless of who is in 
command and how one might assay the relative weight of air and 
ground forces, the permanent reality is that all military effort in all 
warfare today (and tomorrow) contains an indispensable and more or 
less diverse air component. This was an arguable truth from the 1910s, 
but it has been an axiomatic truth since the 1930s at the latest. The 
challenge is not in recognizing the merit in D16; that is hardly a 
stretch. Rather the challenge is to give the sense in this claim its practi-
cal due. It is an enduring problem to plan and conduct operations so 
that each geographically specialized military instrument contributes 
all of which it is capable in the specific context of the day.

D17: Airpower both supports and is supported by land power 
and sea power (and space power and cyber power).

The relationship between land power (perhaps better expressed as 
ground power) and airpower has shifted over the years, as the latter 
has become an ever more reliably lethal tactical instrument.20 A supe-
rior, even supreme, airpower was a decisive advantage for the West-
ern allies in World War II, provided the ground forces were fit to ex-
ploit the opportunities that airpower gave them. As those ground 
forces cashed the tokens earned by airpower, so the latter in turn 
could provide yet more critically enabling assistance. Airpower en-
abled ground power to take and hold territory, and the territory thus 
seized and defended could be exploited to provide hasty airfields, 
which enabled . . . and so on. It was a cycle of mutually reinforcing 
success between land and air. To expand the story, sea, land, and air 
each performed to enable the others. As the title to a famous US Ma-
rine Corps memoir put it, there was a “jungle road to Tokyo.”21 But 
the Marines’ jungle road comprised islands connected by maritime 
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and air bridges and seized at the point of combat contact with vital 
assistance from the airpower of all the armed services. Recall the sig-
nificance of the seizure, holding, and use made of Henderson Field 
on Guadalcanal in 1942, while the controversial assault on Peleliu 
was prompted by MacArthur’s fears about Japanese use of the air-
fields on the small island. It is appropriate to claim that today supe-
rior airpower rules the ground battlespace in open terrain. This 
means that locatable enemy ground forces should be reliably defeat-
able by a state-of-the-art airpower that enjoys control of the air. For 
contemporary airpower to defeat enemy ground forces, it may be 
necessary for friendly ground power so to menace the enemy that it 
is obliged to maneuver, mass, and reveal itself—as notably did not 
happen in Kosovo in 1999. Airpower and ground power render each 
other more lethal. Air menace can induce enemy ground forces so far 
to disperse and hide that they are unable to function effectively 
against massed friendly ground power. Ground menace, in turn, can 
be so threatening that enemy ground power has no option other than 
to concentrate and probably move and thereby expose itself to try 
and avoid destruction in land battle. Such preparation for effective 
conduct of ground combat must yield targets that a first-class air-
power could hardly fail to destroy or paralyze. One must add the ca-
veats that warfare is complex and that it is truly a duel. Friendly air-
power that should offer the potency for favorable strategic decision 
might be greatly weakened in practice by, for examples, enemy 
ground-based air defenses and political, legal, and social-cultural 
constraints on targeting.

D18: By its nature airpower encourages operational and strategic 
perspectives, a fact with mixed consequences for good and ill.

I am uncomfortable introducing an admittedly rather jarring, ap-
parently exhortatory note into this dictum. D18 is logically safe, as 
one might say. The inherent mobility of the aircraft that quintessen-
tially comprise airpower encourages a breadth of view that can be 
constructive or otherwise. Although the sharp end of war is always 
absorbingly tactical and horribly personal, it is persuasive to argue, 
with Wylie, that the worldviews of soldiers, sailors, and airmen tend 
characteristically to differ.22 Every person fighting or in support con-
tributes cumulatively if minutely to total strategic effect, but it is eas-
ier to see the bigger picture, read the whole script, from the vantage 
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point of 20,000 feet unimpaired by terrain than from the ground at 
eye level or from the bottom of a muddy, leech-infested ditch or even 
from a ship able to see to the horizon. It can be claimed that airpower 
theorists should be all but uniquely able to think strategically, such 
being a gift from their military specialty. Unfortunately, to date the 
merit in this assertion has been more than offset by its measure of er-
ror. The mobility, and hence range, reach, and temporal compression, 
enabled by airpower ought to encourage a somewhat matching width, 
breadth, and generously contextualized view of the strategic world. 
However, the historical record reveals that airpower theorists and 
practitioners have fallen into the “tacticization” trap.23 Instead of ex-
ploiting their high vantage to adopt a truly strategic big-picture view, 
they have been seduced into confusing their mobile and wide-ranging 
instrument with strategy itself. If one is permitted to define strategic 
as meaning long-range and as pertaining to menacing an enemy’s 
nonmilitary center(s) of gravity, then it is understandable that one 
would assert one’s uniquely strategic character. It has to follow that if 
one authorizes a Strategic Air Command, perhaps more inclusively a 
Strategic Command, one is saying by unmistakable exclusion that all 
else among one’s forces in some vital way is not strategic. The non-
sense in this should be obvious. Strategic theorists do not rule the 
world, but they have to honor the memory of Clausewitz and call 
conceptual folly what it is.

D19: Airpower is not inherently an offensive instrument;  
rather it has both offensive and defensive value.

The belief that airpower inherently is an offensive military instrument 
can be dated with certainty to 1916, when it was pronounced by Gen 
Hugh Trenchard of the British Army’s Royal Flying Corps as though it 
were a law of nature. If airpower has a First Law, a Prime Directive, then 
plausibly it has been the maxim that it is inalienably offensive. The prob-
lem with this now classical maxim—dictum is too weak a descriptor—
notwithstanding the longevity of its impeccable genealogy, is that it is in-
correct. What is correct is to argue that airpower is a weapon that has had 
an ever increasing potential to be employed offensively for high strategic 
effect. Once one leaves the comfort zone of a faith-based airpower credo 
and instead reasons strategically, the fallacy in the classic assertion be-
comes obvious. Offensive and defensive are determined by intent and 
situation, not by science and engineering. Any weapon or military sup-
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port system of any kind can be employed either for offense or for defense 
or for both. The key question is definitional; what is the decision rule that 
discriminates? Do the qualities of the weapon (or other) system provide 
the answer, or should one look to the purpose for which it is used? 
America’s global striking power, its expeditionary ability to project 
military force worldwide, is obviously operationally and tactically offen-
sive in character. But its policy and strategy preeminently have been and 
remain politically and strategically defensive. It is not air forces that are, or 
even can be, offensive; rather is it the political choices as policy that direct 
strategy to find the ways in operational designs and to command tactical 
behavior to realize those choices as goals. 

An air force ultimately is an offensive or defensive instrument ac-
cording to who owns it and what that owner wishes to do with it. 
Strategic theory advises that while defense is the stronger form of 
warfare, offense is the more effective. Because of the vastness of the 
sky, the mobility and reach of aircraft, and their inherent relative fra-
gility, it is understandable why most theorists and practitioners have 
endorsed the offensive maxim as a deep and sincere belief. Alas, the 
plausibility and the frequent success of airpower on the tactical of-
fensive cannot remove the error in the belief and the peril that at-
tends it. When airpower is held to be inherently offensive, it is easy to 
believe that it should always be employed in a tactically offensive 
manner—after all, such allegedly is the true grammar commanded by 
its nature. Whether offensive or defensive (effected from several 
means, air and ground based), the stronger is always a matter of exact 
historical context, not of general wisdom. Greatly better-resourced 
air forces have tended to be able to defeat, or at least fight their way 
through, the various kinds of air defense assets deployed by less-
resourced foes. But even that claim needs qualification. RAF Fighter 
Command won a great defensive air battle in 1940 with only ade-
quate, not overwhelming, resources. Belief that airpower properly 
used must be used offensively is a dangerous conviction unless one is 
a careful and competent theorist-practitioner. Trenchard’s relent-
lessly offensive doctrine resulted in almost needlessly high RFC casu-
alties in World War I. Moreover, his doctrinal legacy spurred RAF 
Fighter Command to celebrate its 1940 victory by indulging in large-
scale offensive fighter sweeps over occupied France in 1941, with 
painful results. In France at the time, the Germans owned the ground 
upon which many RAF airmen were obliged to descend, and they 
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staged an unpleasant combat surprise with the appearance of the 
highly capable new Fw 190 fighter. 

There is a time, place, and occasion for the offensive employment of 
airpower, but it is a serious error to believe that the agile nature and 
reach of airpower require that it must be employed for offensive pur-
poses. Operational offense married to tactical defense can be the most 
lethal of combinations for the enemy. By way of historical illustration, 
consider an operationally offensive bomber campaign wherein the 
bomber “stream” or “waves” actually are bait to entice or oblige the 
enemy air force to do battle and hopefully die. This was the story of 
1940 when the Germans employed this operational offense/tactical 
defense stratagem, and it failed them; also it was the story of the Anglo-
American Combined Bomber Offensive of 1943–45 when—eventu-
ally—it was successful. To strike a personal note, I have had some expe-
rience in the arms control field of grappling with the proposition that 
there are inherently offensive, or contrasted with defensive, weapons, 
and that some “strategic” weapons are inherently stabilizing and some 
are inherently destabilizing. Readers are advised that such distinctions 
are in practice nonsense, despite their episodic but alas recurring po-
litical popularity.

D20: The history of airpower is a single strategic narrative,  
and a single general theory has authority over all of it—past, 
present, and future.

It can be difficult to appreciate fully the true unity of the airpower 
experience. It is not hard to discern the continuities that bind together 
Giulio Douhet and John Warden. However, the technical and tactical 
distance between the world’s first purpose-built military aircraft flown 
by the Wright brothers in 1908 and, say, the F-22 Raptor of today is so 
large that the airpower story can hardly help but threaten to burst out 
of conceptual bounds that appear inappropriate.24 It can seem plausible 
to argue that changes in quantities mean changes in quality also. In 
other words, when the technical-tactical details of aircraft performance 
shift radically, as they have cumulatively over many decades, it is surely 
reasonable to suppose that the airpower instrument needs a new, in-
deed probably several new, theory(ies) to explain it. This is a fallacy. It 
is a glorious merit of the general theory of strategy that it can cope with 
all cases and conditions at all times, and the like claim holds good, cer-
tainly good enough, for airpower. The key point simply is that airpower 
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has an enduring character but an ever variable nature. Historically spe-
cific strategies for the employment of airpower cannot evade the 
authority of the former, but they need always to be crafted for particu-
lar circumstances. Lest the point remain obscure, no matter how tech-
nically sophisticated airpower becomes, no matter how tactically effec-
tive it is, and no matter how dominant a position it assumes vis-à-vis 
land power and sea power, it can only ever be a military instrument of 
strategy in the service of political objectives. Airpower cannot serve 
itself strategically; it is unable to transcend and substitute for policy.

D21: Strategy for airpower is not all about targeting—Douhet 
was wrong.

It is in the nature of ground power, and even sea power, to have 
strategic effect by loitering with attitude in a neighborhood. Airpower 
has an improving ability to loiter, as it were, to occupy terrain by over-
look from the overhead flank. Nonetheless, airpower has usually con-
tributed to strategic effect not simply by “being there,” by hovering 
with implicit menace, but rather by doing something. And the core of 
that something for many decades has been the delivery of firepower to 
the ground. To risk oversimplification, to an air person who naturally 
believes that his most favored military instrument inherently is an of-
fensive and strategic tool of policy, the world of the enemy is akin to a 
bombing range or even to a dartboard. It would be a calumny to claim 
that the elemental equation of targeting = (air) strategy captures any-
thing close to the full strategic historical narrative of airpower. But the 
belief that air strategy is mainly about targeting has a classical author-
ity in provenance traceable to the great Italian at his clearest and en-
dorsed by generations of air theorists since the 1920s. The problem is 
not that it is an error to focus on targeting; indeed how could it be? 
Given that the dropping and firing of ordnance is how some aircraft 
fight, of course targeting is of high importance. The problem is not 
with targeting. Rather is the error in confusing targeting with its 
effect(s) and in conflating those effects with the whole narrative of 
warfare and of war itself. To be crystal clear, I must assert in the most 
unambiguous manner of which I am capable, that targeting is impor-
tant. The challenge, though, is to contextualize targeting from altitude. 
A significant cost in falsely equating targeting strategy with the whole 
strategy for a war is that the “whole house” of airpower, not only the 
kinetic, will be shortchanged in appreciation. Airpower may well be 
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judged the decisive enabler of overall victory in a war, but rarely will it 
be able to deliver that success by conclusive strategic virtue of its own 
unaided kinetic effort directed by a brilliant, or even just a good 
enough, targeting strategy. This is not an issue of giving credit and as-
signing campaign medals. Typically, a country’s war effort requires 
that its airpower be all that it can be, and perhaps then some. An air-
power whose equipment, doctrine, and training heavily favor fire-
power over logistical mobility, intelligence gathering, medical evacua-
tion, and so forth unintentionally is likely to impose damaging 
opportunity costs on its political owners. All airpower is strategic. For 
a major contemporary example, helicopters, too, “do strategy,” whether 
they are fire platforms or flying troop carriers.

D22: Airpower has revolutionized tactics, operations,  
and strategies but not the nature of strategy, war, or warfare.

Some people have difficulty coping with the existential dualism of 
the radical, even revolutionary, change that airpower has effected 
along with the continuities in the subjects that airpower addresses. 
The nature of strategy, of warfare in the execution of strategy, and of 
war itself, has not been altered by the birth and maturing of air-
power. But having said that, also one must say that airpower, the 
third dimension of warfare (the fourth is time), has transformed the 
conduct of war strategically, operationally, and tactically. The point 
in need of emphasis is that airpower is a revolutionary military in-
strument that gradually but irresistibly has changed the manner in 
which war is waged at every level. It is not an exaggeration to talk of 
the air revolution.

D23: Airpower is uniquely capable of waging geographically 
parallel operations of war, but this valuable ability does not 
necessarily confer decisive strategic advantage.

By its nature, airpower (land or sea based) can reach and therefore 
touch enemy assets at any distance. Kinetically at least, this quality is 
not shared with land power or sea power, with the notable recent ex-
ceptions of the ability of the latter two to project force by and as air-
power or to conduct long-range bombardment with missiles. If one 
believes that to reach an enemy is to be able to deter it by threat, coerce 
it through pain, or disable and destroy it by brute force, then kinetic 
airpower must be the magic potion that cures all strategic maladies. 
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Unfortunately, perhaps, this is not so. Polities are not always deter-
rable; they may decline to be coerced, and even when heavily physi-
cally damaged, they may elect to soldier on and hope for a change in 
strategic fortune. That said, airpower is a uniquely agile and flexible 
military tool able to menace or strike at enemies on, approaching, or 
far distant from the terrain or sea space of close terrestrial engage-
ment. Airpower often generates more strategic effect by harassing or 
destroying enemy assets at locations distant from the land battlespace 
than it does, or could, by close air support or battlefield interdiction. 
However, wisdom in that regard is highly contextual. When, between 
which belligerents, and where are we discussing? The tactical lethality 
of airpower in parallel strike operations has advanced radically in re-
cent decades, even very recent years. If the technical-tactical achieve-
ment of such lethality is indeed the golden key to sufficient strategic 
effect for victory, then one would be talking about kinetic airpower as 
the emerging, probably the finished article. It would be the fully 
emerged complete solution to many and perhaps most strategic chal-
lenges wherein the need for force is a high priority. But airpower, no 
matter how competent in the conduct of parallel operations of war, is 
not axiomatically able to be strategically decisive in conflicts. Never-
theless, on occasions, a leading air power is able to craft a feasible 
strategy for a particular war that depends critically and convincingly 
on the achievement of lethality from altitude. Then, truly, the natural 
attributes of airpower, in dominant manifestation, should be the 
leading military edge that decides who wins or even that wins itself 
with little if any assistance from land or sea forces.

D24: Aerial bombardment “works,” though not necessarily as the 
sole military instrument that decides a war’s outcome.

Since the 1920s, airpower theory has been presented by its leading, 
certainly it noisiest, authors as having at its core what has been known 
as “strategic” bombing. To strike at the center(s) of gravity of an enemy 
far behind the lines on land and distant from the domain contested by 
naval power was held to be the unique and uniquely strategically ef-
fective contribution of airpower. This item of advocacy and faith came 
to be equated with the whole of airpower theory. The theory had little 
time or space for the character of airpower that supported armies and 
fleets directly or indirectly. Moreover, airpower theory was not exactly 
eloquent on the merits in potential achievements in performance of 
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duties other than long-range bombardment. On one of his better days, 
and in less Trenchardian mode, Mitchell could be quite sensible. After 
all, he did bequeath us the timeless and persuasive definition of air-
power as anything useful that flies, strictly “the ability to do something 
in the air.”25 Of course, if one decrees as doctrine that the only strategi-
cally useful duty of airpower is long-range bombardment, then one is 
in deep trouble with empirical evidence. It was not, is not, and will not 
be true. But because long-range (also known as “strategic”) bombing 
cannot sensibly be regarded as the sole important mission for air-
power, most emphatically it does not follow that it is unimportant or 
that it is always doomed to fail. If approached intelligently, aerial bom-
bardment is likely to disappoint only if unreasonable expectations are 
held for its accomplishments. Long-range bombing has been strategi-
cally useful in all periods in airpower’s short history. What was at-
tempted was not always tactically wise; hence, operational and strate-
gic ambitions were frustrated. The result was that many brave aircrew 
died as innocent servants of faulty doctrine and ill-conceived plans. 
Nonetheless, long-range aerial bombardment always had some, and 
on occasions major (albeit nonmeasurable), positive strategic effect. 

The point in need of clearest registration is that aerial bombing as 
a threat to deter, inflict damage and pain to coerce, and paralyze or 
destroy “works” to provide strategic advantage.26 It should not be ex-
pected to decide by its own unassisted kinetic effort who will win a 
conflict. It is understandable in the historical context of the 1920s and 
1930s why classical airpower theorists tended to embrace this heroic 
claim for the unique strategic value of their instrument. However, 
they were ill-advised to do so. Then there was some excuse derived 
from institutional political circumstances for their extravagant stra-
tegic claims for long-range aerial bombardment, but no like explana-
tion is plausible today. The early excessive strategic ambition was the 
product largely of immaturity: political, technological and military, 
and conceptual. In recent years the echoes of that ambition are attrib-
utable jointly to an understandable overexcitement at the believed 
value in the new lethality achievable with unprecedented precision 
and to a poor grasp of the general theory of strategy. 

Bombardment can be important in warfare, but typically, neither 
the outcome of warfare nor a whole war project of which warfare is 
the defining part is reducible strategically to the consequences of 
bombing. This is an enduring fact, not a contestable argument. And 
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the proposition that an ever-improving airpower is closing in on 
achieving true fusion with strategy and war is simply wrong.

D25: The high relative (to land power) degree of technology 
dependency inherent in airpower poses characteristic dangers  
as well as provides characteristic advantages.

The technical performance qualities of machines have always been 
literally vital to airpower to a much greater degree than generally is 
true for land power or even for sea power. This fundamental physical 
fact can encourage, and historically has encouraged, an affection for 
technical performance at the expense of paying due attention to the 
tactical, operational, strategic, and political purposes of the flying ma-
chines.27 Even at the tactical and operational levels, where technical 
performance is vital—for example, speed, range, height, rate of climb, 
payload, “stealthiness,” and so forth—there can be a weight of focus on 
airpower characteristics that tends to absorb creative energy that 
would be better devoted to combat skills and their sensible exploita-
tion by air generalship.28 Competence in the cockpit does not neces-
sarily equate to competence that is competitive in combat. And a tech-
nologically impressive air order of battle is likely to be wasted if air 
strate gists as commanders are not ready to perform for the purpose of 
employing technically excellent air assets usefully. A relatively high 
technological focus by air forces is inevitable, necessary, and desirable. 
But the balance is wrong if that focus translates in practice into an air 
force that bears some resemblance to a costly and exclusive combina-
tion flying club and science and engineering society at the expense of 
what should be the dominant features of a fighting force. It is not in-
evitable that air forces must err in this way, but the theory of airpower 
should alert air persons to the inalienable danger. The risks of undue 
fascination with the material tools are far weightier for air forces than 
for armies, though not necessarily for navies. With this dictum, air-
power theory serves a warning, not an unavoidable indictment.

D26: Airpower, space power, and cyber power are strongly 
complementary, but they are not essentially a unity.

It can seem unjust to dedicatedly air-minded people that just as their 
most favored and even beloved air instrument unquestionably came of 
age in all senses, it was challenged in the rankings of relative modernity. 
Ballistic and (unmanned and unpiloted) cruise missiles, atomic and 
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hydrogen weapons, and then orbiting space systems were followed 
closely by a galloping emergence of computer-based cyber power. De-
spite being the last word in modernity for futurists in the 1920s and 
1930s through the Cold War decades, airpower’s former status as the 
leading material icon of the present and future has been successfully 
threatened by more recent and therefore yet more modern technolo-
gies.29 Different security communities with fairly distinctive domi-
nant strategic and military cultures regarded the new technologies in 
some characteristic ways in strategic theory, policy, doctrine, organi-
zation, strategies, and tactics. For example, the Soviet Union almost 
naturally absorbed long-range ballistic missiles into its vast artillery 
park, while the United States, equally naturally, added long-range, 
land-based ballistic missiles to the order of battle of its Strategic Air 
Command.30 Whereas land power and sea power have had centuries 
and more to find ways in which to function effectively for joint pur-
poses, airpower, as the newly arrived and still growing third partner 
in the joint party or to the joint marriage, had to muscle in and dem-
onstrate its utility (when it was allowed to leave the bench and play in 
more than minor roles). 

The historically rather brief and unstable triad of land power, sea 
power, and airpower now has become an even more unstable quintet 
with the arrival of an immature space power and yet more teenage (at 
best) cyber power. The need for intelligent inter domainal relations 
plainly is pressing, even though the technological and tactical stories 
are shifting at a pace that outruns confidence in analysis. One must 
add that whereas there are literally millennia of experience with land 
power and sea power in action—singly as well as more and less 
jointly—and there is slightly more than a century of record for air-
power performance, combative space power and cyber power are seri-
ously untried, perhaps undertried, in war and warfare. The feature of 
immaturity is particularly important to the question of military orga-
nization because the plausible case can be advanced that it is most 
appropriate for space and cyber assets to be housed bureaucratically 
under the wing—no irony intended—of preexisting military struc-
tures until they mature and are better understood. That position is 
reasonable and may even be correct, but on balance most probably it 
is imprudent. The undeniable and critically serious fact that contem-
porary land power, sea power, and airpower today are vitally depen-
dent upon complementary space power and cyber power would 
seem to indicate the wisdom in postponing, even just resisting, the 
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undoubted ambitions of the new Billy Mitchells of space and cyber to 
own their own military domains. After all, for the dual reasons of 
technical immaturity and pervasive joint dependencies, surely it is 
sensible organizationally to fuse space and cyber with land, sea, and 
air; not encourage, let alone authorize and thereby celebrate, fission. 

The practical logic of extensive historical experience suggests to 
this theorist that the same reasons why Trenchard and Mitchell in-
sisted upon a legally and politically separate air service should be 
judged strategically compelling for space power and cyber power. The 
core of the logic lies in geophysics. The five geographical domains of 
warfare are physically different, a fact that commands unique tac-
tics, operations, and strategies (though not strategy, singular). It is 
only sensible that a country’s airpower should be developed and em-
ployed by an organization dedicated to its understanding and most 
skilled in its employment. Of course, the variety of tasks in that em-
ployment suggests the merit in permitting land power and sea power 
to provide some airpower highly specialized for their unique needs. 
However, airpower is far too important a national strategic and mili-
tary asset to be entrusted, in the main, to any organization other than 
an air service whose principal concern is the health of the country’s 
military air assets. Soldiers and sailors certainly care about airpower, 
but they care even more about their troops on land and their ships at 
sea and therefore, reasonably enough, about what airpower can do 
specifically for them. By extension it is understandable that soldiers, 
sailors, and especially air persons care very deeply indeed and appro-
priately about the quality of service that they receive from space 
power and cyber power. But these are not the right people to be en-
trusted with ensuring that national space power and cyber power will 
be all that it could usefully strategically be and become. The fact that 
space power and cyber power today need to be integral to terrestrial 
warfare should be no less self-evident than the needed fact of genu-
inely joint, and sometimes more, airpower on the national strategic 
team. An organization dedicated to space power and to cyber power 
is likely to advance understanding and capability, not least for joint 
effectiveness, more rapidly than an arrangement whereby space and 
cyber concerns are not the primary foci of loyalty and concern. 

I am not advocating any particular organizational structure nor 
criticizing extant policy. But the theory of airpower claims persua-
sively that it is best protected and developed, indeed only safely so, by 
an organization devoted to that duty as its prime directive (in service 
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of the nation, naturally). That logic holds for space power and now 
probably for cyber power also. One notes that air forces have adjusted 
to changing times, first in the 1950s by asserting dominion over a 
geophysically amazing hybrid domain of “aerospace,” while much 
more recently, leading air forces (certainly the USAF and the RAF) 
have come to favor a complementary co-option in the formula of “air 
and space.” The latter is a large intellectual improvement over the for-
mer, though there are reasons to doubt whether it is improvement 
enough. It is probably safe to claim as a certainty that the “air and 
space” formula expresses a transitional phase of air force adjustment 
to technological and strategic change.

D27: One character of air force(s) does not suit all countries  
in all circumstances.

There is a single theory of airpower, but the shape and size of a 
particular country’s air force are highly variable. Not only does indi-
vidual context suggest uniquely tailored strategic needs, but also each 
belligerent air power is both enabled and constrained in its acquisi-
tion of air force by its unique attributes. Bizarrely perhaps, it is en-
lightening to adapt Karl Marx’s famous fundamental socialist princi-
ple of distributive justice, “from each according to his abilities, to 
each according to his needs,” for our purpose here. Translated, each 
polity develops or otherwise obtains the airpower that its unique cir-
cumstances require, at least insofar as its assets (or attributes) allow. 
This is an idealized formula, borrowed both from Marx and from 
Alfred Thayer Mahan. The point of this twin-focused final dictum is 
to insist upon the individuality of a particular country’s airpower 
needs in the context of the enablers and constraints that permit those 
identified to be realized in practice. Many strategic needs identified 
by many countries and for much of the time are less than perfectly 
matched with operationally ready capabilities. The strategy function 
of ends, ways, and means is logically impeccable, and its recognition 
is essential for discipline in behavior, but it is an ideal that frequently 
is not realized in state practice. Because the character of airpower at 
all times offers some alternative to those buying an air force, there is 
always fuel for argument over the wisdom in the choices made. What 
must be appreciated is the base argument advanced in D26 that a 
state has both a particular set of strategic needs—which will vary over 
time and in different strategic contexts, even at the same time—and a 
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particular more or less constrained ability to purchase what it decides 
it needs and then employ it optimally. Mahan identified six “principal 
conditions affecting the sea power of nations”: 

1. geographical position; 
2. physical conformation, including, as connected therewith, nat-

ural production and climate; 
3. extent of territory; 
4. number of population; 
5. character of the people; and
6. character of the government, including therein the national in-

stitutions.31

If we add to Mahan as just quoted a further, less contestable 
thought by Marx, the theory of airpower is usefully enriched. Spe-
cifically, in “The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Napoleon,” he advised, 
“Men make their own history, but they do not make it as they just 
please; they do not make it under circumstances chosen by them-
selves, but under circumstances directly encouraged, given and trans-
mitted from the past. The tradition of all the dead generations weighs 
like a nightmare on the brain of the living.”32

Countries cannot necessarily buy the airpower that they need in 
good enough time for when they need it. A careful comparative study 
of historical cases of airpower failure concluded that such failure was 
rarely the product of some shortfall in performance “on the day,” but 
rather is more plausibly attributable to long-term structural weak-
nesses in defense preparation.33 As noted already, British air general-
ship was good enough in 1940; certainly it was better than the Ger-
mans’. But the RAF’s decisive advantage in that critical year had been 
earned by virtue of 23 years of serious systemic preparation. Polities 
that seek to improvise effective airpower to meet unanticipated strate-
gic needs are apt to fail. An air force competitive for the demands that 
may well be made of it always requires years and ideally benefits from 
decades of preparation. Moreover, it is necessary to remember that an 
air force fit for the fight and to support the fight, whatever that means 
in context, is not synonymous with such ingredients of airpower as tax 
revenue, science and engineering industry, or even military organiza-
tion and equipment handling skills. To fly well is one thing; to fly well 
in combat, at least in aid of combat, is something else that requires 
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focus on the dueling aspect of all warfare. The history of air warfare 
reveals that the best pilots have not always been the most effective 
fighting pilots. Flying skills and killing skills are not synonymous, 
valuable though the former is for the latter. For a similar thought ap-
plied on a larger scale, although airpower can only be grown from 
much money and advanced science and technology, still it has to be 
created, sustained, and prudently modernized. It is not sufficient for a 
polity to be wealthy for it to be secure; indeed wealth may well fuel 
insecurity. Money, knowledge, and material must be committed years 
in advance to produce airpower. It is in the nature of airpower that it 
has to be a long-term project. Even in the much less complex and de-
velopment- and productionwise speedier days of the 1930s, airpower 
did not lend itself to quick fixes. Britain’s RAF Fighter Command had 
no modern fighter aircraft for 18 months in 1937–38—mercifully, 
only a temporary shortfall but one that could have proven nationally 
and internationally fatal. Actual airpower varies with strategic need as 
translated into capability and with the assets of countries available and 
chosen to be applied to meet the need identified.

While both history and logic argue for the importance of an inde-
pendent air force, it cannot be denied that the USAF and British 
RAF are by no means the only institutional models that have proven 
effective.34 States with defense budgets far smaller than the Ameri-
can or even the British can be attracted to the economies attendant 
upon assignment of a country’s airpower to a single umbrella air 
force. Alternatively, there are countries that are comfortable subor-
dinating all kinds of airpower to their army and navy. Such control 
by land and sea power is fundamentally unsound, but it is prudent to 
recognize the fact of strategic exceptions to the rule of the general 
necessity for air to be independent or at least considerably autono-
mous. D27 should be treated as a reinforcement of D6. That dictum 
in principle endorsed, perhaps condoned, distribution of a state’s 
airpower among several air forces (corps, components, or elements). 
However, empathetically it asserted the virtues of a dedicated air 
force. What is essential is that a state’s airpower should be developed, 
commanded, and controlled by the military professionals who best 
comprehend how it can be employed effectively. Institutional forms 
and command arrangements that weaken the relative influence of 
air-minded professionals over airpower’s quantity, quality, or tasking 
inherently are undesirable. This is not a challenge to, rather is it a 
challenge for, “jointery.”
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Conclusion: Theory Rules!

The evidence of historical experience is in for airpower theory. As 
strategic history continues to roll, new episodes in unique contexts 
fuel more debate over many aspects of airpower. Air strategy, air-
power in strategy, choices among technologies, airpower generalship 
and performance, and so forth—there is no end to the stimuli for 
debate. However, more than a century of extensive and intensive ex-
perience with airpower provides ample—indeed probably redundant 
because repetitive, albeit confirming—evidence on the basis of which 
to construct general theory. There is no need to wait on events, an-
ticipate further technological change, or test more hypotheses. The 
century-plus from 1903, more realistically 1908, to the present can 
tell all that we need to know for us to make sufficient strategic sense 
of airpower. Some readers may well prefer to shape that theory some-
what differently than presented here. However, it should be the case 
that no matter how they choose to package the explanation, the con-
tent of their airpower theory ought to approximate that provided in 
this chapter. Accepting the controversial character of a few of my 
dicta, I am probably being too optimistic in that conditional aspira-
tion. Nonetheless, I do not believe that my interpretation of airpower 
in theory differs significantly from what most other theorists have 
said or at least from what they were trying to say.

In a few major elements the theory of airpower offered here may 
appear heretical to those who sincerely have been content to adhere 
to some classic items of faith that I judge, respectfully but firmly, to be 
unsound. Anyone writing airpower theory today has a great deal of 
rewriting to do, because some large conceptual weeds have been al-
lowed to prosper in airpower’s intellectual garden. Longevity of ideas, 
even if not especially poor ideas, confers an authority of its own. To 
adapt what Marx so aptly wrote, the poor ideas of dead generations of 
airpower theorists can weigh heavily indeed.

Airpower theory should be permitted to educate only in how to 
approach the actual challenges of ever changing airpower. The theory 
ought not to be raided for its direct value as added authority in aid of 
some eminently contestable preference today. If airpower’s general 
theory is deployed to do battle on the issue of the day, it is near cer-
tain that it will be abused, misused, and, as a result, suffer some loss 
of authority. Airpower theory can guide us only in how to think, not 
in what to think. It yields words as concepts that have explanatory 
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power about essential matters and how and why they interact. But 
concepts require application; they should not themselves be com-
manded to serve in debate over discrete historical strategic choices.

In common with land power, sea power, space power, and cyber 
power, airpower should be developed and employed in ways that 
merit description as strategic. If airpower is not built or used in a 
manner worthy of the label strategic, then its own will pay a price for 
that strategic deficit. Airpower is a strategic instrument in that it is a 
servant of politics and policy, as are land power and the others. When 
airpower simply is used to do what it can do because it happens to be 
available, only undeserved good fortune or compensating strategic 
incompetence on the part of the enemy will rescue the project in 
question from failure.

Carl Builder, in his strongly worded meditation on the contempo-
rary ills of the USAF as he saw them, The Icarus Syndrome, argued 
that air professionals had lost their way because they had fallen too 
much in love with their machines as ends in themselves. They had 
lost interest in, and appreciation of, the airpower theory that made 
strategic sense of those machines. Whether or not his judgment on 
the USAF at the close of the Cold War was fair and plausible, in one 
major respect at least, his argument had the potential to do harm. To 
be all that it can be, ceteris paribus (e.g., willing taxpayers, prudent 
politicians, and competent scientists, engineers, and industrial man-
agers), airpower is not simply in need of its theory. Rather does air-
power require explanation by the right enough identification and 
explanation of that theory. And the theory can be discovered only by 
disciplined strategic reasoning and on the basis of empirical evidence. 
Whether and how airpower theory is understood and permitted to 
educate for airpower practice is ever uncertain, but such concerns do 
not absolve theorists from their duty.
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Chapter 10

Per Ardua ad Astra

The length and complexity of the airpower narrative told here de-
mand terse summative interpretation. To that end, this conclusion seeks 
to encapsulate the airpower story in just eight broad points.

First, 1903–present has been the airpower century-plus. Alone, 
certainly, airpower has not defined the period strategically, but its in-
fluence on the course of history has been so great that to label it a 
revolutionary instrument is not an exaggeration. Indeed, it is defen-
sible to argue that among the revolutions in military affairs more and 
less contestably carried through since 1900, that effected by airpower 
has been the most significant. But the world today has become so fa-
miliar with flight that airpower has lost some of the glamour and ex-
citement that it possessed in the early decades of the twentieth cen-
tury. Familiarity breeds lack of appreciation.

Second, leading on directly from the first point, the commercial and 
strategic history of airpower is a triumphant one. Airpower is one of 
history’s most impressive success stories. Everyone wants some of it. 
Billy Mitchell’s apparently loose and undisciplined definition of air-
power as “the ability to do something in the air” captures exactly the 
spirit of the air achievement. There is a ubiquity to the utility of air-
power in its many characters that seems banal only because today it is 
so well appreciated that it is taken for granted. Although I have amended 
Mitchell’s definition so that it reads, “the ability to do something strate-
gically useful in the air,” I admit that less may be more in favor of his 
austere if apparently casual formula. Airpower is apt to underimpress 
when its actual achievements obviously fall short of some excessive 
claims for it. Airpower advocates have had the self-harming proclivity 
to sacrifice both an arguable “A” grade and undoubtedly a “B+” mark in 
implausible demands for an “A+.” Airpower as a stakeholder interest in 
the structure and provision of modern state power has needed to fight 
its corner against competing demands for scarce national resources. 
And again, naturally, airpower has had to demonstrate what it could do 
in the teeth of domestic skepticism and some hostility, both sincere and 

The title of this chapter is the motto of the RAF and a number of other Commonwealth air 
forces. It was officially adopted by the Royal Flying Corps in 1912. The Latin is not quite right, 
but literally it is taken to mean “through struggles to the stars.”
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self-interestedly expedient. However, the airpower story was in scant 
need of embellishment. To the contrary, greater modesty in explicit 
promises would have yielded more respect and subsequent political 
support as a due reward. This is written with all the Olympian authority 
of the historical and strategic understanding gained from hindsight, 
that most helpful of advantages. Nonetheless, I confess to some sadness 
over the paradox that the balanced and realistic airpower strategic 
story from 1917–18 onwards was quite wonderful enough without the 
claims for military primacy that were as implausible at the time as they 
were speculative. Had airpower theory been properly formulated in the 
early years, much subsequent strategically idle and unhelpful debate 
might have been avoided. Admittedly, today it is a little late to try and 
reset the clock—the best one can do is try.

Third, it is a mighty truth about airpower that context rules. How-
ever, it would be a serious mistake to assign all authority to this im-
portant and true claim. On the one hand, context both prejudices 
and enables the strategic influence of airpower. But context not only 
“is”; in addition, it is what air-minded people are able to make of it. 
Airpower is not a puppet behaving in an utterly prechoreographed 
manner. There are not many strategic contexts where it is entirely 
self-evident exactly who should do how much of what among land, 
sea, and air elements. Despite the loose conceptual image that li-
censes reference to strategic and operational doctrine, in reality 
there cannot be doctrine, meaning best practice for particular large-
scale operations, let alone for choice of strategy, because each his-
torical circumstance approached at those levels is more or less 
unique. Strategists educated by strategic theory have to be creative in 
deciding how best to employ the airpower available to the distinctive 
context at issue. This is not to diminish respect for the discipline 
imposed by those features of context that genuinely do constrain 
real-time discretion. But it is to insist that strategically educated air 
strategists will always be able to be more or less helpful to the whole 
war project; they will not be consigned by an iron rule of context to 
a particular quality and weight of strategic contribution to the vari-
ably joint endeavor. There is no law of strategy that commands a 
fixed place in the batting order. But the relative strategic value of 
airpower—and land power and sea power—is determined by con-
text, though for another repetition for emphasis, in practice context 
is what one can make of it.
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Fourth, it is asking too much to require and expect soldiers and 
sailors, and now space warriors and cybernauts also, to understand 
airpower properly, but it is a necessity that air professionals should 
understand their own military instrument strategically. To be blunt, 
if airmen do not understand and cannot explain airpower, no one 
else can be trusted to step into the intellectual void. Today, and most 
probably for many years to come, airpower is and will remain a mas-
sive potential source of potentially asymmetrical advantage to the 
United States and its close allies. It follows necessarily that just as 
America’s rivals and enemies are motivated to design and effect ideas 
and capabilities to negate that US advantage, so America should be 
motivated to make of its airpower, defined inclusively following the 
Mitchell formula, all that it can be strategically. If that logic has ap-
peal, then it is essential to recognize and act on the recognition that 
airpower theory is the necessary basis for understanding what con-
temporary and future airpower can and ought to bring to the coun-
try’s security challenges. In addition, there is vital need to recognize 
that the theory of airpower is intelligible only when it is appreciated 
conceptually and applied in practice in actual strategies as a specific 
case or domain of the general theory of strategy. Strategic theory may 
not seem as difficult to grasp as rocket science, but that is probably a 
misapprehension. In common with rocket science, or should one say 
aeronautics in this context, strategy is more difficult to do than it is to 
understand. But without conceptual grip on sound dicta, precepts, or 
principles (as preferred) for airpower, one needlessly is flying strate-
gically blind.

Fifth, because of the political variety of wars and conflicts, there has 
been and will be no conclusive tactical-technical resolution to the 
strategic question of whether airpower is more the supporting than 
the supported military instrument. Generic and rather abstract debate 
on this subject is not unlike the Christological debate in the Church in 
the fifth century. There is no final truth to be discovered. Theologian-
strategists will debate the true nature of the airpower–land power re-
lationship, but common sense, if not necessarily scholarship, will tell 
one that circumstances suggest and case-by-case trial and error will 
demonstrate what the relationship needs to be in the particular con-
flict in question. One might think that the “transformation of 
American air power,” in Lambeth’s potent phrase, would have set-
tled the matter in favor of altitude.1 However, we humans are land 
animals and only land animals, and our struggles for power, faith, 
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and wealth typically, though not necessarily—as by law, lore, or na-
ture—require close terrestrial engagement. War is hugely complex, 
while even warfare is sufficiently complex as not to lend itself to sat-
isfactory resolution by air action alone and unsupported (except by 
airpower’s own dedicated infrastructure, which must include extra-
domainal contributions from the orbital and cyber communities, 
even if maritime assistance is not required). Intelligent adults reason-
ing strategically should appreciate that the long-running and unfor-
tunately still live supporting/supported antagonism is a strategic 
nonsense. The necessarily domain-specialized military forces need 
each other. 

Canine-like precedence argument is a strategic absurdity at a ge-
neric level, because each historical situation is somewhat distinctive. 
This is not to deny the political reality of interservice rivalries or the 
genuineness of the stakes for people, careers, budgets, and relative 
institutional standing. But it is to decry this kind of competition, save 
only when it is constructive. Strategic debate over the relative weight 
of contributions by land power, sea power, and airpower is by no 
means foolish, given the kind of discretion that usually is available to 
a well-resourced military machine like the American. The argument 
ceases to be constructive when it reflects conceptual faith born of 
institutional interests. After a century-plus of outstanding strategic 
achievement, defenders of what can fairly be termed the airpower in-
terest ought to be beyond need of reassurance that their nation still 
loves airpower sufficiently. Airpower is strategically essential. The ar-
gument for airpower’s strategic value has long passed its culminating 
point of victory. The time has come to realize that the airpower inter-
est for national and international security has won. Of course it is 
true that the struggle for budget share is always alive, and as a conse-
quence, the warriors for the right (or right enough) dare not relax, let 
alone sleep. However, regardless of the practical necessity for air-
power budgets to be protected, still it would be healthy were air pro-
fessionals to be more confident in their hard-earned success. There 
will always be wolves, old ones and young ones, threatening the air-
power sledge, to borrow a metaphor, and they have to be treated with 
the seriousness that they merit. 

Sixth, the whole strategic narrative of airpower history should be 
permitted to instruct with regard to the importance of a fundamental 
question: Where does airpower come from? This study has empha-
sized that the strategic demand for airpower is generated, at root, by 
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the political responses of security communities to actual or antici-
pated dangers. Strategically viewed, airpower has been, is, and long 
will remain a rich source of military answers to strategic questions. 
But it is important to flag the key importance of “preparations for 
war,” as Clausewitz put it with admirable directness.2 In common 
with the great Prussian, I have not wished to risk diverting readers’ 
attention from strategic matters that have as their center of gravity 
the use or threat of use of airpower. However, I am aware that in my 
endeavor to be sufficiently disciplined as not to lose the strategic plot, 
inadvertently I may have seemed to be dismissive of all the activities 
and resources that are necessary to produce airpower capabilities and 
sustain them in combat. With Clausewitz, I have chosen to focus on 
“fighting.”3 To use the familiar metaphor, the emphasis has been as 
swordplay and not on sword making and repair. Belatedly, it is essen-
tial to recognize that the entire history of airpower demonstrates the 
validity of the general rule that the airpower capability expressed in 
machines and organizations, as well as in combat prowess, cannot be 
improvised. Lead-times have lengthened with the advancing com-
plexity of technology, but nonetheless, airpower has always been a 
relatively long-haul project. It is generated by national wealth; by an 
advanced basis of science, technology, and industrial skills and ca-
pacity; and by a workforce competent to produce what the technolo-
gists and engineers invent and design. Airpower is not and never has 
been all about frontline, operationally ready, and serviceable aircraft. 
Rather, any competent audit of a country’s airpower and analysis of 
the reasons why it performed well or otherwise in combat must take 
full account of these aspects of the subject: the size of the aircraft park 
of reserve machines and engines; the rate of aircraft production; the 
size of the pool of trained, operationally ready aircrew and the rate 
at which the training establishment is processing new aircrew; the 
quality and duration of flying and air combat training; and the scale 
and efficiency of the aircraft repair and maintenance organization. 
And then one has to assess the quality of staff work of all kinds that 
supports performance in the air: intelligence, personnel manage-
ment, and so forth—the list can be little short of encyclopedic. My 
intention here is not to attempt to cite exhaustively all of the varied 
assets that have to be marshaled and directed to produce this won-
derful product of airpower. It is my purpose to alert readers to the 
fact that the focus of this text on strategic performance was chosen 
deliberately as the plot of the study. The neglect of the equivalent of 
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the sword maker’s science and art was intended for reasons both of 
manuscript length and concern lest the clarity of the strategic story 
might be hazarded as a result. 

Readers may have noticed that, save in passing, the analysis has 
devoted scant attention to the crucial matter of basing.4 Regardless of 
one’s beliefs about the relative strategic value of airpower in this war or 
in that, aircraft have always had to be based on land or on carriers at 
sea. Airpower is the product of terrestrial resources, it must operate 
from terrestrial bases, and it must have strategic meaning for the 
course of history on land. These near banalities should not be forgot-
ten amidst the excitement of the aerial narrative. I have mentioned 
aircraft production because although quality of machine and person 
usually is key in aerial warfare, when quantity is too low, quality of 
strategic performance will descend in a deadly spiral. This was the 
story of the Luftwaffe from 1943 to 1945.5 When airpower is too small 
in size to be competitive against a worthy enemy, it is likely to decline 
at a rate that precludes recovery. Germany’s problems with inadequate 
airpower in the second half of World War II were substantially the 
result of production goals set early in the conflict at too low a level.

Seventh, airpower certainly is about technology, but it is not all 
about it. Similarly, airpower is about flying, but that is not all it is 
about. The most skillful pilots have not always been the ones most 
successful in combat. To fly prettily may be desirable, but war after 
war has revealed that personality rather than the highest of technical 
competence is key to being a killer in the cockpit. This is not to sug-
gest that aircraft handling is unimportant. The whole history of 
manned flight has demonstrated that air forces suffer more or less 
serious attrition due to accidents caused primarily by pilot (or navi-
gator) error, often in the context of bad weather, quite aside from 
combat losses attributable to enemy action. At times, the flying acci-
dent loss rate has been chronic. In the two world wars of the twenti-
eth century, rightly fearful and very young men have been placed in 
sole charge of extremely powerful machines that in many cases they 
had barely mastered technically before they were expected to fly in 
combat. When air forces have little choice other than to truncate fly-
ing hours in training and are unable to afford the time necessary for 
a prudent transition period in operational training in units before 
commitment to combat, the result will be the kind of losses suffered 
by the British RFC in 1917–18 and the Luftwaffe in 1944–45. Of 
course, airpower is about science as technology, technology as engi-
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neering, and engineering as machines that can perform as desired 
when controlled by technically competent aircrew, especially pilots. 
However, the very centrality and essentiality of technology to air-
power can have the effect of being so fascinating, not to say entertain-
ing, to air persons that the strategic utility of the air instrument is an 
understudied and therefore somewhat neglected subject. Aircraft, fly-
ing, and even air fighting are not existentially useful. “Doing it” is not 
necessarily doing something that generates the strategic effect re-
quired. Airpower is in need of air generalship, whether seriously 
jointly influenced or not. “Bombs away with Curtis LeMay!” conveys 
a suitable spirit for airpower on the offensive, but it should not be 
forgotten that General LeMay the air strategist tore up the extant op-
erational concept for the bombing of Japan when he discovered by 
painful experience that high-altitude precision bombardment, as per 
ACTS-, USAAC-, and USAAF-preferred doctrine, was wrong for the 
conditions over Japan in the summer of 1945.6 The effectiveness of 
airpower is highly dependent upon the quality of (variably joint) air 
strategy that directs it, and that quality rests upon the quality of stra-
tegic education absorbed, understood, and applied by air strategists.

Eighth and finally, it is useful to confront some leading generic 
criticisms of airpower by way of what one might call a targeted sanity 
check on much that has gone before in this study. Brief general com-
ment is appropriate on these sweeping charges against contemporary 
and prospective future airpower: (1) insupportable high cost, (2) 
irrelevance to control of people (on the ground), (3) immorality of 
collateral damage from aerial bombardment, (4) strategic misuse by 
credulous politicians, and (5) yesterday’s weapon. 

Regarding cost, all of the armed services are expensive. If the sticker 
shock for an F-35 appalls, try the cost of soldiers deployed to Afghan-
istan. While there is no case for aircraft that are more expensive than 
they need to be or that have much cheaper, strategically adequate sub-
stitutes, there is an unanswerable case for aircraft whose cost is amply 
justifiable in relation to their strategic value.7 One cannot debate cost 
intelligently absent prudent assessment of the value of the anticipated 
effectiveness as well as the strength of the strategic need. Saving money 
is a simple matter; saving it in a strategically prudent manner often is 
not. Any weapon unlikely to perform as required is likely to be a waste 
of money. 

Next, by its very nature airpower is more or less distant from the 
ground whereon people live. This spatial separation is both an advantage 
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and a disadvantage. There is much that airpower can do to enable the 
ground element of joint operations to succeed. But for those tasks that 
require friendly forces to be continuously up close and personal to peo-
ple—enemy, allies, and the undecided—one needs soldiers present. Sen-
sibly understood, airpower does not aspire to perform all strategic mis-
sions unaided in all forms of warfare. 

Of course collateral damage is regrettable, but it need be neither 
immoral nor illegal, provided both that the rules of engagement re-
flect closely the constraints required by the laws of war and that those 
rules are followed. Inevitably, accidents do happen. Friction and 
chance flourish in warfare. Perspective is necessary because in recent 
years collateral damage more often has been the result of ground war-
fare than of bombardment from the air. 

The next criticism holds that contemporary airpower, with its all-
but-immaculate precision, can be so attractive an only slightly strate-
gic option that its availability seduces credulous politicians into being 
too ready to draw and fire the aerial gun. This may be true, but it has 
no more logical, practical, or moral merit than would advise to pro-
hibit any other activity that is attractive when used properly but 
which might be abused by ignorant or malicious people. Automobiles 
can be deadly weapons, while many popular sports provide ample 
opportunity for participants to damage both themselves and others. 
The sensible answer to this generic criticism is to say that we should 
elect only politicians whom we trust to use military force carefully 
and strategically. 

The final broad criticism is the apparently deadly claim that air-
power is “yesterday’s weapon,” the horse cavalry of the early twenty-
first century. The intelligent answer to this more than marginally un-
intelligent charge is to say that (1) airpower takes such a variety of 
forms and serves so many essential purposes that categorical obsoles-
cence on the path to being obsolete is literally an absurd prospect; (2) 
the flexibility and agility that manned and piloted aircraft provide 
cannot be duplicated in unmanned, let alone autonomous, unpiloted 
platforms; (3) airpower, as always, will adopt, adapt to, and exploit 
new technological opportunities and will reshape itself to suit differ-
ent strategic circumstances; and (4) the emerging technologies that 
appear to challenge some or all of the future of airpower, for example 
those of orbital space systems and cyber systems, are much more 
likely to enhance airpower through their co-option than they are to 
replace it. Some of the critique that bottom lines as “airpower is obso-
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lescent” is fundamentally unsound because it rests upon an unduly 
exclusive understanding of what constitutes airpower. Also, there is a 
widespread underappreciation of the prudent limits of flexible per-
formance by technically autonomous vehicles; unprogrammed hu-
man eyeballs and a human moral as well as strategic compass on the 
spot can be critically important. Plainly there are several major issue 
areas here: manned versus unmanned, piloted versus unpiloted (au-
tonomous), and the long-running important subject of ground-based 
as opposed to airborne systems (e.g., artillery versus close air sup-
port). It is the sincere belief of this strategic theorist that airpower in 
all its wonderful variants is not about to pass away after the fashion of 
the horse cavalry that it replaced. Some of what manned and piloted 
airpower traditionally has performed will be conducted by un-
manned and in a few, a very few, cases even unpiloted vehicles. But 
the process of adaptation to new and emerging technologies and stra-
tegic opportunities will be continu ous. No convincing case has yet 
been made to suggest that the time is fast approaching for a wake to 
be ordered for airpower.

The most recent obituary for airpower in the literature has been 
written by Israeli military historian Martin van Creveld.8 In The Age 
of Airpower (2011), he offers a wealth of historical detail, much of it 
interesting, in attempted support of a characteristically exciting argu-
ment about disappointment, decline, and now, allegedly, fall. Unfor-
tunately, his attitude and thesis tend to drive his historical judgment, 
with the result that the airpower narrative is systematically mis-
assessed and therefore misunderstood.

The grand strategic historical narrative of airpower is complete in 
the record to date, but it is seriously unfinished. Airpower is still in 
the process of becoming something different in character, though not 
in nature. I considered deploying the phrase “the airpower era” in the 
title to this study, but I rejected the idea because it carried the impli-
cation that airpower defined a period that had a clear beginning—
which is true—and a distinct end—which is not true and is unlikely 
to be true on any timeline of much interest today. It has been my high 
ambition to help reset the clock on the understanding of airpower. 
This immodest mission has been pursued with the immense and in-
valuable assistance of the theorists of airpower who preceded me. To 
them, whether I agree or disagree with their reasoning, I am deeply 
grateful.
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Notes

1. Lambeth, Transformation of American Air Power.
2. Clausewitz, On War, 131.
3. Ibid., 127–32.
4. For an airpower focus to the persisting basing challenge to strategists, see 

Wohlstetter, Selection and Use of Strategic Air Bases; for a study in historical breadth, 
depth, and context it would be difficult to improve on Harkavy, Strategic Basing and 
Great Powers, 1200–2000.

5. A grim narrative of the attritional demise of airpower is particularly well told 
in Murray, Luftwaffe.

6. See Werrell, Blankets of Fire; Kozak, LeMay, chaps. 7–9; and Tillman, Whirl-
wind.

7. For a critical blast try the broadside in Cordesman and Wagner, America’s Self-
Destroying Airpower. 

8. Creveld, Age of Airpower. See also his “Rise and Fall of Air Power.” It is sadly 
ironic that van Creveld, a gifted historian, can know so much about airpower, past 
and present, yet advance an argument so likely to mislead. 
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